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Dankwoord
Ik zie mezelf nog zitten in Auditorium A van de S9 tijdens de eerste les van het vak
Computertechnologie, me luidop afvragend wat die CPU toch was waarover Prof.
Hoffman het steeds had. Toen had ik nooit durven dromen dat ik hier vandaag zou
staan. In die periode van 10 jaar, heb ik heel wat bijgeleerd, niet enkel op vlak van
computerwetenschappen, maar ook op persoonlijk vlak. Zo heeft mijn doctoraat
me duidelijk de meerwaarde van interdisciplinair en participatief onderzoek doen
inzien. Vanaf die eerste dag heb ik steeds mensen gehad bij wie ik terecht kon voor
steun, vragen, een levendige discussie, een aangename babbel, een wijze levensles
of gewoon een leuk verzetje. Al deze mensen hebben hun stempel achtergelaten
op dit werk en dit boek zou dan ook niet hetzelfde geworden zijn zonder hun
bijdrages. Zoals de meesten onder jullie weten, is kort en bondig schrijven niet
e´e´n van mijn talenten. Dit dankwoord is daar geen uitzondering op. Dus voor zij
die niet door onderstaande tekst willen worstelen, hieronder de samenvatting:
Bedankt allemaal!
Allereerst, wil ik mijn promotor Filip De Turck bedanken voor het vertrou-
wen, de vele technische discussies, de interessante onderzoeksideee¨n en aange-
name babbels over kindjes. Je wist het perfecte evenwicht te vinden tussen mij
voldoende vrijheid te geven, maar ook op tijd in te grijpen wanneer ik even het bos
door de bomen niet meer zag of te veel hooi op mijn vork nam. Ik wil je vooral be-
danken om mij vanaf het begin te betrekken en verantwoordelijkheid te geven bin-
nen de verschillende eHealth projecten. Ook mijn co-promotor Tom Dhaene stond
altijd paraat om een nieuw licht te werpen op mijn onderzoek. Uw eeuwig opti-
misme werkte steeds aanstekelijk wanneer het einde van het doctoraat soms zeer
veraf leek. Bedankt! Jullie uitmuntende begeleiding en feedback leidde aan het
begin van dit onderzoek tot een succesvolle IWT-aanvraag. Hierdoor heb ik mijn
doctoraat zonder financie¨le zorgen kunnen uitvoeren. Mijn dank gaat hiervoor
dan ook uit naar het agentschap voor Innovatie door Wetenschap en Technologie
(IWT). Ook wil ik Piet Demeester uitdrukkelijk bedanken voor de mogelijkheden
die hij mij geboden heeft. Ondanks zijn drukke agenda staat zijn deur altijd open
voor grote en kleine vragen. Zijn uitmuntend leiden van de IBCN onderzoeksgroep
zorgt voor een aangename werksfeer en laat ons toe om ons volledig te focussen
op ons onderzoek.
Daarnaast heb ik het geluk gehad dat 3 mensen zich spontaan ook opgeworpen
hebben als mentors gedurende mijn doctoraat. Allereerst wil ik Stijn Verstichel
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bedanken om mij onder zijn vleugels te nemen en mij de kneepjes van het pro-
jectwerk te leren gedurende mijn eerste project, InteGRail. Het was een plezier
om die eerste buitenlandse werkreizen met je te ondernemen (al dan niet met een
geboekt hotel). Je stond altijd klaar om feedback te geven op mijn onderzoek of
mijn Engels, te helpen bij technische problemen, een tandje bij te steken op stres-
serende momenten of gewoon even een pauze in te lassen met een kopje koffie.
Bedankt om al die jaren mijn klankbord te zijn om ideee¨n tegen af te kaatsen. Ik
kijk ernaar uit om de komende jaren nog verder eindeloos met je te discussie¨ren
over ontologiee¨n en eindelijk het debat Amerika vs. Groot-Brittannie¨ voor eens en
altijd uit te vechten. Ann Ackaert leerde ik kennen gedurende de tweede helft van
mijn doctoraat. Ze dompelde me niet alleen onder in de wondere wereld van de
eCare, maar wierp zich ook op als een ware mental coach. Je was er altijd wanneer
ik even stoom moest aflaten of je ervaringen over het moederschap of de combina-
tie werk & gezin te delen. Daarnaast wil ik je zeer erg bedanken om me in contact
te brengen met interdisciplinair onderzoek en je vele contacten binnen de gezond-
heidszorg. Je passie voor het voeren van onderzoek waarbij iedereen, zowel patie¨nt
en zorgverlener als industrie, bij gebaat is, werkt motiverend! Finaal, wil ik Piet
Verhoeve bedanken. Al van bij mijn masterproef was hij betrokken bij mijn on-
derzoek. De brainstormmomenten en feedback gedurende mijn masterproef waren
de eerste stappen in de richting van dit doctoraatsonderzoek. Ik wil je bedanken
voor de vele brainstormmomenten over de toekomst van de gezondheidszorg, de
rol die onderzoek zou moeten spelen in de maatschappij en mij te laten kennis ma-
ken met de wondere wereld van verpleegoproepsystemen. Je perspectief vanuit de
industrie was van onschatbare waarde voor dit onderzoek.
Tot mijn grootte plezier, heb ik de kans gehad om mijn doctoraatsonderzoek te
combineren met een aantal projecten met industriepartners. De verschillende per-
spectieven en feedback van deze partners hebben een niet te onderschatten impact
gehad op mijn onderzoek.
Mijn eerste projectervaring was gedurende de laatste maanden van het Inte-
GRail project. Bedankt Stijn Verstichel en Frederik Vermeulen om me zo snel
in te werken in dit grote project. Bedankt ook aan alle andere partners voor de
aangename en leerrijke projectvergaderingen, het opsnuiven van de kerstsfeer in
Mu¨nchen en de kennismaking met Grappa en al het lekkers uit de Middellandse
zee in Monopoli. Ook wil ik Frederik, Stijn, Leanneke Loeve en Pieter Dings be-
danken voor hun niet aflatende feedback op ons onderzoek en hun medewerking
aan het “Transportation” artikel die wel eeuwig in “Revisions Requested”-status
leek te blijven steken. De aanhouder wint.
Kort daarna mocht ik ook een handje helpen bij de implementatie van het
COSARA project. Bedankt Kristof Steurbaut om samen met mij het medische
jargon en de bijhorende databankstructuren te doorgronden. Ik herinner mij nog
levendig de vele discussies over de interpretatie van het begrip “dag” op de dienst
intensieve zorgen en het urenlang debuggen van de COSARA (of was het CO-
ZARA?) monsterqueries. Ook de andere collega’s van het project wil ik bedanken
voor de aangename samenwerking: Bram Gadeyne, Kristof Taveirne, Kristof La-
mont en Sofie Van Hoecke. Het COSARA project startte ook mijn zeer leerrijke
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samenwerking met de dokters en verpleegkundigen van het UZ Gent. In het bij-
zonder wil ik Johan Decruyenaere bedanken. U wist steeds tijd vrij te maken in
uw superdrukke agenda als hoofd van de dienst intensieve zorgen om feedback
te geven op mijn onderzoek, te brainstormen of om uw unieke inzichten over de
informatisering van de gezondheidszorg met mij te delen. Na een meeting met
u zit mijn hoofd altijd vol nieuwe ideee¨n en kan ik niet wachten om deze verder
uit te werken. Bedankt voor uw niet aflatende steun aan het eHealth onderzoek
binnen IBCN en de mogelijkheid te bieden de resultaten van ons onderzoek te
toetsen aan de realiteit in uw dienst. Uw perspectief als dokter op ons onderzoek
is van onschatbare waarde. Ook bedankt om me steeds in contact te brengen met
uw collega’s die mijn onderzoek konden vooruit helpen. Kirsten Colpaert en Do-
minique Benoit bedankt voor het aanbrengen van de vele nuttige use cases en de
diepgaande feedback op onze implementaties. Chris(tian) Danneels bedankt voor
de IT ondersteuning en gezellige babbels. Dries Myny bedankt voor het delen
van je verpleegkundige ervaring en het ondersteunen van de nodige gebruikerson-
derzoek en simulaties van het oNCS. Ik kijk ernaar uit om de samenwerking met
jullie verder te zetten. Daarnaast wil ik ook nog Stijn Van Looy bedanken voor
het aanwakkeren van de machine learning passie en met te wijzen op de proble-
matiek van medische tijdsreeksen. David Verstraeten en Benjamin Schrauwen wil
ik bedanken voor de ondersteuning bij het gebruik van ESNs.
Het ACCIO project heeft waarschijnlijk de grootste impact gehad op mijn
werk. Al van bij de proposal-fase was ik betrokken bij het project. Het was een
plezier om het project volledig mee te realiseren, vanaf de eerste brainstorm tot
het succesvol closing event. Bedankt An Jacobs om me onder te dompelen in
de wereld van gebruikersonderzoek en me te tonen wat echt interdisciplinair sa-
menwerken kan betekenen. Jouw uniek perspectief heeft me al meerdere malen
uitgedaagd om anders na te denken over mijn onderzoek. Bedankt om samen met
mij op zoek te gaan hoe we ontologie-gebaseerde gezondheidszorgapplicaties op
een gebruikersgedreven manier konden ontwikkelen. Bedankt om de vele “Innova-
tion Binder”-meetings niet enkel nuttig en gefocust te houden, maar daarnaast ook
altijd tijd te maken voor wat gezelligheid en de nodige aangename pauzes. Ik kijk
ernaar uit om de komende jaren verder uitgedaagd te worden door jou. Ook wil ik
Pieter Duysburgh, Lizzy Bleumers, Mathijs Verstraete, Mieke Van Gils, Nicky Sul-
mon en Annelies Veys en bedanken voor de wederzijdse kennisuitwisseling. Het
was een plezier om van jullie gebruikersonderzoek te leren, jullie kennis te laten
maken met ontologiee¨n en samen de nieuwe methodologie uit te werken. Bedankt
om de hoop niet op te geven gedurende de vele Babylonische spraakverwarringen
en het toeslaan van de wet van Murphy gedurende de gebruikersevaluaties. Pie-
ter D, bedankt voor je humor en je relativeringsvermogen. Een meeting met jou
eindigt altijd in een positieve noot. Saar De Zutter en Piet V, bedankt voor jul-
lie tomeloze inzet en feedback. Saar zeker bedankt voor je blijvende inzet om de
PoC tot een goed einde te brengen en alle eindjes mooi aan elkaar te knopen voor
je vertrok op zwangerschapsverlof. Stijn V en Saar, ik kan geen 2 aangenamere
mensen bedenken om 2 weken mee opgesloten te worden in een fabriek in Pope-
ringe. Stijn De Pestel, bedankt voor je fantastische inzet en de ijver waarmee je de
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mobiele applicatie geı¨mplementeerd hebt. Dit liet ons toe om een mooie PoC neer
te zetten. Ook wil ik alle gebruikersgroepen in het zonnetje zetten voor hun inzet
tijdens het ACCIO project. Aan alle mensen van het Dominiek Savio Instituut,
OLV Ziekenhuis Aalst en AZ Maria Middelares een welgemeende dank u. In het
bijzonder bedankt aan Conny Pauwels, Bart Sabbe en Thierry Verplancke voor het
geloof in onze doelstellingen en het steeds motiveren van jullie collega’s om deel
te nemen aan onze workshops. Bedankt ook aan Jan Van Hecke, Piet Berlamont
en Valerie Dhaeze voor het beschikbaar stellen van de PRoF ruimte(s), voor de
technische ondersteuning tijdens het uitwerken van de PoC en ons steeds te voor-
zien van de broodnodige koffie. Aan de collega’s Stijn V. en Ann A., zeer bedankt
voor de fantastische samenwerking tijdens ACCIO. Ik ben eindeloos trots op wat
we daar verwezenlijkt hebben. Finaal wil ik ook alle andere mensen bedanken die
in meer of mindere mate betrokken waren in het ACCIO project. Jullie inzich-
ten hebben bijgedragen tot het uiteindelijke resultaat en lieten hun stempel achter
op dit onderzoek. Bedankt Johan Criel, Laurence Claeys, Hans Crampe, Brecht
Stubbe, Peter De Boutte, Henk Vansteenkiste, John Gesquiere, Bernard Pauwels,
Geert Casteleyn en zovele anderen.
Het werk in ACCIO mondde uit in heel wat vervolgprojecten, namelijk Fall-
Risk, O’CareCloudS en Care4Balance. In deze projecten kreeg ik de kans om
samen te werken met heel wat IBCN collega’s. Femke De Backere bedankt om de
fakkel zo goed van mij over te nemen in het O’CareCloudS project zodat ik met
een gerust hart op zwangerschapsverlof kon vertrekken. Femke DB, Stijn V en
Ann A, bedankt voor de eindeloze discussies over de betekenis van MCD, MCI
en MCK, het willen uitpluizen van en het worstelen met OSGi bundles en fantas-
tische brainstormpartners te zijn. Femke DB, ik kijk nu al uit naar de fantastische
PoC die je ongetwijfeld zal afleveren. Blijven gaan! Jeroen Hoebeke, Floris Van
den Abeele en Jen Rossey bedankt om mij geduldig in te wijden in de wereld van
sensornetwerken en CoAP. Jeroen H tevens bedankt voor de gezellige babbels en
mij Masha en de beer te leren kennen. Skyler (en Tibe) zijn je dankbaar! Frede-
rik Van Nieuwenborg en Jan Van Ooteghem bedankt om mij kennis te laten ma-
ken met economische modellen, maar ook voor de aangename samenwerking en
jullie bereidwilligheid om jullie diep in te werken in de wereld van de kennismo-
dellering. Jelle Nelis bedankt voor de technische ondersteuning en de geduldige
uitleg van Diamant/Dyamand ook al loop je soms de muren op van mijn chaoti-
sche geest. Naast een aantal industrie¨le partners en personen die ik reeds kende uit
het ACCIO project, mocht ik in deze projecten ook heel wat nieuwe personen en
partners ontmoeten. Bedankt Pieter Crombez, Tommy Carlier, Kevin De Gryse,
Stefan Danschotter, Robby Smet, Maya Van den Broeck, Donaat Van Eynde, Sofie
Maes, Jasmien Decancq, Karen Willems, Arne jansen, Jan-Henk Annema, Dimitri
Van Landuyt, Eric Moons, Jean-Marc Harvengt, Karin Slegers, Kris Luyten, Bart
Vanrumste, Jan Van den Bergh, Steven Vandeput, Griet Depoorter, Kim Wuyts,
Maarten Decat en zovele anderen voor de reeds aangename samenwerking. Ik kijk
uit naar de eindresultaten van deze projecten.
Birgit Morlion wil ik bedanken voor het ondersteunen en mee uit de grond
stampen van al deze eHealth projecten. Ook de rest van de iMinds personeelsleden,
vop wie ik doorheen de jaren kon rekenen voor het regelen van administratie en het
snel beantwoorden van projectvragen, draag ik een warm hart toe.
Ten laatste mocht ik mijn kennismodelleringsexpertise ook aanwenden in het
ASTUTE project. Het was een hele ervaring om mee te mogen draaien in derge-
lijk groot Europees project. Bedankt Anna Hristoskova voor de leuke semantische
discussies, de vele ritjes richting Leuven en Brussel (al dan niet met een omwegje)
en rekening te houden met de beperkte mobiliteit van mijn zwangere lijf. Be-
dankt Elena Tsiporkova voor het vertrouwen in ons onderzoek en om een perfect
voorbeeld te zijn van hoe een dergelijk project in goede banen kan geleid worden.
Tom Tourwe´ wil ik bedanken om altijd advocaat van de duivel te spelen zodat we
al onze keuzes altijd goed moesten kunnen verantwoorden. Het was een ideale
voorbereiding op de verdediging van dit doctoraat. Ik wil ook alle andere partners
van het ASTUTE project bedanken om ons te laten kennis maken met het domein
van de rampenbestrijding, mee te helpen aan de ontwikkeling van de ontologie en
ons steeds uit te dagen op vlak van gebruiksgemak en integratiemogelijkheden van
onze implementatie. Bedankt Wim Boffe´, Leon Rousseau, Tom Mahieu, Xavier
Talpe, Jessie Dedecker, Nicola´s Gonza´lez-Deleito, Nadia Ferreira, Bart Adams,
Dirk Christianen en alle anderen.
Niet alle brainstormmomenten eindigen in een succesvolle projectaanvraag of
zijn momenteel nog in volle bloei. Niettemin hebben deze ontmoetingen ook
(reeds) hun stempel gedrukt op dit onderzoek. Vermits ik de voorbije jaren heel
wat mensen ben tegengekomen, is het onvermijdelijk dat hier een aantal namen
zullen ontbreken. Deze ontbreken echter enkel door vergetelheid en ik kan hen
verzekeren dat ik hen daarom niet minder erkentelijk ben. Bedankt Erik Man-
nens, Davy Van Deursen, Peter Lambert, Sam Coppens, Lucy Hederman, Pieter
Baeyaert, Toon Timbermont, Werner van Leekwijck, Heidi Buysse, Jan Dehouck,
Alfons Meert, Herman Roelandts, Dirk Van Hyfte, Eva Dierckx, Bert Paepen, Luc
Thierens, Liselotte Vandekerckhove, Dirk Van Den Wouwer, Leen Verschraegen
en alle anderen die mijn pad kruisten.
Gedurende mijn doctoraat heb ik ook mogen proeven van het onderwijs. Het
begeleiden van de practica en de projecten van het vak ODS was steeds een aange-
name uitdaging. Ik wil dan ook heel het team bedanken voor leuke samenwerking:
Filip De Turck, Bart Dhoedt, Kristof Steurbaut, Femke DB, Jeroen Famaey, Ste-
ven Latre´, Stijn V, Bert Vankeirsbilck, Matthias Strobbe, Samuel Dauwe, Dieter
Verslype, Hendrik Moens, Niels Bouten, Tim Verbelen en Klaas Roobroeck. Ook
het begeleiden van de vakoverschrijdende projecten samen met Femke DB was
een plezier. Mijn hart lag echter het meest bij de e´e´n op e´e´n begeleiding van
thesis- en stagestudenten. De wisselwerking en wederzijdse kennisoverdracht heb
ik altijd als een grote meerwaarde ervaren. Doorheen de jaren zijn er heel wat
de revue gepasseerd. Sommigen onder hen lieten een significante impact na op
mijn doctoraatsonderzoek door het uitwerken van alternatieve onderzoekspistes of
het aanleveren van nieuwe ideen. Ik wil jullie hier allen oprecht voor bedanken!
Sommigen onder hen kan ik nu met veel plezier tot mijn collega’s rekenen. In het
bijzonder wil ik Maxim Claeys en Thomas Vanhove bedanken voor hun bijdrages
aan dit onderzoek. Gelukkig stond ik niet alleen in voor het begeleiden van deze
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thesisstudenten. Daarom ook een welgemeende dank u wel aan mijn sympathieke
co-begeleiders: Femke DB, Stijn V, Thomas Dupont, Wannes Kerckhove, Anna
H, Jelle N, Kristof S, Kristof T, Bram G, Jan VO en Frederik VN.
Gezien mijn onhandigheid, ben ik zeer blij dat ik doorheen de jaren kunnen re-
kenen heb op ons fantastisch admin-team: Jonathan Moreel, Bert De Vuyst, Joeri
Casteels, Wouter Adem, Pascal Vandeputte, Johan De Knijf, Bert De Knijf en
Serge van Ginderachter. Martine Buysse, Davinia Stevens en Ilse Van Royen ston-
den altijd paraat voor mijn ontelbare vragen, hulp te bieden bij het doorlopen van
de administratieve rompslomp of voor een gezellige babbel bij het halen van een
kopje koffie. Martine is de echte moederkloek van IBCN. Bij haar kan je altijd
terecht als je even je hart moet luchten. Bedankt hiervoor! Davinia, bedankt voor
het gezellig keuvelen over onze kroost en zwangerschapskwaaltjes. Bij vragen
rond financie¨le aspecten kon ik rekenen op de deskundige hulp van Bernadette
Becue, Karien Hemelsoen, Nathalie Vanhijfte, Joke Staelens en Dalila Lauwers.
Tenslotte wil ik Sabrina en Sandra zeer erg bedanken voor het proper houden van
onze werkplaats en klaarzetten van onze vergaderruimtes. Gezien de grootte van
IBCN, zijn koekjessmullende en koffiemorsende populatie en de vele technische
apparatuur die stof aantrekt als een magneet, is dit zeker geen eenvoudige taak.
Sabrina bedankt ook voor de vele geanimeerde en enthousiaste gesprekken op de
gang. Je vrolijke “Goeiemorgen” doet mijn ochtendhumeur altijd verdwijnen als
sneeuw voor de zon.
Ook de aangename werksfeer was van groot belang. Sinds het begin van mijn
doctoraat kan je mij vinden op bureau 2.20. Binnen dit bureau ben ik een paar
keer verhuisd om uiteindelijk een vaste plek te vinden tussen mijn twee eilandge-
nootjes Femke DB en Jeroen F. Jeroen, ik herinner me nog perfect dat Filip me
vroeg op welke bureau ik graag wou zitten op de Zuiderpoort. Ik zei dat het mij
niet uitmaakte zolang ik maar bij jou op de bureau zat. Ik heb me die beslissing
nog geen moment beklaagd sinds we dit avontuur samen aangevat hebben. Het
was een plezier om samen deze weg af te leggen. Aangezien je een jaar voorliep
op mij was je een ideaal voorbeeld van hoe een doctoraat succesvol kon aangepakt
worden. Ik kon steeds bij jou terecht voor mijn vele vragen, hulp en zelfs nale-
zen van de conclusie van dit boek. Ook bedankt voor de vele gezellige momenten
buiten de werkvloer over een lekker etentje, een glaasje en/of een gezelschapsspel-
letje. Femke DB, ik had wat meer ruimte nodig om jou te bedanken. Lees vooral
verder! Daarnaast wil ik zeker ook mijn technical support- en debug-team en West-
Vlaamse buddies Wannes Kerckhove en Thomas Dupont bedanken. Zelden heb ik
zo’n oprecht behulpzame mensen mogen ontmoeten. Steeds stonden jullie voor
me klaar als mijn hardware, software of zelfs mijn hersenen het lieten afweten.
Ik prijs mezelf gelukkig dat ik steeds een beroep kan doen op jullie uitgebreide
kennis als architectuur-, java- en OSGi-goeroes. Daarnaast zorgden jullie voor de
nodige ontspanning tijdens de pauzes en na de werkuren. Het is een plezier om de
passie voor muziek, en meer specifiek post-rock, met jullie te delen. Thomas be-
dankt om me de nodige emo-hitjes te leren kennen (Saves the day op kop). Ze zijn
echte guilty pleasures geworden. Wannes bedankt om me bloot te stellen aan alle
bands die jij dagdagelijks ontdekt. Het beluisteren van deze muziek, zorgde ervoor
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dat het schrijven aan een strak tempo kon gebeuren zonder te veel afleiding. Ook
bedankt voor de vele gesprekken over pot en pint about the answer to the ultimate
question of Life, the Universe, and Everything.
Daarnaast zou ik ook al mijn andere (ex-)bureaugenoten willen bedanken voor
de gezellige bureausfeer waardoor ik elke dag met plezier kom werken ondanks
mijn ochtendhumeur: Bert V, Gregory Van Seghbroeck, Minh Huu Nguyen, Dirk
Gorissen, Hendrik M, Samuel D, Lien Deboosere, Bruno Volckaert, Sofie Ver-
brugge, Tom Verdickt, Dirk De Schrijver, Ali Farhan Azmat, Pol Dockx, Nico
Goeminne en Maryam Barshan. Ook de personen van ex-bureau 3.15 draag ik een
warm hart toe, al was het maar om hun lach in te houden tot dat ik buitengekoerst
was na mijn spectaculaire valpartij over de onzichtbare draad. Ik heb altijd met
veel plezier de bureau-activiteiten (co-)georganiseerd. Na de grote IBCN bureau-
wissel, konden we op deze activiteiten ook rekenen op het aangename gezelschap
van een aantal andere collega’s: Stijn V, Steven L, Kristof S, Maxim C, Thomas
T, Niels B, Philip L en Bram B. Bedankt iedereen om van deze bureauactiviteiten
mooie herinneringen te maken vol hilarische momenten en diepzinnige discussies
al dan niet overgoten met de juiste hoeveelheid Ethanol. Ik kijk al uit naar onze
volgende activiteit, het pretparkbezoek! Ook wil ik de andere vrouwen bedanken
voor de eerste gezellige “Women In ICT”-activiteiten: Anna H, Femke DB, Jolien
Coenraets, Marlies Van der Wee, Sofie Lambert, Ann Ackaert, Lisa Pattyn en So-
fie Verbrugge. Het is geen staatsgeheim dat ik graag een koffietje drink. Aan de
koffieautomaat ontstonden vaak aangename gesprekken. Bedankt Sofie Demeyer,
Steven L, Kristof S, Jeroen H, Bert V, Thomas D, Wannes K, Jan VO, Stijn V,
Femke DB, Jeroen F, Gregory VS, Jelle N, Anna H, Dieter De Witte en Evy Trou-
bleyn voor deze korte, maar inspirerende en ontspannende pauzes.
Gent is natuurlijk veel meer dan de Zuiderpoort alleen. Tijdens mijn studies
heb ik vriendschappen gesloten voor het leven. Aan mijn studievrienden uit de
richting informatica, bedankt voor de vele steun tijdens het studeren en de exa-
mens. Voor al diegenen die mij voorgingen in het bepalen van een doctoraat,
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Samenvatting
– Summary in Dutch –
De afgelopen jaren is de complexiteit van de gezondheidszorg toegenomen als ge-
volg van een aantal maatschappelijke factoren, bijvoorbeeld het toenemend aantal
patie¨nten per verpleegeenheid, de nood aan meer gespecialiseerde zorg en een ge-
brek aan verpleegkundig personeel waardoor een efficie¨nter gebruik van middelen
vereist is. Een verdere toename van de complexiteit is te wijten aan het grote
aantal van nieuwe technologiee¨n die geı¨ntroduceerd wordt, bijvoorbeeld voor het
ondersteunen en automatiseren van administratieve taken, het beheren van data
en het observeren van de parameters van een patie¨nt. Vandaag de dag moet het
personeel, zelfs voor het uitvoeren van e´e´n enkele taak, verschillende toestellen
en applicaties raadplegen en hun geleverde informatie handmatig combineren om
voordeel te halen uit de kennis die geleverd wordt door deze technologische appa-
ratuur. Zorgverleners verliezen tijd, missen potentie¨le patie¨ntinzichten en hebben
geen compleet overzicht van de huidige context doordat de verzamelde data niet
automatisch geaggregeerd en geı¨ntegreerd wordt.
Om deze problemen aan te pakken wordt vaak gebruik gemaakt van ambient-
intelligente, pervasieve en contextgevoelige technieken. Het gemeenschappelijk
kenmerk van deze technieken is dat technologie verdwijnt naar de achtergrond.
Sensors en applicaties worden gebruikt om parameters op te meten en te verzame-
len over de omgeving en huidige context, terwijl actuatoren aanpassingen doorvoe-
ren in de omgeving op basis van deze informatie. Het gebruik van deze technieken
impliceert een nood aan een methode voor het integreren en exploiteren van al
deze heterogene informatie zodat dit niet langer de verantwoordelijkheid is van
de zorgverlener. Bovendien laat het integreren van deze informatie toe dat intelli-
gente applicaties worden ontwikkeld die gebruik maken van deze beschikbare data
om de zorgverleners te ondersteunen in hun dagelijkse activiteiten. Ontologiee¨n
worden vaak gebruikt door bestaande contextgevoelige systemen om dit doel te
bereiken. Een ontologie is een semantisch model dat formeel de concepten en hun
relaties en attributen binnen een bepaald domein beschrijft.
De introductie van contextgevoelige diensten in de gezondheidszorg verloopt
echter traag en moeizaam. De grootste klacht is dat gebruikers hun werkpatronen
aanzienlijk moesten veranderen om de diensten nuttig te kunnen gebruiken. Dit
is te wijten aan het feit dat de diensten onvoldoende gepersonaliseerd zijn, een
gebrek aan aandacht voor de gebruiksvriendelijkheid van de diensten, bv. geau-
tomatiseerde en gepersonaliseerde waarschuwingen, en dat er onvoldoende voor
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gezorgd wordt dat de gebruikers het gevoel hebben dat ze de controle hebben over
de technologie. Bovendien wordt er een zeer grote hoeveelheid heterogene data
verzameld door het geautomatiseerd observeren van patie¨ntparameters, uit medi-
sche databanken en door het gebruiken van de vele software. De meeste bestaande
contextgevoelige gezondheidsapplicaties zijn niet in staat om op een schaalbare
manier om te gaan met dergelijke enorme hoeveelheid aan data. Ten laatste wordt
in de huidige gezondheidszorgapplicaties vaak geen rekening gehouden met tijds-
reeksen. Veranderingen in medische tijdsreeksen bevatten echter belangrijke in-
formatie over de toestand van een zorgbehoevende, bijvoorbeeld een significante
achteruitgang van de gezondheid van de zorgbehoevende als gevolg van een com-
plicatie of een nieuwe pathologie.
De belangrijkste onderzoeksbijdrage van dit proefschrift is het ontwerp en be-
heer van een contextgevoelig, semantisch en zelflerend platform en bijhorende
methodes en algoritmes die het mogelijk maken om op eenvoudige manier gezond-
heidszorgapplicaties te ontwikkelen die toelaten om zorgverleners en -behoevenden
te ondersteunen in hun dagelijkse activiteiten en taken. Dit hoofddoel vertaalt zich
in de volgende zes specifieke onderzoeksbijdragen.
Een vaak vergeten feit is dat de toepasbaarheid van een contextgevoelig plat-
form sterk afhankelijk is van de correctheid en volledigheid van het gebruikte ken-
nismodel. De meeste ontologiee¨n ontwikkeld voor de gezondheidszorg spitsen
zich echter toe op biomedisch onderzoek en worden vooral gebruikt om op een
e´e´nduidige manier medische terminologie te definie¨ren. De eerste bijdrage van dit
onderzoek is dan ook de ontwikkeling van een ontologie voor de continue zorg die
alle contextinformatie en kennis modelleert die gebruikt wordt in de verschillende
gezondheidszorgsectoren, namelijk ziekenhuizen, residentie¨le zorg en thuiszorg.
De ontologie werd op een modulaire manier ontwikkeld om hergebruik aan te
moedigen en ervoor te zorgen dat het model makkelijk kan uitgebreid worden met
nieuwe kennis. Het model bestaat uit een algemene ontologie, dat kennis bevat
die gebruikt kan worden in alle gezondheidszorgsectoren, en twee specifieke on-
tologiee¨n waarvan e´e´n gericht is op residentie¨le zorg en e´e´n toegespitst is op de
zorg verleend in ziekenhuizen. De algemene ontologie is verder opgesplitst in ze-
ven delen, de kernontologiee¨n genaamd, die zich elk toespitsen op een specifiek
subdomein, bijvoorbeeld het modelleren van taken of profielen.
Om een ontologie te cree¨ren is een goed begrip vereist van het domein dat
dit model wenst te beschrijven. Het betrekken van domeindeskundigen in elke
stap van de ontwikkeling van de ontologie zorgt voor een betere acceptatie en ge-
bruik van de technologie die gecree¨erd wordt met behulp van dit kennismodel.
Bovendien zorgt het ervoor dat de ontologie is afgestemd op de dagelijkse werk-
praktijken van de zorgverleners. Daarom werd als tweede onderzoeksbijdrage een
participatieve methodologie ontwikkeld voor het cree¨ren van ontologiee¨n. Deze
methodologie betrekt sociologen, ontwikkelaars van ontologiee¨n en domeindes-
kundigen, bijvoorbeeld verpleegkundigen, verzorgers en dokters, in elke stap van
het ontwikkelingsproces. De methodologie bestaat uit observaties en vijf soorten
workshops die de volledige levenscyclus van een ontologie omvatten. Ze is af-
gestemd op het ontwikkelen van ontologiee¨n voor minder IT-gerichte domeinen
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waar de belanghebbenden mogelijks niet in staat zijn of niet bereid zijn om de
ontologie zelf te ontwikkelen of om veel tijd te wijden aan het ondersteunen van
de ontwikkeling. Richtlijnen werden vooropgesteld die detailleren hoe het etno-
grafisch onderzoek en de verschillende workshops moeten georganiseerd worden
zodat andere onderzoekers en ontwikkelaars de methodologie eenvoudig kunnen
overnemen en gebruiken voor hun eigen doeleinden. De ontwikkelde methodiek
werd grondig gee¨valueerd door ze te gebruiken om de eerder besproken continue
zorg ontologie te ontwikkelen.
Als derde bijdrage werd een contextgevoelig en semantisch platform ontwik-
keld, genaamd het O’Care Platform, die toelaat om op een schaalbare, modulaire
en performante manier gezondheidszorgapplicaties en -diensten uit te rollen. Om
gemakkelijk intelligente applicatie te kunnen ontwikkelen, moet het platform in
staat zijn om de betekenis te interpreteren van de enorme hoeveelheid van he-
terogene gezondheidszorgdata die aangeleverd wordt door de verschillende toe-
stellen en de relevante informatie eruit te filteren. Om ervoor te zorgen dat de
verschillende gezondheidszorgtoepassingen enkel de data ontvangen waarin ze
geı¨nteresseerd zijn op dat moment maakt het platform gebruik van een seman-
tische communicatiebus (SCB) in combinatie met de ontwikkelde continue zorg
kernontologiee¨n. Het O’Care Platform combineert expressieve OWL-DL rede-
neertechnieken om de context te interpreteren, gedistribueerd beheer van het con-
textmodel & -informatie, intelligente filtering van contextinformatie en de gedis-
tribueerde uitrol van de SCB en het gebruik van een cache om de schaalbaarheid
te verbeteren. Er werd een grondige evaluatie van de prestaties van de SCB in
het gezondheidszorgdomein uitgevoerd met behulp van een illustratief scenario
met betrekking tot drie gezondheidszorgtoepassingen, namelijk een geavanceerd
verpleegoproepsysteem ondersteund door een lokalisatie- en een domoticacompo-
nent.
Wanneer nieuwe technologie wordt geı¨ntroduceerd, verandert het gedrag van
de gebruikers doordat ze zich eraan aanpassen. Bovendien hebben de verschil-
lende omgevingen waarin de technologie wordt uitgerold, bijvoorbeeld verschil-
lende verpleeg- of ziekenhuisafdelingen, mogelijks iets andere verwachtingen over
de manier waarop de contextinformatie in rekening wordt gebracht. Het is moeilijk
om deze veranderingen in gedrag en kleine nuances in werkpraktijken in rekening
te brengen tijdens het ontwikkelen van de technologie. Daarom werd als vierde
contributie een zelflerend platform ontwikkeld die toelaat dat contextgevoelige ge-
zondheidszorgapplicaties hun gedrag aanpassen tijdens de uitvoering om zo tot
werkelijk gepersonaliseerde diensten te komen. Het ontwikkelde platform bestaat
uit de volgende stappen. Eerst wordt het gedrag van de gebruikers en de context
waarin het gedrag zich vertoond geregistreerd door een contextmodel, onder de
vorm van een ontologie met bijhorende regelgebaseerde contextgevoelige algorit-
mes. Uit deze data wordt dan historische informatie verzameld door algoritmes
die ontbrekende of onjuiste kennis identificeren in de contextgevoelige applicatie.
Deze historische informatie wordt vervolgend gefilterd, opgeruimd en gestructu-
reerd zodat het kan gebruikt worden als input voor data mining technieken. De
resultaten van de data mining worden gerangschikt en gefilterd door elk resultaat
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te associe¨ren met een kans die uitdrukt hoe betrouwbaar en nauwkeurig ze is. Deze
resultaten en de bijhorende kansen worden dan geı¨ntegreerd in het contextmodel en
de dynamische algoritmes. De kansen verduidelijken aan de gebruikers dat deze
nieuwe kennis nog niet bevestigd is door doorgedreven evaluatie. Uiteindelijk
kunnen deze kansen aangepast worden, namelijk verhoogd of verlaagd worden,
ten gevolge van de contextinformatie die verzameld wordt over het gebruik van
de nieuwe kennis. Een diepgaande evaluatie van de toepasbaarheid, correctheid
en prestaties van het ontwikkelde platform werd uitgevoerd aan de hand van een
scenario met betrekking tot het ontdekken van de reden van een verpleegoproep
van een patie¨nt.
Om te illustreren hoe intelligente en performante gezondheidszorgapplicaties
kunnen ontwikkeld worden voor het optimaliseren van de continue zorg met be-
hulp van het ontwikkelde O’Care Platform, de continue zorg ontologie en het
zelflerend platform, werd een prototype van een zelflerend ontologiegebaseerd
verpleegoproepsysteem, genaamd ONCS, ontwikkeld als vijfde contributie. Dit
prototype laat toe dat patie¨nten zich vrij rond bewegen met draagbare en draadloze
toestelletjes om verpleegoproepen mee te maken. Bovendien beheert dit platform
de profielen van de patie¨nten en zorgverleners op een efficie¨nte manier in de conti-
nue zorg ontologie. Een innovatief verpleegoproepalgoritme werd ontwikkeld die
zich dynamisch aanpast aan de huidige context door de profielinformatie in reke-
ning te brengen. Het algoritme bepaalt eerst de kans dat een oproep een bepaalde
prioriteit heeft op basis van de risicofactoren van de patie¨nt en het type van de
oproep. Vervolgens wordt een drempelalgoritme gebruikt om de prioriteit van een
specifieke oproep te bepalen op basis van deze kansen. Tenslotte wordt de meest
geschikte zorgverlener toegewezen aan de oproep op basis van de beschikbare
contextinformatie en de prioriteit van de oproep. Een uitgebreide evaluatie van de
toepasbaarheid en prestaties van het ontwikkelde oNCS prototype werd uitgevoerd
op basis van enerzijds complexe simulaties gebaseerd op gegevens verzameld over
drie verpleegafdelingen van het Universitair ziekenhuis van Gent en anderzijds re-
alistische gebruikerstesten in de patie¨ntenkamer van de toekomst door gebruik te
maken van de ontwikkelde mobiele verpleegoproepapplicatie. Tenslotte werd het
zelflerend platform gebruikt om de parameters van het oNCS, namelijk de gedefi-
nieerde drempels en kansen, automatisch aan te passen aan de noden en behoeften
van de zorgverleners en -behoevenden.
Tenslotte werd als laatste bijdrage een uitbreiding ontwikkeld van het O’Care
Platform, de continue zorg ontologie en het zelflerend platform om medische tijds-
reeksen te representeren en verwerken. Een gedetailleerde evaluatie werd uitge-
voerd om de voordelen te achterhalen van het gebruik van Echo State Networks in
plaats van traditionele classificatietechnieken in combinatie met attribuutextractie
en -selectie voor het classificeren van tijdsreeksen.
Summary
In recent years, the complexity in nursing organizations has been on the rise due to
societal factors, e.g., the increase of the care unit size and specialized care and the
lack of nurse staffing which requires a more efficient use of resources. A further
increase of complexity is due to the high amount of new technologies that are
being adopted, especially to support administrative tasks, data management and
patient monitoring. To take advantage of the information, which is collected by
all this technological equipment, the staff have to manually combine and consult
several devices, even when carrying out one single task. Due to the fact that the
available data is not being integrated and aggregated, caregivers lose time, miss
out on potential patient insights and lack a general overview of the situation.
To cope with these problems, ambient-intelligent, pervasive and context-aware
techniques are often introduced. The common denominator of these techniques is
that the technology will blend into the background of the environment and sensors
and actuators will be able to sense and adapt our environment. This implies an
emerging demand for the integration and exploitation of the heterogeneous infor-
mation available from all the devices such that the caregivers no longer play the
role of the orchestrator between all these technologies. Moreover, this information
integration allows building intelligent applications, which exploit all this available
data to support the caregivers in their everyday activities. Ontologies are often
employed by existing context-aware systems to realize this goal. An ontology is
a commonly agreed on semantic model that formally describes the concepts in a
certain domain, as well as their relationships and attributes.
However, the adoption of context-aware services in the healthcare domain is
lagging behind what could be expected. The main complaint made by the users is
that they had to significantly alter workflow patterns to accommodate the system.
This is due to inadequate techniques for personalization of the services, a lack of
focus on the soft aspects of interaction, e.g., automated and personalized alerts,
and the lack of tackling problems, such as the need of the users for control. More-
over, the amount of heterogeneous data, provided by the monitoring equipment,
captured in medical databases and generated by the available software, is vast.
Most available pervasive healthcare platforms are unable to cope with this huge
amount of heterogeneous data in a scalable way. Finally, time series data is often
not taken into account in the current healthcare services and applications. Changes
in these medical time series contain important information about the condition of a
care receiver, e.g., a relevant clinical deterioration due to a complication or a new
pathology.
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The main research contribution of this dissertation is the design and develop-
ment of a context-aware, semantic and self-learning framework and accompany-
ing methodologies and algorithms, which allow the easy development of pervasive
healthcare applications that support caregivers and care receivers in their daily
activities and tasks. This main goal translates into the following six research con-
tributions.
An often overlooked fact is that the strength of any context-aware platform de-
pends heavily on the correctness and completeness of the used knowledge model.
However, most of the developed healthcare ontologies focus on biomedical re-
search and are mainly employed to clearly define medical terminology. Therefore
as a first contribution, a continuous care ontology, modeling context information
and knowledge utilized across the various continuous care settings, i.e., hospitals,
residential care and homecare, was developed. The ontology was developed in a
modular fashion to promote re-use and allow easy extension of the model with
new knowledge. It consists of a high-level ontology, containing knowledge that is
applicable across all continuous care domains, and two low-level ontologies, one
focusing on residential care settings and one tuned towards hospital settings. The
high-level ontology consists of seven core ontologies, each focusing on a particular
sub-domain, e.g., modeling tasks or people profiles.
In order to create an ontology for a particular domain, a good understanding of
this domain is required. Including the domain expert in every step of the creation
of the ontology facilitates the acceptance of the new technology, which is built
using this knowledge model. It also ensures that the ontology is tuned towards the
daily work practices of the caregivers. As a second contribution, a participatory
ontology engineering methodology was designed, which involves social scientists,
ontology engineers and domain experts, e.g., nurses, residential caregivers and
doctors, in each step of the development process. The methodology consists of ob-
servations and five types of workshops, covering the whole ontology life-cycle. It
is tuned towards the development of ontologies for less IT-focused domains, where
the stakeholders might not be willing or able to construct the ontologies themselves
or attribute a large amount of their time. Guidelines are stipulated, which detail
how the ethnographic research and different workshop should be organized, allow-
ing other researchers and developers to easily adopt the methodology. A thorough
evaluation of the proposed methodology was performed by applying it to develop
the previously discussed continuous care ontology.
As third contribution, a context-aware and semantic platform, called the O’Care
Platform, was developed, which allows the scalable, modular and performant de-
ployment of healthcare applications and services. To easily build intelligent appli-
cations, the platform must be able to interpret the meaning and adequately filter the
relevant information out of the huge amount of heterogeneous care data provided
by all the devices and sensors. To ensure that the different healthcare applications
and services only receive data that they are interested in at that time, a Semantic
Communication Bus (SCB) was used in combination with the developed contin-
uous care core ontologies. The O’Care Platform combines expressive OWL-DL
context reasoning, distributed management of the context model and information,
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intelligent filtering of context information and distributed deployment of the SCB
and employment of a cache to increase scalability. A thorough performance eval-
uation of the SCB in the healthcare domain was performed by an illustrative sce-
nario concerning three healthcare applications, namely a sophisticated nurse call
system integrated with localization and home automation services.
When new technology is introduced, the behavior of the users changes to adapt
to it. Moreover, different environments, in which the application is deployed, e.g.,
different nursing units or hospital departments, might have slightly different re-
quirements pertaining to how the context information is taken into account. It is
difficult to foresee these changes in behavior and small nuances in workflows at
development time. Therefore, a self-learning framework was developed as fourth
contribution, allowing context-aware healthcare applications to adapt their behav-
ior at run-time and achieve truly personalized healthcare services. The proposed
framework consists of the following steps. First, an ontology-based context model
with accompanying rule-based context-aware algorithms is used to capture the be-
havior of the user and the context, in which it is exhibited. Historical information
is then gathered by algorithms that identify missing or inaccurate knowledge in the
context-aware platform. This historical information is filtered, cleaned and struc-
tured so that it can be used as input for data mining techniques. The results of these
data mining techniques are then prioritized and filtered by associating probabilities
with the obtained results expressing how reliable or accurate they are. These re-
sults and the associated probabilities are then integrated into the context model and
dynamic algorithms. These probabilities clarify to the stakeholders that this new
knowledge has not been confirmed by rigorous evaluation. Finally, these probabil-
ities are adapted, i.e., in- or decreased, according to context and behavior informa-
tion gathered about the usage of the learned information. A thorough evaluation
of the applicability, correctness and performance of the self-learning framework
in the healthcare domain was performed by an illustrative scenario concerning the
discovery of reasons for patients’ call light use.
To thoroughly demonstrate how intelligent and performant healthcare services
can be implemented to optimize continuous care by using the developed continu-
ous care ontology, O’Care Platform and the self-learning framework, a prototype
of a self-learning, ontology-based Nurse Call System (oNCS) was developed as
fifth contribution. This prototype allows that patients walk around freely with
portable, wireless nurse call buttons. Additionally, this platform efficiently man-
ages the profiles of the staff members and the patients by encoding this informa-
tion into the continuous care ontology. A new nurse call algorithm was developed,
which dynamically adapts to the situation at hand by taking this profile informa-
tion into account. It first determines the probability that a call has a particular
priority, based on the type of the call and the risk factors of the patient. Next,
a threshold algorithm is executed on the calculated probabilities to determine the
priority of a particular call. Finally, the available context information and the pri-
ority of the call are used to assign the most appropriate caregiver to a call. An
elaborate evaluation of the applicability and performance of the developed oNCS
prototype was performed. First, intricate simulations were performed, based on
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data gathered about three departments at Ghent University Hospital. Second, user
tests were conducted in the Patient Room of the Future, using the developed mo-
bile nurse call application to give the invited caregivers a first-hand experience of
the oNCS. Finally, the self-learning framework was used to automatically adapt
the parameters of the oNCS, i.e., the defined probabilities and thresholds, to the
needs and requirements of the caregivers and care receivers.
Finally, extensions of the developed O’Care Platform, continuous care ontol-
ogy and self-learning framework are proposed to represent and reason with med-
ical time series. A detailed evaluation was performed of the advantages of using
echo state networks instead of other traditional classifiers, combined with feature
extraction and selection, for time series classification.
1
Introduction
“We are stuck with technology when what we really want is just stuff that works.”
– Douglas Adams, The Salmon of Doubt (1952 - 2001)
1.1 The current healthcare context
1.1.1 An ageing population and rising costs
Healthcare is the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of disease, illness, injury
and other physical and mental impairments in humans. In this dissertation, the
people delivering care, e.g., nurses, doctors and informal caregivers, are denoted
as caregivers, while the people in need of care are called care receivers, e.g.,
patients or residents at a nursing home. Healthcare is generally regarded as an
important determinant in promoting the general health and well-being of people
around the world. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), a well-
functioning health care system requires a robust financing mechanism, a well-
trained and adequately-paid workforce, reliable information on which to base de-
cisions and policies, and well maintained facilities and logistics to deliver quality
medicines and technology [1].
Meeting these requirements becomes increasingly difficult because of two glo-
bal challenges, namely a) an ageing population and b) the increasing healthcare
costs.
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Figure 1.1: Age pyramids, source: Eurostat [2]
According to ageing data recorded by Eurostat, as illustrated in Figure 1.1a, the
age pyramid of the population belonging to the European Union (EU) is rapidly
changing towards a much older population. This is due to consistently low birth
rates and a higher life expectancy [2]. It can be noted that, from 1991 until 2011,
the share of the population aged less than 15 years in the EU decreased by 3.7%,
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Figure 1.2: The share of the population aged 65 years or over between 1991 and 2011 for
the different countries of the EU, source: Eurostat [2]
while the share of the population of 65 years and older increased by 3.6%. As
a result, the bottom of the pyramid becomes more narrow, while the top widens.
Figure 1.2 shows the share of the population aged 65 years or over between 1991
and 2011 for the different countries of the EU. The share of older people in Bel-
gium increased around 2%. Figure 1.1b shows Eurostat’s latest set of population
projections, covering the period from 2011 to 2060. It can be derived that the pop-
ulation will continue to age. According to the WHO, the number of people aged
60 years and over is expected to increase from 605 million to 2 billion between
2000 and 2050, while the number of people aged 80 years or older will have al-
most quadrupled [3]. The number of older people who are no longer able to look
after themselves in developing countries is forecast to quadruple by 2050.
The ageing population has a number of socio-economic side effects that in-
fluence the provision of healthcare [4]. Because of limited mobility, physical or
mental health problems, a lot of elderly are no longer able to live idependently.
However, due to the demographic changes and changing family structures, e.g., in-
creased participation of women in the work force, there are less family caregivers,
who are able to give informal care to the elderly. Consequently, many require a
form of institutionalized long-term care, e.g., residential care, assisted living or
long stays in the hospital. These developments are accompanied by emerging staff
shortages in the formal care sector. In 2006, the WHO reported an estimated short-
age of almost 4.3 million doctors, midwives, nurses and support workers world-
wide [5]. Moreover, people are increasingly living longer with chronic diseases.
In 2009, more than 133 million Americans, or 45% of the population, have at least
one chronic condition [6]. 26% of the Americans have multiple chronic condi-
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tions. This increases the complexity of diagnosis and treatment and requires more
personalized healthcare and specialized staff.
Total health expenditure as a share of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), ac-
cording to expenditure data recorded by Eurostat, the WHO and the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) between 2000 and 2010, is
shown in Figure 1.3 for selected EU member states [7]. In 2010, EU member states
devoted on average 9.0% of their GDP to health spending. This is a significant in-
crease from the 7.3% allocated in 2000, but a slight decline compared to the peak
of 9.2% of the GDP in 2009. The latter is due to the economic crisis, which started
in many countries in the middle of 2008. Consequently, the healthcare sector is
one of the largest industries in most developed countries, bigger generally than
education, agriculture, Information Technology (IT), tourism or telecommunica-
tions [8]. Spending on healthcare almost invariably grows faster than the GDP [9].
Consequently, we can expect to see the rate of growth of healthcare spending in
EU outstrip the GDP growth significantly, during the current economically difficult
times. Figure 1.4 visualizes the annual average growth rate in health expenditure
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Figure 1.4: Annual average growth rate in health expenditure per capita, in real terms,
2000 to 2010 (or nearest year), source: Eurostat, WHO & OECD [7]
per capita, according to data gathered by Eurostat, the WHO and OECD between
2000 and 2010 [7]. Growth in health spending per capita slowed in 2010 in almost
all European countries, reversing a trend of steady increases in many countries.
The drop is bigger in countries where the economic crisis hit the hardest. Al-
though, the overall expenditure still increases or stabilizes, the expenditure per
capita drops due to the increasing demands on healthcare services by an ageing
population.
In summary, there are more elderly people, requiring more complex care,
which needs to be provided by a dwindling number of caregivers with an increas-
ingly lower amount of resources per patient.
1.1.2 The rise of eHealth
To achieve a more optimized use of resources and rostering of staff and to reduce
the healthcare costs, IT and technological equipment, e.g., monitoring equipment,
sensors and nurse call systems, are often introduced in institutionalized healthcare
settings [10]. Pagliari et al. [11] performed a very detailed survey of the field of
eHealth and came up with the following definition:
eHealth is an emerging field of medical informatics, referring to the
organisation and delivery of health services and information using
the Internet and related technologies. In a broader sense, the term
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characterizes not only a technical development, but also a new way of
working, an attitude, and a commitment for networked, global think-
ing, to improve health care locally, regionally, and worldwide by using
information and communication technology.
eHealth is being actively adopted. Major application areas include [12]:
• Electronic Health Records (EHR): A systematic collection of electronic
clinical and administrative health information about individual patients or
populations for the purpose of supporting administrative tasks, ensuring the
continuity of care and performing evidence-based medical research.
• Telemedicine: The use of telecommunications to provide medical informa-
tion and services in situations where the health professional and the patient
(or two health professionals) are not in the same location. It includes appli-
cations to perform telemonitoring of a patients clinical parameters at home
and remote consultation between a health care provider and care receiver.
• Decision support tools: Clinical systems that process the wide range of
available healthcare data to help health professionals make clinical decisions
to enhance patient care.
• mHealth: Using mobile devices to collect and aggregate patient data and
provide caregivers with a comprehensive overview of this data at the point
of care.
• Healthcare information systems: Software to ease the administrative health-
care tasks, e.g., appointment scheduling, billing and work schedule manage-
ment.
This dissertation focuses on the latter three application domains, but also exploits
the information captured in EHRs.
The benefits of eHealth, such as improved operational efficiency, higher qual-
ity of care, and positive return on investments have been well documented in the
literature [13]. Estimations by RAND Corporation predict that costs can be re-
duced dramatically by the use of information technology. RAND calculated in
2005 that through adoption of health IT by most US hospitals and doctors offices,
a potential efficiency saving for both inpatient and outpatient care could average
over $ 77 billion per year [14]. The cost saving is attributed to reduced hospital
stays, reduced nurses’ administrative time and more efficient drug utilization. As
such, eHealth provides a way to ensure the continued provision of high quality
healthcare to an ageing population at reduced costs and with a more efficient use
of resources.
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Figure 1.5: Nurse facing ontology orchestration (with a smile!)
eCare is an eHealth research field that focuses on all aspects of care delivery
processes. The focus is more on optimizing the continuous care processes, instead
of trying to help in the diagnosis of these patients through IT.
1.1.3 The ambient-aware patient room of the future
The increased introduction of technological equipment and eHealth software un-
fortunately also increases the complexity of healthcare. As visualized in Fig-
ure 1.5, caregivers are directly faced with the complex technologies. Today, each
technology is being equipped with intelligence on its own, however it is the care-
giver that is responsible for orchestrating these technologies and moving infor-
mation from one technology to another. The caregiver has to use several devices
to consult and insert data even when carrying out a single task. This is a very
time-consuming job [15]. Due to the fact that the available healthcare data is not
being integrated and aggregated, caregivers lose time, lack a general overview of
the current situation and miss out on potential insights about care receivers, e.g.,
early indications of worsening condition of a patient.
The ambient-intelligent patient room of the future contains numerous devices
to sense the needs and preferences of all the actors involved and adapts its be-
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haviour accordingly, taking into account the pitfalls of a too static and user depow-
ering system, which gives the users very limited control [16, 17].
Consider, for example, a patient with a concussion, who needs to be in a dark
environment. Today, the staff members are responsible for switching on the lights
at the appropriate level each time they enter the room. Consequently, each staff
member has to be aware of all the aspects and specific characteristics of the pa-
tient’s condition. If an uninformed person enters the room or a wrong button is
pressed, this can cause physical pain for the patient. However, if the lighting con-
trol system would be aware of the patient’s pathology and needs, it can automat-
ically turn on the light to the correct level when it detects that the nurse enters
the room. Moreover, a message can be displayed, explaining to the nurse why the
lights are lit on this lower level. Staff members are able to overrule the system, but
a light sensor could be used to monitor the light intensity in the room and alert a
nurse if a pre-defined threshold is crossed.
To realize this vision, ambient-intelligent, pervasive and context-aware tech-
niques can be adopted. The common denominator of these techniques is that the
technology will blend into the background of the environment and sensors and
actuators will be able to sense and adapt the environment by interpreting various
contexts of an environment and its users [18, 19]. Dey and Abowd [20] refer to
context as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of entities
(i.e., whether a person, place or object) that are considered relevant to the inter-
action between a user and an application, including the user and the application
themselves”. The collected context information is often ambiguous and heteroge-
neous. This implies an emerging demand for the integration of this avaiable het-
erogeneous information in a context model, such that intelligent applications can
exploit this knowledge. Ontologies are often employed by existing context-aware
systems to realize this goal [21–23].
The design and use of ontologies in the healthcare domain to optimize the
delivery of healthcare services through context-aware and pervasive systems is
an active research field [24, 25], as it has been recognized that ontology-based
systems can be used to improve the management of complex health systems [26].
This dissertation builds further on this research, as highlighted in the contributions
in Section 1.4. Therefore, a short introduction into ontologies and reasoning is
given in the following section.
1.2 Background on ontologies and reasoning
A short, but comprehensive definition of an ontology is given by Gruber [27]:
“An ontology is a specification of a conceptualization in the context of knowledge
description”. An ontology is thus a commonly agreed on semantic model that for-
mally describes the concepts in a certain domain, their relationships and attributes.
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Figure 1.6: Example ontology, modelling diseases and their symptoms
This common, agreed data-format can then be used to exchange the data and its
attached domain model, which encourages re-use, communication, collaboration
and integration. By managing the data about the current context in an ontology,
intelligent algorithms can be more easily defined that take advantage of this infor-
mation to optimize and personalize the context-aware applications.
An example ontology, that models diseases and their symptoms, is shown in
Fig. 1.6. The squares represent the different concepts within the domain, e.g.,
Disease or Symptom. The dotted arrows indicate subclass relationships. For
example, the subclass relationship between Fever and Symptom indicates that
Fever is a kind of Symptom and that each relationship or attribute that applies
to Symptoms also applies to Fever. The full arrows indicate relationships be-
tween concepts, e.g., a Disease is associated with its Symptoms through the
hasSymptom relationship. The ovals represent properties of a concept, e.g., the
temperature Temp associated with a Fever. Finally, smaller arrows and text rep-
resent data (individuals) associated with the concepts of the ontology, e.g., An-
tibiotics is a kind of Treatment. An ontology potentially also contains
classification axioms, which can be used to infer new knowledge using the for-
mally defined model. For example, the class CureableDisease is defined as
a Disease, which has at least one Treatment associated with it through the
hasTreatment relationship.
A semantic reasoner is a piece of generic software, which is able to infer log-
ical consequences, i.e., new knowledge, out of the information captured in an on-
tology. For example, a reasoner can automatically infer which Diseases are
CurableDiseases, even if this is not explicitly defined in the ontology. Three
types of reasoning tasks are typically performed:
• Checking consistency and satisfiability: an ontology is consistent if it does
not contain any contradictory statements. A class is satisfiable if it can be
instantiated, i.e., an individual of this type can be created.
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• Classification determines the complete class hierarchy of the ontology by
inferring for the logically defined concepts where they belong in the exist-
ing hierarchy, defined by the subclass relationships. For example, from Fig-
ure 1.6 it can be inferred that the CurableDisease concept is a subclass
of Disease.
• Realization calculates for each individual to which concepts it belongs.
The leading language for encoding ontologies is the Web Ontology Language
(OWL) [28], which is a recommendation by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) [29]. OWL has different levels of expressive power. This was motivated
by the principle of minimality, i.e., not including as many modelling features as
possible, but constriction of expressivity to make inference feasible. It consists of
three sublanguages, each of them varying in their trade-off between expressiveness
and inferential complexity. They are, in order of increasing expressiveness:
• OWL-Lite supports classification hierarchies and simple constraint features.
• OWL-DL (Description Logics) is a subset providing great expressiveness
without losing computational completeness and decidability.
• OWL-Full supports maximum expressiveness and syntactic freedom how-
ever without computational guarantees.
Using one of the three sublanguage-flavours of OWL, one can easily adapt to the
required expressiveness. Arguably, the most interesting sublanguage for many
application domains is OWL-DL, balancing great expressiveness with inferential
efficiency. Due to its foundation in Description Logics [30], which are a family of
logics that are decidable fragments of first-order logic, OWL-DL is also very flexi-
ble and computationally complete. This means that all conclusions are guaranteed
to be computable. The decidability of OWL-DL, being that all conclusions will be
reached in finite time, is an imported aspect as well.
Recently, a new version of OWL was proposed [31]. OWL 2 specifies three
new types of sublanguages, called profiles, which have favourable computational
properties and are easier to implement. The profiles are designed for increased
efficiency of reasoning of specific types of applications. They are:
• OWL 2 EL (Existential quantification Logic), which is aimed at applica-
tions employing ontologies that contain very large numbers of properties
and/or classes. It enables to perform basic reasoning tasks in time that is
polynomial with respect to the size of the ontology.
• OWL 2 QL (Query Language), which is the ideal choice for applications
that use very large volumes of instance data and where query answering is
the most important reasoning task. Sound and complete conjunctive query
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answering can be performed in LOGSPACE with respect to the size of the
data.
• OWL RL (Rule Language), which targets applications that require scalable
reasoning without sacrificing too much expressive power. The previously
discussed reasoning tasks and conjunctive query answering problems can be
solved in time that is polynomial with respect to the size of the ontology.
Ontologies are more and more being picked up by the industry. A wide range of
mature tools have been developed to ease the ontology construction, e.g., Prote´ge´
[32] and SWOOP [33], implementation, e.g., OWL-API [34] or Jena [35], and
reasoning, e.g., Pellet [36] or Hermit [37]. To increase the expressivity, OWL
can be easily integrated with different rule platforms, e.g., SWRL [38] or Jena
Rules. SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [39] can be used
to query OWL. OWL is compatible with the Web Architecture as it has, amongst
others, an XML-based [40] encoding and it is backward compatible with Resource
Description Framework (RDF) Schema [41].
Although originally intended for the Semantic Web [42], ontologies are be-
coming increasingly popular within other domains, such as knowledge representa-
tion and maintenance, biomedical informatics, context-aware computing and nat-
ural language processing.
1.3 Problem statement and research challenges
The adoption of context-aware services in the healthcare domain is lagging behind
what could be expected. Whereas the healthcare industry is quick to exploit the
latest medical technology, they are reluctant adopters of modern health informa-
tion systems [43]. Half of all computer-based information systems fail due to user
resistance and staff interference [44]. The main complaint made against mobile,
context-aware systems is that users had to significantly alter workflow patterns to
accommodate the system [45]. This is due to inadequate techniques for personal-
ization of the services, a lack of focus on the soft aspects of interaction, e.g., auto-
mated and personalized alerts, and the lack of tackling problems, such as the need
of the users for control [46]. To increase the adoption of context-aware healthcare
service, the following research challenges need to be tackled.
A first challenge consists of investigating how the healthcare knowledge
models can be developed in a user-driven manner, without overburdening the
domain experts or requiring a lot of IT knowledge. In order to create an on-
tology, a good understanding of the domain it wishes to describe is required. The
existing ontology engineering approaches take a rather opposed stance when it
comes to including domain experts in the ontology life cycle. The first group of
methodologies [47–50] emphasize the role of the knowledge engineer. Domain
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experts are only, mostly passively, involved at the start of the development process
to discuss the scope, requirements and use of the ontology. However, including
the domain expert in every step of the creation of the ontology facilitates the ac-
ceptance of the new technology, which is built using this knowledge model. Such
a user-driven approach allows the domain experts to have control over the knowl-
edge flow in their environment and adapt it to their needs. The second group of
methodologies [51, 52] put the domain experts at the center of the ontology engi-
neering process. User-friendly and collaborative tools are offered that allow them
to construct, merge and discuss their own ontologies. However, this requires a
considerable effort and time investment from the domain experts, as they need to
acquire skills to construct the ontology themselves. This might prove a difficult
task in the less IT-focussed healthcare domain where staff resources are already
stretched thin. A methodology thus needs to be developed that finds the middle
ground between these two approaches.
A second research challenge focuses on building a formal and semantic
model that is able to represent all the heterogeneous continuous care data,
which is gathered from the various sensors, devices & healthcare databases
and is communicated between the applications. An often overlooked fact is
that the strength of any context-aware platform depends heavily on the correct-
ness and completeness of the used knowledge model. To adequately support the
caregivers and care receivers and to develop healthcare services that take their
needs and preference into account to optimize continuous care, this model needs
to capture the daily work practices and context accurately [53]. However, most of
the developed healthcare ontologies focus on biomedical research and are mainly
employed to clearly define medical terminology [54], e.g., the Galen Common
Reference Model [55] or Gene Ontology [56]. Little work has been done on de-
veloping high-level ontologies, which can be used to model context information
and knowledge utilized across the various continuous care settings, e.g., hospitals,
care residences and homecare.
An important third research challenge consists of investigating how health-
care services, which use the knowledge model to optimize continuous care, can
be developed and deployed in a scalable, modular and performant manner.
This entails research on how the knowledge model can be deployed in a dis-
tributed manner and how the large amount of heterogeneous data can be dy-
namically filtered such that the different applications only receive the health-
care data that is relevant to them at that moment. The amount of heterogeneous
data provided by the monitoring equipment, captured in medical databases and
generated by the available software is vast. Morris [57] reports over 236 different
variable categories in a medical Intensive Care Unit (ICU) record. It is generally
assumed that every ICU patient generates around 16,000 different data values on a
daily basis. Processing all this data with a centralized knowledge component, con-
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sisting of a semantic model and accompanying algorithms, severely deteriorates
the performance and scalability [58].
A fourth challenge focuses on researching how the healthcare services to op-
timize continuous care can be made more self-adaptable to the future needs
of the users, by automatically adjusting the knowledge model and how the
context information is taken into account. The context-aware platforms use dy-
namic algorithms, which take the context information into account, to adapt the
behavior of the applications according to the context and offer personalized ser-
vices to the users. However, these algorithms are defined at development time.
When new technology is introduced, the behavior of the users changes to adapt to
it. Moreover, different environments, in which the application is deployed, e.g.,
different nursing units or hospital departments, might have slightly different re-
quirements pertaining to how the context information is taken into account. It is
difficult to foresee these changes in behavior and small nuances in workflows at
development time. This means that the context model might be incomplete or the
associated algorithms may no longer apply. As the applications do not adapt to the
requirements and workflow patterns of the users, they feel less in control of the
technology and have to adapt their behavior to accomodate the technology instead
of the other way around.
Representing medical time series accurately in the knowledge model and
developing decision support tools that can discover trends and patterns in
time-dependent data is a fifth important research challenge. Medical time series
contain important information about the condition of a care receiver. However, it
is difficult for caregivers to continuously monitor these time-dependent parameters
for subtle or sometimes even overt changes that suggest a relevant clinical deteri-
oration due to a complication or new pathology, because of the large amount of
data and staff shortage. It is thus important to take this temporal data into account
when developing healthcare applications and services.
Addressing these challenges will result in a pervasive, context-aware and user-
centered healthcare platform that is able to optimize continuous care process in
a scalable and performant manner, offer personalized healthcare services to the
caregivers and care receivers, is tuned towards to needs and preferences of these
users and constantly adapts itself to their changing requirements.
1.4 Main research contributions
This dissertation contributes to the research fields of health informatics, semantics
and knowledge management and discovery. The main focus of this PhD research is
the design and development of a context-aware, semantic and self-learning frame-
work and accompanying methodologies and algorithms, which allow the user-
driven development of pervasive healthcare applications that support caregivers
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and care receivers in their daily activities and tasks. This main goal translates
into six research contributions. The first five map on the five research challenges
discussed in the previous section. The last contribution is the development of a
self-learning, ontology-based Nurse Call System (oNCS) prototype to highlight
the performance, correctness and applicability of the other research contributions.
The research contributions are:
1. A participatory ontology engineering methodology1, which achieves a user-
driven development process that results in ontologies and accompanying
reasoning algorithms that are tuned towards the needs, requirements and
daily work practices of the caregivers and care receivers.
• A methodology to develop an ontology and accompanying reasoning
constraints and domain rules, involving social scientists, ontology en-
gineers and stakeholders, i.e., professionals working for the healthcare
industry and targeted end-users, e.g., doctors, nurses and residential
caregivers. The methodology consists of observations and five types of
workshops, covering the whole ontology life-cycle from specification
over conceptualization, formalization and implementation to mainte-
nance. The methodology is tuned towards the development of ontolo-
gies for less IT-focused domains, where the stakeholders might not be
willing or able to construct the ontologies themselves or attribute a
large amount of their time.
• Guidelines detailing how the ethnographic research and different work-
shop should be organized, allowing other researchers and developers to
easily adopt the methodology. The guidelines stipulate for the obser-
vations and each workshop the objective, the number of required par-
ticipants and their profile, the different steps used to reach this goal,
the instruments used to capture, process and analyze the gained in-
sights and how these are translated to the ontology and accompanying
reasoning constraints and rules.
• A thorough evaluation of the proposed methodology by applying it to
develop a continuous care ontology.
• An in-depth discussion and reflection on the designed methodology, re-
sulting in nine lessons learned that should be taken into account when
involving users in the ontology development process.
1This research was performed in collaboration with the researchers from the center for Studies on
Media, Information and Telecommunication (SMIT) at Brussels University and the Centre for User
Experience Research (CUO) at KU Leuven. A truly user-centered ontology engineering process was
achieved by a close interaction between my technical expertise and their expertise in user research and
social sciences.
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2. A modular continuous care ontology, modeling context information and
knowledge utilized across the various continuous care settings, i.e., hospi-
tals, residential care and homecare.
• The design of hierarchical ontologies for the continuous care domain,
including modeling principles and mechanisms that allow to adapt the
ontologies over time.
• A high-level ontology, called the continuous care core ontology, which
contains knowledge that is applicable across all continuous care do-
mains and is of interest to a plethora of healthcare applications and
services. The ontology was designed in a modular way instead of as
one big semantic model, which facilitates (partial) re-use. The follow-
ing seven core ontologies were developed: the Upper, Sensor, Context,
Profile, Role & Competence, Medical and Task continuous care core
ontologies.
• Two low-level ontologies modeling knowledge particular to a specific
continuous care domain, namely the low-level Cure and Care ontol-
ogy, which are respectively tuned towards the knowledge exchanged
in hospital and continuous care settings. Each of these models also
consists of a number of ontologies, extending specific core ontologies.
• A thorough evaluation of the applicability and completeness of the on-
tology by incorporating it into two prototypes, namely the ontology-
based Nurse Call System (oNCS) and a task management system.
3. A context-aware and semantic platform, called the O’Care Platform, which
allows the scalable, modular and performant deployment of healthcare ap-
plications and services.
• A detailed description of how the Semantic Communication Bus (SCB)
can be used in combination with the continuous care core ontologies
to dynamically filter the large amount of heterogeneous context and
health data, so that the different healthcare applications and services
only receive the data that is relevant to them at that moment. The SCB
was developed by Famaey et al.(SCB) [59] to accomplish a flexible
and semantic publish/subscribe mechanism to communicate informa-
tion between the applications and devices delivering information and
the applications processing this information.
• The O’Care Platform, which can be used to develop scalable and mod-
ular healthcare applications by enabling distributed management of the
context model and information, intelligent filtering of context informa-
tion, distributed deployment of the SCB and use of a cache. The plat-
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forms also allows expressive OWL-DL context reasoning. The com-
bination of all these features differentiates this platform from other
works in the same area.
• A thorough performance evaluation of the SCB in the healthcare do-
main by an illustrative scenario concerning three healthcare applica-
tions, namely a sophisticated nurse call system integrated with local-
ization and home automation services.
4. A self-learning framework, allowing context-aware healthcare applications
to adapt their behavior at run-time to accomodate the changing requirements
of the users and achieve truly personalized healthcare services.
• A detailed description of the pipelined architecture of the self-learning
framework, consisting of the following modules:
– monitoring algorithms to identify missing or inaccurate knowl-
edge in the context-aware healthcare applications and services,
– configuration and data collection modules to capture the behav-
ior of the user and the accompanying context from the ontology-
based, context-aware platform,
– pre-processing and input convertor modules to process and struc-
ture the gathered historical data,
– data mining techniques that discover trends and patterns in this
historical data,
– a post-processing module to translate the results of the data min-
ing techniques into knowledge that can be incorporated in the
healthcare applications,
– a decision module, consisting of algorithms to filter and priori-
tize this knowledge by associating probabilities that express how
reliable or accurate it is, and
– an integration module to incorporate this probabilistic knowledge
into the context model and accompanying dynamic algorithms of
the healthcare applications.
• Algorithms to adapt, i.e., in- or decrease, the probabilities associated
with the learned knowledge according to contex and behavior informa-
tion gathered about the usage of this information. This allows less rel-
evant knowledge to slowly disappear to the background of the health-
care applications, while trusted knowledge becomes an integral part of
them.
• A thorough evaluation of the applicability, correctness and performance
of the self-learning framework in the healthcare domain by an illustra-
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tive scenario, concerning the discovery of reasons for patients’ call
light use.
5. A prototype of a self-learning oNCS, thoroughly demonstrating how intel-
ligent and performant healthcare services can be implemented to optimize
continuous care using the continuous care ontology, the O’Care Platform
and the self-learning framework.
• Investigating methods to represent and reason with probabilistic in-
formation in ontologies and evaluate the performance of the chosen
method, i.e., Pronto [60].
• Description of the mechanisms to incorporate ontology models in health-
care applications and how they can be used to develop dynamic algo-
rithms by presenting a dynamic nurse call algorithm, consisting of:
– an algorithm to determine the probability that a call has a particu-
lar priority, based on the type of the call and the risk factors of the
patient,
– a threshold algorithm to determine the priority of a particular call
based on the probabilistic information in the ontology,
– a nurse call algorithm, which assigns the most appropriate care-
giver to a call based on the available context information and the
priority of the call.
• Elaborate evaluation of applicability and performance of the developed
oNCS prototype. First, intricate simulations were performed, based on
data gathered about three departments at Ghent University Hospital.
Second, user tests were conducted in the Patient Room of the Future
(PRoF), using the developed mobile nurse call application to give the
invited caregivers a first-hand experience of the dynamic nurse call sys-
tem. The arrival times of nurses at the location of a call, the workload
distribution of calls amongst nurses and the assignment of priorities to
calls are compared for the oNCS and the current, place-oriented nurse
call system. Additionally, the performance of the nurse call algorithm
is presented and the sensitivity of the threshold algorithms is explored.
• Algorithms to automatically adapt the parameters of the oNCS, i.e.,
the defined probabilities and thresholds, to the needs and requirements
of caregivers and care receivers of the specific department where the
oNCS is deployed.
6. An extension of the developed O’Care Platform, continuous care ontology
and self-learning framework to represent and reason with medical time se-
ries.
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• Investigate techniques to represent time-dependent data in ontologies
and extend the continuous care ontology with relations and concepts
to model temporal, medical knowledge.
• Evaluating machine learning techniques to discover trends in time se-
ries with a medically relevant use case scenario, namely determining
whether a patient has sepsis. Sepsis [61] is a severe inflammatory re-
sponse of the body to an infection.
• Detailed evaluation of the advantages of using echo state networks
(ESN) instead of other traditional classifiers, combined with feature
extraction and selection, for classification problems in the ICU when
the input data consists of time series. ESN is used to predict the need
for dialysis between the fifth and tenth day after admission in the ICU.
The classification performance and computation time needed to pre-
process the data and train and test the classifier of the ESN is compared
to support vector machines and the naive Bayes classifier.
1.5 Outline of this dissertation
This dissertation is composed of a selected number of publications, which were
written in the context of this PhD research. Together, they present an integral
and consistent overview of the work performed. They offer significant contribu-
tions to scientific research related to the design and management of ontology-based
platforms for the realization of healthcare applications and services. This section
provides an overview of the remainder of this disseration and explains how the dif-
ferent chapters are linked together. Figure 1.7 presents the iterative methodological
approach used in this research, while Figure 1.8 positions the different contribu-
tions that are presented in the next chapters and appendices. It can be noted that an
iterative approach was adopted in this research, in which the developed method-
ologies, platforms and algorithms were fine-tuned by incorporating feedback from
the implemented use cases. Given the diversity of the research domains touched
upon in this dissertation, a detailed of overview of the state of the art is presented
in each chapter pertaining to the research topics discussed in that chapter.
Chapter 2 presents the participatory ontology engineering methodology, as de-
scribed above in Contribution 2. It starts with an overview of the existing ontology
engineering methodologies and eHealth ontologies and highlights their shortcom-
ings. Next, a series of workshops is described that were developed and organized
to actively involve domain experts in the ontology engineering process. The con-
tinuous care ontology, which was highlighted in Contribution 1 and resulted from
applying the methodology, is also discussed in detail. Finally, Chapter 2 ends
with a discussion of the most important lessons learned during the co-creation of
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Figure 1.7: Workflow of the iterative methodological research approach
the ontology with the participatory methodology. To achieve a deeper reflection
on the concepts and axioms captured in the ontology in workshop 5, a prototype
application was developed, which uses the ontology to optimize continuous care
processes. The protoype, which was chosen in consultation with the different tar-
geted end-users and stakeholders, is a dynamic nurse call or care request system,
called the ontology-based Nurse Call System (oNCS). The general architecture of
this prototype is discussed in Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3, while the implementation
details of the oNCS itself are highlighted in Chapter 4 and Appendix B. Finally,
Appendix A presents the mobile nurse call application, which was used to give
the stakeholders and users a first-hand experience of the oNCS in order in order to
generate deeper reflection on both the application and the ontology, on which the
application was built. To further demonstrate the general applicability of the devel-
oped ontology, a task management application was developed, which intelligently
assigns priorities and caregivers to tasks based on the continuous care context in-
formation captured in the semantic model. This task management application is
described in detail in Appendix C.
Chapter 3 details the O’Care Platform, as discussed above in Contribution 3.
It starts with an elaborate discussion of the state of the art pertaining to context-
aware systems and their application to the healthcare domain. The contributions
of the O’Care Platform in view of this related work are also highlighted. Next, the
general architecture of the O’Care Platform is presented. The platform gathers the
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Figure 1.8: Schematic overview of the contributions of this dissertation and the chapters
and appendices in which they are discussed
heterogeneous continuous care data generated by the various sensors and applica-
tions and provides it to the intelligent applications that process this data. To realize
this, the O’Care Platform employs the SCB and the continuous care core ontolo-
gies, discussed in Chapter 2, to filter the large amount of heterogeneous context
and health data such that the different healthcare applications and services only
receive the data that is relevant to them at that moment. The intelligent healthcare
applications use (a subset of) of the low-level continuous care ontologies discussed
in Chapter 2 to model their specific (sub)domain and perform sophisticated rea-
soning. Note that the SCB does not retain any data. The gathered knowledge is
distributed across the various applications and the SCB is used as communication
substrate. As such a truly scalable and modular platform is achieved. It is also dis-
cussed how the scalability of the O’Care Platform can be improved by extending
the SCB with a cache and deploying the SCB in a distributed fashion. Finally, it is
shown how the intelligent applications can automatically subscribe to new types of
data based on the context information they receive. This chapter elaborates on the
specifics of the platform using an illustrative example, namely realizing the oNCS
supported by a Localization and Home Automation Component. As mentioned
previously, the oNCS is further discussed in Chapter 4 and Appendices B and A.
To test and demonstrate the advantages and performance of the O’Care Platform,
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the prototype was evaluated in a living lab environment. The amount of data that
is filtered by the O’Care Platform and the performance and scalability of the filter
rules are evaluated for the healthcare scenario under scrutiny.
As mentioned previously, Chapter 4 details the oNCS as an illustration of how
intelligent healthcare applications and services can be written to optimize contin-
uous care, using dynamic algorithms based on the context data gathered in the
continuous care ontology. This chapter focusses on the application as a whole by
presenting a) its general architecture, b) how the profiles of the staff members and
patients are managed using the continuous care ontology, c) the novel nurse algo-
rithm that takes the provided context information into account to assign the most
suitable caregiver to a call, and d) the implementation details. Moreover, simula-
tion results are presented based on data gathered about one department at Ghent
University Hospital. Finally, the performance of the novel nurse call algorithm is
evaluated. In contrast, Appendix B focusses more on a detailed description of the
probabilistic algorithms used to determine the probability that a call has a specific
priority and the threshold algorithm used to determine the most suitable priority
for a call based on these probabilities. This appendix also discusses the different
existing approaches for respresenting and reasoning with probabilistic informa-
tion in ontologies, motivates the choice for Pronto and evaluates its performance.
Moreover, data was gathered about two additional departments at Ghent University
Hospital. Their simulation results are discussed and compared to each other and to
the results of the first department. Finally, the sensitiviy of the threshold algorithm
is explored. In both papers, the simulations compare the arrival times of nurses at
the location of a call, the workload distribution of calls amongst nurses and the as-
signment of priorities to calls between the oNCS and the current nurse call system.
As mentioned earlier, an iterative methodology was employed in this research. As
a result of the feedback obtained during the evaluation of the prototype with the
users as part of the participatory ontology engineering methodology, the nurse call
algorithm was updated. The new version of the nurse call algorithm is detailed in
Appendix A. This appendix also contains a description of the mobile nurse call
application and summarizes the ten most important lessons learned pertaining to
the development of a dynamic nurse call system. These two appendices and this
chapter thus capture the research contributions highlighted in Contribution 5.
Chapter 5 presents the self-learning framework, which allows context-aware
healthcare applications to adapt their behavior at run-time. First, the relevant re-
lated work on self-learning context-aware systems is presented. Next, the general
architecture of the self-learning framework is described, consisting of the different
modules discussed in Contribution 4 of the previous section. The implementation
of this generic framework is discussed and its applicability is illustrated by an in-
depth discussion of the implementation of a specific use case, namely mining the
reasons for patients’ call light use. It is shown how historical information about
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the context and behavior of users can be gathered with the continuous care on-
tologies, presented in Chapter 2. Next, it is discussed how new knowledge can
be discovered by mining this historical data with decision trees and translating the
results to rules. Algorithms are presented to filter and prioritize the rules by asso-
ciating probabilities that express the accuracy of the discovered knowledge. It is
also shown how this new knowledge and associated probabilities can be integrated
into the ontology and accompanying algorithms. Finally, it is discussed how these
probabilities can be adapted as more information comes available that confirms or
negates the new knowledge. The correctness of the discovered knowledge is evalu-
ated in function of the size of and the amount of noise in the data set. The execution
time and memory usage of the self-learning framework is also discussed. Chap-
ter 6 details how the self-learning framework can be used to automatically adapt
the parameters of the oNCS, i.e., the defined probabilities and thresholds, to the
needs and requirements of the specific department where the oNCS is deployed.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents an extension of the developed OCare Platform
(Chapter 3), continuous care ontology (Chapter 2) and self-learning framework
(Chapter 5) to respresent and reason with medical time series, as discussed in Con-
tribution 6. First, existing techniques to represent and reason with temporal data
in ontologies are exploited to model medical time series in the continuous care
ontology. Second, a specific use case is employed, namely diagnosing whether
a patient has sepsis, to investigate specific machine learning techniques to clas-
sify time series data. Third, it is discussed how the results of this classification,
i.e., patient has sepsis or not, can be integrated in the ontology with an associated
probability expressing its reliability. Appendix D dives further into the investiga-
tion of machine learning techniques to classify time series data by presenting an
elaborate evaluation of the advantages of using ESN instead of other traditional
classifiers, combined with feature extraction and selection. The usefulness of ESN
is shown by using it to predict the need for dialysis between the fifth and tenth day
after admission in ICU patients. The performance results and pre-processing, train
and test time of the ESN are compared to the performance and execution times
acquired by using Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and the Naive Bayes (NB)
classifier combined with feature extraction and selection. A hybrid filter-wrapper
feature selection method is used with an NB classifier as classifier.
1.6 Publications
The research results obtained during this PhD research have led to several publi-
cations in peer reviewed scientific journals and proceedings of both national and
international conferences. A complete list is provided below.
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“The most underutilized resource in all of healthcare is the patient..”
– Dave deBronkart, Meet e-Patient Dave (2011)
Context-aware techniques are not being actively adopted in healthcare to op-
timize continuous care processes. The main complaint is that users had to sig-
nificantly alter work practices to accomodate the new technology instead of the
other way around. The developed context-aware healthcare services are not really
personalized towards the specific needs and users of the users. The completeness
and correctness of the used knowledge model is an important factor to ensure that
the context-aware applications are tuned towards the daily practices of the care-
givers and care receivers. To realize such a user-centered model it is important
to involve domain experts in every step of its development. However, the current
methodologies either only involve the stakeholders during the specification phase
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of the ontology to define its scope and requirements or require the domain ex-
perts to discuss and construct the ontologies themselves. Therefore, this chapter
proposes a participatory ontology engineeringing methodology, which allows that
social scientist, ontology engineers and the stakeholders co-create the ontology. It
is tuned towards less IT-focussed domains where the users might not be willing or
able to construct the ontology themselves or attribute a large amount of their time
to this development. To evaluate the methodology a continuous care ontology was
co-created. Although ontologies are an active research area within the healthcare
domain, the developed ontologies focus on biomedical research. Little work has
been done on developing high-level ontologies, which can be used to model context
information and knowledge utilized across the various continuous care settings.
In this chapter the research is discussed that was performed to realize Research
Contributions 1 and 2 highlighted in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1. To achieve a deeper
reflection on the concepts and axioms captured in the ontology in workshop 5, a
prototype of a dynamic nurse call system was developed. The mobile application
and dynamic nurse call algorithm used to give the domain experts a first-hand ex-
perience of the prototype are detailed in Appendix A. The general architecture and
set-up of the prototype are more thoroughly discussed in Section 3.3.3 of Chap-
ter 3. While Chapter 4 and Appendix B elaborate on the dynamic nurse call sys-
tem, its performance and its advantageous towards providing more personalized
continuous care. To further demonstrate the general applicability of the developed
ontology, Appendix C describes a task management system, which dynamically
adapts the assignment of tasks based on the context.
? ? ?
Abstract
Ontology engineering methodologies tend to emphasize the role of the knowledge
engineer or require a very active role of domain experts. In this paper, a participa-
tory ontology engineering methodology is described that holds the middle ground
between these two ’extremes’. After extensive ethnographic research, an inter-
disciplinary group of domain experts closely interacted with ontology engineers
and social scientists in a series of workshops. Once a preliminary ontology was
developed, a dynamic care request system was built using the ontology. Addi-
tional workshops were organized involving a broader group of domain experts to
ensure the applicability of the ontology across other continuous care settings. The
proposed methodology successfully actively engaged domain experts in various
phases of the ontology construction, without overburdening them. Its applicability
is illustrated by presenting the co-created continuous care ontology. The lessons
learned during the design and execution of the methodology are also presented.
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2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Background: The ambient care room
As pervasive computing [1] continues to form one of the most exciting trends of
information technology, it also poses an interesting challenge to manage and trans-
form data from unobtrusive technology into intrusive information. Future perva-
sive computing applications are envisioned to adapt the applications’ behavior by
interpreting various contexts of an environment and its users. Such context infor-
mation may often be ambiguous and heterogeneous, which makes the delivery of
unambiguous context information to applications extremely challenging [2]. The
growing interest in context-aware applications, which are adaptive and capable
of acting autonomously on behalf of users, is spreading across domains such as
education, transportation, manufacturing and healthcare [3].
When looking at healthcare, this idea of pervasive computing has led to the
idea of the ambient intelligent care room of the future [4, 5]. This room contains
numerous collaborative devices and as such supports both caregivers and care re-
ceivers, i.e., patients or residents, in carrying out their daily activities and tasks.
All the heterogeneous data captured in the room by sensors, by wireless devices
and input from caregivers are combined to meet the needs and preferences of its
users. However, this vision is far from current reality. Today, caregivers mainly
coordinate, manage and consult the single devices themselves. No integration is
done of the several sources and devices caregivers use for consulting and entering
data [6]. Due to the fact that the data available in the care room are not being in-
tegrated and aggregated, caregivers lose time, miss out on potential insights about
care receivers and lack a general overview of the current situation.
For instance, consider a patient who suffers from a concussion. Such patients
are sensitive to noise and light and should rest in a quiet and dark environment. It
is the nurse’s task to make sure the lights are dimmed when she enters and she has
to inform the other staff members and visitors of the sensibilities of the patient.
If the lights are switched on by anybody who is unaware of or forgets about the
patient’s condition, it might delay the patient’s recovery. In an ambient intelligent
care room, the system would know that the patient suffers from concussion and
would adjust the settings of the light accordingly whenever a person enters the
room. Moreover, a message could be displayed informing the visitors of the room
of the patient’s condition and reminding them too keep quiet and not turn on the
bright lights.
The definition and use of ontology in the medical domain to tackle these is-
sues is an active research field, as it has been recognized that ontology-based sys-
tems can be used to improve the management of complex health systems [7]. An
ontology formally describes the concepts in a domain, their attributes and their
relations. It can also contain classification rules. This commonly agreed upon
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data-format can then be used to exchange the data and its attached domain model.
In this way an ontology encourages re-use, communication, collaboration and in-
tegration [8]. Examples of context-aware systems, based on ontologies, can be
found in Paganelli and Giuli [9], Fook et al. [10], Zhang et al. [11] and Ko et
al. [12]. Supporting caregivers and care receivers in their daily activities by de-
veloping an intelligent, context-aware framework, which exploits and integrates
the available heterogeneous data by employing an ontology, was the focus of the
project ACCIO (Ambient aware provisioning of Continuous Care for Intra-muros
Organizations) [5, 13].
In order to create an ontology, a good understanding of the domain it wishes
to describe is required. Various methods have been explored for capturing a do-
main by involving the people that are part of it. In the next section, two different
established ontology creation methods are described. We will point out the short-
comings, and propose our own, participatory method for capturing a domain and
its users for ontology creation.
2.1.2 Related Work
Ontology engineering is formally defined as [8]: “the set of activities that concern
the ontology development process, the ontology life cycle, and the methodologies,
tools and languages for building ontologies”. There are five widely accepted stages
for building an ontology [14]:
1. Specification: The purpose and the scope of the ontology are identified.
2. Conceptualization: A conceptual model of the ontology is constructed. It
consists of the different concepts, relations and properties that can occur in
the domain. This step can include studying other existing ontologies that
can be reused.
3. Formalization: The conceptual model is translated into a formal model for
example by adding axioms that restrict the possible interpretations of the
model.
4. Implementation: The formal model is implemented in a knowledge repre-
sentation language, for example the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [15].
5. Maintenance: The implemented ontology has to be constantly evaluated,
updated and corrected. To update an ontology the previous steps can be
used.
There are also activities that should be performed during the whole life cycle,
namely knowledge acquisition, evaluation and documentation. Various ontology
engineering methodologies have been proposed that describe methods to realize
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the goals of each of these stages. A comprehensive overview of the current state
of the art in ontology engineering can be found in Simperl et al. [16]. The well-
known methodologies can be divided into two major groups depending on the role
the domain experts play.
The first group of methodologies, such as TOVE [17], ENTERPRISE [18],
OTK [19] and METHONTOLOGY [20], emphasize the role of the knowledge
engineer. Domain experts are only, mostly passively, involved during the spec-
ification phase to discuss the scope, requirements and use of the ontology. No
methods or tools are offered to empower the domain experts to actively participate
in the ontology life-cycle.
The second group, such as HCOME [21] and DOGMA [22], put the domain
experts at the center of the ontology engineering process. User-friendly and collab-
orative tools are offered that allow them to construct, merge and discuss their own
ontologies. The knowledge engineer delivers (technical) support in this process.
As can be seen, the existing approaches take a rather opposed stance when it
comes to including domain experts in the ontology life cycle. Including the do-
main expert in the creation of the ontology facilitates the acceptance of the new
technology that is built using this knowledge model, since such a user-driven ap-
proach allows the domain experts to have control over the knowledge flow in their
environment and adapt it to their needs. However, while HCOME actually puts the
domain experts at the center of the ontology engineering process, it also requires
them to make a considerable time-investment and acquire skills to construct the
ontology themselves. This is a considerable effort, one that is not always feasi-
ble for domain experts. This conclusion was also acknowledged by the survey of
Simperl et al. [16], which found that current methodologies are very generic when
it comes to issues of knowledge elicitation from domain experts. The assump-
tion underlying these methodological approaches is that there exists an imperative
need for a close interaction between domain experts and ontology engineers, but
extensive studies on which techniques should be used for this are largely missing.
In this paper, an ontology engineering methodology is described that finds the
middle ground between the two extremes. It aims at involving the domain ex-
perts in each step of the ontology life cycle without asking them to construct the
ontology themselves or attribute a large amount of their time. The methodology
acknowledges that domain experts are not ontology engineers and vice versa. To
reach this goal, user-driven and participatory methods and tools are employed to
realize each of the five stages. As such, the ontology is co-created with the domain
experts. Co-creation has been described as “any act of collective creativity that is
shared by two or more people” [23]. When integrated in a design process, it is also
called co-design. Co-design has its roots in participatory design, an approach to-
wards computer systems design in which the people destined to use the system also
play a critical role in designing it [24]. Ontology co-creation thus refers to a cre-
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ative, continuous involvement of stakeholders, i.e., (in)direct users, and ontology
engineers in the ontology engineering process. The rationale behind this approach
is that it increases the acceptance of ontology-driven technologies and facilitates
their appropriation. It encourages users to feel in control of the ontology, continue
to adapt it and to thus increase its accuracy.
Kuziemsky and Lau [25] see ontology co-creation as the key to the challenge
of creating an ontology that is both accurate and useful. They observe how little re-
search has been done in a field that nevertheless greatly benefits from high-quality
and practical ontologies: (health)care. Indeed, caregivers are faced with a vast
amount of information that they need to integrate and prioritize. By implementing
a context-aware, ontology-based framework, certain care tasks could be automated
to alleviate caregivers’ workload.
Although ontologies are widely accepted within the eHealth domain, most
of these models focus on biomedical research, e.g., Galen Common Reference
Model [26] or the Gene Ontology [27]. Ongenae et al. [28] give an overview of
the most relevant, well-known and well-developed eHealth ontologies. Little work
has been done on the development of ontologies to support continuous care.
2.1.3 Definitions and terminology
The objectives of the interdisciplinary two year project ACCIO were threefold:
1. the development of a continuous care ontology,
2. the development of continuous care concepts or applications that utilize the
ontology for pervasive computing purposes, and
3. the development of a methodology to involve domain experts in the creation
of a continuous care ontology, without overburdening them.
These objectives are inevitably closely interrelated as the domain experts needed
to be involved for the development of the ontology and determine the focus of the
continuous care concepts/applications. Also, one concept was implemented as a
prototype in order to validate the ontology by involving more users. Since these
objectives are interdependent, we will reflect on them simultaneously throughout
the description of the co-creation methodology.
Before we go deeper into the description of the methodology, we first wish to
introduce a few concepts that formed the common thread throughout the process
and are thus essential for understanding how the project objectives were attained.
These concepts include the high- and low-level ontologies, the dynamic nurse call
system, and the innovation binder coordination instrument.
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2.1.3.1 High and low level ontologies
In the course of constructing the continuous care ontology, it became clear that
it had to be subdivided in a high-level and several low-level ontologies. This has
to do with the fact that the ACCIO project aimed at developing an ontology that
would be applicable in both care residences (care settings) as in hospitals (cure
settings). In the high-level ontology, concepts and relations that apply for both
care and cure settings were described. Concepts and relations that specifically
related to a care or a cure setting were included in the low-level ontology for this
specific domain.
2.1.3.2 Dynamic nurse call system
To achieve a deeper reflection on the concepts and axioms captured in the ontology,
one future care application was chosen to be developed as a prototype. This chosen
prototype was a dynamic nurse call or care request system. The reason for this
choice is motivated in Section 2.2.2.
Traditional nurse call systems are static as calls are made by buttons fixed to a
wall and the nurse call algorithm consists of predefined links between rooms and
caregivers’ beepers [29]. They do not take into account the current situation to
assist the user in making calls, assign a caregiver to a call or detect hazardous situ-
ations for which a call should be made. Moreover, the beepers give the caregivers
limited context information about the call.
The dynamic, ambient-intelligent nurse call system developed in this research
[30] provides each care receiver and caregiver with a badge to locate this per-
son. Each badge also has a call button allowing care receivers and staff to walk
around freely and still make (assistance) calls. When the ambient-intelligent sys-
tem receives or generates a call, a decentralized algorithm for call triage finds the
best-suited caregivers to answer the care receiver’s request. For this, the algorithm
makes use of all kinds of heterogeneous sensor data, e.g., vital parameters and light
sensors, and context and user-specific parameters, e.g., locations, qualifications,
occupation and trust relations, that are captured in the continuous care ontology,
which was developed using the participatory ontology engineering methodology
described in this paper. The novel nurse call system is also able to automatically
generate new (context) calls based on this data. More information about the devel-
oped prototype can be found in Ongenae et al. [31].
2.1.3.3 Innovation binder
In order to keep an overview of the different project objectives and their interrelat-
edness, the so-called innovation binder was used as a central project coordination
instrument. The development of the innovation binder was an iterative, evidence-
based process, involving all the stakeholders and incorperating all the insights and
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research results obtained during the various steps of the participatory develop-
ment process. The innovation binder contains a set of carefully constructed per-
sonas [32]. Personas communicate common attitudes, desires, behaviors and frus-
trations for a particular user group. Their main advantage is that they allow feeling
real empathy for the user group, as they put a human face to a list of requirements.
The innovation binder also contains a sunny-day scenario. A scenario is a short
story that describes the hypothetical use of a system to help develop a detailed
and shared understanding of the context and activities of the users. The scenario is
sunny-day because it is an ideal scenario in which the technology, e.g., the context-
aware system, the sensors and actuators, optimally supports the needs of the users
and the context, unconstrained by the current technological possibilities. The sce-
nario thus brings together the continuous care concepts that all partners envision,
the implications of the scenario for all project partners, and the process that was
followed to attain the current iteration of the scenario. The sunny-day scenario
consists of a number of scenes in which the actions of the personas are described
in such a manner that the functionalities of the continuous care concepts become
clear. In the project, the innovation binder serves as a boundary object [33], an in-
strument to unite both technical and user researchers and to create a common focus
for all partners involved in the project. Since the evolution of the scenario, together
with clear links to the insights obtained through the co-creation process and result-
ing implications, is also included, the innovation binder is closely connected to all
three objectives of the ACCIO project.
2.1.4 Objective & Paper Organization
The goal of this paper is twofold. On one hand, the process we have designed to
realize a participatory ontology engineering methodology in the ACCIO project
is described. A series of workshops is described that were organized to actively
involve domain experts in the ontology engineering process. The instruments that
were used to unite all the insights gained during these workshops and how these
were translated into the ontology are presented. On the other hand, the continuous
care ontology, which resulted from applying the methodology, is presented.
The following specific research questions are addressed:
• RQ1: How to involve users in the creation of an ontology?
• RQ2: How to reach a cross-institutional validity of an ontology?
This paper elaborates on previous publications about this research [34, 35]
by concentrating on the whole ontology development process by including later
stages of the ontology construction and the workshops that have addressed the
cross-institutional validity of the ontology. As such, a reflection on the whole
process was possible.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the
various user-driven methodologies, techniques and workshops used and evaluated
for building a continuous care ontology. In Section 2.3, the developed continuous
care ontology is presented. The developed co-design methodology is discussed as
a whole in Section 2.4. Finally, Section 2.5 describes the lessons learned during the
development of the methodology and highlights the most important conclusions
and future work.
2.2 Ontology co-creation methodology
In this part of the paper, the steps are described that were taken in order to go
through all the stages that Pinto and Martins [14] have identified for ontology
development. These steps of the proposed participatory ontology engineering
methodology are summarized in Figure 2.1. First, the observations that were made
in two institutionalized care settings and the formation of a stakeholder group are
introduced. Next, five workshop types are described in which domain experts,
both targeted end-users and other stakeholders, were involved in various ways in
the development of the ontology. The research team mentioned in these phases
consists of all project researchers, both ontology engineers and social scientists.
The descriptions of the observations and workshops are split up into the following
parts:
• Objective: explaining the intended goal
• Participants: detailing the profiles of the people participating
• Method: conveying the general methodologies that were followed
• Practicalities or Procedure: diving deeper into the practical details of the
organization of the workshop or observations
• Analysis: explaining how the output is structured, processed and analyzed
• Results: presenting the results obtained
• Reflections: reflects on the followed methodology and obtained results in
respect to the objective
2.2.1 Composing a stakeholder group
To achieve a well-grounded, user-centered design process, a representative stake-
holder group was composed at the start of the project. This way we wanted to
ensure all relevant perspectives would be included in the process of the ontology
creation as well as to create a stage where ontology engineers, who are concerned
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2. Workshop type 1:
Creating better knowledge of each other’s 
field of expertise through a hands-on 
workshop comprising of a basic and 
comprehensive exercise explaining what 
ontology means and what ontology 
engineering entails, both from a social and a 
computer science perspective
3. Performing observations about 
the current daily practices
4. Constructing mind maps & document flows
5. Analyzing and iterating 
the observations with the 
stakeholders, identifying 
areas where IT can support 
and improve the current 
work processes
6. Defining the scope and requirements of 
the ontology by creating a first version of the 
innovation binder and sunny-day scenario
8. Workshop type 2: 
Performing one or more role-playing 
workshops based on the sunny-day 
scenario in which a graph visualization of 
the identified concepts of the ontology 
under development is discussed to 
define the high-level concepts for this 
ontology, making sure all stakeholders 
are represented in the workshop
7. Iterating 
the sunny-
day scenario 
with the 
stakeholders
Innovation 
Binder
12. Updating the sunny-day 
scenario with the feedback 
of the stakeholders
13. Extracting axioms 
and rules from the 
observations
14. Workshop type 3:
Performing one or more decision-
making workshops with a carefully 
selected group of stakeholders, each 
workshop has a very specific goal to fill a 
specific formal gap in the ontology
15. Formalizing the results of 
the workshops in decision trees 
in which the nodes represent 
the context information on 
which the decision is based
17. Updating the 
sunny-day scenario 
with the feedback 
of the stakeholders
11. Graph-based visualizations of 
the high- and low-level ontologies
10. Extracting low-level concepts by studying the 
results from the observations, propagating con-
cepts used in all settings to the high-level ontology
9. Mapping the high-level ontology 
on existing, re-usable ontologies
16. Updating conceptual 
graph of the ontologies 
under development with 
the feedback obtained 
during the decision-
making workshops
Angela 
Department head
Paul
caregiver
Lisa
caregiver
Marie 
nurse
19. Workshop type 4:
Performing one or more prototype 
concept evaluation workshops to 
demonstrate and evaluate the 
applicability and completeness of the 
ontology and accompanying axioms and 
to evaluate the cross-institutional 
validity of the ontology and reasoning
21. Updating the conceptualized 
ontology graph and decision trees 
with the feedback 
20. Updating the 
prototype(s) and 
sunny-day scenario  
with the feedback 
of the stakeholders
22. Implement the conceptual graph, decision 
trees and identified axioms/rules in a knowledge 
representation language, e.g., OWL
26. Updating the sunny-day 
scenario, ontology, axioms and 
decision trees with the feedback 
obtained during the embodied 
system use workshops
24. Implement the prototype(s)23. Validate the 
implemented 
ontology with 
the sunny-day 
scenario
25. Workshop type 5: 
Performing several embodied system use 
workshops, giving the participants a first-
hand experience of the prototype(s) in order 
to achieve a deeper reflection on both the 
prototype(s) and the ontology
18. Conceptualizing one or more 
prototypes that demonstrate the 
consequences of modelling choices 
made in the ontology, focussing on 
intricate parts of the ontology that 
generated a lot of discussion during 
the previous workshops
1. Compose a representative 
stakeholder group
Figure 2.1: The various steps of the proposed participatory ontology engineering
methodology
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with the methods for building the ontologies, can interact with domain experts and
social scientists. The stakeholder group consists of the following subgroups:
• Ontology engineers with a computer science background who have been
involved in eHealth projects.
• Targeted end-users, i.e., staff from the observed settings and related settings,
such as nurses, doctors and residential caregivers.
• Professionals working for the healthcare industry, e.g., representatives of a
furnishing company, namely Boone International [36], and a company that
makes communication systems, namely Televic Healthcare [37].
• Social scientists experienced with conducting user research.
Not only did the stakeholder group consist of people with different qualifica-
tions, but there was also a big difference in the extent to which the stakeholders
‘believed’ in the project objectives. Some took a very skeptical position, which is
important to promote critical thinking and to ensure that the daily care practices
are taken into account. However, others felt strongly positive about the objectives
and took on the role of advocates of the project within the organizations they were
affiliated with, thus creating goodwill within the participating care residence and
hospital. These enthusiasts also dared to dream and think very future-oriented. We
felt that finding a right balance between skeptical and enthusiastic stakeholders
is important. A workshop with too much skeptics tends to become too focussed
on current care and work practices. While the presence of too much enthusiasts
causes the proposed solutions to be too far from daily practices to be adopted are
not tuned towards the big problems the caregivers are daily faced with. While
it is difficult to actively pursue a good balance in the stakeholder group, project
members should be aware that having mainly skeptics or enthusiasts could have
a considerable impact on the results. Therefore, it could be interesting to let the
possible participants fill out a questionnaire, which reveals their view on technol-
ogy and innovation. The results of this questionnaire could be used to compose
balanced stakeholder groups.
2.2.2 Observations at institutionalized settings of care
2.2.2.1 Objective
The objective is to get a first understanding of the context the ontology would have
to describe and how the provision of continuous care can be optimized.
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2.2.2.2 Participants
Two major types of institutionalized continuous care settings were identified, namely
residential (focus on caring for residents) and hospital care (focus on curing pa-
tients). A representative Flemish institution from each of these settings closely
collaborated in the project, namely Dominiek Savio Institute [38], which provides
residential care to people suffering from cognitive and physical impairments, and
OLV Hospital Aalst [39].
2.2.2.3 Method
The researchers did a contextual inquiry [40] in the two settings. They identified
the main roles in the organization and described their daily practices. Additionally,
all documents used in the institution were listed and their flow in the institution was
mapped. The observations were performed by the social scientists together with
ontology engineers.
2.2.2.4 Practicalities
Daily care practices, e.g., helping a person go to bed or communicating the status
of the care receiver to other staff members, were observed in both settings. During
two weeks, 12 day shifts and 2 evening shifts were observed in the care residence
and in the hospital 6 shifts were observed during three days. During every shift,
two researchers were present. All roles, e.g., medical staff, care receivers, thera-
pists and coordinators, per setting were identified and representatives of each role
were followed and interviewed. Extensive notes and recordings were made during
the visits.
2.2.2.5 Analysis
All insights were synthesized in extensive mind maps [41]. A summarizing exam-
ple is shown in Figure 2.2a. To get a clearer view of all the information being ex-
changed during the continuous care practices, separate files were made to structure
all documents and their flow. This document flow outlines all documents (analog
or digital) and formats of communication used during the daily continuous care.
It also describes the properties of the documents, such as the content, the specific
aim, the author(s), the target audience, the storage location and the relationships
to other documents. To get an idea of the structure and purpose of this document
flow, a small part is visualized in Figure 2.2b (in Dutch). Both the mind maps and
document flow were evaluated and validated with different stakeholders from the
institutions, who were not necessarily involved in the observations.
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(a) Example mind map
(b) Part of the document flow, visualizing the information being exchanged
Figure 2.2: Mind map and document flow, capturing the results of the observations at
Dominiek Savio Institute
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2.2.2.6 Results
Representatives from the stakeholder group, i.e., ontology engineers, social scien-
tists, end-users and R&D engineers working for the healthcare industry, processed,
discussed and evaluated the constructed mind maps and document flows to iden-
tify areas where IT could ideally support care receivers in their daily activities and
caregivers in the provision of continuous care. Problem areas and possible solu-
tions were captured on post-its during brainstorm exercises. Next, each participant
received a number of votes to put towards the problems & solutions, which he or
she perceived as most important or desirable. The post-its were then ranked ac-
cording to the number of votes. From the top ranked ideas, the ones were selected
that were feasible within the time-frame of the project, alligned most with the aim
of the project and expectations of the project partners.
As a result, two areas for improvement were selected: namely information in-
tegration & data provisioning at the point of care and a dynamic nurse call or
care request system. The first area can be summarized as providing the right in-
formation at the right time, at the right place for the right person. This entails
an increased need for mobile services to support data input, e.g., care registration,
and requesting data, e.g., medical data about care receivers, at the point of care.
Moreover, information should be integrated, prioritized and filtered based on con-
textual information. Examples of this include only monitoring values that violate
a threshold or only displaying recent information that pertains to the care receiver
a staff member is currently tending to.
To demonstrate the possibilities of an ontology-based, context-aware applica-
tion, a more dynamic nurse call system was chosen to be developed as one of our
future continuous care concepts. This system should use the integrated informa-
tion about the staff and care receivers to find the most appropriate staff member
to handle a request of care and at the same time optimize the current workflow in
a dynamic way. The current nurse call systems are mainly lacking the ability to
adapt, to give feedback to the person requesting care and to give an overview of
the current situation, e.g., localization of care receivers and staff. By adressing
these shortcomings, this future care concept tackles both areas for improvement as
previously identified.
The insights in the mind maps were combined with this research objective to
write a first version of the sunny-day scenario and the innovation binder. The most
important created persona was Erik. Erik lives at a care residence, has Duchenne
disease and is dependent on a wheelchair. His main wish is to increase his auton-
omy. Personas were also created for Erik’s parents and brother, staff at the care
residence and associated hospital. The constructed sunny-day scenario describes
the story of Erik who becomes unwell in his residential care setting and is trans-
ported to a hospital for treatment. Both the care for the resident in the residential
care setting and the hospital are supported by the dynamic nurse call or care re-
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quest system, which uses the ontology to gather information and infer knowledge.
As such, the mind maps and document flow served as input to define the scope and
purpose of the ontology.
2.2.2.7 Reflections
Having the observations in the care residence and the hospital being conducted
by social scientists and ontology engineers ensured a ‘naive’ perspective on the
practice of giving care. While domain experts have a much deeper understanding
of the domain of care than observers can achieve after a few days, or even weeks,
they do also tend to overlook the obvious. While experts are obviously required to
gain a good understanding of a domain, it is also useful to include observations by
laymen.
The observations and ensuing discussions allowed us to construct draft ver-
sions of the innovation binder, define the scope and purpose of the ontology and
determine the focus on dynamic nurse call or care request systems. As such, the
observations were the perfect starting point for the series of workshops that would
aim to elaborate on them by including stakeholders and targeted users in various
ways.
2.2.3 Workshop type 1: Introducing ontologies
2.2.3.1 Objective
The goal of this workshop is to educate the stakeholders about ontologies and
ontology engineering, to disucss how to jointly design ontologies in the domain of
institutionalized care and to create a shared perspective on ontologies.
2.2.3.2 Participants
The participants consisted of members of the stakeholder group, in total 22 per-
sons, including some targeted end-users from the observed settings such as a care-
giver and a doctor.
2.2.3.3 Method
After being informed of what an ontology is, the stakeholders were asked to do
some small ontology construction exercises. The group was then stimulated to
think about how ontologies could support care processes.
2.2.3.4 Procedure
The half-day workshop was organized by both ontology engineers and social sci-
ence researchers. It started with a description of what an ontology is, both from
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a social science perspective as from an ontology engineering perspective. In or-
der to increase the participants’ understanding of ontologies, they were asked to
do a small exercise as preparation for the workshop, namely to make a textual
description of the bedroom as a concept. We presumed that the bedroom would
be an important space where we want the ontology to be active in a residential
and hospital healthcare environment. During the workshop, they had to mark in
this textual preparation which sentences and words were important to define the
bedroom. This made clear that different perceptions exist of what a bedroom is
and that a common agreement is needed in order to create a model or ontology
of a bedroom. The ontology engineer then restructured terms into concepts in a
graph defining subtypes while explaining essential terminology of ontology engi-
neering. To explain the terminology an example ontology of a bathroom was used,
as shown in Figure 2.3. It was shown how this graph could form the basis for an
ontology, and how defining constraints and relations can limit the different inter-
pretation of the ontology concepts. Finally, the ontology engineer illustrated how
an application can potentially be built using this ontology. Once the participants
had a better understanding of what ontologies are, a group discussion was started
on how these ontologies can be used to automate processes in institutionalized
care. Some impressions from the workshop are visualized in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Impressions of workshop 1: Introducing ontologies
2.2.3.5 Analysis & Results:
This workshop had no tangible results, since it was mainly organized to inform all
stakeholders on ontologies and to create a shared understanding of what ontologies
are and what their role should be in this project. The participants did indicate
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their understanding of the project in general and of ontologies in particular had
thoroughly improved, to the extent that they would even be able to explain the
concept of ontologies to others.
2.2.3.6 Reflections
The participants seemed generally enthusiastic about the hands-on exercise and
discussion that ensued. The most important consequence of the workshop surely
was that common ground had been created for all project partners. This is an
essential step in interdisciplinary research and co-creation processes as the group
diversity and the background knowledge is very different. A first essential step is
learning to understand each other, so a better integration of concepts and views
can be initiated in the subsequent development steps. After this workshop, the
concept of ontologies was no longer abstract and vague. It was now clear and all
stakeholders shared a common purpose in the project. This in turn would enable
the stakeholders to step up as project advocates, and motivate other stakeholders
to take part in the subsequent workshops.
The researchers had considered repeating this workshop with the targeted end-
users only, i.e., people from Dominiek Savio Institute and OLV Hospital Aalst. We
thought this might give them additional insights into why the workshops would be
conducted and which results we wanted to obtain. However, we refrained from
doing so because this might be too demanding on their part and would resemble
the HCOME approach, something we wanted to avoid. Moreover, we wanted to
evaluate how we could construct an ontology with domain experts, without them
actually needing to know what ‘ontology’ means.
2.2.4 Workshop type 2: Scenario role-play
2.2.4.1 Objective
The two observed continuous care settings, namely Dominiek Savio Institute and
OLV Hospital Aalst, are rather different, but the aim is to construct an ontology
that captures the continuous care practices in both settings. Moreover, the onto-
logy should not only be applicable to the two specific settings studied during the
observations. On one hand, the ontology should be abstract enough to be applied
to all continuous care settings, while on the other hand it should remain specific
enough to build practical applications on it. Therefore, it is important to identify
the high-level concepts that are used with the same meaning within the continu-
ous care domain. The goal of this workshop was thus to construct the basis for
a high-level ontology that describes the concepts and the relations between these
concepts in institutionalized care settings.
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2.2.4.2 Participants
Since our goal was to capture the concepts that had a shared meaning across dif-
ferent care settings, we specifically invited participants from care residences as
well as hospitals. The 18 participants were recruited from the observed settings,
but also from other hospitals and care residences, representing different subgroups
ranging from caregiving to managerial functions.
2.2.4.3 Method & Procedure
The workshop was organized in the Patient Room of the Future (PRoF) [42], which
is a high-fidelity mock-up of a near-future patient room integrating innovations
from soft- and hardware developers as well as furniture. The PRoF consists of
a typical patient room and hallway found in a hospital setting, as well as a room
mimicking a homecare setting. The workshop proceeded in four steps:
1. Storyboard: The workshop began with a short introduction to the ACCIO
project and its goals in layman’s terms, e.g., avoiding the term ‘ontology’.
The first version of the scenario in our innovation binder was visualized in
a storyboard. This storyboard was hung on the wall, as can be seen in the
top left corner of Figure 2.4, leaving plenty of space in-between the different
scenes of the story so additional comments or enhancements could be added.
The storyboard formed the common thread in the workshop and served as a
point of reference during group discussions.
2. Role-play: The participants took turns in playing out each separate scene
from the storyboard within the actual patient room. Persona, e.g., an impa-
tient care receiver or a non-medical caregiver, and situation, e.g., busy night
or visiting hour, cards were used to inform the performing participants about
the context and character they would be playing. The remaining participants
acted as an audience, observing a live feed of the role-play on monitors set
up outside the patient room and noting down issues or remarks.
3. Reflection: After each scene, the performers and audience were reunited to
have a group discussion on the events that occurred during the performance.
The moderator inquired into the remarks the audience noted down and added
these to the storyboard by means of post-its or new drawings made on the
spot by one of the researchers with graphic skills, pointing towards perceived
problems, e.g., difficult for care receiver to alert a caregiver, or opportunities,
e.g., automatic fall detection. Examples of these post-its and drawings are
visualized on the right of Figure 2.4.
4. Modeling: During the performances and group discussions, two ontology
engineers followed the entire process in the background, translating its out-
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Figure 2.4: Impressions of workshop 2: role-playing at the PRoF
put in order to construct a high-level ontology in the form of a graph. This
is shown in the bottom left corner of Figure 2.4. The ontology concepts
(nodes in the graph) and relations (vertices of the graph) were drawn on
clearly visible posters next to the storyboard so that all stakeholders could
see its evolution and provide feedback if necessary.
2.2.4.4 Analysis
After the workshop, the researchers collected all the notes and drawings attached
to the storyboard, clustering the material belonging to the respective scenes. These
clusters were further analyzed in a follow-up meeting, which led to the identifica-
tion of general themes, e.g., distinct attributes of different caregivers, the impor-
tance of roles and competences and desired sensors and related data extraction,
which in turn were integrated in the ontology.
2.2.4.5 Results
The workshop resulted in a new iteration of the innovation binder scenario, taking
into account the feedback of the stakeholders. Additionally a first version of the
high-level ontology was constructed, which is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Six major
sub-domains were identified, namely information pertaining to tasks & processes,
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to person profiles, roles & competences, to medical context, to sensor observa-
tions, to temporal information and to general concepts. The most important con-
cepts within these sub-domains were identified (69 concepts in total). This allowed
the ontology engineers to integrate most of the information obtained during the ob-
servations in this ontology, based on the mind maps and document flow. Based on
this ontology, an investigation of existing ontologies was performed to evaluate if
these could be re-used. The existing ontologies, which were found suitable, were
imported. These included the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) ontology [43], the
OWL-S Process ontology [44] and the SWRLTemporalOntology [45].
As mentioned previously, the two settings under scrutiny during the observa-
tions are quite different. The major difference between the two is that residential
care settings focus more on care, while hospitals focus more on curing the pa-
tients. Therefore, it was decided to conceptualize two low-level ontologies, con-
taining concepts specific to these settings. These low-level concepts are always
subconcepts of concepts in the high-level ontology.
The low-level ontologies were constructed by analyzing the document flows
and mind maps and extracting concepts such as roles, competences, tasks (care
acts) and profiles. The two resulting low-level ontologies were compared to iden-
tify common concepts used within both settings with the same meaning. These
concepts were moved to the high-level ontology. The resulting ontologies are dis-
cussed in more depth in Section 2.3.
2.2.4.6 Reflections
Although this workshop did help us to validate and extend the proposed inno-
vation binder scenario, the process of constructing a high-level ontology was not
fully satisfactory. Discussions covered too many topics and a consensus was rarely
reached. This made it hard to evaluate if a certain concept was used and whether
it had the same meaning for the different stakeholders. It was also difficult to for-
malize or pick up the different relations that existed between concepts that arose.
After the workshop, the participants were asked to fill in a formal, anonymous
evaluation form. The mixture of profiles ensuered that the participants evaluated
the workshop as very interactive and found it to be an enriching experience. On
the other hand, the session was deemed a little too time consuming.
The researchers echoed the latter remark. The obtained results were useful,
however not in relation to the invested amount of (preparation) time. In hindsight,
the broad and time-consuming discussions were also a consequence of the rather
large number of participants. As not all participants took part in workshop 1, they
did not have as much insight in the project’s objectives and the concept of ontology
engineering. The lack of contextual information combined with the large size of
the group probably explains the lack of collaboration between the participants and
ontology engineers. The ontology engineers rather observed the activities than
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Figure 2.5: The high-level ontology resulting from workshop 2: scenario role-play
collaborated with the participants to co-create the ontology.
The lack of consensus was however not problematic in se, although it did seem
so at first. In retrospect, it became clear that a lack of consensus rather is an
indication that the concept where no agreement can be found, should not be part
of the high-level ontology.
In sum, it seems that this type of workshop is more suitable for validation than
conceptualization.
2.2.5 Workshop type 3: Decision-making
2.2.5.1 Objective
As explained in the Results subsection of workshop 2, a new version of the high-
level ontology and first versions of the low-level ontologies were obtained by inte-
grating the results of workshop 2 with the observations. At this point, the ontology
was still a conceptual model. The next step involved translating this conceptual
model into a formal one. This means that the concepts are defined through axioms
that restrict the possible interpretations for the meaning of those concepts, e.g.,
defining which competences a certain role has, which competences are needed to
perform a task or which sensor observations are valid. A lot of these restrictions
were derived from the data extracted during the observations or the iterative dis-
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ccussions to construct the innovation binder and sunny-day scenario. However,
there were still some formal gaps in the ontology. To capture these axioms and re-
strictions, workshops of type 3 were organized to capture these decision processes.
Ontology engineers could then translate these processes into additional ontology
concepts and rules/axioms. For the continuous care ontology under development it
was unclear how the different possible care requests were restricted in the priorities
and reasons they could get and to which caregivers they should be assigned.
2.2.5.2 Participants
To make sure that the context-dependent factors are captured, a separate workshop
was held for the two types of institutional care settings, i.e., care residences and
hospitals. The workshops took place in the observed settings. The workshop in the
care residence welcomed 16 participants, including caregivers as well as stakehol-
ders holding a coordinating or managerial function. The workshop in the hospital
setting was scaled down to 4 members. A nurse, head nurse, caregiver and doctor
participated to ensure a mixture of profiles.
2.2.5.3 Method & procedure
The decision-making workshops were organized on-site in the observed care resi-
dence and hospital and took about 2 hours to complete. Other than the number of
participants, the procedure was alike in both instances. The workshop began with
asking the participants to describe on paper a complex situation pertaining to the
formal gap in the ontology we were adressing, in this case assigning and priori-
tizing care requests or nurse calls. After this individual exercise that took about 5
to 10 minutes, a blueprint of the physical working environment of the participants
was introduced. The complex situations that were noted down by the participants
served as input for the rest of the workshop.
Participants were asked to suppose that they were an intelligent system that had
a complete overview of the institution and current situation and context. This sys-
tem is responsible for solving the task pertaining to the formal gap in the ontology,
i.e., in this case finding the most appropriate staff member to handle a care request.
Other tasks can easily be devised for filling other formal gaps, e.g., assigning tasks
to staff members to determine the mapping of competences on roles and the map-
ping of competences on tasks. The real life situations described by the participants
were selected to further discuss how this intelligent system should ideally handle
them, i.e., prioritize and assign nurse calls in a broad sense. Each situation started
with a very limited initial setup that was illustrated on the blueprint of the insti-
tution. Different props were used to represent staff members, care receivers and
material, as can be seen in Figure 2.6.
To make a sensible decision, the participants, playing the role of the system,
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could collect additional information about the situation by asking questions, e.g.,
how many staff members are present in the department? What are their roles?
Who made the request? Instead of immediately giving an answer, a discussion
was first held about the importance of the requested information. We did this
by consistently asking three questions: (1) Why do you feel the answer to this
question is pertinent? (2) Does everyone agree? (3) Can you give examples of
answers to this question?
By posing these questions, prior to giving an answer, the researchers and onto-
logy engineers could tap into the reasoning made by the system, i.e., the partici-
pants, and minimize their own influence on the decision making process. Finally,
the question was answered and visualized by adding or displacing the relevant
props on the layout, after which a next question would further unravel the situa-
tion.
The questions and the order in which they were asked, gave the ontology engi-
neers insights into the needed information and the importance of this information
for making a decision. The ontology engineer processed the outcome on paper
in the form of a decision tree, as shown in the bottom right corner of Figure 2.6.
The order of the information in the tree reflects its importance, while the different
nodes represent high-level concepts to which the questions of the participants per-
tained, i.e., location or task priority, as well as the relations or interdependencies
that existed between these concepts.
2.2.5.4 Analysis & Results
After the workshop, the preliminary decision trees were transformed to more for-
mal decision trees for each setting. After both workshops, the decision trees were
compared to extract common parts. The common parts delivered input for the
high-level ontology, while the other branches are encoded in the low-level ontolo-
gies. Finally, the decision trees were translated to concepts, axioms and rules in
the implementation stage of ontology creation.
As an example, Figure 2.7 shows a part of the common decision tree that finds
the most appropriate staff members to handle a call or care request based on the
data in the ontology. Words indicated in bold refer to concepts from the high-level
ontology. The algorithm first determines whether the call is an urgency call. Each
care setting has its own procedure for handling these highest priority calls. These
procedures are encoded in separate, context-dependent decision trees to which this
decision tree refers. Otherwise, it is determined whether the call is a normal, i.e,
made by a care receiver, assistance, i.e., a request for help by another staff member,
or context call, i.e., launched by a sensor, which detected an anomoly. Next, the
decision tree determines whether the reason for the call is medical, care or a ‘hotel’
task, e.g., a request for a glass of water. Based on this classification, staff members
are sought with the required competences for carrying out such tasks. If there are
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Figure 2.6: Impressions of workshop 3: scenario is visualized on a layout and high-level
concepts, derived from the requested information, are summarized in a decision tree
multiple staff members available with the required competences, the decision tree
assigns the most appropriate staff members to the call based on their current task,
location, trust relationship with the care receiver and the priority of the call.
The workshops resulted in a new iteration of the innovation binder scenario,
taking into account the feedback of the stakeholders.
2.2.5.5 Reflections
After conducting the first decision-making workshop in the residential care setting,
it became clear that the participant group should be kept smaller. Besides the fact
that some participants tended to dominate the discussion, we noticed that the large
group and presence of managerial functions prevented the actual work processes
being uncovered. Participants were inclined to give desired answers that corre-
sponded with institutional or legal procedures, even if, for different reasons, these
procedures could not always be followed. However, for our call or request system
and underlying ontology to be usable, it is imperative that it is mapped onto the
actual work processes, even if they digress from official procedures. Additionally,
the larger group made it more difficult for the participants to follow the proposed
workshop format and act as one system that needs to resolve the visualized situa-
tion on the blueprint.
At the second workshop, this problem was further resolved by printing out a
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Figure 2.7: Decision tree to find the appropriate staff member to handle a call or care
request
much larger blueprint so that everyone around the table felt essentially as equal
players during a board game.
Ultimately, we could derive a lot of concepts on which decisions were based.
For most of these, consensus was reached as to whether they were important to
take into account. Prioritization turned out more difficult, as this was situation
dependent and it was hard to derive what about the situation influenced it.
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2.2.6 Workshop type 4: Concept evaluation
2.2.6.1 Objective
Based on the decision trees and conceptual ontology model achieved during the
previous workshop, the prototype of a dynamic nurse call system was conceptual-
ized. As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, this prototype was being built to demonstrate
and evaluate the applicability and completeness of the ontology and accompanying
axioms. The purpose of this workshop type was a concept evaluation of the nurse
call system prototype under development, and to ensure cross-institutional validity
of the ontology and reasoning.
2.2.6.2 Participants
In order to facilitate cross-institutional reflection, the recruited participants had
various backgrounds and came from all types of institutions, both cure and care.
A couple of staff members from the observed settings also participated. There was
considerable variation in the professional qualifications of the participants, whose
professions ranged from nurses or caregivers to doctors, designers and domain ex-
perts. In total, 14 persons participated in the workshop. Additionally 4 researchers
were involved in the practical organization of the day.
2.2.6.3 Method
The conceptual prototype of a dynamic nurse call or care request system was pre-
sented to the participants in an instructional movie. For the discussion of the spe-
cific functionalities of the dynamic system, the group was split into two smaller
groups for which two moderators guided the conversation.
2.2.6.4 Procedure
The participants were presented a ‘slice’ of the full scenario that described the
dynamic nurse call system. The selection included several new functionalities
that the research team had introduced, based on the insights gathered during the
first three workshops. A movie was made in which these functionalities of the
nurse call system were depicted. Lay actors played out the scenario in the high-
fidelity mock-up of PRoF. The researchers chose to make a ‘silent’ movie where
the depicted action was explained by intertitles, in order to avoid that the lay actors
would struggle with the dialogue. It took half a day to film. The editing took about
a full day. Screenshots of the personal electronic device the caregivers make use
of in the scenario were also shown in the movie. Some minor improvements to the
script were made on the spot.
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In the 2,5 hour workshop, the movie was first played entirely, and then repeated
and paused every time a new functionality got introduced. This functionality be-
came the specific subject of a group discussion. For each discussion, the group
was split up into two smaller groups, guided by two moderators. All remarks and
insights were noted down on big posters. When the two groups reunited, the mod-
erators presented the content on the poster to the other group. Additional remarks
or insights that ensued from the discussion were added to the posters. The whole
workshop was filmed.
2.2.6.5 Analysis
Afterwards, the involved researchers had a small discussion, listing the issues that
they had observed during the workshop. Later, all researchers of the team looked at
the video data separately, and wrote down their observations and thoughts. These
were then brought together and discussed in a meeting with the others.
2.2.6.6 Results
The workshop resulted in some nuances with regard to the algorithm of the nurse
call system. For instance, the idea of triaging calls generated a lot of enthusiasm,
but raised concerns with regard to reliability. It also became clear that views on
trust relations differ between institutions and have a dissimilar impact on work
practices. These insights did not require an update of the ontology the nurse call
system was based on, but the decision trees were adapted and the accompanying
rules and axioms in the ontology were updated. Adjustments to the prototype were
also made, as the participants also had some comments on the user interface of the
application on the personal electronic device.
2.2.6.7 Reflections
The general impression was that visualizing the scenario as a movie stimulated
the discussion considerably. The researchers had however somewhat underesti-
mated the novelty of the nurse call or care request system. Especially since the
participants had been widely recruited for cross-institutional validation and varied
strongly in their professional profile. Even though some background on the project
was given at the start of the workshop, some participants had difficulty grasping
the full range of the project. More information about the project, the field research,
the preceding workshops, and insights the new system was based on, should have
been given at the start of the workshop. Now, while the movie introduced all func-
tionalities gradually, it still felt like too much new information was given at once.
The workshop resulted in considerable feedback for the algorithm of the nurse
call system and thus the axioms & rules captured in the ontology. However, no
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changes were made to the concepts and relations of the ontology after this work-
shop. This could mean that the method was less suited for ontology feedback,
but it can rather be understood as a confirmation of the ontology. Although the
workshop was certainly focused on the nurse call system, missing concepts in the
ontology or false relations between concepts in the ontology should have come
up during the discussions. Therefore we are inclined to see the lack of input for
the ontology as a confirmation of the ontology, rather than concluding the method
was unsuited for cross-institutional ontology evaluation. To make sure participants
thoroughly reflected on the system, and the concepts and relations that were used
in it, an additional workshop type was organized in which the participants are given
a profounder experience of the ideas included in the ontology and the prototype.
2.2.7 Workshop type 5: Embodied system use
2.2.7.1 Objective
After the previous workshop, the conceptual graphs and decision trees were trans-
lated into an ontology language. As the goal was not to overburden the stakehol-
ders, they were not actively involved in the implementation of the ontology. How-
ever, to prevent losing sight of the user requirements when making implementation
decisions, the ontology engineers constantly validated the ontology under devel-
opment with the scenario in the innovation binder.
The Prote´ge´ editor [46] was used to develop the continuous care ontology in
OWL. The Pellet Reasoner [47] was used to check the consistency and the classifi-
cation of the ontology. The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [48] was used
to express rules using concepts from the ontology. The resulting continuous care
ontology is discussed in Section 2.3.
Based on this ontology, the prototype of the dynamic nurse call or care request
system was implemented as described in [31].
The workshop of type 5 aimed to give the participants a first-hand experience
of the prototype in order to generate deeper reflection on both the application and
the ontology on which the application was built.
2.2.7.2 Participants
All participants worked in a care residence or a hospital (not necessarily the ob-
served ones), or did so until recently, for instance, teachers at a nursing school.
They all had first-hand experiences with some sort of nurse call or care request
system. In total, 15 participants were involved in these workshops.
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2.2.7.3 Method
After an elaborate introduction, the participants were asked to try out some of the
functionalities by role-play. The participants were given persona and context cards
and asked to play out seven scenes. In between and afterwards, the participants and
the researchers discussed the application.
2.2.7.4 Procedure
These embodied try outs required the test users to do a role-playing game in the
PRoF in order to have a deep experience of the implemented prototype. The setup
of the prototype in PRoF is visualized in Figure 2.8. For the prototype, RF tags
and receivers were integrated to track the locations of the care receivers and staff.
Temperature sensors were also available to monitor the temperature of the care
receivers. The developed ambient-intelligent nurse call system was installed in
PRoF and integrated with the available light control system, RF tags and sensors.
Smartphones running the designed mobile application were also provided. This
prototype allowed users to experience a fully immersed, more profound, contex-
tual experience of the system in a lifelike context. As we wanted the participants
to have a complete experience of the system, we invited small groups, i.e., two
or three users per workshop, so that they would be occupied at all times and the
researchers could follow them one-on-one. As such, seven workshops were orga-
nized for 15 participants. All workshops were entirely filmed.
During a 2.5 hour workshop, the participants were first given an elaborate in-
troduction, with two movies framing the research project and informing the users
of the functionalities of the new system. Two researchers then interviewed them
on their experiences with nurse call or care request systems, and asked them about
the limitations they experienced with the system they were familiar with. Next, the
participants were given an introduction of the personal electronic device, learned
how they could accept calls, forward calls and call the care receiver or a colleague.
The participants were then asked to play out seven scenes in the PRoF. For each
scene, a test user received a persona card and a context card, informing the test user
of the role he or she would have to take up and what he or she would have to do.
After scene two and five, a small pause was held to discuss the functionalities of
the system. Afterwards, a more elaborate discussion was held. The functionalities
that were introduced during the workshop included: location detection, occupa-
tion, trust relations, call forwarding and calling a care receiver or a colleague.
2.2.7.5 Analysis
During the workshops, the researchers immediately noted down the first emerg-
ing insights. These were gathered in a draft document. Since all workshops were
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Figure 2.8: The setup of the nurse call prototype in PRoF for workshop 5: Embodied
system use
filmed, these workshops resulted in a considerable amount of video data. There-
fore, the video data was split among the researchers, who went through their part
of the data on their own and wrote down their insights. These were then brought
together and clustered.
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2.2.7.6 Results
Just as in workshop 4, these embodied experiences and the ensuing discussions
resulted in more feedback for the application than it did for the ontology. For
instance, some missing functionalities of the nurse call or care request system
became clear. Also, minor remarks with regard to the interface of the personal
electronic device were made. Again, a lot of comments were made on the concept
of the inclusion of the trust relation in the system. Additionally, some concerns
were raised with regard to the impact the system would have on the care receivers’
expectations towards the caregivers. Some important findings were also collected
in relation with the triage system and the changes in the work practices that it
would ensue. Finally, it gave the engineers insights into the pitfalls, difficulties
and doubts that have to be taken into account when introducing this ontology-
based application in the working environment.
2.2.7.7 Reflections
After workshop type 4, the researchers realized a more elaborate introduction to
the ontology and its application was needed. Therefore, a considerable amount of
time, at average about 30 minutes, of the workshop was reserved for introduction.
This seemed to improve the participants’ understanding of the system, but during
the scenes, additional remarks were sometimes still needed. In fact, the role-play
increased the participants’ understanding of the system most, and it was only after
playing a few scenes that some participants fully grasped the system’s operation.
Similarly, while most participants expressed to be impressed after a first glance at
the system, a more thorough experience of the system made them more critical.
The researchers were pleasantly surprised by the easy uptake of the role-playing
exercise by the participants. Even the rather reserved participants, got more en-
gaged in the exercise after playing out a few scenes. Therefore, we feel that these
workshops were a success, despite a high investment of time of all researchers
involved. The workshop gave the researchers much feedback on the algorithm of
the prototype and only minor feedback on the concepts/relations in the ontology.
Again, this could be due to the fact that the ontology already contained most con-
cepts and relations in the cure and care field, or due to the fact that the method was
not suited for ontology validation.
This is not to say that the described user involvement could not be improved.
Although the final tests took place in PRoF, which was very close to reality, it
was felt that a real-life setting could generate further insights. It will be investi-
gated how a mobile set-up of the system can easily be tested in a real-life work
setting. However, the varying available technology and networks make this a chal-
lenging endeavour. During the final tests, some technical issues popped up, which
threatened to reduce the user tests to technical tests. This was to be expected, as
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the implemented application is merely a prototype. Although these issues were
quickly solved, it was sometimes hard to distinguish the participants’ feedback on
the system from feedback related to technical system failure.
2.3 The co-created continuous care ontology
As mentioned previously, the main difference between residential care settings and
hospitals is that the first focus more on care, while the latter focus more on cur-
ing the patients. Consequently, the ontology was split into a high-level ontology,
modelling the concepts that are used with the same meaning within the continuous
care domain, and two low-level ontologies, one focusing on care and the other on
cure. These low-level ontologies contain concepts that are used with a different
meaning in both settings or that are used within residential care, but never within
hospitals and vice versa. The following sections give an overview of the high-level
and low-level ontologies.
2.3.1 The high-level continuous care ontology
As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, 6 sub-domains of the high-level ontology were de-
fined during the role-play workshop. These were largely maintained during further
conceptualization of the ontology. However, the sub-domain pertaining to person
profiles, roles and competences was split up in 2 sub-domains: one concerned
with people and their characteristics and one focused on roles and competences.
Moreover, the general sub-domain was split up into the context ontology and the
upper ontology. The upper ontology also subsumes the temporal sub-domain. The
import schema of all the ontologies that make up the high-level ontology is visu-
alized in Figure 2.9. The seven parts of this ontology are presented in detail in the
following subsections.
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2.3.1.1 The upper high-level ontology
The upper high-level ontology, of which the most important concepts are shown
in Figure 2.10, describes general classes, relations and axioms. An upper onto-
logy, also known as a top-level ontology or foundation ontology, is an ontology
which describes very general concepts that are the same across all knowledge
domains [49]. Common examples are upper ontologies modeling time, e.g., the
SWRLTemporalOntology [45], language, e.g., WordNet [50], common sense knowl-
edge, e.g., Cyc [51], the Upper Mapping and Binding Exchange Layer (UM-
BEL) [52] and DOLCE [53], three-dimensional objects and processes across time,
e.g., the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [54] and the General Formal Ontology
(GFO) [55], or a combination of all of these, e.g., the Suggested Upper Merged
Ontology (SUMO) [56]. Upper ontologies have however received a lot of cri-
tique. It is difficult to capture the concepts in such a way that they can easily
be re-used across different domains without modification. Specific domains often
require small alterations to the concepts defined in the upper ontologies. Upper
ontologies also tend to define a broad spectrum of concepts as they are meant to
be used across several domains. Only a small set of these concepts are then usable
for the specific domain ontologies. Sometimes the concepts are too generic to be
usefully re-used.
A lot of the concepts defined in the upper ontologies clashed with concepts
defined in the ontologies we already wanted to import, e.g., with concepts in the
OWL-S or WSN ontology. However, it is important to model time in the ontology,
e.g., tasks that need to be performed before a certain point in time, for logging
purposes or work processes that are adjusted according to the time of day. These
concepts were unavailable in the ontologies we already wanted to import. Conse-
quently, we chose to import the SWRLTemporalOntology [45]. It defines a tempo-
ral model that can be used to model complex interval-based temporal information
in OWL ontologies. A library of SWRL built-ins to perform temporal operations
and reasoning on information described using this ontology [57] is also available.
The imported concepts are preceded with the temporal namespace in Figure 2.10.
The upper high-level ontology, developed in this research, extends the SWRL-
TemporalOntology ontology with additional concepts to model the current tempo-
ral context, e.g., the current season, the current shift or holidays. Most importantly
this ontology enables that data can be related with a unique ID. All the other high-
level ontologies import the upper high-level ontology and define all their concepts
as subtypes of the ExtendedProposition concept.
2.3.1.2 The sensor high-level ontology
As the ambient intelligent care room of the future will contain numerous sensors
and actuators to support caregivers and care receivers in their everyday activities,
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Figure 2.10: Prevalent concepts of the upper high-level ontology
it is important to model the information delivered by these devices in the onto-
logy. There exist a whole plethora of ontologies to describe sensors and sensor
networks. A comprehensive list can be found in Section 4 of the W3C Semantic
Sensor Network XG Final Report [58] of the W3C Semantic Sensor Network In-
cubator group. Within the iMinds DEUS Project [59] a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) ontology was developed [43]. The most important concepts of this onto-
logy are visualized in Figure 2.11, preceded with the wsn namespace. The model
contains a System concept which models a system and its components. The
ontology allows interpreting and attaching meaning to the data values monitored
by the sensors. For this the ontology uses an observation pattern. A data value
monitored by a system is modeled in the ontology as an Observation. Rules
added to the ontology allow detecting specific phenomena in these observations,
e.g., the humidity is zero or the new temperature observation deviates more than
10 degrees from the last. These phenomena are modeled as Symptom concepts.
Classification axioms allow reclassifying these symptoms as Fault concepts, e.g.
the temperature sensor is possibly faulty or the humidity in the room is too low.
Each fault can then again be reclassified as a Solution concept, e.g., do not use
that temperature value or turn on the humidifier in the room.
The sensor high-level ontology extends this WSN ontology with systems, sen-
sors and actuators, e.g., nurse call buttons or fall detection systems, and their asso-
ciated observations, faults and solutions that play an important role in continuous
care settings. Some representative examples are shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Most important concepts of the sensor & context high-level ontologies
2.3.1.3 The context high-level ontology
The context high-level ontology models the contextual environment information.
The prevalent classes of this ontology are visualized in Figure 2.11. The most
important concept is the ContextGroup. A context group is a logical grouping
of entities that belong together, e.g., a care receiver with all his or her devices,
sensors, actuators, room, bed, equipment and items. This is a dynamical concept
which is defined through rules. The composition of a context group constantly
changes based on information in the ontology, e.g., the location or status of the
people, devices and equipment.
This ontology also contains all the information related to localization. A Lo-
cation can be a Coordinate or a Zone. A coordinate is fully defined by its
x- and y-coordinates. A zone is fully defined by its centre coordinate and a radius.
Examples of zones are rooms, hallways, departments and floors. This ontology
also introduces another subtype of system, namely a Device. A device is a logi-
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cal grouping of sensors and actuators. A device is associated with a status, e.g., on
or off. Devices and zones can be associated with their Function or purpose.
2.3.1.4 The profile high-level ontology
The profile high-level ontology, of which the most important concepts are visu-
alized in Figure 2.12, models the profile information about staff members and
care receivers that was indicated by the stakeholders in the different co-design
workshops as important to take into account when optimizing continuous care
processes. This model associates each Person with a Profile. A Profile
consists of a Basic and a Risk Profile. The basic profile models the im-
portant administrative, e.g., phone numbers and birth date, biological, e.g., sex,
psychological, e.g., aggressive or impatient, and sociological information, e.g.,
nationality and language, about a person. This information needs to be inputted
into the system or extracted from documents, e.g., the medical file of a care re-
ceiver. On the other hand, the risk profile is defined by classification axioms and
rules. This allows a reasoner to automatically obtain the risk profile of the care
receiver by reasoning on the information in the basic profile.
The profile high-level ontology also contains concepts and classification rules
to model the Trust Relationship between two people. Three kinds of trust
relationships are differentiated, namely Family Relationship, Personal
Relationship and Therapeutic Relationship. The first is used to in-
dicate that two people are related. The second is used to indicate that two people
have some kind of personal bond, i.e., a friendship. The third indicates that a
trust relationship has been established between two people in the context of this
person’s care/health. Each trust relationship can also be associated with a degree
that expresses the strength of the relationship. This allows that the trust relation-
ship is taken into account according different degrees of specificity by different
applications. For some applications it might be enough that there exists some kind
of trust relationship between two people, e.g., a physician has a therapeutic rela-
tionship with a care receiver and is therefore allowed to access the medical files
of this person. For other applications the degree of the trust relationship might
also be important, e.g., in the Dominiek Savio Institute each resident has a per-
sonal assistant with whom they might have a personal bond of high degree, next
to the therapeutic relationship the resident has with this caregiver. Finally, multi-
ple types of trust relationships can be simultaneously defined between two people.
For example, consider a patient who has a bad trust relationship with a close rel-
ative, e.g., a father-son relationship of first degree. In this case, this patient has
a Family Relationship with this person of high degree, but a Personal
Relationship of very low degree.
Finally, the profile high-level ontology also associates the Person concept
with a lot of concepts from the already discussed ontologies to indicate, e.g., the
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location of the person, which items and devices he/she owns and the context group
this person belongs to. A person can also have a status, e.g., free or busy.
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Figure 2.12: Most important concepts of the profile and role & competence high-level
ontologies
2.3.1.5 The role & competence high-level ontology
To support caregivers in their tasks it is important to know the competences and
the roles of the different staff members and care receivers. The role & competence
high-level ontology, of which the most important concepts are visualized in Fig-
ure 2.12, models the different roles which can occur in a continuous care setting.
A lot of research has been done on how roles should be represented in knowl-
edge representation models [60–63]. In ontology engineering a distinction is often
made between Entities, i.e., things that are, Events, i.e., things that happen, and
Roles, i.e., things that are, but only in the context of things that happen. There are
2 criteria to distinguish roles from entities [64]:
• a role is ‘founded’, i.e., it is defined in terms of relationships to other things,
and
• a role lacks ‘semantic rigidity’, i.e., its existence is not tied to its class.
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By this definition, a Person is thus an Entity and not a Role. Roles also have
their own characteristics [65]:
• Roles are created and destroyed dynamically. As an entity only has a role
in context of an event, the role is created when the event begins. When the
entity no longer takes part in the event, the role may cease to exist.
• A role can be transferred between entities. For example, the role of de-
partment head can be transferred from one person to another. Some of the
characteristics of the role are transferred without change, while others must
be adapted.
• An entity may play different roles simultaneously.
• Entities of unrelated types can play the same role.
Three basic approaches for representing roles are commonly used in literature and
are presented below:
• A role can be represented as a label assigned to a participant in an event [65].
This approach is simple, but it does not distinguish roles from entities and
makes it difficult to add characteristics to roles. It thus fails to meet the third
characteristic of roles.
• The second approach differentiates roles from entities [66, 67]. These two
concepts are then however combined into one single hierarchy. This combi-
nation can be done in two ways:
– The roles can be subtypes of entities. This is however problematic
when entities of different types can play the same role (4th character-
istic).
– The roles are super-types of entities. For example, Person would
then be a subtype of Caregiver. This would however mean that
each person is a caregiver. It also fails to meet the first characteristic.
• The third approach [60] represents a role as an ‘adjunct instance’ of an entity,
which is a distinct instance of a role class that is coupled with the instance
of an entity. The role instance does not exist independent of that entity.
The third approach meets all the characteristics of roles and is also the approach
that is extended in this research. In our representation, roles are types independent
of people/entities with two separate hierarchies. Both are subtypes from the gen-
eral ExtendedProposition concept. An instance of a role is played by an
instance of an entity. Thus, every instance of a role exists along with an instance
of an entity.
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Our representation extends further on this representation by also including
Competence concepts. Each role is defined by its competences through clas-
sification axioms, e.g., the Doctor is defined as a role which has all the medical
competences. Each person is associated with competences and roles through five
relationships:
• hasFunction: primary role of this person, i.e., the role for which this
person was primarily hired.
• hasRole: models all the roles this person can have.
• hasCurrentRole: role the person is currently fulfilling within the care
setting. If this relation is not instantiated, it is assumed that the current role
of the person is his or her function.
• hasDiplomaCompetence: extra competences this person has acquired
by following courses, e.g., a caregiver who is trained to perform some med-
ical tasks.
• hasExperienceCompetence: extra competences this person has ac-
quired through experience.
Roles can also have properties in our representation, e.g., the department a person
works on when he/she has a specific role. In order to retrieve values of properties
that belong to a role, first the role from the entity with which it is composed needs
to be retrieved, and then the values of properties from the role can be obtained.
Defining each role by its competences through axioms allows writing algorithms
that find the most appropriate staff members to fulfill a task based on the required
competences.
Little previous work was found on modeling concrete roles and competences
which occur within the continuous care domain. However, as we also want to
take into account the family relationships of the care receivers, the Family SWRL
Ontology [68] was reused. This ontology also contains rules to derive family re-
lationships from other defined relationships. However, this ontology declares the
Family concept as a subtype of the Person concept. This contradicts with our
choice to separate the definition of roles and entities in two hierarchies. Therefore,
this ontology was not directly imported, but slightly adapted such that the Fam-
ily concept is defined as a subtype of the Role concept. This is visualized in
Figure 2.12 by the concept preceded with the family namespace.
2.3.1.6 The task high-level ontology
Since the goal of this research is to support caregivers and care receivers in their
daily activities and tasks, it is important to model these process workflows in the
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ontology. A wide range of ontologies exist to model processes, mainly focused
on business process management. A lot of these ontologies are not expressed
in OWL [53, 69–72]. These cannot be directly imported in our ontology with-
out translation to OWL. Translating the ontologies would break the links with the
original ontology, which means we would have to adapt our ontology manually
everytime the original ontology is changed. This goes against the linked open data
(LOD) paradigm [73]. Good alternative OWL ontologies exist to express process
workflows. The most well-known is the Business Management Ontology [74],
which represents an integrated information model, which helps to better align IT
with business and allows constructing process flows. However, it is tuned towards
fostering the communication between business analysts and software developers.
For this, this ontology can be compared to how UML is traditionally used to sup-
port this communication. It is limited in the availability of semantic concepts that
allow constructing process workflows automatically from a set of specified tasks
and the available input and desired output. It does allow specifying links between
tasks and roles and how they map on each other. However, only high-level con-
cepts of this role definition can be re-used as most of the specified roles are not
applicable to the healthcare domain. Moreover, as explained in the previous sec-
tion, competences should be considered separately from roles in this research, as
not every competence in a healthcare setting is covered by specific roles and peo-
ple can follow additional courses to gain extra competences which are not covered
by the roles they have. Tasks should thus be mapped on the competences needed
to perform the task instead of on specific roles. Another well-known ontology is
OWL-S [44], which is an ontology for describing Semantic Web Services. It en-
ables users and software agents to automatically discover, invoke, compose, and
monitor Web resources offering services, under specified constraints. The OWL-S
ontology has three main parts: the service profile, the grounding and the process
model. The latter is the most important for our goal. The process model describes
how a client can interact with the service. This description includes the sets of
inputs, outputs, pre-conditions and results of the service execution. Consequently,
it allows to describe how processes can be mapped on each other based on their
inputs and outputs, which conditions need to be fulfilled to execute the process and
which effect the execution of the process has on the environment and the context.
This allows automatically mapping the effects and outputs of one task on the inputs
and conditions of another task. This way workflows can be constructed that start
from particular input and context and reach a specified effect and result by com-
bining various tasks. It does not define the mapping of processes on competences
or roles. However, this can easily be defined by ourselves based on literature as
specified in the previous section. For these reasons, we chose to import the OWL-S
ontology to model tasks.
The most prevalent classes of the OWL-S Process ontology and their relations
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are visualized in Figure 2.13, preceded by the owls namespace. The central class
is the Process concept. A process can generate and return some new infor-
mation and produces a change in the environment based on the information it is
given and the context. This is described by the Input and Output concepts
and accompanying hasInput, hasOutput, hasPrecondition and has-
Effect relations. For a process to be able to execute, all its preconditions need
to be fulfilled. The Result of the process is thus the combination of its output
and its effect. A process can be composed of several other processes. How these
processes are combined is expressed by the CompositeProcess and Con-
trolConstruct concepts.
The High-Level Task ontology extends this OWL-S Process ontology, as shown
in Figure 2.13. It is modeled that the precondition of a process can depend on the
value of a sensor and that the effect can be the status change of an actuator through
the usedIn and controls relations. The Task concept is introduced, which
is equal to a Process, but is further divided into planned and unplanned tasks.
Each task has also an associated Status, e.g., Assigned or Finished, and
Priority. From the observations and workshops it was clear that the stakehol-
ders preferred three levels of priority, namely very urgent, urgent and normal. This
Task concept can now be used to model the various continuous care tasks. Each
task is defined by the Competences which are needed to execute this task. Also
the location at which this task is preferably executed can be indicated.
Consider, for example, the task of assigning a person to a call or care request.
A Call is modeled as an unplanned task. There are four possible types of calls. A
Normal Call is a call made by a Person, i.e., care receiver. An Assistance
Call is a call made by a staff member who requests the assistance of another
staff member. A Context Call is a call which is automatically launched as
a consequence of an Observation made by a System. An Urgency Call
is a special type of call which is used in emergency situations. A call can also be
associated with a Reason, i.e., medical, e.g., medication needed, care, e.g., giving
a person a bath, and hotel, e.g., fetching a glass of water, are also modeled. This
allows that a call is reclassified based on its reason. For each type of a call it can
then be specified which competences are needed to handle a call of this type, e.g.,
Medical Calls can only be handled by a person who has medical competences.
For each type of call, its preconditions, e.g., a care receiver pushes a call button,
its input, e.g., the person who pushed the button or the location of the button,
its output, i.e., the assigned staff members and its effects, e.g., the assigned staff
members’ portable phone rings, are modeled by using concepts from the OWL-S
Process ontology.
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Figure 2.13: Prevalent concepts of the task & medical high-level ontologies
2.3.1.7 The medical high-level ontology
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, a wide range of ontologies exist about the eHealth
domain. For this research, we are mainly interested in representing medical knowl-
edge that influences the way care is organized for this care receiver, e.g., diabetes
(influence on food consumption), heart disease, trouble breathing or muscle paral-
ysis (higher need for care). The Galen Common Reference Model is a model of
clinical categories plus sufficient information about those categories to allow them
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to be classified automatically. The Galen Common Reference Model especially
avoids adding too many axioms that constrain the possible interpretations of a
concept, unless there is very wide agreement about the constraint, e.g., an ulcer lo-
cated in the stomach is a stomach ulcer. Therefore it was decided to use the Galen
Common Reference model as this model could most easily be extended without
contradicting with knowledge already contained in the model.
As shown in Figure 2.13, the medical high-level ontology adds axioms and
constraints to the imported Galen Common Reference Model that express rela-
tions between this medical knowledge and additional medical concepts needed
for the continuous care domain. For example, the Named Disorder concept
is connected with the Diagnosis concept from the Medical High-Level Onto-
logy through the hasAssociatedPathology relation. The concepts from
the Galen Common Reference Model in Figure 2.13 are preceded with the galen
namespace.
The medical high-level ontology associates each Personwith his or her Med-
ical Parameters. How this parameter was measured is indicated by the has-
MeasurementType relationship. The parameter is either observed by a staff
member, measured by monitoring equipment, derived from other parameters or
has been processed in a laboratory, e.g., by analyzing a urine sample. Each pa-
rameter can thus also be associated with the sample it was derived from, e.g., a
Urine Sample. Finally, a Person is also associated with his or her Pre-
scriptions and Diagnosis. Each Prescription is associated with its
prescribed PharmaDrug and Dose.
2.3.2 The low-level ontologies
Two low-level ontologies were designed, namely one focussing on care tuned to-
wards residential care settings and one focussing on cure and thus tuned towards
hospital settings. The low-level care and cure ontologies consists of five and four
sub-domains respectively, namely representing information pertaining to:
• roles for the care & cure domain,
• competences for the care & cure domain,
• forms used within the care & cure domain,
• care & cure tasks,
• profile information specific for the care domain, and
• context location information specific for the cure domain.
The import schema of all the ontologies that make up the low-level care (indi-
cated in green) and cure (indicated in blue) ontologies and how they relate to the
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ontologies of the high-level ontology is visualized in Figure 2.9. Some example
concepts from the low-level ontologies are shown in Figures 2.14 and 2.15. All
these classes and relations are derived from the mind maps and document flows,
see Section 2.2.2, constructed based on the observations and on the results from
the decision-making workshops, see Section 2.2.5. Additionally, the medical com-
petences were derived from an official document, namely ‘Inventory of Nursing
Acts’, which details all the competences that nurses can execute according to their
diploma, e.g., A, B or C, as stipulated by the Belgian Government. The low-level
cure & care ontologies contain some concepts with the same name. These were
not included in the high-level ontology as they are not used with exactly the same
meaning, e.g., documents with a different purpose, and roles with the same name
that have different competences and responsibilities within the two settings.
The low-level cure context ontology extends the concepts of the high-level
context ontology, see Section 2.3.1.3, with subclasses that model typical depart-
ments, e.g., the Emergency Department or Radiology, rooms, e.g., Nurse
Post or Reception, and hallways, e.g., Stroke Unit, found within hospital
settings. The goal of the low-level ontologies is to define generic algorithms and
capturing knowledge that can be used across the various cure and care settings re-
spectively. Consequently, the low-level context ontology was only constructed for
the cure domain as hospitals, in contrast to residential care settings, typically have
a very common structure with the same type of rooms, departments and hallways
found across multiple hospitals. Moreover, specific competences, tasks and patient
profiles are often associated with these different types of spaces. These associa-
tions can be defined in the ontology. As no such common structure exists amongst
the care settings, such associations cannot be defined in a generic manner.
The low-level care & cure document ontologies extend the Form and Meet-
ing classes of the high-level role & competence ontology, see Section 2.3.1.5.
These Form subclasses represent common document formats which are used within
residential care and hospital settings and how they are related to each other. Addi-
tionally, this ontology defines the meetings which typically take place within these
settings. It is defined which forms are used or produced within a meeting.
The low-level care & cure competence ontologies extend the Competence
class of the high-level role & competence ontology, see Section 2.3.1.5, with
classes that represent the competences which are needed to execute all the tasks
and daily activities within residential care settings and hospitals and how they
are related to each other. Medical Competences represent the competences
which are needed to medically care for the care receiver, i.e., cure this person, and
are usually fulfilled by staff members with a medical diploma, i.e., nurses and doc-
tors. All the competences related to caring for the care receivers, e.g., Washing or
Dressing a Patient, are modeled as subclasses of the Care Competence
class. Competences which pertain to performing hotel tasks, e.g., changing or
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Figure 2.14: Example concepts of the low-level care ontology
making the bed or cleaning, are modeled as subclasses of the Hotel Function
Competence class. The Therapeutic Competence class is the superclass
of all the competences needed to draft and follow-up a specific therapy for a care
receiver. These competences are grouped according to the different therapeutic
branches, i.e., Logopaedic, Physiotherapeutic, Dietary and Occu-
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Figure 2.15: Example concepts of the low-level cure ontology
pational Therapy Competence. All the competences related to managing
the logistics of the care setting, e.g., preparing meals, transporting care receivers
or ordering medication, are grouped under the Logistic Competence class.
Competences are also modeled pertaining to managing the finances of the residen-
tial care setting of specific residents as subclasses of the Financial Compe-
tence concept. Finally, competences are defined pertaining to reading, writing
and adapting documents. Subclasses of the Edit, Read and Write Data Com-
petence classes for each Document defined in the low-level care document
ontology can be created. These subclasses then represent the competence to write,
edit or read this specific document. These subclasses are connected through the
appliesTo relation with the specific document they pertain to. One example of
these subclasses is shown in Figure 2.15, namely the competences to read, write
or edit a Medication Sheet.
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The low-level cure & care role ontologies extend the Role, Team and Divi-
sion classes of the high-level role & competence ontology, see Section 2.3.1.5.
The Role subclasses represent common roles which people occupy within the
respective settings and how they are related to each other. A distinction is made
between Staff Members, Residents or Patients and Family. In the
care settings, Volunteers and the Responsible of the User Council
are also modeled. The Family roles represent the family of the care receiver,
as has been already explained in Section 2.3.1.5. The Residents represents
the people who are being cared for at the residential care setting. Further sub-
classes can be defined based on the specific illnesses treated at the care setting,
e.g., Not-Congenital Disorder Resident, or specific tasks that the res-
ident is allowed to perform, e.g., Job Volunteer or Responsible of the
Residents’ Council. Staff Members represent all the employees. An
important subclass is the Care Role class, which models all the roles which
handle caring for a person. A distinction is made between Therapists, Medi-
cal Roles, Residential Counselor (care) or Caretakers (cure). The
Therapist, e.g., Speech Therapist or Physiotherapist, Medical
Role, e.g., Doctor or Nurse, Residential Counselor, e.g., Day Res-
idential Counselor or Team Responsible, and Caretaker, e.g., Lo-
gistic Employee, classes also have further subclasses to model specific re-
sponsibilities and competences. In the low-level care ontology, an important dis-
tinction is made between Residential Counselors and Nurses who work
during the Day, the Night and the Weekend as they do not have same com-
petences and tasks, e.g., access to different documents or the weekend and night
nurses are expected to also perform caring tasks and not only medical tasks. This
ontology also includes some additional caring roles, such as the Department
Head or the Care Coordinator, which can be occupied by residential coun-
selors or nurses. This decision depends on the specific situation and care residence.
Therefore, these roles are modeled as direct subclasses of the Care Role class.
Furthermore, it also indicated through the isButterfly relationship whether
the Medical Role or Residential Counselor is a butterfly. A butterfly is
a person who is not connected to a specific department, but can work on different
departments depending on where staff is needed at the moment. Next to the car-
ing roles a lot of other roles are needed at both the residential care setting , e.g.,
Social Worker or Kitchen Staff, and hospital, e.g., Cleaning Team or
Administrative Employee. These roles are modeled as direct subclasses of
the Staff Member class. A final important Staff Member role to notice is
the Intern role. Each role can essentially be occupied as an intern, e.g., a nurse
intern or a residential counselor intern. However, the tasks that interns can per-
form are very different and often more limited. They also often need supervision
to perform certain tasks and their competences and responsibilities often change
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depending on their experience level. Therefore, a separate class was created for the
Intern role and the hasExperienceCompetence and hasDiplomaCom-
petence relations, defined in the high-level role & competence ontology can be
used to specify their competences and relations depending on the specific situation
and context.
Each care & cure role is then further defined by mapping it on the appropriate
care & cure competences, which are modeled in the low-level cure & care com-
petence ontologies, through classification axioms that use the hasFunction,
hasRole, hasCurrentRole, hasDiplomaCompetence and hasExpe-
rienceCompetence relationships defined in the high-level role & competence
ontology.
Additionally, these low-level cure & care role ontologies define the divisions
and teams which typically are present within the care & cure domain. It is defined
which roles are part of a certain team or service and which role is the head of a
service. For example, each person who has the role Social Worker is automat-
ically part of the Social Service and each Logistics Employee is part of
the Logistics Service. The low-level cure role ontology also defines a new
relation, namely isHeadOf, which indicates which person with which role is the
head of a certain Department, as defined in the low-level cure context ontology.
The low-level care profile ontology, extends the Profile class of the high-
level profile ontology, see Section 2.3.1.4) with subclasses that represent common
traits which residents display at a residential care setting, e.g., being able to move
independently or being suicidal.
The low-level care & cure task ontologies extend the Task and Reason
classes of the high-level task ontology, see Section 2.3.1.6, with new subclasses.
The Task subclasses represent common tasks which are performed within res-
idential care settings and hospitals and how they are related to each other. By
using the isInNeedOfCompetence, defined in the high-level task ontology,
these care tasks can then be mapped on the care & cure competences, defined in
the low-level care & cure competence ontologies, needed to perform the task. By
using the other relations defined in the high-level task ontology the different care
tasks can be related to each other. For example, the task Administer Insulin
Syringe can only be performed by people who occupy a role that has the com-
petence Administer Intravenous Medication. Moreover, this task is a
Composite Process, which is composedOf a Sequence, with as compo-
nents first the Check Medication Sheet task and second the Administer
Syringe task. For the first task, the Read Medication Sheet Competence
is needed.
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2.3.3 The rule-based algorithms
On top of this ontology rule-based algorithms are developed that contain the algo-
rithms to optimize and automate continuous care. These rules infer new knowledge
based on the data available in the ontology. Efficient and fast notifications made
by these algorithms allow appropriate actions to be taken by the staff. An example
of a work process that can be optimized this way is the assignment of caregivers
to calls or care requests for which part of the decision tree is shown in Figure 2.7.
For example, the following rule assigns a staff member with medical competences
to an urgent medical request from a care receiver:
M e d i c a l C a l l ( ? c a l l ) ∧ h a s C u r r e n t R o l e ( ? p , ? ro ) ∧ S t a f f ( ro ) ∧
hasCompetence ( ? ro , ? c ) ∧ MedicalCompetence ( ? c ) ∧
h a s P r i o r i t y ( ? c a l l , ? p r i o r ) ∧ U r g e n t P r i o r i t y ( ? p r i o r )
⇒ a s s i g n e d T o ( ? c a l l , ? p )
2.4 Discussion
In Table 2.1 we compare the various methods on different parameters. The first
parameter concerns the number of participants. We experienced that a large group
of participants is beneficial for explorative workshops like workshop type 1. A
large group of stakeholders were sensitized and got their first experience with on-
tologies and the project. Many of these participants were also involved in the other
workshops. Therefore, this workshop type was a good way to create awareness
and advocates in the stakeholders group. But, for instance, workshop type 2 may
have benefited from a smaller group of participants. The issues raised during the
discussions varied widely and the researchers struggled to keep focus in the con-
versation. A reduced number of participants may have made it easier to moderate.
The same thing can be said about workshop type 3a and 3b. Workshop type 3b
resulted in more targeted feedback thanks to the smaller group size.
The second parameter concerns preparation time, which also differed widely
between workshops. Part of this can be explained by the experience the researchers
gained throughout the research process in finding ways to link user feedback to the
ontology and the prototype. For instance, workshop type 5 was more efficiently
prepared thanks to the experience gained in the other workshop types. The work-
shop type 2, however, took a lot of preparation time given the novelty of the ob-
jective of the workshop for the researchers at that time. With regard to execution
time of the workshop type, clearly the observations at the start of the project and
the embodied system use in workshop type 5 required the biggest efforts of the re-
searchers, which mainly has to do with the methods (contextual inquiry and small
group role-play) chosen in those workshop types.
The final parameter in Table 2.1 is the main impact of the workshop type on
the ontology creation process. We have mapped our workshop methods to three of
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the five steps Pinto and Martins [14] defined for ontology development, namely:
specification, conceptualization, formalization, implementation and maintenance.
However, this classification should not be interpreted too strictly, since in reality
every workshop type resulted in some feedback for every stage in the ontology
engineering process.
The domain experts were not included in the implementation stage, since this
concerns the translation of models as, e.g., the decision tree, into the language of
the ontology. This is unrelated to domain expertise, and since we did not want to
overburden the domain experts, we did not involve them in this phase. The final
step of Pinto & Martins is also excluded from Table 2.1, since in our opinion the
step could in practice not be distinguished from the other steps in the process. Just
as the future care concepts were continuously evaluated by new iterations of the
scenario in the innovation binder, the continuous care ontology was permanently
maintained and adjusted in every step of the ontology creation. While Pinto and
Martins reserve this phase for the last step in the ontology creation, in our case, we
started maintaining and adjusting the ontology after every workshop type.
However, in respect to Table 2.1, we also wish to express that, while we found
it important to make this comparison of the different workshops, we also wish
to stress its relativity by underlining that the parameters were also determined by
the experience the researchers involved had at the time and the sequential order
of the workshops. It is therefore difficult to determine which workshop was most
insightful, although it is clear that some workshop types were more successful in
reaching their objectives than others, i.e., workshop type 3 (decision-making) and
5 (embodied system use).
Obser- WS1 Intro WS2 W3 a + b WS4 WS5
vations ontologies Role-play Decision- Concept Embodied
making evaluation System use
Number of participants +50 22 18 a) 16 14 7 groups ofb) 4 2 or 3 people
Time Preparation Medium Long Very long Short Medium Short
Duration 3 Weeks 1/2 day 1 day 2 hrs. Half a day 2.5 hrs./session
Main Specification x x
impact Conceptualization x
Formalization x x x
Table 2.1: Comparing observations and the various workshop types
In this research project, a prototype was developed to test the ontology and en-
sure its cross-institutional validity. Two comments can be given on this method for
testing the cross-institutional validity of the ontology. First, while the two work-
shops that focused on the ontology resulted in a lot of feedback on the prototype,
it was unclear to what extent this method was also successful for validating the
ontology. The lack of feedback on the ontology can be understood as a validation
of the ontology, but it can also mean that the method is not suited for ontology
validation. Moreover, while the prototype covered some elements of the ontology,
it did not include all of them. The question remains how this method can be used
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to validate all elements in the ontology. Given the high time investment needed
not only for organizing the workshops, but also for development and implemen-
tation of the prototype, it seems unrealistic to develop several prototypes in order
to cover every element in the ontology. Additional methods should be thought out
for cross-institutional ontology validation. We are currently looking into methods
and tools [75] which allow automatically translating an ontology into a natural
language description of the concepts covered in the ontology. Users could read
this generated story and identify incomplete or incorrect sentences. This would be
less time-consuming for the involved ontology engineers and social scientists than
organizing a large number of workshops of type 5 as this task can be performed by
a large number of targeted end-users simultaneously without (constant) support.
However, due to the large amount of text generated from a large ontology, rapid
or less-focussed reading of the users could become a problem. To counter this,
it would be interesting to use some form of gamification to increase the attention
span and thoroughness of the evaluation. We are also looking into available tools to
formally evaluate an ontology, such as OntoClean [76] and AEON [77]. Based on
these user remarks and the results of the tools, additional workshops or prototypes
could be made to fill these gaps. Ideally the three approaches, e.g., workshops of
type 5, the reading exercise and formal evaluation tools, complement each other.
Workshops could be organized for the most difficult or discussed parts of the onto-
logy, while the reading exercise and formal tools could be used to evaluate and
validate the other parts and resolve the small nuances and inaccurate statements.
Moreover, it could also diminish the problem of rapid reading.
The innovation binder took a central position in the project, not only as a
project result, but also as a project management tool. It served as a boundary
object between all project partners and created a common perspective that was
supported by all stakeholders involved in the project. Every step of the future sce-
nario that was included in the innovation binder got translated into implications
for every project partner. While this is a useful exercise, it is also an extensive
one. Every insight gained during the workshops might result into changes in the
scenario, which may then again have to be translated in new implications for the
project partners. These continuous iterations on the scenario and its implications
require a high engagement of all project partners and can only work when meetings
are organized on a regular basis with a small group of engaged people.
An important challenge was to make the innovation binder both a shared vi-
sion and a tool. The information in the innovation binder had to be somewhat
‘visionary’, but at the same time could not be too high level and had to be trans-
latable into concrete requirements. At one time in the process, i.e., after workshop
2: Scenario role-play, it actually seemed that the innovation binder got too high
level, missed its practical use and did not deliver the expected results. Making
the scenario somewhat less future oriented and more concretely linked to current
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practices helped to increase its usability.
2.5 Conclusion: Lessons learned
In this paper, we have described the steps we have taken in order to involve stake-
holders and targeted end-users in the development of a continuous care ontology
and continuous care concepts. To that aim, we have created a stakeholder group,
did observations in both a care and a cure setting and organized a series of work-
shops that aimed to involve domain experts from the beginning, but at the same
time did not require efforts that are too demanding on their part. The method-
ology actively involves ontology engineers, social scientists and stakeholders, i.e.,
nurses, caregivers, care receivers, doctors and professionals working for the health-
care industry, in the ontology engineering process.
It should be stressed that while this project involved ontology engineers, im-
plementers and social scientists who have a lot of experience involving users in
design processes, the thought-out process was largely experimental and all re-
searchers involved had to creatively use the methods they were familiar with in
order to achieve the project’s goals. While it is important to start from best prac-
tices with regard to the methods used, the researchers involved also had to be
somewhat reckless at times in order to find a way to involve the domain experts’
perspective in the creation of the ontology. We acknowledge that the process that
we have followed might not be recommended at all times. Indeed, it is sometimes
difficult to fully grasp the effectiveness of a workshop, or to differentiate whether
a method is (un)suited or simply confirms the findings. We therefore hope that the
process we have followed is inspiring and encourages other researchers to do sim-
ilar experiments and adjust the methods we have used to their own needs. In the
following paragraphs, the most important lessons learned during the co-creation
of the ontology with the participatory methodology are discussed.
Creating common ground: A step that is elementary in the process is cre-
ating common ground with the stakeholders or target end-users involved in the
workshops. In general, there was some discussion to what extent the users should
understand the full complexity of the project and ontology when participating in
a workshop. While reaching common ground was explicitly the aim of our first
workshop type, we somewhat overlooked the importance of this aspect when in-
volving a larger group of stakeholders in the fourth workshop type, and as a result
this workshop resulted in discussions that were similar to the ones we had in the
first workshop. As a consequence, a far more elaborate introduction was included
in the fifth workshop type, with better results.
Elicitate out-of-the-box thinking: Reserving sufficient introductory time is
not only important for creating common ground, but also to facilitate the partic-
ipants to move from thinking about current practices to future practices in the
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workshops. At first, participants might be overwhelmed or amazed by the pos-
sibilities of a new system, or contrary fiercely opposed to the idea of installing
automated processes. It takes some time to overcome those first ideas, get insight
in the reasons for their initial enthusiasm or aversion and stimulate creative think-
ing that goes beyond current practice, but still takes into account the particularities
of the environment and the users, which the ontology and the applications built
on the ontology are targeting. It was evident that simply bringing the stakehol-
ders together with stakeholders from other disciplines was not sufficient to help
the participant make this transition and think out-of-the-box. To this aim, it is also
important to provide the right tools. For instance, immersive tools such as the per-
sona and situation cards used in workshop types 2 and 5 served as good elicitation
tools as it took stakeholders out of there usual role and context. The movie used in
workshop type 4 was on the contrary a more distant, detached experience and thus
resulted in less creative thinking.
Getting the group size right: Finding the right group size is a challenge and
depends on the aim of the workshop. While in workshop type 1, the large size
of the group was not a disadvantage since the aim was mainly to create common
ground, a large group did become a problem when in-depth feedback was wanted.
The series of small-sized workshop type 5 where very labor intensive, however,
here the participants were more critical and gave more detailed feedback. This of
course had also to do with the fact that the workshop gave them a deeper experience
of the system.
Reaching consensus: At times in the process, particularly after workshop type
2, the lack of consensus among the participants was worrying for the research
team. However, workshop type 3 made clear that this lack of consensus is actually
an indication that the ontology should consider not including the concept in the
high-level ontology. If the interpretations of a concept are dispersed, it might be
best to move it to a low-level ontology or exclude it.
Working in interdisciplinary teams: Throughout the whole process, both so-
cial scientists and ontology engineers were involved in the process. This mixture
had as an advantage that both the user and technical perspective were at the fore-
front in all stages of the ontology construction. Not only during the development
of the method and practicalities of the workshop all parties were present, but also
during the workshops themselves and during analysis. This facilitated the trans-
lation of user findings in the ontology and the innovation binder. The innovation
binder in particular proved to be a powerful tool in this project in bringing together
future continuous care concepts, and user and technical requirements. However,
the tool would not have been successful if not supported by all parties involved.
Connecting ontology engineers and stakeholders: One of the challenges dur-
ing the workshops was the facilitation of the communication between the ontology
engineers and stakeholders. It became apparent that bridges needed to be build
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between them. This was done in various ways. First, the ontology engineers took
part in the observations to get an idea of the current work practices of the stakehol-
ders. Second, bridges were also used during the workshops, e.g., the storyboard in
workshop 2 or the decision tree in workshop 3. Finally, the resulting ontology and
axioms were communicated with the stakeholders in an easily understandable for-
mat, e.g., document workflows, mind maps, graphs and decision trees. We noted
that some ways of building bridges were more successful than others. Mutual in-
teraction seems to be key. In Workshop 2 there was limited interaction between the
ontology engineers and the other stakeholders. Ontology engineers observed the
others’ work but stakeholders tended to forget to comment on the conceptual graph
under construction. The stakeholders became oblivious of the ontology engineers’
task and ontology engineers could not get feedback on the model as it was being
constructed.
Timing: One of the goals was to achieve user participation beyond collecting
the requirements of the ontology in the specification phase, but without actually
pushing them in the role of ontology engineers and thus overburdening them. The
stakeholders are mainly involved through the workshops and observations. The ob-
servations comprised of 1 week in each continuous care setting, during which staff
members were followed and interviewed. The workshops lasted 2 to 3 hours on
average. The workshops were distributed amongst the available participants, while
maintaining the group of each workshop representative of the different stakehol-
ders in the domain. Participants often remarked that the sessions seemed too short
to get to the bottom of the issue at hand. However, it was difficult to lengthen the
workshops as participants often could not make themselves available that long. In
line with a suggestion of one of the participants, a follow-up session was coupled
with each workshop in which the output of the workshop and the achieved results
are presented. This permits to briefly discuss pressing issues not handled during
the workshop, to evaluate the output and to illustrate to the stakeholders that their
input was taken into account and that is was time well spent. It was also concluded
that while the described methodology limits the time that has to be invested by
the stakeholders, it does require a large amount of time and effort from the social
scientists and ontology engineers.
Learning by doing: A hands-on approach was used during the workshops,
e.g., exercises in workshop 1, role-playing in workshop 2 and 5 and question-
and-answer process in workshop 3. Participants were also stimulated to reflect on
sometimes highly complex issues. It was found that participants much appreciated
this approach of action and reflection. It allowed them to reflect on their current
practices, enhanced their understanding of the topic and elicitated discussion.
Getting the language right: At the start of the project, the question was put
forth in which language the ontology should be created: Dutch (the mother lan-
guage of the stakeholders) or English. Clearly each option has benefits. Dutch
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would make it easier to let stakeholders evaluate the ontology. It does not require
command of a foreign language and may more easily invoke intuitive understand-
ing. Furthermore, words used within the domain of interest could be inserted
directly into the ontology. An English ontology, however, would make it easier to
reuse existing ontologies and to reach an international audience. Also, the search
for an appropriate translation would force stakeholders to have a thorough discus-
sion of what the concept means to them and facilitate a truly shared understanding.
Ultimately, we chose to have the best of both ‘ontologies’ by making the ontology
in English and annotating it in Dutch using the labels defined by SKOS [78], e.g.,
skos:preflabel and skos:altlabel.
In future research, we are exploring if and how the current ontology for insti-
tutionalized care and cure can be extended to non-institutionalized care or home
care. This is the focus of O’CareCloudS, the follow-up project of the ACCIO
project. Other prototypes, e.g., a task management system and a context-aware
information provisioning and filtering system selecting the approprate device, are
also being developed using this continuous care ontology to evaluatie its com-
pleteness and validity. We also will investigate whether this research process can
be repeated by engineers who are less knowledgeable about ontologies. Ontology
engineers are currently relatively rare and therefore it would be interesting to see
to what extent our method is easily reproducible and what the thresholds are.
2.6 Addendum
It is difficult to pinpoint the exact impact of the user involvement on the resulting
ontology. One could wonder if they could be replaced by a study group on best
care practices. In Chapter 4 a very early version of the ontology is presented and
discussed. This ontology was arrived at through discussions with the engineers
working at Televic NV, i.e., developers and researchers of nurse call systems, and
targeted end-users who occupy managerial positions in hospitals. The caregivers
and nurses who used the nurse call system and handled care requests on a daily
basis, were not involved. If we compare the ontology shown in Figures 4.3, 4.4
and 4.5 to the ontology presented in this paper, the differences are very notable.
For example, people and roles were not differentiated, the information on patients
was mainly reduced to risk factor profiles and the ontology puts a lot of emphasis
on concepts and definitions, which are not really used on a day-to-day basis, e.g,,
a whole plethora of different priority categories and deeming characteristics of
patient such as spoken languages, faith and gender as import for nurse call assign-
ment. These small nuances in the ontology, have an impact on the developed PoC,
as can be noted by comparing the PoCs presented in Chapter 4 and Appendix A.
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“Accio Brain!”
– J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix (2003)
The amount of heterogeneous data provided by the monitoring equipment,
captured in medical databases and generated by the available software is vast.
Capturing all this data in a centralized knowledge component severely deterio-
rates the performance and scalability of the various context-aware applications
built on this model. To tackle this issue, the O’Care Platform is proposed in the
chapter. In this platform the knowledge model is distributed across the various
healthcare services. These services import (a subset of) the low-level continuous
care ontologies, discussed in Chapter 2, to model the needed context information
and continuous care knowledge. The O’Care Platform then uses a Semantic Com-
munication Bus (SCB) in combination with the continuous care core ontologies,
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presented in Chapter 2, to adequately filter the huge amount of provided heteroge-
neous care data. By registering filter rules with the SCB, the healthcare services
only receive the data that they are interested in at that time. To fulfill the needed
scalability constraints, the SCB employs a cache and is deployed in a distributed
manner. A thorough performance evaluation of the SCB in the healthcare domain
was performed by an illustrative scenario concerning three healthcare applica-
tions, namely a sophisticated nurse call system supported by a localization and
home automation component.
This chapter thus discusses Contribution 3 as highlighted in Section 1.3 of Chap-
ter 1. The prototype, which is evaluated in the use case scenario of this chapter, is
also the prototype, which was used in the evaluation of the participatory ontology
engineering methodolody in the previous chapter. As mentioned previously, the
dynamic nurse call system is discussed more thoroughly in the following chapter
and Appendices B and A.
? ? ?
Abstract
Background: The ultimate ambient-intelligent care room contains numerous de-
vices to monitor the patient, sense and adjust the environment and support the
staff. The adoption of such a sensor-based approach results in a large amount of
data, which can be processed by different current and future applications, e.g., task
management and alerting systems. Today, the nurse is responsible for coordinating
all these applications and data sets, which lowers the added value and slows down
the adoption rate.
The aim of the presented research is (1) the development of a semantic model
of the continuous care data that reflects the daily work practices and (2) the design
of a context-aware and pervasive framework that, using this model, integrates and
dynamically filters the relevant context information for the various applications.
Methods: The developed Ontology-based Care Platform (O’Care Platform)
allows applications to dynamically generate and register filter rules, so that only
contextual information, which is of interest at that time, is received. To semanti-
cally filter the received information according to these rules, the Semantic Com-
munication Bus (SCB) is introduced, which uses the continuous care ontology. As
the platform’s proper adoption mainly depends on the correctness and complete-
ness of the ontology, a participatory methodology was developed to co-create this
model together with all the stakeholders.
Results: A prototype implementation is presented consisting of a sophisticated
nurse call system supported by a localization and a home automation application
component. The amount of data that is filtered and the performance of the SCB
are evaluated by testing the prototype in a living lab environment. The delay in-
troduced by processing the filter rules is negligible when 10 or fewer rules are
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Conclusions: The O’Care Platform allows disseminating relevant care data
for the different applications and additionally supports composing complex appli-
cations from a set of smaller independent components. This way, the platform
significantly reduces the amount of information that needs to be processed by the
nurses. The delay resulting from processing the filter rules is linear in the amount
of rules. Distributed deployment of the SCB and using a cache allow to further
improve these performance results.
3.1 Background
3.1.1 Introduction
Since a number of years, the complexity of institutional care settings has been
increasing due to societal factors such as the growth of the care unit size, the more
specialized nature of the care and the reduction in staffing levels. This requires a
more optimized rostering and use of staff resources.
Information technology is often introduced [1] to deal with these issues. The
current institutional care settings contain numerous devices to support caregivers
in carrying out their everyday activities, e.g., electronic medical records and mon-
itoring equipment. However, this high amount of technology further increases the
complexity of these daily activities, because the caregivers are directly faced with
complex technologies [2]. The caregiver has to use several devices to consult and
insert data even when carrying out a single task. This is very time-consuming.
Due to this inadequate integration of the technology, as well as the large amount
of data being generated by the devices and the heavy workload of staff members,
it is not rare for important events to be missed, e.g., early indications of worsening
condition of a patient.
Consider for example a patient with a concussion, who needs to be in a dark
environment. Today, the staff members are responsible for switching on the lights
at the appropriate level each time they enter the room. Consequently, each staff
member has to be aware of all the aspects and specificities of the patient’s condi-
tion. If an uninformed person enters the room or a wrong button is pressed, this
can cause physical pain for the patient. However, if the lighting control system
would be aware of the patient’s pathology and needs, it can automatically turn on
the light to the correct level when it detects that the nurse enters the room. More-
over, a message can be displayed explaining to the nurse why the lights are lit on
this lower level. Staff members are able to overrule the system, but a light sen-
sor could be used to monitor the light intensity in the room and alert a nurse if a
pre-defined threshold is crossed.
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3.1.2 Ambient-aware continuous care
The ultimate ambient-intelligent care room of the future uses numerous devices
to sense the needs and preferences of the caregivers and patients and adapt itself
accordingly [3]. This implies an emerging demand for the integration and process-
ing of the heterogeneous data offered by the different technologies available in the
room.
The ACCIO [4] (Ambient-aware provisioning of Continuous Care for Intra-
muros Organizations) project aims to realize this goal by developing a context-
aware, ambient-intelligent, pervasive and semantic platform which exploits, in-
tegrates and filters the large amount of available heterogeneous data to keep a
manageable overview. This platform, called the Ontology-based Care Platform
(O’Care Platform), enables technology to blend into the background, using sen-
sors and actuators to sense and adapt to the environment according to the situation
at hand [5]. This frees the caregiver from the cumbersome task of managing the
different technologies. However, to achieve this goal, the platform must be able
to interpret the meaning and adequately filter the relevant information out of the
huge amount of heterogeneous care data provided by the sensors. Unorganized,
unprocessed raw data can be voluminous, but has no meaning on itself as it has
no relationships or context. Information is data that has been given meaning by
defining relational connections. For this, the platform uses an ontology [6], which
is a semantic model that formally describes the concepts in a certain domain, their
relationships and atrributes. In this way, an ontology encourages re-use and inte-
gration. By managing the data about the current context in an ontology, intelligent
algorithms can be more easily defined that take advantage of this information to
automate, optimize and personalize the continuous care of patients. Referring back
to the previous example, this means that the ontology models, a.o., the patient’s
condition and the nurse’s location. Algorithms have been defined that automat-
ically put the light to the correct level based on the context information in the
ontology. Afterwards, the nurse can decide to overrule this decision by adjusting
the light level in the room manually so that unexpected events can be handled.
3.1.3 Objective & paper organization
The goal of this paper is to formulate an answer to the following research ques-
tions: (1) How do we dynamically filter the large amount of data such that the
different application components only receive the data that is relevant to them at
that moment? (2) How do we model the continuous care data gathered and com-
municated between the different architecture components in a formal and semantic
manner? (3) How can intelligent algorithms and applications that optimize contin-
uous care processes be built based on this developed model?
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. The Related work Sec-
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tion highlights the contributions of this paper in view of the relevant related work.
The Methods Section starts with a description of the architecture of the O’Care
Platform in the Architecture of the O’Care Platform Subsection. The Continu-
ous care ontology Subsection describes the developed continuous care ontology
and the method which was designed to create it together with the stakeholders.
The Use case: optimizing continuous care through an ontology-based nurse call
system Subsection elaborates on the specifics of the platform using an illustrative
example, namely realizing a sophisticated nurse call system supported by a Local-
ization and Home Automation Component. To test and demonstrate the advantages
and performance of the O’Care Platform, the prototype was evaluated in a living
lab environment. The evaluation set-up is detailed in the final subsection of the
Methods Section. The Results and discussion Section evaluates the amount of data
that is filtered by the O’Care Platform and the performance and scalability of the
filter rules. It also discusses the potential impact of the platform on the delivery of
continuous care. The conclusions are highlighted in the Conclusion Section.
3.2 Related work
3.2.1 Context-aware systems
Dey and Abowd [7] refer to context as “any information that can be used to char-
acterize the situation of entities (i.e., whether a person, place or object) that are
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including
the user and the application themselves”. A system may be labeled as “context-
aware” if it can acquire, interpret and use context information to adapt its behavior
for the current context in use [8]. A number of generic context platforms have
been developed to relieve application developers from the aggregation and abstrac-
tion of context information and the derivation of high-level contexts. A complete
overview and classification of the literature can be found in Hong, et al. [9], while
an in-depth discussion and comparison of these platforms can be found in Baldauf,
et al. [10] and Xue and Pung [11].
One of the first platforms was the Context Toolkit [12], a Java framework al-
lowing the rapid prototyping of sensor based context-aware applications. How-
ever, the Context Toolkit does not provide a common context model to enable
knowledge sharing and context reasoning. Various approaches have been pro-
posed for modeling context information, i.e., key-value, markup scheme, graphi-
cal, object-oriented, logic-based and ontology-based models. Strang and Linnhoff-
Popien [13] evaluated these context modelling approaches based on six criteria,
namely distributed composition, partial validation, richness and quality of infor-
mation, incompleteness and ambiguity, level of formality and applicability to ex-
isting environments. They show that ontologies fulfill most of these requirements
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Context-aware Context Contex Reasoning
systems model Reasoning Expressivity
CoBrA centralized logic & RDFS & OWL-Literule-based
CMF centralized machine naive Bayesianlearning classifier
CMSANS centralized logic & RDFrule-based
SOA centralized logic & RDFrule-based
SOCAM hybrid
logic & RDFS, OWL-Lite,
rule-based Jena Rules,
Prolog & hybrid
Gaia distributed logic & DAML + OILrule-based
Fook, et al. centralized logic & OWL-DLrule-based
Zhang, et al centralized logic & OWL-DL, Jena Rules,rule-based Prolog & hybrid
ERMHAN 2 nodes logic & OWL-DL & Jena Rulesrule-based
O’Care Platform distributed logic & OWL-DL, SWRLrule-based & Jena Rules
Table 3.1: Comparison of prevalent ontology-based generic and healthcare context-aware
systems to the O’Care Platform
and are the most expressive models as these formal models allow the integration
and exploitation of more specific context knowledge with high-level context in-
formation using reasoner components. The most prominent examples of context-
aware systems based on ontologies are the Service-Oriented Context-Aware Mid-
dleware (SOCAM) [14], the Context Broker Architecture (CoBrA) [15], the Con-
text Managing Framework (CMF) [16], a service-oriented middleware that inte-
grates a Context Management Service with an Awareness and Notification Service
(CMSANS) [17], the service-oriented architecture for context-aware middleware
in a smart home described by Kim and Choi [18] and Gaia [19]. The properties of
these systems are summarized in Table 3.1.
A distinction can be made between systems that keep the context informa-
tion centralized or distributed. In a centralized system, a centralized knowledge
component is used, which integrates all the context information and inferences
high-level knowledge by reasoning on this shared context model. Various applica-
tions can then access this knowledge by querying this shared context model. The
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central context server is also able to monitor context changes and send events to
the interested applications. CMF, CMSANS, CoBrA and the SOA proposed by
Kim and Choi use this approach. The disadvantage of the centralized approach
is that the context server forms a single point of failure and a performance bottle
neck. To avoid the first problem, CoBrA offers the possibility of creating broker
federations. A federation consists of multiple instances of the central knowledge
component, called the context broker. These brokers then periodically exchange
and synchronize contextual knowledge. An advantage of this approach is that the
access to the shared context model no longer depends on the availability of one
single broker. Another broker from the federation can easily be used to replace the
one that becomes unavailable. However, as each broker contains all the context
information, performance remains an issue.
In the distributed approach, the context information is distributed across mul-
tiple components. None of the components thus have a complete overview of the
current context. GAIA supports both pull- and push-based context acquisition.
The first is enabled by letting the applications specify queries for specific context
information. For the latter, GAIA uses communication channels. Each channel has
one or more context suppliers. The applications, called consumers, can register for
context information they are interested in.
SOCAM employs a hybrid approach. Applications can directly receive context
information from the different context providers. However, the context providers
also supply their knowledge to a central knowledge component, called the Context
Interpreter. This Context Interpreter maintains a shared context model and derives
high-level knowledge from it. It offers this process knowledge to the different
applications. The applications thus receive both low-level as well as high-level
context information.
The ontology-based context-aware systems also differ in the used knowledge
representation language. The most common language for describing ontologies
is the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [20]. Three variants of OWL exist, with
different levels of expressiveness, namely OWL-Lite, OWL-DL and OWL-Full
(ordered by increasing expressiveness). OWL-Lite allows expressing a classifi-
cation hierarchy and simple constraints. OWL-DL is based on Description Log-
ics(DL) [21]. Description Logics are decidable fragments of first-order logic. Con-
sequently, the OWL-DL variant provides the maximum expressiveness possible
while retaining computational completeness, decidability and the availability of
practical reasoning algorithms. As a result semantic reasoners, such as Pellet [22]
or Hermit [23], can be used to infer new knowledge, i.e., logical consequences,
from the information captured in OWL-Lite and OWL-DL ontologies. Rules, e.g.,
Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [24] or Jena Rules [25], can be expressed
using OWL concepts. These rule languages support a wide range of built-in op-
erators which greatly increases expressiveness of the context model. Table 3.1
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summarizes the reasoning capabilities for the aforementioned context-aware plat-
forms.
3.2.2 Context-awareness in healthcare
Context-aware computing is a research field, which considers healthcare a rele-
vant area of application [26]. Especially pervasive healthcare is highly suitable
for using context-aware systems [27]. First, there is a large amount of available
information, specific healthcare situations and related tasks, which creates a po-
tentential for cognitive overload amongst the caregivers. Second, the patients,
healthcare professionals and some equipment are fairly mobile, which requires ac-
curate localization and adaptation of the healthcare services to the environment.
Third, the financial and human resources are limited. This implies a need to cut
cost while improving the quality of service to an increased number of people.
Although context-awareness infrastructure inlcuding more complex devices and
software will add to the total cost, the reduced number of medical errors and the
ability to more effectively utilize healthcare resources should lead to reduced cost.
Finally, the expectation to access, process and modify healthcare information any-
where using mobile devices is another reason to use context-awareness.
Context-aware and pervasive technologies have been applied to a number of
hospital use cases [26]. The following notable prototypes have been proposed
in literature. The “hospital of the future” [28] prototype consists of a context-
aware Electronic Patient Record (EPR) filtering information according to the cur-
rent context, an intelligent pill container for proper dose administration and a
context-aware hospital bed of which the content of the display changes according
to the context and warns for some incorrect actions. The Context-aware Mobile-
Ward [29] is designed to support nurses in conducting morning procedures in a
hospital ward. An intelligent hospital prototype [30] has been developed, which
allows localization of a team member and the ability to initiate an audio-video con-
ference from the nearest point. Similarly, the Vocera communication system [31]
supports communication amongst hospital workers via mobile devices and local-
ization techniques. A context-aware mobile communication prototype [32] that
empowers mobile devices to recognize the context in which hospital workers per-
form their tasks in order to provide contextual messaging.
Similarly several context-aware prototypes have also been developed for home-
care and residential care. Prototypes to assist patients in taking their medications
at home [33, 34]. Vivago [35], a social alarm system for elderly based on wear-
able sensors and providing long-term monitoring of user’s activity profile and au-
tomatic alarm notification. A context-aware assistant during hand washing for
adults with dementia [36]. The use of context-aware systems for telemedicine of
chronic diseases [37, 38]. The LifeMinder prototype [39] can sense pulse waves,
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user’s actions and postures and capture contextual photos and continuous voices.
This information is then used to detect stressful states. A prototype [40] to detect
falls of elderly by using a visual fall detection system and combining this with
context information, e.g., patient’s general condition, location and duration of pa-
tient’s inactivity. The U-Health Smart Home at POSTECH [41] to help the elderly
to continue to live a more independent life as long as possible in their own home
while being monitored and assisted in an unobtrusive manner.
Examples can also be found in literature of context-aware healthcare systems,
based on ontologies. Fook, et al. [42] presents a context-aware system for moni-
toring and handling agitation behavior in persons with dementia. Zhang, et al. [43]
propose a context-aware infrastructure to support the global healthcare system in
terms of device access, context management and service interoperability. These
two approaches adopt a centralized knowledge management approach with as cen-
tral component an ontology-based knowledge component. The Emilia Romagna
Mobile Health Assistance Network (ERMHAN) [44] is a multichannel context-
aware service platform designed to enable the development and delivery of an ex-
tensible set of care services which allow patients to be assisted at home and support
the activity and mutual collaboration of care providers who are involved in patient
care and assistance. This framework distributed the context knowledge across two
nodes. The Patient Context Manager is deployed at the patient site and is respon-
sible for preprocessing the data retrieved by biomedical and environmental sensor
networks. Rule-based reasoning is employed to detect abnormal phenomena in
this sensor data and forward these alarms to the Central Context Manager. This
Central Context Manager is deployed in the care centre and combines the alarms
received from the Patient Context Manager with other context information in order
to take appropriate actions. The properties of these systems are also summarized
in Table 3.1.
The healthcare scenario has some specific implications which differentiate it
from other scenarios. Although much research has been done on the subject, the
adoption of context-aware services is lagging behind what could be expected. Most
of the mentioned projects are prototypes and real applications are still difficult to
find. Whereas the healthcare industry is quick to exploit the latest medical technol-
ogy, they are reluctant adopters of modern health information systems [45]. Half
of all computer-based information systems fail due to user resistance and staff in-
terference [46]. The main complaint made against mobile, context-aware systems
is that users had to significantly alter workflow patterns to accommodate the sys-
tem [47]. An often overlooked fact is that the strength any context-aware platform
is heavily dependent on the correctness and completeness of the used knowledge
model. This model needs to capture the daily work practices and context of the
caregivers and patients accurately [48]. Constructing this model is a difficult task.
In contrast to the healthcare domain in general, a lot of knowledge used in con-
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tinuous care, e.g., how to prioritize and assess nurse calls or assign caregivers to
patients, is implicit and best practices are not rigorously documented.
Another challenge in the healthcare scenario is the fact that wrong decisions
made by the system can have severe implications. Context data delivered by sen-
sors is very unreliable. Decisions made based on wrong or incomplete sensor data
might thus not be correct. Quality of Context-aware (QoC-aware) algorithms that
take the reliability and correctness of the context data into account should thus be
developed to mediate this issue.
3.2.3 Publish/subscribe systems
Publish/subscribe systems have evolved from static topic-based to dynamic content-
based systems. By augmenting the content with semantics, subscriptions can be
created which take into account the actual meaning of the content. Several se-
mantic publish/subscribe systems have been proposed in literature [49] which dif-
fer in the method proposed to relate subscriptions to messages, namely based on
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [50] graph-matching, ontological infer-
encing and attribute-value pair matching. Our approach is most closely related
to semantic publish/subscribe systems that use OWL inferencing. These systems
represent subscriptions as OWL concepts and messages as concept instances. An
inferencing engine is used to determine if a message instance satisfies the con-
straints of a subscription class. This approach is more expressive than the custom
RDF graph-matching algorithms as it allows new, non-asserted knowledge to be
inferred. Moreover, it does not limit the format that messages are allowed to take
as is the case in systems based on attribute-value pairs.
3.2.4 Ontologies for representing context in healthcare envi-
ronments
The definition and use of ontologies in the medical domain is an active research
field, as it has been recognized that ontology-based systems can be used to improve
the management of complex health systems [51]. However, most of the developed
ontologies focus on biomedical research and are mainly employed to clearly define
medical terminology [52], e.g., Galen Common Reference Model [53] or the Gene
Ontology [54]. Little work has been done on developing high-level ontologies,
which can be used to model context information and knowledge utilized across the
various continuous care settings. However, ontologies have been developed for
specific subdomains of continuous care, e.g., ontologies for structuring organiza-
tion knowledge in homecare assistance [51], representing the context of the activ-
ity in which the user is engaged [55] and modeling chronic disease management
in homecare settings [44]. The used contextual information is often very simple.
Time, location and profile information of staff members and patients are the most
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used contextual parameters [26]. A major challenge in modeling context-aware
healthcare ontologies is that the description of a situation by using what (activ-
ity), who (identity), where (location) and when (time) may not be enough [27].
More richness and higher reliability are required. This could include how (pro-
cess), with whom (sources), and so what (needed action). Moreover, the current
continuous care ontologies are not co-created together with the various healthcare
stakeholders. Kuziemsky and Lau [56] see ontology co-creation as the key to the
challenge of creating an ontology that is both accurate and useful. They observe
how little research has been done in a field that nevertheless greatly benefits from
high-quality and practical ontologies: (health)care.
3.2.5 Our contribution
In this research, the O’Care Platform, a distributed, scalable, context-aware and
pervasive platform to support continuous care processes, is presented. This plat-
form employs a Semantic Communication Bus (SCB) to accomplish a flexible and
semantic publish/subscribe mechanism to communicate context information be-
tween the devices delivering context information and the applications processing
this information. Table 3.1 compares the O’Care Platform to the prevalent generic
and healthcare ontology-based context-aware systems. It can be noted that our
approach adopts a distributed context model. The SCB, which uses a set of core
ontologies to model the communicated context information, forwards the gathered
context information to the different applications, but does not retain this informa-
tion. The applications have their own individual knowledge component, which
contains a domain-specific extension of (a subset of) the core ontologies. The ap-
plications do retain the context information they obtain. To communicate to the
SCB in which information they are interested, the applications register filter rules
with the SCB. They are also able to post inferred knowledge back on the SCB.
The SCB thus loosely couples the context providers and the applications. None
of the components have a complete overview of the current context as the knowl-
edge is distributed across the various applications. In contrast to a shared context
model, the application components only manage the context model and context
information pertaining to their specific domain. This improves the scalability and
performance of these applications, as they need to manage less context informa-
tion with more concise context models. Consequently, expressive inferencing, i.e.,
OWL-DL, SWRL and Jena Rules inferencing, can be efficiently performed. It
can be derived from Table 3.1 that the use of a distributed context model has not
found a lot of uptake in healthcare context-aware systems. Most systems use a
centralized context model. ERMHAN only distributes the context model across
two nodes, one at the home of the patient and one in the care center. This distri-
bution is thus location-based. Our approach distributes the context according to
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application domains.
Additionally, our approach differs from other OWL inferencing publish/sub-
scribe systems as it also allows the use of Jena rules and SWRL [24] to define sub-
scriptions. These rule languages support a wide range of built-in operators which
greatly increases expressiveness. Jena [25] rule inferencing exhibits the best scal-
ing behavior in function of the amount of subscription rules and increasing mes-
sage complexity [57, 58], but is less expressive than SWRL or OWL inferencing.
The choice between these three reasoning approaches allows balancing expres-
sivity and performance according to the specific use case at hand. The generic
context-aware platform with semantic publish/subscribe mechanism presented in
this paper has already been applied to several autonomic network management sce-
narios such as the management of a multimedia access network and the manage-
ment of a cloud data center [58]. This paper thoroughly evaluates the performance
of the proposed platform within the healthcare domain. Moreover, it is shown how
a more scalable platform can be achieved by distributing the SCB and employing
a cache.
As mentioned previously, the healthcare scenario differentiates itself from other
scenarios to which the platform has been applied by the slow adoption of context-
aware systems by the users and the need for QoC-aware algorithms to mediate
the unreliability of the sensors. To resolve the first issue, this research proposes
a participatory ontology engineering methodology which promotes user partici-
pation, while not overloading the involved stakeholders as time is a valuable re-
source. The methodology actively involves social scientists, ontology engineers
and domain stakeholders, i.e., in this case nurses, caregivers, patients, doctors and
professionals working for the healthcare industry, in the ontology engineering pro-
cess. The stakeholders participate in each step of the life cycle of the ontology
without having to construct the ontology themselves or attribute a large amount
of their time. This ensures that the developed ontology model accurately reflects
the work environment and context of the stakeholders and takes away their fear
of the technology. To support the development of QoC-aware algorithms that take
the reliability and correctness of the context data into account, the developed plat-
form and accompanying ontologies provide techniques to detect unreliable sensor
observations and annotate them [59]. Additionally, the users are always able to
overrule the decisions of the platform. This also improves the acceptance rate of
the new technology as the users feel much more in control of the system.
As mentioned previously, little work has been done on the development of
high-level continuous care ontologies, which can be re-used across the various
continuous care domains, e.g., hospitals, care residences and homecare. There-
fore, the developed participatory ontology engineering methodology was used to
design seven continuous care core ontologies and a plethora of domain-specific
ontologies, which import (a subset of) the core ontologies. Including the domain
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expert in the creation of the ontology facilitates the acceptance of the new tech-
nology that is built using this knowledge model, since such a user-driven approach
allows the domain experts to have control over the knowledge flow in their envi-
ronment and adapt it to their needs. Moreover, the ontology was developed in such
a way that it can easily be extended with new knowledge.
As a last contribution, this paper also presents a framework and algorithms
allowing applications to autonomously generate and register new filter rules based
on the current context.
In summary the contributions of this paper are:
• The design of a continuous care ontology that accurately reflects the daily
work practices of the caregivers.
• The design of a participatory ontology engineering methodology providing
guidelines on how an ontology can be co-created together with the stakehol-
ders.
• The design of the O’Care Platform, which combines expressive OWL-DL
context reasoning, distributed management of the context model & informa-
tion, intelligent filtering of context information and distributed deployment
of the publish/subscribe mechanism and employment of a cache to increase
scalability. The combination of all these features differentiates this platform
from other works in the same area.
• The design of a framework and algorithm allowing the application compo-
nents to automatically generate new filter rules based on the received context
information.
• The performance evaluation of the SCB in the healthcare domain.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Architecture of the O’Care Platform
The ambient-intelligent care room consists of various devices, e.g., sensors and
nurse call buttons, and intelligent applications that process the generated data. A
communication substrate is needed to glue these components together and orches-
trate collaboration. For this, the Semantic Communication Bus (SCB) [58] was
designed, as visualized in Figure 3.1. The SCB orchestrates the communication
of semantically enriched data. This allows filtering data based on meaning rather
than on string patterns. The SCB interprets the data by using core ontologies which
model the information being exchanged for a continuous care domain. For exam-
ple, the ontologies model that the environment contains light sensors, which make
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of the O’Care Platform using a Semantic Communication Bus
for interaction, collaboration and orchestration.
observations about the light intensity at a location. As mentioned previously, little
work has been done on developing ontologies to support the continuous care of
patients. Such an ontology has to contain information about the profile of staff
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members and patients, roles and responsibilities, administrative information, etc.
To tackle this issue, a participatory ontology engineering methodology was devel-
oped to co-create the continuous care core ontologies with the stakeholders. This
is further detailed in the Continuous care ontology Section.
As depicted at the bottom of Figure 3.1, the Context Provider Services receive
data from the devices in the environment and transform it to context information
which adheres to concepts in the core ontologies. This semantically enriched data
is forwarded to the Context Manager, which publishes it on the SCB. For example,
the Location Provider Service is used to publish location information, e.g., about
staff members or patients, on the SCB.
As is the case with classic publish/subscribe mechanisms, the SCB allows ap-
plication components to subscribe to context information, which is relevant to
them at that moment, through the Context Disseminator. The application com-
ponents use a Context Manager, which contains (a subset of) the core ontologies
used by the SCB, to specify the context they are interested in, by defining filtering
rules and registering them with the Context Disseminator. For example, a nurse
alerting application component indicates that it is only interested in light intensity
observations, crossing a particular threshold and coming from rooms with patients
who suffer from a concussion. These rules are expressed using concepts from the
core ontologies. Examples of such rules can be found in Figure 3.7 and in the
Flexible and semantic publish/subscribe mechanism Section.
To ensure that the SCB can process all the events it receives in a timely manner,
the Context Disseminator uses a cache [60]. When continuous care information is
published on the SCB, the Context Dessiminator first checks the cache. If the
published event is not found in the cache, a miss occured and the Context Dissem-
inator matches this published event with the registered filter rules by reasoning on
the information in the ontology. If a match is found, the information is forwarded
to the application components that subscribed to the filter rule. This match is also
added to the cache. The cache thus contains mappings from published events onto
the filter rules with which these events matched. However, if the published event
is found in the cache, a hit occured. The filter rules to which this event is mapped
are collected and the event is forwarded to the application components that sub-
scribed to the filter rule. Consequently, no reasoning needs to be performed to
process the event. Efficient search algorithms exist to implement a cache, which
allow performing a cache look-up in a very performant manner [61].
It can be noted that the use of these filter rules reduces the amount of care data
that is forwarded to the application components. This prevents these components
from being flooded with huge amounts of data generated by the sensors and de-
vices in a truly pervasive and ambient-aware patient room. Moreover, application
components can register new filter rules on the fly based on the current context,
which greatly improves the flexibility of the platform. This is further detailed in
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the Flexible and semantic publish/subscribe mechanism Section.
As visualized in the top right of Figure 3.1, the intelligent application compo-
nents, receiving context information from the SCB, also use ontologies to model
their specific (sub)domain and perform sophisticated reasoning. These domain-
specific ontologies extend concepts in the core ontologies, such that the context
delivered by the SCB is directly understood by the application logic. Static infor-
mation about the environment, e.g., names of patients or locations of sensors, is
collected from databases. As a result of the reasoning, the application components
can adapt the environment by controlling devices, e.g., lights or beepers. The ap-
plication components can also publish their conclusions on the SCB through the
Context Manager. This way, they can be picked up by other application compo-
nents to perform additional reasoning. For example, a first application component
computes the locations of people, based on the available raw sensor information,
and publishes these locations on the SCB. A second application component uses
this augmented location information to assign staff members to tasks, while a third
application component uses it to regulate the light level in a room.
3.3.2 Continuous care ontology
The incorporation of ontology engineering tasks in knowledge-empowered orga-
nizations, such as hospitals, can prove to be a hindrance if not done in a way that
is seamless to the day-to-day activities of the nurses, patients and doctors [62]. To
resolve this issue, the construction of the ontology should be user-driven. This will
not only facilitate the acceptance of this new technology, but it will also empower
the staff to make suggestions for changes and thus shape the common information
space to their needs.
The existing ontology engineering methodologies are rather extreme in their
choices to include domain experts [63]. There are methodologies, e.g., Tove [64],
Enterprise [65] and Methontology [66], that only discuss the scope and the require-
ments of the ontology with the domain experts [67]. The rest of the ontology life-
cycle is controlled by the knowledge engineer. A Human-Centered Ontology en-
gineering Methodology (HCOME) [62] was proposed, which offers user-friendly
and collaborative tools that allow domain experts to construct, merge and discuss
their own ontologies. The knowledge engineer only delivers (technical) support in
this process.
A methodology was developed that holds a middle ground between these two
extremes, so that it can be used to develop ontologies for less IT-focused domains
where the stakeholders might not be willing or able to construct the ontologies
themselves. The ontology engineering process actively involves social scientists,
ontology engineers and stakeholders by employing several participatory methods
and techniques to capture the daily and preferred practices, e.g., observations, role-
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playing and discussing scenarios in hands-on workshops. The designed method-
ology promotes user participation while taking into account that time is a valuable
resource. A detailed discussion and evaluation of the methodology can be found
in Ongenae, et al. [68].
The development of the continuous care ontology started with extensive ethno-
graphic research, after which an interdisciplinary group of domain experts closely
interacted with ontology engineers and social scientists in role-playing workshops
to construct a conceptual model of the ontology under development. This model
was then mapped on existing ontologies to to identify re-usable ones. In order to
transform the conceptual model into a formal one, decision-tree workshops were
organized to capture the axioms that restrict the possible interpretations of the con-
cepts in the ontology. Once a preliminary ontology was developed, this model was
implemented in a knowledge representation language and a prototype application
was built using this ontology. More information about this prototype can be found
in the following section. Additional role-playing workshops were then organized
involving a broader group of domain experts. These workshops aimed to give the
participants a first-hand experience of the developed prototype in order to generate
deeper reflection on both the application and the ontology so that the applicability
of the ontology across other continuous care settings could be evaluated.
Knowledge about a certain domain constantly changes such as the discovery
of new drugs and diseases. An ontology is therefore not a static model, but a
dynamic one that constantly should be able to change and evolve. This was taken
into account by developing the continuous care ontology in such a way that the
model can easily be extended with new concepts, relations and axioms.
As a first measure, a distinction was made between general and domain-specific
continuous care knowledge. The first is of interest to various context-aware health-
care applications and is applicable across all continuous care domains, e.g., hospi-
tals, homecare environments and residential care settings. This knowledge is mod-
eled in the in the continuous care core ontologies. Adding too many axioms to the
core ontologies that constrain the possible interpretations of concepts was espe-
cially avoided, unless there was very wide agreement about the constraint amongst
the stakeholders involved in the co-creation process. This facilitates cross-domain
applicability of the core ontologies and allows easy extension without contradict-
ing with the knowledge already contained in these ontologies. The domain-specific
ontologies, which were also developed using the participatory ontology engineer-
ing methodology, model knowledge particular to a specific domain, e.g., the spe-
cific roles and competences employed within a hospital setting and how they map
on each other, the specific patient profiles present within a care residence or the
particular continuous care workflows pertaining to nurse calls or care requests. All
concepts in the domain-specific ontologies are always subclasses of concepts in
the core ontologies. New domain-specific ontologies can thus easily be defined by
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extending the core ontologies.
Second, the continuous care core ontology was developed in a modular way
instead of as one big semantic model. The application of the participatory onto-
logy engineering methodology resulted in seven core ontologies for the continuous
care domain, namely the Upper, Sensor & Observation, Context, Profile, Role &
Competence, Medical and Task ontologies. These modules are linked to each other
by using the OWL import mechanism. This way, the domain-specific ontologies
can easily import and extend a specific core module instead of importing the whole
continuous care core ontology. This facilitates re-use and allows application com-
ponents to only use a subset of the continuous care core ontology to perform the
domain-specific reasoning. A smaller, focused ontology is also easier to interpret
and extend with new concepts, relations and definitions.
As a final measure, the defined concepts are grouped as much as possible into
logical categories, according to the properties that they share. The logical category
is introduced as a concept in the ontology and the grouped concepts are defined
as subclasses of this concept. For example, consider the process of modeling the
profile information of a person, e.g., his/her mother tongue, sex and nationality.
This information could be represented by relationships with as domain the Per-
son concept, e.g., hasSex or hasNationality, or as separate concepts in
the ontology, e.g., Sex or Nationality. In the continuous care ontology the
latter approach is chosen and these concepts are introduced as subclasses of a log-
ical category concept, i.e., Profile. Restrictions, relations and properties can
then be defined on this logical category. When new profile information needs to be
added to the ontology, it can easily be added as a subclass of the logical category
concept. The new profile information will automatically inherit all the relations,
restrictions and properties defined on the Profile concept. This makes it easier
to manage and extend the ontology. As can be seen at the bottom of Figure 3.2, the
logical category can even be further divided in several logical subcategories, e.g.,
the division of the Profile concept into the Biological, Psychological
and Sociological Profile concepts.
The continuous care core ontologies are used by the SCB to filter the context
information for the appropriate application components. The most important con-
cepts and relations of the core ontologies, with respect to the use case detailed in
the following section, are depicted in Figure 3.2 and discussed in the following
paragraphs. The application components use (a subset of) the core and domain-
specific ontologies to perform sophisticated reasoning on the data they receive
from the SCB.
The Upper ontology describes general classes, relations and axioms. Most im-
portantly this ontology enables data to be related with a unique ID. The classes
preceded by the namespace prefix temporal are imported from the SWRL Tem-
poral Ontology [69] and model complex interval-based temporal information. All
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the most prevalent classes and relations of the seven continuous
care core ontologies. The figure visualizes the most prevalent classes, their relations and
properties of the seven continuous care care ontologies, namely the Upper, Sensor,
Context, Profile, Role & Competence, Medical and Task ontology. The squares represent
the classes. The dashed arrows depict subclass relationships. The blue arrows represent
relationships between classes (object properties) and between classes and ranges
(datatype properties). Ovals represent the ranges of the datatype properties.
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the other core ontologies import this ontology and define all their concepts as sub-
concepts of temporal:Entity. This is not shown on Figure 3.2 to avoid over-
loading the figure.
The Sensor & Observation ontology is one of the most important ontologies for
filtering data. The concepts preceded by the wsn namespace prefix are imported
from the Wireless Sensor Network ontology (WSN) [59], which was developed by
the co-authors and allows giving meaning to data values monitored by sensors.
The System concept models a system and its components. An Observation
represents a data value monitored by a system. However, context information is
often unreliable as it is gathered by sensors which can be imprecise or erroneous,
e.g., fall detection sensors are known to often generate false positives. Moreover,
the context information can be ambiguous as information gathered by different
sensors can be conflicting or the context information might even be incomplete
if there is no sensor information available. As it is this context information that
determines the behavior and the strategies of the different application components,
it is important to make the quality of the context data explicit to prevent error
propagation. To support the development of QoC-aware algorithms, this ontology
contains axioms and rules, modeled as Symptom concepts, which allow detect-
ing specific phenomena in the observations published to the SCB. For example,
the LightIntensityBelowZeroSymptom detects light intensity observa-
tions that are below zero. Using OWL2 DL mechanisms, axioms are provided
that reclassify these symptom individuals as Fault concepts, e.g., the previously
mentioned symptom is reclassified as a FaultyLightIntensitySensor in-
dicating that the sensor that made the measurement is faulty, since light intensity
can never be below zero. Additionally, a fault can be reclassified as a Solu-
tion, e.g., the previous fault is reclassified as the DoNotUseSensor solution
indicating that measurements from this sensor should not be used by the algo-
rithms. Consequently, the application components can take these classifications
into account in their filter rules and algorithms. For example, on the one hand,
the application components can register filter rules that indicate that observations
annotated as FaultyLightIntensitySensor concepts should not be for-
warded to the application component. On the other hand, application components
could also choose to receive these annotated observations and process them dif-
ferently in their own algorithms, e.g., for fault detection and diagnosis. The WSN
ontology was extended with system, sensor, actuator concepts and their associated
observation, fault and solution concepts that play an important role in continuous
care settings, e.g., nurse call buttons.
The Context ontology models the contextual environment information. Con-
textGroup is the most important concept. It represents a logical grouping of
entities that belong together, e.g., a patient with all his/her devices, room, bed and
other equipment. The composition of a context group dynamically changes based
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on the context. This ontology also contains all the information related to localiza-
tion. A Location either can be a coordinate or a zone.
The Profile Ontology models the profile information about staff members and
patients that was indicated as being important by the stakeholders in the work-
shops. Each Person is associated with a Profile, which consists of a basic
and a risk profile. The latter is defined by axioms and rules, which allows infer-
encing the risk profile of the patient by reasoning on the information in the basic
profile.
The Role & Competence ontology defines each role by its competences through
axioms. This supports algorithms that find the most appropriate staff members
to fulfill a task based on the required competences. Each person is then asso-
ciated with competences and roles through five relationships: hasFunction,
hasRole, hasCurrentRole, hasDiplomaCompetence and hasExpe-
rienceCompetence. The hasFunction relation models the primary role of
a person, i.e., the role for which this person was primarily hired. The hasRole
relation indicates all the roles a person can fulfill, while the hasCurrentRole
models the person’s current role. If the latter is not instantiated, it is assumed
that the current role of the person is his/her function. The hasDiplomaCompe-
tence and hasExperienceCompetence indicate extra competences a per-
son has acquired by either following courses or through experience.
The Galen Common Reference Model [53], of which the concepts are preceded
by the galen namespace prefix, represents clinical terminology. The Medical
ontology adds axioms and constraints to this imported terminology, which express
relations between this medical knowledge and concepts in the other ontologies.
Finally, the Task ontology models continuous care process workflows. A work-
flow represents a sequence of related continuous care tasks, which are conducted
in a particular order. For this, the OWL-S Process ontology [70] was imported, of
which the classes are preceded by the owls namespace prefix. The Process
concept models a process, which can return information and produce a change in
environment based on the context and the information it is given. This is described
by hasInput, hasOutput, hasPrecondition and hasEffect relations.
A process can be composed of several other processes. The Task concept, in-
troduced as subclass of Process, represents the various continuous care tasks.
Consider, for example, the task of assigning a person to a call. A Call is modeled
as an unplanned task. A Normal Call is then modeled as a Call, which has
as precondition that a patient pushes a call button. This task takes the patient as
input and the assigned caregivers as output. The effect of the Normal Call is
that the assigned caregivers’ cellphones ring.
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3.3.3 Use case: optimizing continuous care through an ontology-
based nurse call system
3.3.3.1 Scenario description
Nurse call systems are a very important fundamental technology in continuous
care as they are used by caregivers to coordinate work, be alerted of patients’
needs, communicate with them through intercoms and request help from other staff
members. When patients feel unwell they push a button. The nurses then receive a
message in a beeper with the room number. This brings the question: which nurse
goes to the room, the closest one, the one on call, etc.? The current systems have
oftentimes a very static nature as call buttons have fixed locations, e.g., on the wall
next to the bed. There is an increased risk when patients become unwell inside a
hallway, staircase or outside as they cannot use the nurse call system. Additionally,
the current nurse call algorithms consist of predefined links of beeper numbers to
rooms. Consequently, the system presently does not take into account the various
factors specific to a given situation, such as the pathology of a patient, e.g., heart
patient or confused, nor the competences of the staff, e.g., nurse or caregiver.
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Figure 3.3: General concept of the oNCS System with probabilistic priority assessment
and profile management.
The increased introduction of electronic devices in continuous care settings
facilitated the development of the ontology-based Nurse Call System (oNCS), vi-
sualized in Figure 3.3, which allows patients to walk around freely and use wire-
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less nurse call buttons. Additionally, this platform manages the profiles of staff
members and patients in an ontology. A sophisticated nurse call algorithm was
developed by the authors. It first determines the priority of the call using proba-
bilistic reasoning algorithms, which take into account the origin of the call and the
pathology of the patient. Next, the algorithm finds the most appropriate staff mem-
ber to handle the call. It dynamically adapts to the situation at hand by taking into
account the context, e.g., location of the staff members and patients. A detailed
description of this platform can be found in Ongenae, et al. [71].
To better illustrate the benefits of the O’Care Platform, an extension of the
oNCS Application Component is presented in this paper, which allows nurse calls
to be automatically launched based on the data generated by the electronic equip-
ment and sensors in the environment, e.g., alerting a nurse when the light intensity
is too high in the room of a patient with a concussion. The proposed extension pro-
vides a solution to potential risky situations being missed because the caregivers
are overloaded with constantly monitoring and orchestrating all the devices in the
ambient patient room, making it more applicable to real-time scenarios.
To realize this extension, two other application components were designed,
namely a Localization and Home Automation Application Component. The first
determines the location of patients, staff members and devices. The latter auto-
matically controls the ambient-intelligent activity in the room of the patient, e.g.,
switching on the lights at the appropriate level. The oNCS, the Home Automation
and Localization Application Component each represent an Application Compo-
nent which uses the SCB to filter the context information that is relevant for it at
that moment. The architecture of these components is thus very similar to the ar-
chitecture of the Application Component at the top right of Figure 3.1. These three
application components, the SCB, the sensors and the actuators together form a
scenario-specific implementation of the O’Care Platform.
3.3.3.2 Flexible and semantic publish/subscribe mechanism
The SCB allows application components to subscribe to relevant context infor-
mation by registering filter rules with the Context Disseminator. When a context
publisher forwards information to the SCB, the Context Disseminator reasons on
the core ontologies to determine which subscribers are interested in this infor-
mation by computing whether the forwarded data satisfies at least one filter rule
defined by the subscriber. If it does, the information is forwarded to the application
component.
Publishing context: The Context Provider Services are used to semantically an-
notate data with concepts from the core ontologies so that it can be interpreted by
the SCB. To achieve a flexible system, in which published context and filter rules
can easily be matched, an Event concept is added to the Upper Ontology, which
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has a hasContext relationship to temporal:Entity concepts. These addi-
tions are indicated in green in Figure 3.2. As all the other core ontologies import
the Upper Ontology, this Event concept and hasContext relationship essen-
tially becomes a part of all the other core ontologies too. These core ontologies
have defined all their concepts as subconcepts of temporal:Entity. As such,
all their instances can occur as range of the hasContext relation. As such, new
types of events and filter rules can easily be expressed and matched. No other
modifications to the ontologies are needed to support the management of these
events.
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Figure 3.4: Examples of events published on the SCB. This instantiation diagram
visualizes two examples of events that are published on the SCB, namely a) an event
indicating that a light sensor with ID L101 measured a light intensity of 100 lumen and b)
an event expressing that a person with ID AB452487 is located in room 101. The squares
represent classes from the core ontologies. The dashed arrows depict subclass
relationships. The black arrows represent relationships between classes (object
properties). The gray text and dotted arrows indicate instances of classes, ranges of
datatype properties and instantiated object properties.
When a device wants to publish context information, the Context Provider Ser-
vice creates an event, containing the data it wishes to publish. For example, to
publish that the light sensor with ID L101 measured a light intensity of 100 lumen,
the following instances are created (see also Figure 3.4a):
• Ob owl:instanceOf Observation and Ob hasValue 100 and Ob hasUnit ‘lm’
• LsId owl:instanceOf ID and LsId hasID ‘L101’
• Ls owl:instanceOf LightSensor and Ls hasId LsId and Ob isObservationOf
Ls
• Ev owl:instanceOf Event and Ev hasContext Ob
Similarly, application components can publish the results of their reasoning. For
example, the Localization Component collects all the context information that
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gives an indication of the location of staff members, such as Radio-Frequency
IDentification (RFID) tags, and calculates their current locations, e.g., room 101.
These locations are published on the SCB to be used by other application compo-
nents, e.g., the oNCS Application Component, as follows (see also Figure 3.4b):
• Pid owl:instanceOf ID and Pid hasID ‘AB452487’
• P owl:instanceOf Person and P hasId Pid
• R101 owl:instanceOf Room and R101 hasNr 101 and R101 isLocationOf
P
• Ev owl:instanceOf Event and Ev hasContext R101
To support the aggregation of context data and allow filter rules to process multi-
ple observations simultaneously, more complex Context Provider Services can be
written. For example, instead of publishing each light intensity observation to the
SCB separately as in the first example, a Context Provider Service was developed
to calculate the average of all the light intensity observations in a room within a
minute and only publish this average as an event on the SCB. This event can be
published as a normal LightIntensity observation or the aggregation process
can be made explicit to the SCB by creating a new type of the Observation
concept in the Sensor & Observation core ontology, for example Averaged-
LightIntensityObservation. Filter rules can then be written to process
this new type of events. Similarly, Context Provider Services can be written to
aggregate the values of different types of sensors.
Subscribing to context: Filter rules are expressed by defining subclasses of the
Event class. This way, the Context Disseminator can determine if the published
context matches a filter rule by asking an OWL Reasoner, such as Pellet, if the
published event can be classified as an instance of the Event defined by the filter
rule [58]. The filter rule is defined by means of necessary and sufficient conditions,
which the published event must fulfill to belong to this class. Moreover, the Con-
text Disseminator can use the OWL reasoner to check if the filter rule is satisfiable,
i.e., does not contradict with the knowledge already defined in the core ontologies.
If the filter rule is unsatisfiable, the subscription of the filter rule fails and the class
is not added to the ontology. This ensures increased robustness.
For example, as the Home Automation Component regulates the ambient-
intelligent activity in the room of a patient, it is interested in location information
as well as light intensity, humidity and temperature observations. It registers the
following filter rule:
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Event and hasContext some (LightIntensity
or ExternalTemperatureObservation
or Humidity
or Location)
Note that the two Event examples match with this filter rule and will thus be for-
warded to the Home Automation Component. The first example matches because
the ontology declares that each Observation, which has a unit of type lumen, is
an observation of type LightIntensity. Similarly, the second event matches
because the ontology states that each Room is a subclass of Location.
Generating new filter rules: The information in which an application compo-
nent is interested can change based on the current context. Instead of filtering all
the context that might be needed at some point in time, the application compo-
nents are able to generate new filter rules when the context changes. The filter
rule generation process is thus made context dependent. To enable this, the onto-
logy allows defining context dependencies between different, but related context.
A context dependency (X,c,Y) means that context Y only needs to be filtered if
the condition c holds for context X. Optionally, a range d can also be specified
for the values of this context parameter Y. For example, the domain-specific onto-
logy used by the oNCS Application Component defines the dependency (Per-
son, hasDiagnosis some (hasAssociatedPathology some (has-
Symptom galen:SensitivityToLight,)) LightIntensity). This
dependency indicates that the oNCS Application Component is also interested in
LightIntensity measurements when a patient is detected who is sensitive to
light. Additionally, the domain-specific ontology associates each light sensitivity
symptom with a threshold, e.g., 100 lm. Consequently, the range d of Y is defined
as being greater than or equal to this threshold. This allows the oNCS Application
Component to alert a caregiver when the light intensity is too high, i.e., greater or
equal than 100, at the location of this patient.
Given the context dependencies, the filter rule generation algorithm works as
follows. The ContextToQuery concept and the hasContextDependency
relationship between temporal:Entity concepts are introduced in the Up-
per Ontology, as visualized in orange in Figure 3.2. To define a context depen-
dency, a subclass of the ContextToQuery concept is defined with the neces-
sary and sufficient condition that the ontological instance must have the relation-
ship X hasContextDependency Y and c ≡ true. The ContextToQuery-
LightSensitivePerson concept at the bottom of Figure 3.2 illustrates this
for the running light sensitivity example. Every time the context changes, the
context dependencies are investigated by examining the membership of instances
to the ContextToQuery concept through inferencing on the ontology. Once
the membership is determined, the construction of the filter rules is straightfor-
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ward. For example, consider that the oNCS Application Component is alerted
that the patient in room 101 is diagnosed with a concussion, because his profile
is updated in the database. The domain-specific ontology of the oNCS Applica-
tion Component contains the knowledge that patients with a concussion have light
sensitivity as a possible symptom. Consequently, the condition c of the context
dependency holds and the reasoning inferences that this person is an instance of
the ContextToQueryLightSensitivePerson concept. The filter rule is
then constructed by defining an Event, which has as context the range Y of the
hasContextDependency. To determine the device(s) from which this context
Y should be filtered, the ContextGroup associated with the patient is analyzed.
As previously explained, the ContextGroup represents a logical group of enti-
ties, e.g., a patients with his/her associated devices. For the running example, this
results in the following filter rule:
Event and hasContext some (LightIntensity
and (hasValue some float[>=100])
and (isObservationOf some
(hasId some hasID ‘L101’)))
This rule filters light intensity observations from the room of the patient. For the
published context to match with this filter rule, it must be of type LightInten-
sity. Moreover, its current value must be of type float and higher or equal than
100. Finally, the observation must be observed by a system with ID ‘L101’. This
is the ID of the light sensor in room 101. As previously indicated, this kind of
static information is stored in databases, which can be queried by the application
components. Note that the first example of the Publishing context Section matches
with this filter rule. More information about this filter rule generation algorithm
can be found in [58].
Distributed deployment: As the application components heavily depend on the
SCB to receive relevant context information, the centralized design of the SCB
forms a single point of failure and a performance bottleneck. However, the SCB
can easily be distributed as it does not retain the published context data, i.e., only
one event is processed at a time by the SCB. Different instances of the SCB, pro-
cessing the various events in parallel, can thus easily be deployed without inter-
fering with each other. An actual large-scale deployment of the SCB will thus
most likely not correspond to a centralized physical process, but will be a virtual
substrate distributed across the network. Two approaches can be used, which are
compared in Figure 3.5.
On the one hand, the SCB can be replicated, meaning that each context dis-
semination instance will contain the same amount of filter rules and the published
events are divided across the different SCBs and processed in parallel. This im-
proves the scalability. Replication also removes the single point of failure as a
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the two approaches to distribute the SCB. To prevent that the
SCB becomes a single point of failure and to improve the performance, the SCB can be
distributed. Approach A replicates the SCB, meaning that each context dissemination
instance will contain the same amount of filter rules and the published events are divided
across the different SCBs and processed in parallel. Approach B distributes the filter rules
across different instances of the SCB, processing a published event in parallel.
replicated instance of the SCB can easily replace a faulty one. This approach can
be achieved by using the persistent team approach described in the Adaptive Agent
Architecture [72].
On the other hand, the filter rules can be distributed across different instances
of the SCB, processing a published event in parallel. In this case, the number of
filter rules present in each context dissemination instance will thus be relatively
low, which increases the throughput of each SCB significantly. Sophisticated al-
gorithms have been proposed in literature to efficiently distribute the filter rules
across the different peers [73]. This approach can be combined with the first to
deal with faulty nodes.
3.3.4 Evaluation set-up
To evaluate the performance and benefits of the SCB, a prototype of the oNCS
Application Component, extended with the Localization and Home Automation
Application Components, was implemented and tested in the Patient Room of the
Future (PRoF) [74]. PRoF is a high-fidelity mock-up of a near-future patient room
integrating innovations from soft- and hardware developers as well as furniture.
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Figure 3.6: Deployment of the prototype in PRoF. To evaluate the performance and
benefits of the SCB, a prototype of the oNCS Application Component, extended with the
Localization and Home Automation Application Component, was deployed in the Patient
Room of the Future (PRoF). PRoF consists of a typical patient room and hallway found in
a hospital setting, as well as a room mimicking a homecare setting. For the prototype, both
rooms were equipped with a TMote Sky sensor board, which contains a light, temperature
and humidity sensor. Also, each patient and staff member carried an RFID tag to track
his/her location. Finally, each patient wore a bracelet that monitors the patient’s body
temperature. The developed prototype, consisting of the various context providers, the
SCB, the oNCS, the localization and Home Automation Application Components, was
installed in PRoF and integrated with the available nurse call and light control system, RF
tags and sensors. Smartphones running the mobile nurse call application, which enable
the nurses receive and answer calls, were also provided.
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The aim of PRoF is to make a patient feel more at home by exploring ways to
put the patient and his needs first. PRoF consists of a typical patient room and
hallway found in a hospital setting, as well as a room mimicking a homecare set-
ting. For the prototype, both rooms were equipped with a TMote Sky [75] sensor
board, which contains a light, temperature and humidity sensor. Also, each patient
and staff member carried an RFID tag to track his/her location. Finally, each pa-
tient wore a bracelet that monitors the patient’s body temperature. The developed
prototype, consisting of the various context providers, the SCB, the oNCS, the lo-
calization and Home Automation Application Components, was installed in PRoF
and integrated with the available nurse call and light control system, RF tags and
sensors. Smartphones running the mobile nurse call application, which enable the
nurses receive and answer calls, were also provided. Figure 3.6 visualizes the de-
ployment of the prototype and accompanying sensors in PRoF. As PRoF contains
only two rooms and the number of users was also limited, only one instance of the
SCB was deployed.
This prototype allowed users to experience a fully immersed, contextual expe-
rience of the system in a lifelike context. As we wanted the participants to have
a complete experience of the system, small groups were invited, i.e., two or three
users per workshop, so that they would be occupied at all times and the researchers
could follow them one-on-one. As such, seven workshops were organized for 15
participants. During a 2.5 hour role-playing workshop, the participants were asked
to play out seven scenes. For each scene, a test user received a persona card and
a context card, informing the test user of the role he or she would have to take up
and what he or she would have to do. Afterwards, the functionalities of the system
were elaborately discussed.
Nr. of Nr. of observations Total nr. of observa-
Sensor sensors per sensor tions per hour
Light 1/room 1/sec 72,000
Temperature 1/room 1/sec 72,000
Humidity 1/room 1/sec 72,000
RFID tag 1/person 1/sec 144,000
Body temperature 1/patient 1/sec 108,000
Table 3.2: Sensor data generated in a department with 20 rooms, 30 patients and 10 staff
members
However, as PRoF contains only two rooms, it was difficult to thoroughly eval-
uate the performance of the system based on these user tests. To mediate this, sim-
ulations were performed based on realistic data gathered from observations and
interviews performed at Ghent University Hospital [76]. The simulated depart-
ment contains 20 rooms, 30 patients and 10 staff members, who answer calls. It
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was again assumed that each room is equipped with a TMote Sky, the temperature
of each patient is monitored with a bracelet and the location of all the staff mem-
bers and patients is tracked. The simulation of the observations of the RF tags was
based on realistic data gathered about the walking behavior of caregivers and pa-
tients in several departments of Ghent University Hospital. The simulation of the
observations of the other sensors was based on stakeholder input. Table 3.2 gives
an overview of the amount of data generated by each sensor for the simulations.
As the goal of the simulations was to assess the performance and scalability of the
SCB, only one instance was deployed.
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Figure 3.7: First step of the implemented scenario: Configuration. This sequence
diagram visualizes the different actions taken during the first step of the scenario realized
by the implemented prototype. In this step, the different application components are
configured by registering filter rules with the SCB such that they receive the context
information that they are always interested in, independent of the current context. The
filter rules are depicted in the squares on the right hand side of the figure. The “par”
indicates that the different application components can perform their actions in parallel.
The prototype is able to realize the example detailed in the Introduction Sec-
tion. This scenario consists of the following steps. First, the oNCS, Localization
Component and Home Automation Application Components register filter rules
with the SCB, as visualized in Figure 3.7, to receive context information they are
interested in, independent of the current context. Second, the application com-
ponents work together to detect the presence of a nurse in a patient’s room and
turn on the light at the appropriate level. This is shown in Figure 3.8. Third, the
application components receive information from the database indicating that a
particular patient has a concussion. Consequently, the oNCS Application Compo-
nent registers a filter rule to receive specific context information pertaining to the
light intensity in this patient’s room as illustrated in Figure 3.9. Next, a visitor
enters the room, which causes the light to be automatically dimmed as this patient
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- Ev instanceOf Event and Ev hasContext Ob
Figure 3.8: Second step of the implemented scenario: Turn on light when nurse enters
the room. This sequence diagram visualizes the different actions taken during the second
step of the scenario realized by the implemented prototype. In this step, a nurse enters the
room of the patient. This is detected by using RFID Tags, which send an Event to the SCB.
The Localization Component is alerted of this Event as it matches with the filter rule this
application component registered with the SCB. The location of the nurse is updated and
this information is published on the SCB. This location information is forwarded to the
oNCS and the Home Automation Application Components as it matches with their filter
rules. The first just updates the location of the nurse in its local domain-specific ontology.
The second uses this information to adjust the light level in the room of the patient. Finally,
the light sensor in the room notices the change in light intensity and publishes this Event
on the SCB. This Event matches with the filter rule of the Home Automation Component,
which receives this Event and reasons that the light was adjusted to the appropriate level.
The different Events are depicted in the squares. The “par” indicates that the different
application components can perform these actions in parallel.
has a concussion. The actions taken to realize this are similar to the ones visualized
in Figure 3.8. However, as visualized in Figure 3.10, it remains possible for peo-
ple to overrule the system and brighten the light in the room. An event similar to
the last event indicated in Figure 3.8 is published on the SCB. However, because
of the new filter rule, this event is not only forwarded to the Home Automation
Component, but also to the oNCS Application Component. The Home Automa-
tion Component concludes that it cannot adjust the light level because it has been
overruled. However, the oNCS Application Component also reasons on this event
and alerts a nurse of the situation.
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Figure 3.9: Third step of the implemented scenario: Registering a dynamic filter rule.
This sequence diagram visualizes the different actions taken during the third step of the
scenario realized by the implemented prototype. In this step, the local domain-specific
ontologies of the Home Automation and oNCS Application Components are updated to
signal to these components that a particular patient has a concussion. The oNCS
Application Component uses its local domain-specific knowledge to derive that this patient
is sensitive to light. Consequently, the oNCS Application Component registers a filter rule
to receive specific context information pertaining to the light intensity in this patient’s
room. The filter rules are depicted in the squares on the right hand side of the figure. The
“par” indicates that the different application components can perform their actions in
parallel.
The evaluations were performed using the continuous care core ontologies
needed to model the scenario as described in the Continuous care ontology Sub-
section. The core ontologies consist of 142 classes, 42 object properties, 21 data
properties and 556 asserted axioms. The Prote´ge´ ontology editor [77, 78] was used
to develop the ontologies in OWL-DL [20]. The context information published on
the SCB and the filter rules registered by the application components are also ex-
pressed in OWL-DL. The prototype was built in Java, based on the Pellet OWL 2
reasoner [22] and the OWL Application Programming Interface (OWL-API) [79].
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Figure 3.10: Fourth step of the implemented scenario: Visitor overrules the system and a
nurse is alerted. This sequence diagram visualizes the different actions taken during the
fourth step of the scenario realized by the implemented prototype. In this step, a visitor
adjusts the light level in the room and thus overrules the system. The light sensor in the
room notices the change in light intensity and publishes this Event on the SCB. This Event
matches with the filter rule of the Home Automation Component, which receives this Event
and reasons that the light level cannot be adjusted to the needs of the patient as the
component has been overruled. However, this Event also matches with the new filter rule
that the oNCS Application Component registered in step 3 of this scenario. The oNCS
Application Component derives that the light level is above the threshold for patients with
a concussion and uses reasoning to find the most appropriate nurse to alert. The “par”
indicates that the different application components can perform these actions in parallel.
The cache was implemented using a combination of the Least-Frequently Used
(LFU) and Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement algorithms, called the Least
Recently/Frequently Used (LRFU) policy [80]. All the tests were performed under
exactly the same conditions on the same isolated machine with following specifi-
cations: Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Athlon 64 X 2 Dual Core Processor,
3000 megahertz (MHz) Central Processing Unit (CPU) and 2 Gigabyte (GB) of
Random-Access Memory (RAM).
3.4 Results and discussion
Semantic reasoning and ontologies were adopted in this research to facilitate the
exploitation and integration of heterogeneous context information delivered by the
devices in an ambient-intelligent patient room. However, it is widely known that
special attention needs to be paid to the number of instances in the ontology as
this adversely affects the reasoning performance [81]. Consequently, if all the
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data from the ambient-intelligent environment would be delivered directly to the
ontology-based application components, their performance would degrade dras-
tically. By using the SCB, which only process one event at a time, filters can
be defined to ensure that the application components only receive relevant con-
text information. This way, the different infrastructure components are loosely
coupled, effectively separating the devices delivering context information from
the application components that process this information. Moreover, the SCB al-
lows composing complex application components from a set of smaller application
components, which perform specific reasoning tasks in parallel and forward their
conclusions through the SCB.
Consequently, the effectiveness of the rules can be measured by the reduction
in the amount of information that is processed by the application components as it
is important that only the necessary context information is analyzed. However, the
correctness of the rules is another important performance metric. The correctness
is influenced by the amount of data that was wrongfully filtered. It is important
not to filter too much information, as lack of information about the context might
cause application components to take incorrect actions or no action at all. The goal
is to increase the effectiveness, while maintaining the correctness. Consequently,
the goal is to maximize the amount of data that is not forwarded, while ensuring
that all the information that influences the actions of application components is
correctly forwarded.
In the scenario detailed in the Evaluation set-up Subsection of the Methods
Section, the SCB is capable of filtering a large amount of the simulated data from
Table 3.2. As the Home Automation Component is only interested in sensor obser-
vations about the light intensity, the external temperature and the humidity, 54%
of the generated sensor data is not forwarded to this component. Similarly, the
Localization Component is only interested in RFID tag data, resulting in a 77%
reduction of forwarded data. By taking advantage of the dynamic filter rule gen-
eration, none of the light intensity observations are forwarded to the oNCS Appli-
cation Component if none of the patients in the department have light sensitivity
symptoms. When the department does have such a patient, only 8.3% of all the
light intensity observations are forwarded to the oNCS Application Component,
assuming that it takes the nurse on average 5 minutes to respond to the context
call, generated by the oNCS Application Component because the light intensity is
too high in the room. This time interval was chosen based on observations and
stakeholder expertise. This way, the filter rule generation process allows dynam-
ically adapting the amount of data that is filtered based on the context. It can be
noted that neither the oNCS nor the Home Automation Application Component
ever receive RFID tag observations anymore. They depend on the Localization
Application Component, which processes these raw RFID observations and pub-
lishes the resulting augmented location information. However, these location up-
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dates are far less frequent than the RFID tag observations, as only significantly
changed locations are published, e.g., staff member is in another room.
The dissemination of new context consists of two steps. First, filter rules are
created by the application components and registered with the Context Dissemi-
nator of the SCB. However, as filter rule registrations only occur occasionally, the
introduced delay is negligible. Second, context is published to the SCB, matched
with the filter rules and forwarded to the appropriate application component, if a
match is found. The publication of context information happens frequently, as il-
lustrated by Table 3.2. As such, it is important that events are matched with filter
rules quickly and efficiently.
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Figure 3.11: Average reasoning time as a function of the number of filter rules. This
graph visualizes the average reasoning time (y-axis in milliseconds (ms)) needed to
publish, filter and forward one event as a function of the number of filter rules (x-axis) and
the percentage of filter rules that match with this event, averaged over 30 iterations in case
a cache miss occurs. The different lines indicate the amount of filter rules that match with
the published event, namely 0%, 50% or 100%.
When a cache miss occurs, the Context Disseminator has to reason on the
information in the ontology to match the published event to the registered filter
rules. The performance of filtering, matching and forwarding an event with the
SCB as a function of the number of filter rules in case of a cache miss, is visualized
in Figure 3.11. The lower and upper limits of the standard deviation are [2.19,
10.28], [2.58, 9.76] and [2.65, 10.07] when respectively 0%, 50% and 100% of the
filter rules match with the published event. The graph shows that the processing
time is linear in the amount of filter rules and that the influence of the percentage of
filter rules that match the event is negligible. Note that for the described scenario,
which contains at most 4 filter rules, an event is processed in on average 82.67
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ms. However, the performance quickly decreases. For 50 filter rules, it takes on
average 1 second to process an event if a cache miss occurs.
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Figure 3.12: Number of events processed per second as a function of the number of filter
rules. This graph visualizes the number of events that can be filtered per second (y-axis) by
one instance of the SCB as a function of the number of filter rules (x-axis) in case none of
these events are present in the ache. This means that the Context Disseminator will have to
reason on the ontology to filter, match and forward these events to the correct application
components. An event is only counted when it has been completely processed and
forwarded. The different lines indicate the amount of filter rules that match with the
published event, namely 0%, 50% or 100%.
It can be derived from Table 3.2, that every second all the sensors will output
a new observation. In order to keep up with the publishing rate of the sensors
(throughput), it is thus important that the SCB can process one event of each sen-
sor in less than a second. Figure 3.12 visualizes the number of events that can
be filtered per second by one instance of the SCB as a function of the number of
filter rules in case none of these events are present in the cache. This means that
the Context Disseminator will have to reason on the ontology to filter, match and
forward these events to the correct application components. Note that the num-
ber of events on the y-axis is limited to those events which have been completely
processed within the time limit, i.e., 1 second. Partially processed events are not
considered. The graph shows that for the described scenario, which contains at
most 4 filter rules, at most 15 events can be processed. If this result is mapped on
the sensors in Table 3.2, this means that the SCB can process the events of 11 sen-
sors of the simulated department, namely the events of 1 staff member (carrying
an RFID tag) and 2 rooms (each fitted with 1 light, 1 temperature and 1 humid-
ity sensor) with 2 patients in each room (each carrying an RFID tag and a body
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temperature sensor).
To enhance these performance results, three measures can be taken. First, the
cache can be used. If the published event is present in the cache, a cache hit
occurs and no reasoning needs to be performed to process the event and forward
it to the appropriate application components. As the cache is implemented using
LRFU, looking up whether an event is present in the cache and, in case of a cache
hit, getting the filter rules and thus the application components to which the event
should be forwarded can be performed with a worst-case performance of O(log
n), where n is the number of entries in the cache [80]. Moreover, replacing an
entry in the cache with a new entry in case of a cache miss also has a worst-case
performance of O(log n). Consequently, looking up an entry in the cache performs
much better than the reasoning that needs to be performed by the SCB when a
cache miss occurs. It needs to be noted that the entries in the cache will become
invalid when a new filter rule is added to the SCB as it is possible that the events
already present in the cache now also match on this new filter rule. To resolve this
issue, all the entries in the cache are flagged. When a cache hit occurs for a flagged
entry, the Context Disseminator will perform the reasoning step, update the value
in the cache and remove the flag. This way the whole cache will eventually be
updated, either by performing reasoning or because flagged entries are replaced by
new entries. To further speed up the runtime performance of the SCB, the cache
could be filled with representative events during start-up. For example, the cache
could be filled with room temperature events between 18 and 22◦ Celsius, as these
are the most common room temperature values. However, this will significantly
increase the start-up time of the platform and might only be a good choice when
the filter rules do not change often.
As a second measure, the framework can be distributed. As explained in the
Flexible and semantic publish/subscribe mechanism Section, two approaches can
be used, namely replicating the SCB or distributing the filter rules across multiple
instances of the SCB. A combination of both can also be used to ensure scalability
as well as tolerance against faulty SCB instances. The choice of the distribution
approach depends on the specific use case scenario. For use cases where the num-
ber of published events is high compared to the number of filter rules, the first
approach is more suitable. As illustrated by Table 3.2, the use case presented in
this paper falls into this category. A lot of events are published on the SCB, but
only 4 filter rules are registered. The first approach is thus a good choice. As
mentioned previously, this approach can be achieved by using the persistent team
approach. The only parameter of this approach, is the minimum number of times
R that the SCB should be replicated. To achieve a scalable deployment for the use
case under scrutiny, R is set equal to the number of rooms, i.e., 20. As an SCB in-
stance with 4 filter rules is able to process 15 events per second, the availability of
at least 20 SCB instances guarantees that the 3 environment observations measured
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by the TMote Sky and the 4 patient observations, namely the location and temper-
ature of the two patients, in each room per second can be efficiently processed. It
also leaves enough processing power to process the location observations of the
staff members and to allow the registration of additional context-dependent filter
rules. In contrast, the second approach or the combination of both approaches is a
better choice for use case scenarios with a lot of filter rules compared to the num-
ber of published events. Next to the parameter R, specifying the number of SCB
instances that should be created, this approach also requires a specification of how
the filter rules should be distributed across these instances. A simple algorithm
consists of distributing the filter rules so that each instance of the SCB contains
approximately the same amount of filter rules. This ensures that each instance of
the SCB has a comparable performance.
Furthermore, it has been shown by the authors [58] that the performance of
the SCB depends significantly on the complexity of the used core ontologies. It
is therefore important to find a good balance between the desired throughput and
the intelligence of the SCB, i.e., the expressiveness of the core ontologies and
accompanying filter rules.
By balancing the expressivity of the core ontologies and the desired through-
put, employing caches and distributing the SCB according to the specifics of the
use case, the developed platform allows the realization of a plethora of healthcare
scenarios in an efficient and scalable way.
To ensure the correctness of the filter rules it is important to continuously eval-
uate the platform with the domain experts, both during the development process
and after the system has been deployed. Domain experts were constantly involved
during the design and development of the continuous care ontologies, O’Care Plat-
form and used application components to make sure the system correctly reflects
the continuous work processes of the caregivers. Observations were performed to
investigate which information is taken into account to perform a certain task or
make a decision. A participatory methodology was used to develop the ontology
and the accompanying algorithms. Moreover, the developed system has been thor-
oughly evaluated with the various stakeholders by allowing them to play scenarios
in PRoF. If the system gets deployed, techniques can also be used to continuously
monitor and improve the correctness. For example, situations can be examined in
which the decision of the platform was overruled by the users and intermediate
feedback can be gathered.
The user tests resulted in a considerable amount of feedback. However, the
feedback mostly pertained to the user interface of the mobile nurse call application
and the employed nurse call algorithm. No comments were made about missed or
unnecessary calls, wrong light levels or the performance of the system.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this article, a context-aware and pervasive framework was presented, capable of
disseminating and filtering important care-related data of the different technologies
available in an ambient-aware patient room towards a multitude of care applica-
tions, based on their information requirements. To realize this goal, the framework
employs continuous care ontologies, which capture the information and knowl-
edge being exchanged and utilized within healthcare settings. The applications
can register, adapt and remove semantic filter rules on the fly to receive context in-
formation that is important to them at that moment. This way, the amount of data
which needs to be processed by the applications is significantly reduced, which
improves their performance and decreases overhead while maintaining an individ-
ualized approach. The strength of the platform is dependent on the correctness
and completeness of the used ontologies. Therefore, a participatory ontology en-
gineering methodology was designed which promotes user participation, while not
overloading any of the involved stakeholders.
It was shown that the delay introduced by the context dissemination and fil-
tering component is linear in the amount of filter rules and is negligible when 10
or less filter rules are registered. The performance of the platform can be signif-
icantly increased by employing a cache and by distributing the reasoning on the
filter rules. The latter is achieved by replicating the context dissemination and fil-
tering component or by distributing the filter rules across different instances of this
component. A combination of both approaches can also be used. Moreover, the
platform supports the composition of complex applications from a set of smaller
applications in a loosely coupled manner. The simple applications perform spe-
cific reasoning tasks in parallel and notify their conclusions to other applications,
which have expressed an interest in this kind of information.
3.6 Addendum
Figure 3.13 shows an example of how the Semantic Communication Bus (SCB)
and the accompanying application components could ideally be deployed in a large
hospital with different wards containing a large number of rooms. Some example
applications are also indicated. The data generated by the equipment in each room
can be managed by a separate SCB, as illustrated by SCB1 and SCB2 in Fig-
ure 3.13. If a room contains more than one patient, an SCB could even be used
per patient. This reduces the amount of data that is processed per SCB. The appli-
cations that only process data pertaining to one patient only have to register their
filter rules with the SCB that receives the data of this patient. This is illustrated
by App A, B and C in Figure 3.13. As not all parameters are measured for each
patient, this reduces the amount of filter rules per SCB. Moreover, the complexity
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Figure 3.13: Example deployment of the O’Care Platform.
of the filter rules can be reduced as the SCB only processes data pertaining to one
room or patient. As shown by App F, the applications that need to process the data
of different patients simultaneously to make an accurate conclusion can register
their filter rules with the different room- or patient-based SCBs. The patient- or
room-based applications can then forward their conclusions to yet another SCB,
e.g., SCB3 in Figure 3.13. More complex applications that combine the conclu-
sions of these different patient- or room-based applications can then register their
filter rules with this SCB as visualized by App D en E. By replicating the SCBs, the
filter rules can be further distributed amongst different SCBs. This further reduces
the amount of filter rules per SCB.
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“Healthcare is treating us as averages, not unique individuals, [but] at the end of
the day, the patient is not the same thing as the population.”
– Eric Dishman (2009)
To thoroughly demonstrate how intelligent and performant healthcare services
can be implemented to optimize continuous care using the developed continuous
care ontology and O’Care Platform, a prototype of an ontology-based Nurse Call
System (oNCS) was developed. This research thus corresponds to Research Con-
tribution 5 discussed in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1. This chapter focusses on the
application as a whole by presenting a) its general architecture, b) how the pro-
files of the staff members and patients are managed using the continuous care
ontology, c) the novel nurse algorithm that takes the provided context information
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into account to assign the most suitable caregiver to a call, and d) the implemen-
tation details. Moreover, simulation results are presented based on data gathered
about one department at Ghent University Hospital. Finally, the performance of
the novel nurse call algorithm is evaluated. More details about the probabilistic
reasoning and threshold algorithm used to determine the priority of a call can be
found in Appendix B. This appendix also contains the simulation results of two
additional deparments at Ghent University Hospital. As a result of the feedback
obtained during the evaluation of the prototype with the users as part of the partic-
ipatory ontology engineering methodology discussed in Chapter 2, the nurse call
algorithm was updated. The new version of the nurse call algorithm is detailed
in Appendix A. This appendix also contains a description of the mobile nurse call
application and summarizes the ten most important lessons learned pertaining to
the development of a dynamic nurse call system.
? ? ?
Abstract
Background: The current, place-oriented nurse call systems are very static. A
patient can only make calls with a button which is fixed to a wall of a room. More-
over, the system does not take into account various factors specific to a situation.
In the future, there will be an evolution to a mobile button for each patient so
that they can walk around freely and still make calls. The system would become
person-oriented and the available context information should be taken into account
to assign the correct nurse to a call.
The aim of this research is (1) the design of a software platform that supports
the transition to mobile and wireless nurse call buttons in hospitals and residential
care and (2) the design of a sophisticated nurse call algorithm. This algorithm dy-
namically adapts to the situation at hand by taking the profile information of staff
members and patients into account. Additionally, the priority of a call probabilis-
tically depends on the risk factors, assigned to a patient.
Methods: The ontology-based Nurse Call System (oNCS) was developed as
an extension of a Context-Aware Service Platform. An ontology is used to manage
the profile information. Rules implement the novel nurse call algorithm that takes
all this information into account. Probabilistic reasoning algorithms are designed
to determine the priority of a call based on the risk factors of the patient.
Results: The oNCS system is evaluated through a prototype implementation
and simulations, based on a detailed dataset obtained from Ghent University Hos-
pital. The arrival times of nurses at the location of a call, the workload distribution
of calls amongst nurses and the assignment of priorities to calls are compared for
the oNCS system and the current, place-oriented nurse call system. Additionally,
the performance of the system is discussed.
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Conclusions: The execution time of the nurse call algorithm is on average
50.333 ms. Moreover, the oNCS system significantly improves the assignment
of nurses to calls. Calls generally have a nurse present faster and the workload-
distribution amongst the nurses improves.
4.1 Background
4.1.1 Introduction
Information technology is widely adopted in modern medical practice, especially
to support administrative tasks, electronic patient records (EPRs) and data man-
agement [1, 2]. The challenge today is that several data sources and devices
have to be manually combined and consulted by the staff members to take ad-
vantage of this information, even when carrying out one single task. This is a time
consuming job [3]. An underdeveloped area of solution for this problem is the
use of context-aware techniques to automatically exploit the medical information
available to improve continuous care and personalize healthcare. This implies an
emerging demand for the integration and exploitation of the heterogeneous infor-
mation available from all the wireless devices, patient records and medical data.
Building context-aware applications on top of an ontology can ideally do this. An
important way to coordinate work, communicate and provide continuous care is
by making use of a nurse call system.
The architecture of traditional place-oriented nurse call systems can be viewed
in the left part of Figure 4.1. Each room has at least one button which can be used
by the patient to call a nurse. All the buttons in a room are connected to a Node.
All the Nodes of a department are connected with each other and a Controller. The
Controllers are the heart of the system. They contain the intelligence to know what
must happen when a call is made, for example which nurses must be called.
The Nodes can be divided into different departments which each have their
own specific settings. Within a department, the Nodes can be further divided into
different, possibly overlapping, nursing groups. Each group can have his own con-
figuration settings concerning for example the priorities of the different kinds of
calls. Each nurse, who is identified by his or her beeper or portable phone number
inside the system, is assigned to at least one nursing group. A nurse will only
receive calls of the nursing groups that this nurse is assigned to. The advantage of
using nursing groups is that patients who need more attention can be equally di-
vided amongst the groups or be put in a separate group to distribute the workload
better amongst the nurses.
The traditional nurse call algorithm consists of predefined links of beeper or
portable phone numbers to rooms. To make a call the patient pushes one of the
fixed buttons in his room. All the beepers and portable phones of the nurses, who
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Figure 4.1: The traditional place-oriented and static nurse call system vs. the future
person-oriented and context-aware approach. The architecture of traditional nurse call
systems can be viewed in the left part of the figure. Each room has at least one button
which can be used by the patient to call a nurse. All the buttons in a room are connected to
a Node. All the Nodes of a department are connected with each other and a Controller.
The Controller has the intelligence to know what must happen when a call is made, for
example which nurses must be called. A PC can be used to configure the controller. The
nurses possess beepers or portable phone on which they can receive calls. Within a
department, the Nodes can be further divided into different, possibly overlapping, nursing
groups. A nurse will only receive calls of the nursing groups that this nurse is assigned to.
The proposed architecture of the person-oriented and context-aware nurse call system can
be viewed in the right part of the figure. Each patient has a mobile button so that they can
walk around freely and still make calls. These calls are picked up by the sensor network
and processed by the Controller. The Controller calls a nurse to handle the call. The nurse
receives the call on his or her PDA.
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are in the nursing group that this room belongs to, are activated. The nurses decide
on their own if they are going to interrupt their current task to answer the call or
not. The nurse who reaches the room first will handle the call.
On one hand, the current nurse call systems are place-oriented. When a patient
makes a call with a button that is fixed to a wall of a room, the called nurse simply
goes to the room where the call came from. Herewith two important assumptions
are made: the patient must still be in the room and it must be the patient who lies
in the room that made the call. A patient can also only make calls inside his room.
It is dangerous to become unwell, e.g. heavy respiratory or heart problems, inside
a hallway, staircase or outside. This leads to patients being confined to their room
to ensure their safety.
On the other hand, the system does not take into account various factors spe-
cific to a situation, such as the risk factors of a patient or the characteristics of
the staff. Multiple nurses, namely all the nurses inside the nursing group that this
room belongs to, are called. They have to decide for themselves if they are going
to interrupt their current task to answer the call. They have no information about
the priority and the kind of call or about the patient to guide them in this decision.
If they interrupt their current work, which can also be a call, they have to remem-
ber themselves that they have to return to it. It is possible that more than one nurse
goes to answer the call. This makes the whole system somewhat unreliable and
inefficient.
Overall there is a transition to a world with more mobile and wireless de-
vices [4]. In a study of Miller [5] the user friendliness and influence on nursing
time is compared of two nurse call systems. The first system is comparable to
the nurse call system detailed above. In the second system the staff members addi-
tionally were given locator badges through which they could be constantly tracked.
80% of the participants in the study preferred the second system to the first one.
This is because a lot of time in a hospital is spent on trying to find someone. This
claim is supported by a study of Linden [6] which found that almost 10% of nurs-
ing time is spent looking for someone. By using the locator badges this became an
easier and less time-consuming task. Thus in the future, there will be an evolution
to a mobile button for each patient so that they can walk around freely and still
make calls, as can be seen in the right part of Figure 4.1.
This evolution implies a lot of changes, for example the nurse has to go to the
exact location of the patient and the patients can make calls from anywhere in or
outside the hospital. This huge impact is comparable to the introduction of the
mobile phone. In the past we used to call to a telephone (a place) and ask for the
correct person. Now we call a mobile phone en we immediately expect to have
the right person on the line. Context information becomes increasingly important
in a world with more and more wireless devices that have to be in touch with
the environment around them. Lots of problems in current nurse call system are
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caused by the fact that they do not take the context information into account. The
study of Linden also found that nurses are often called for tasks that could also be
done by a less qualified staff member. Another study by Miller [7] supports this
claim by concluding that on average 51% of the time registered nurses perform
activities outside their role definition and do not require their level of knowledge
and ability. Rerouting these kinds of calls to other staff members might greatly
improve response time and patients satisfaction. Studies of call light use have also
found that a large amount of calls are accidental calls [8]. Finding a way to indicate
these calls might greatly improve the work pressure put on nurses and caregivers.
Some features of the nurse call system which were identified as favorable to the
performance of the staff are: locating staff, direct room-to-room communication
and identification of the importance of calls, e.g. accidental or not or specifying
condition and history of the patient.
In this article a novel software platform, the ontology-based Nurse Call Sys-
tem (oNCS), is proposed that supports the transition to mobile and wireless nurse
call buttons. Additionally, this platform efficiently manages the profiles of the
staff members and the patients by encoding this context information into an onto-
logy [9]. A new nurse call algorithm was developed that dynamically adapts to
the situation at hand by taking the profile information into account such as the lo-
cation and the characteristics of the staff and the patients, the current tasks of the
staff members and the priorities of the calls. All this information is used to find the
best staff member to handle a specific call and thus eliminate the above mentioned
problems currently present in nurse call systems.
To clearly illustrate the person-oriented nature of the platform, the context in-
formation about the risk factors of a patient is used to dynamically determine the
priority of the call this patient is making. By using probabilistic reasoning algo-
rithms, the probability that a specific call made by a specific patient has a certain
priority can be determined. These probabilities are derived from the different risk
factors this patients has because they will influence the probability that a patient
makes urgent calls. All these probabilistic values are combined in an intelligent
manner to determine the most suitable priority for this call.
4.1.2 Objectives
The aim of this research is the design of a software platform that enables the tran-
sition to mobile and wireless nurse call buttons in hospitals and nursing homes and
employs an intelligent nurse call algorithm that takes the profiles of the staff mem-
bers and patient into account. The platform should offer the advanced features
listed below:
• Profile management: In order to achieve a nurse call algorithm that adapts to
the situation at hand, context information about the profiles of patients and
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staff members should be managed efficiently.
• Dynamic priority assessment: Instead of statically defining the priority of
a call in advance, it should depend on the profile of the patient and more
specifically on his or her risk factors. As patients with a certain profile can
still make calls of varying priority, this information should be modeled prob-
abilistically. As it is difficult to accurately determine the exact probability
with which a patient with a certain profile will make a call of a certain pri-
ority, the platform should be able to handle probabilistic intervals.
• Mobile: The platform should give the patients enough mobility. They should
be able to wander around the whole hospital and a limited area outside of
the hospital for example the smoking area and the parking lot. They should
be able to make calls in all these areas without their call getting lost because
of bad reception. The mobile buttons should also be easy to operate.
• Location-Aware: The platform should be able to detect the locations of pa-
tients and staff members in a sufficiently accurate way and take this infor-
mation into account when finding a suitable staff member to handle a call.
This data should be constantly monitored and transparently delivered to the
system.
• Efficient staff assignment: The nurse call algorithm should ensure that an op-
timal matching is achieved between the profiles of the staff members and the
profile of the patient, when finding a suitable staff member to handle a call.
An efficient workload distribution should be achieved between all the staff
members who can handle each type of calls. A good balance between safety
and cost should be achieved. The quality of care may not be undermined.
• Reliable: Four kinds of faults can occur: the server can go down, a call is
not delivered to the server, a call is not delivered to the PDA of the staff
member or the location information cannot be received or is inaccurate. The
platform has to be able to cope with each of these situations. Calls may
never be lost and it should always be able to call at least one staff member.
A good logging infrastructure is needed to ensure that it is always known
which patients made calls, which staff members handled them and how long
it took until a staff member was at the location.
• Performance: The performance of the platform and the algorithms should
be such that general guidelines can be imposed, for example, the guideline
that stipulates that at least one staff member should arrive at the location of
the patient within 3 minutes when an urgency call was made and within 5
minutes for other calls. As these time constrictions include walking to the
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patient, the time needed by the algorithm to assign a suitable staff member
to a call should be negligible.
• Generic: It should be possible to plug-in new components, independent of
implementation languages, operating systems and hardware by providing
generic interfaces. New applications to visualize and input information from
and into the platform should be easy to develop and plugged into the system.
• Scalability: The platform should be able to handle to large amount of profile
information that is available about all the staff members and patients cur-
rently in the hospital. It should also be able to handle the large amount of
calls that can daily enter the system.
4.1.3 Related work
On one hand, general purpose frameworks and models have been proposed that
capture general concepts about contexts in an ontology and provide reasoning on
this contextual model. For example, In Preuveneers et al. [10] an adaptable and
extensible ontology is proposed for creating context-aware computing infrastruc-
tures, ranging from small embedded devices to high-end service platforms. In Gu
et al. [11] an OSGi-based infrastructure for context-aware applications is proposed
and Chen et al. [12] defined a context ontology based on OWL to support ubiq-
uitous agents. However, all these frameworks are not specific for the healthcare
domain.
On the other hand, many ontologies have been developed for the healthcare
domain to model context, mainly for medical decision making [13, 14]. However,
some ontologies that address the continuous care context have also been devel-
oped. For example, the ontology OntHos [15] was developed to model hospital
scenarios and to facilitate their interoperability and Kataria et al. [16] implemented
an ontology for an intelligent hospital ward to address data sharing and semantic
heterogeneity. However, these papers do not address the context-aware reasoning
that should take place on top of the ontology.
Yao et al. [17] tried to fill the gap between general purpose context-aware
frameworks and a healthcare domain specific ontology. They propose the CIHO
model, an extensible hospital ontology to represent, manipulate and access hospi-
tal information in intelligent environments. Additionally, they present examples of
ontology reasoning and rule-based reasoning to show how context-aware services
can be built. However, no complete service was built and evaluated.
In this paper we build further on the work of Yao et al. to unite the research on
ontologies for continuous care with the research on frameworks for context-aware
applications. A general purpose context-aware framework, namely the Context-
Aware Service Platform (CASP) [18], is extended with a continuous care ontology
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which models the profile information of staff members and patients and context
information about tasks and nurse calls. The main contribution of our work is the
incorporation of probabilistic information in the ontology and the development of
sophisticated probabilistic reasoning algorithms to achieve a sophisticated context-
aware application. Additionally, the novel nurse call system was thoroughly eval-
uated through simulations based on realistic data.
4.1.4 Paper organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The Methods Section starts
with a general description of the platform. Secondly, it is detailed how the profiles
of the staff members and patients are managed by employing an ontology. It is
also explained how information about the priorities of calls can be modeled so that
it depends probabilistically on the risk factors of patients. Thirdly, the developed
algorithms are presented. It is detailed how the probabilistic information can be
used to determine the priority of a call. An overview of the novel nurse call al-
gorithm is given that takes all the profile information in the ontology into account
to find the best staff member to handle a call. The fourth subsection describes the
implementation details. To test and demonstrate the advantages and performance
of the system, a simulation was set up with realistic data provided by Ghent Uni-
versity Hospital [19]. The set-up is detailed in the final subsection of the Methods
Section, while the results are discussed in the Results Section. The Discussion
Section presents a critical discussion of the platform and its benefits. Finally, the
main conclusions are highlighted in the last Section.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 General concept
The main functionality of the person-oriented nurse call system with probabilistic
risk assessment is to provide efficient support for wireless nurse call buttons and
to employ a more sophisticated nurse call algorithm that takes the profiles of the
staff members and patients into account. The general concept of the platform is
illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Patients can walk around freely in the hospital with their wireless nurse call
buttons. These buttons periodically broadcast a message which is picked up by
the nearby sensors. The large number of available sensors guarantees that another
sensor can pick up the message in case the closest one is malfunctioning. This
information then travels through the switch to the back-end server, as can be seen
in the bottom part of Figure 4.2. Existing state-of-the-art algorithms [20, 21] can
be used to detect the accurate location of the patient out of this information by tak-
ing, for example, the signal strength perceived by the various sensors into account.
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When the location cannot be calculated or is inaccurate, the previous location in-
formation is used until the next broadcast is detected. When the patient makes a
call, a call message is sent in a similar manner. In this case the server does not only
update the location of the patient, but also initiates the algorithm to find the most
appropriate staff member to handle the call. The location of the patient is updated
and monitored until a staff member is at the scene to handle the call.
Each staff member has a PDA which provides a user-friendly Graphical User
Interface (GUI). Information about the patients such as their risk factors or location
can be requested. The PDA also notifies the staff member of calls that this staff
member has been assigned to. The staff member is able to request information
about the call such as where it originated from and what the priority is. The staff
member can also indicate if he/she is going to handle the call or not. The sensor
network is used to automatically detect that the staff member is at the location of
the patient and is thus handling the call.
A desktop is available in each department which provides the head nurse with
a GUI to input and visualize information about the department. The head nurse
can input information about the patients, such as their risk factors or which rooms
they occupy, and about the staff members, such as their characteristics or the pa-
tients they are responsible for. Information about the department is displayed in
an overview window which shows which nurse has been assigned to which pa-
tient and where all the staff members and patients currently are. By clicking on a
staff member or patient, the head nurse can view additional information about this
person.
The new ontology-based Nurse Call System (oNCS) platform handles all the
communication to and from these devices. The platform contains an ontology
which is used to model all the profile information about the patients and staff
members. The platform offers a wide range of Web Service [22] methods to trans-
parently gain access to this information. Transparent access means that applica-
tions or users, who want to input data into the oNCS system or extract data from
it, do not have to be aware of the underlying structure of the data e.g. the onto-
logy or database. The Web Service provides an interface to input or extract data
from the system, while the translation to the correct ontology or database query
is kept completely hidden. This Web Service can be called from anywhere in the
network. The Provider Services transform the inputted information to data that
can be inserted in the ontology. The Query Services transform the data from the
ontology to information that can be processed by the applications on the PDAs or
desktops. These generic Web Services make it easy to write and plug new applica-
tions into the platform. This is further detailed in The oNCS platform Subsection
of the Implementation details Section.
The ontology contains all the necessary context information about the hospi-
tal such as information about the profiles of the staff members, the profiles of the
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Figure 4.2: General concept of the oNCS platform with probabilistic risk assessment and
profile management.
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patients and the calls. It also contains information about the risk factors of the
patients. General information about the priorities of calls is modeled with prob-
abilistic intervals in the ontology. These priorities thus depend probabilistically
on the risk factors of the patients. The ontology is further detailed in the Profile
Management Section.
Rules implement the novel nurse call algorithm that takes all the information
in the ontology into account to find the best staff member to handle a call. The
matching of a staff member to a call is not solely based on the fact that this staff
member is responsible for the patient. Additional information such as the location
of the staff members and the patient, the priority of the call, the characteristics of
the staff member and the patients and the current task of the staff member are taken
into account. The Rules are automatically triggered when a new call is inserted into
the ontology. As a result the call is send to the PDA of the staff member who has
been chosen to handle it. To ensure the reliability of the system, the algorithm also
contains a time-out procedure. When a staff member has not indicated that he/she
is going to handle the call within a certain amount of time, the call is launched
again. The algorithm is further explained in The nurse call algorithm Subsection
of the Algorithms Section.
The priority of a call is determined by reasoning algorithms that reason on the
probabilistic information in the ontology about the risk factors of a patient. This
priority can then be taken into account in the nurse call algorithm. The probabilis-
tic reasoning algorithms are detailed in the Priority Assessment of a call Subsec-
tion of the Algorithms Section.
4.2.2 Profile management
In order to achieve a nurse call algorithm that adapts to the situation at hand, con-
text information about the profiles of patients and staff members should be man-
aged efficiently. Ontologies can be used to structure and represent knowledge
about a domain in a formal way [9]. This knowledge can then easily be shared and
reused. Because of the foundation of ontologies in First-Order Logic (FOL), the
models and description of the data in these models can be formally proofed. It can
also be used to detect inconsistencies in the model as well as infer new informa-
tion out of the correlation of this data. This proofing and classification process is
referred to as reasoning.
To develop the oNCS ontology, a couple of concrete situations were studied
in cooperation with the experts in the domain of nurse call systems at Televic
NV [23]. For each situation the relevant context information was extracted and the
ontology was augmented with it. It took several iterations and meetings with do-
main experts to get the desired ontology [24, 25]. The subsections below highlight
the most important parts of the ontology.
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4.2.2.1 Profile model of the staff members and patients
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Figure 4.3: Fragment of the ontology that models the context information about the staff
members and patients. Fragment of the ontology which models the patients and staff
members of the hospital who can answer calls. The squares represent the classes. The
arrows with the striped lines indicate subclass relationships. The other arrows and lines
indicate relations between classes (object properties).
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First, the patients and the staff members of the hospital who can answer calls
were modeled, as can be seen in Figure 4.3. The current location is tracked for
each staff member and patient. All staff members have associated beepers and/or
portable phone numbers. It is also modeled on which departments a staff member
works and on which department a patient lies. Some information is also main-
tained for administrative purposes such as names, IDs, beds and rooms.
Helpers can have different specializations. Two special types of nurses, namely
head nurses and interns, and caretakers have been defined. Sanitary helpers are
responsible for caring tasks such as cleaning a bed or fluffing a pillow. Family
caregivers are volunteers.
In the place-oriented system, each helper was associated with a nursing group.
However, in the person-oriented system it is more logical to associate each helper
with a group of patients for whom this helper is responsible. This makes the sys-
tem very flexible, as these groups can be dynamically adapted to equally divide
the work load among the different helpers. Each medical staff member is also
responsible for one or more patients.
Some characteristics about the helpers are modeled, which can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.4. For the current simulations, the following classes were used: which lan-
guages the helpers speak, their gender, their nationality and their religious beliefs.
Helpers can indicate patients that they do not want to treat. Patients can then indi-
cate which characteristics they would prefer to be present in the helper that treats
them. So, patients cannot directly indicate that they do not want to be treated by a
particular helper.
It can be indicated if a patient has one or more risk factors. A complete list of
risk factors could be constructed based on a thorough study of the risk factors of
patients and the reasons for the calls that they make. Unfortunately, such studies
have not been conducted to the knowledge of the authors. To highlight the pos-
sibilities of the system, a (not exhaustive) list of risk factors was assembled by
experts from both the medical and nurse call domain, as can be seen in Figure 4.4.
When a patient exhibits a risk factor, he is assigned a probability of belonging
to a risk group namely High, Medium and Low Risk Patients. To give a
preliminary idea of the benefits of this system, the probabilities were determined
by domain experts. At it is difficult to determine exact probabilities for these cases,
probabilistic intervals were employed. For example, a diabetic patient has at least
50% chance of being a high risk patient. This is encoded as the probabilistic
interval [0.5,1] in the ontology.
Off course patients can have several risk factors, in this case the system will
reason over the different probabilities to determine the general probability that a
patient belongs to a risk group. This reasoning process is explained in more detail
in the Priority assessment of a call Subsection of the Algorithms Section.
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Figure 4.4: Fragment of the ontology that models the context information about the
characteristics and risk factors. Fragment of the ontology which models (1) the
characteristics of the helpers and (2) the risk factors of the patients. To highlight the
possibilities of the system, a (not exhaustive) list of risk factors was assembled by experts
from both the medical and nurse call domain. The squares represent the classes. The
arrows with the striped lines indicate subclass relationships. The other arrows and lines
indicate relations between classes (object properties).
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Figure 4.5: Fragment of the ontology that models the context information about the calls
and tasks. Fragment of the ontology which models the calls and tasks. It mainly indicates
which calls can be made by patients and staff members and which staff members are
allowed to handle these calls. Additionally, it models the possible priorities that a calls or
tasks can have. The squares represent the classes. The arrows with the striped lines
indicate subclass relationships. The other arrows and lines indicate relations between
classes (object properties).
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4.2.2.2 Model of the calls and tasks
Each staff member has an associated current task, as can be seen in Figure 4.5. For
each staff member, it is logged if this staff member is free or busy. Staff members
can be handling a call or doing other tasks, e.g. giving medication to a patient.
For each task the time by which the task should be completed and the patient for
whom this task should be done can be indicated. It is also possible to maintain a
list of tasks that a staff member should complete. A task can also be assigned a
priority.
A general upper class maintains all the information that is applicable to each
call such as the sequence number, the start and end time and the persons who
made and handled the call. Each kind of call also has a time-out time. A call
can have different statuses. When a call is launched, it has the status Active.
This status changes to Answered when a staff member has been called. When
the staff member is treating the call, the status changes to Busy. When the job is
completely finished, the status is set to Finished.
The different specific calls that can be made are modeled as subclasses of this
general upper Call class. For each call it is indicated which kind of person can
make the call. As can be seen in Figure 4.5, three kinds of calls can be launched
by patients. A normal call is made for medical problems and a service call is made
for a “caring” task. When a normal call is made inside a sanitary room the call is
automatically transformed to a sanitary call. All the other calls, namely urgency,
medical, technical and (sanitary) assistance calls, are launched by nurses. Which
kind of staff member can answer the call is also maintained.
The probabilistic assignment of patients to risk groups is used to determine
the priority of the calls. There are seven classes of priorities: Highest, High,
Above Normal, Normal, Below Normal, Low and Lowest priority as is
illustrated in the upper right corner of Figure 4.5. The priority of a call is also
based on its kind e.g. normal or sanitary. So when a patient from a risk group,
makes a certain kind of call, this call is assigned a probability of having a certain
priority. For example, when a high risk patient makes a normal call, this call has
2% chance of having a high priority. For now, these probabilities were determined
by domain experts at Televic NV. The different devices that can be present inside
a hospital also have to be taken into account. Devices such as heart monitors are
able to launch technical calls when, for example, their cable is unplugged.
4.2.3 Algorithms
Several algorithms were constructed to assign the best possible nurse to a call. The
first subsection details the algorithm that was used to reason with the probabilistic
information to assign a more informed priority to a call that is based on the risk
factors of a patient. The second subsection details the algorithm that was used to
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Patient has risk factor High Risk Medium Risk Low Risk
Diabetes [0.5,1] [0,0.3] [0,0.2]
Heart disease [0.5,1] [0,0.4] [0,0.1]
Table 4.1: The probabilistic assignment of patients to risk groups based on their risk
factors
assign the most suitable nurse to a call.
4.2.3.1 Priority assessment of a call
The general probabilistic information in the ontology about the assignment of pa-
tients to risk groups and the priorities of calls can be used to determine the priority
of a specific call made by a specific patient. For this the platform needs to rea-
son about the general probabilistic information in the ontology and apply it to the
situation at hand.
To model the probabilistic information in the ontology and reason about it,
Pronto [26] was used. Pronto implements a probabilistic extension of Description
Logics (DLs) [27], the First-Order Logic on which OWL is based [28]. Pronto
was chosen because it is easy to use and understand and offers a wide range of
reasoning support. All the reasoning is done in a totally logical way without an
implicit or explicit translation of the Knowledge Base to for example a Bayesian
network. By using Pronto, the probability that a specific call made by a specific
patient has a certain priority can be determined. For example, suppose we have
a patient, called Patient1, who has two risk factors, namely Diabetes and
a Heart disease. Patient1 then makes a Normal call. The ontology
contains the probabilistic information (as probabilistic intervals) that a patient with
one of these risk factors is a High, Medium and Low Risk patient, as can be
seen in Table 4.1. Pronto reasons on this information to conclude that Patient1
has [0.5,1], [0,0.3] and [0,0.1] chance of being a High, Medium and Low Risk
patient respectively. The ontology also contains probabilistic information about
the probability that a patient from a particular risk group makes a Normal call
with a particular priority, as shown in Table 4.2. Pronto combines this information
with the previously calculated probability intervals which indicate that Patient1
is a High, Medium and Low Risk patient. Pronto concludes that the Normal
call of Patient1 has respectively [0,1], [0.1,0.6], [0.3,0.8], [0.1,0.6], [0,1], [0,1],
[0,1] chance of having the Highest, High, Above Normal, Normal, Below
Normal, Low and Lowest priority.
As shown in the previous example, Pronto calculates for each of the seven pos-
sible priorities, the probability that the call has this priority. However, one priority
needs to be assigned to the call, so this priority can be used in the nurse call al-
gorithm, see The nurse call algorithm Subsection of the Algorithms Section. To
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Normal call Highest High Above Normal Below Low Lowestmade by Normal Normal
High risk patient 0.2 0.6 0.2
Medium risk patient 0.3 0.6 0.1
Low risk patient 0.6 0.3 0.1
Table 4.2: The probabilistic assignment of calls to a priority category
resolve this issue, the following threshold algorithm was employed on the lower
bound of the probabilistic intervals. If the probabilistic value for the highest pri-
ority class is higher than or equal to the threshold for the highest priority class, it
gets the highest priority. If not, the same condition is checked for high, above nor-
mal, normal, below normal, low and lowest priority classes. The thresholds can be
determined based on the specific characteristics, e.g. number of calls, needs and
preferences of the department or hospital. The threshold that were used for the
simulations are detailed in the Collected data Subsection of the Evaluation set-up
Section. If the thresholds are 0.21, 0.3, 0.24, 0, 0.05, 0 and 0, ordered from the
Highest to the Lowest priority, than the Normal call of Patient1 from the
previous example gets the Above Normal priority according to this threshold
algorithm.
Although, the 0.2 release of Pronto increases the performance of the reasoning
tasks over a single probabilistic statement, scalability is still a problem [29]. Cur-
rently Pronto can handle about 15 probabilistic statements in reasonable time. As
a result, Pronto cannot currently handle all the probabilistic statements that were
added to the ontology in reasonable time.
The following optimization was used in the oNCS system to speed up the prob-
abilistic reasoning. First, during down-time, the probabilistic values that indicate
that this patient is a high, medium or low risk patient are calculated and stored
as known facts in the ontology. This does not have to be repeated often as risk
factors do not change a lot during a patients stay in the hospital. Next, when a call
is made, all the probabilistic statements that are needed to calculate the priority of
this call are extracted from the ontology. Each time, at most 12 probabilistic state-
ments will be extracted, namely the statements about the probabilistic assignment
of this patient to the risk groups (3 statements) and the statements about the generic
probabilistic assignment of this kind of call to the priority groups (9 statements).
4.2.3.2 The nurse call algorithm
A new algorithm was designed to find the correct staff member to handle a call. It
uses the information stored in the ontology. It first determines which kind of calls
has been made as can be seen in Figure 4.6.
Normal, sanitary, service and (sanitary) assistance calls employ the same basic
algorithm which is visualized in Figure 4.7. The difference is that for normal,
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Figure 4.6: oNCS algorithm to find the correct staff member to handle a call. This figure
shows the flow chart of the oNCS algorithm, which finds a correct staff member to handle a
call. It first determines which kind of calls has been made. Normal, sanitary, service and
(sanitary) assistance calls employ the same basic algorithm which is visualized in Figure
Figure 4.7 (Flow A). The difference is that for normal, sanitary and (sanitary) assistance
calls only nurses can be called. For service calls caretakers can also be called. It is also
made sure that the nurse that made the (sanitary) assistance call, cannot be called to
answer this call. Urgency, medical and technical calls each have their own algorithm,
which is visualized in this figure.
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sanitary and (sanitary) assistance calls only nurses can be called. For service calls
caretakers can also be called. It is also made sure that the nurse that made the
(sanitary) assistance call, cannot be called to answer this call.
The common algorithm first checks if the responsible nurse or caretaker can
be called. Note that this responsible staff member can also be called if he/she is
busy with a task that has a lower priority than the current call. If the responsible
nurse or caretaker cannot be called, all the helpers who work on the department
where the patient who the call is for lies are investigated. It is assumed that a
nurse, who works on a department where the patient lies on, has more background
information about the illnesses and concerns of this patient. Only for calls with
the highest or high priority helpers are considered that are busy with a task with a
lower priority. Otherwise these helpers will never be able to finish the work for the
patients they are responsible for. If this option still does not offer a solution, the
search is widened beyond the scope of the department and the helpers in the whole
hospital are taken into account. If the result is empty again, this means that there
are no available nurses in the direct vicinity. The distance becomes a deciding
factor at this moment, so the closest nurse with right properties is selected, e.g.
free, willing and qualified. If this still does not offer a solution, all the nurses in
the hospital are considered and the one who is closest to the patient is called. Note
that the characteristics are only used to choose among different available nurses.
They are never used to decide that a nurse cannot handle a patient.
The algorithm has a time-out procedure. If a staff member has not indicated
that he/she is going to handle the call within the time-out time that is specified for
this type of call in the ontology, another staff member is selected to handle the call
by running the algorithm again.
Urgency, medical and technical calls each have their own algorithm as can be
seen in Figure 4.6. For urgency calls, the priority lies on finding a person who
is near instead of a person who is free. This is necessary because lives are at
stake when an urgency call is issued. A time-out procedure is not needed here,
as an urgency call will always be immediately answered. The algorithms for the
technical and medical calls are rather simple and straightforward because they
generally have a very low priority.
Note that a staff member can sometimes be called while he/she is already busy
with a task. It is up to the staff member to decide if he/she is going to interrupt
his/her current task or not. In contradiction to the place-oriented case, the staff
member knows that the new call has a higher priority than the task that this staff
member is currently working on. Based on these priorities the staff members can
make a more funded decision to interrupt their current task or not. If the staff
member decides to answer the new call, the system automatically interrupts the
current task of this staff member. If the task is a call, another staff member is
searched to handle the call. If it is not a call, the task is added to the list of tasks
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Figure 4.7: Flow A: oNCS algorithm to find the correct staff member to handle a
normal, sanitary, service or (sanitary) assistance call.
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that this staff member must do. So the staff member does not have to remember
himself that he/she has to return to a task or that he/she has to call some other staff
member.
4.2.4 Implementation details
This section gives an overview of the implementation of the entire oNCS system.
The first Subsection, Building the ontology, details how the ontology was digital-
ized. The second Subsection, the oNCS platform, details how the algorithms were
implemented and were integrated into the existing Context-Aware Service Platform
(CASP).
4.2.4.1 Building the ontology
Different languages exist to digitalize an ontology. The Ontology Web Language
(OWL) [30] was chosen for a number of reasons. First, OWL is a recommenda-
tion by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [31] and is the most widely used
and well-known ontology language. Secondly, using one of the three sublanguage
flavors of OWL, OWL-Lite, OWL-DL and OWL-Full, one can easily adapt to the
required expressiveness at hand. OWL-DL is based on Description Logics [27],
a decidable part of First Order Logic. This ensures that reasoning on OWL-DL
models is computationally complete and decidable, which means that all compu-
tations will end in finite time. Thirdly, there also exist a wide range of tools for
OWL such as editors and visualization tools. Sophisticated Reasoners exist that
allow checking the consistency and classifying the ontology. OWL can also easily
be integrated with different Rule platforms and can be queried with SPARQL [32].
Moreover, OWL is the only ontology language for which there exist mature tools to
express and reason about probabilistic knowledge. A final advantage is the straight
forward integration of an OWL ontology into the CASP framework, see the oNCS
platform Subsection, by using Jena [33], a Java framework for building Semantic
Web applications.
The Prote´ge´ editor [34] was used to develop the deterministic part of the onto-
logy. The Pellet Reasoner [35] was used to check the consistency and the clas-
sification of the ontology. To use the probabilistic Reasoner Pronto, probabilistic
statements have to be expressed in an OWL-file by using axiom annotations, which
is a new feature of OWL 1.1 [36]. As Pronto supports probability intervals, the in-
tervals specified in the Profile management Subsection can be used. The exact
probabilities were expressed by axioms that were annotated with probability inter-
vals with an equal upper and lower limit.
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Figure 4.8: The architecture of the oNCS platform. This figure represents the architecture
of the oNCS platform. The Context Framework Layer is the most important layer. Within
this layer the Context Interpreter controls all the context information. The ontology
determines the structure of the Knowledge Base. The Knowledge Base contains all the
data that conforms to the ontology. The Context Model provides access to the ontology by
using Jena. Pellet is used to check the consistency of the model. The layer also holds all
the Rules that work with the information in the Knowledge Base. The different Context
Providers allow importing external information into the framework. This information is
then added to the Knowledge Base. This new information can come from a database
(Persistence Layer) or directly from a device (Device Layer and Context Gathering Layer).
Currently three Context Providers are provided: the Person Provider, the
Environment Provider and the Call Provider. The Query Services are used to
extract information from the Knowledge Base. The Query Services can be used to visualize
the knowledge or to use the information in another application (Application Layer). The
methods in the Context Providers and Query Services were also made available as Web
Services.
4.2.4.2 The oNCS platform
The oNCS platform was built as an extension of the Context-Aware Service Plat-
form (CASP) [18]. The CASP framework is a collection of bundles for OSGi that
were developed to handle context information. The OSGi Framework [37] is an
open service platform for the delivery and control of different applications and
services to a certain type of networked device in the environment. In this case
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the devices would be the portable nurse call buttons, the sensor nodes, the PDAs
and the nurse desktop. OSGi can best be seen as an application, which is called
a bundle in OSGi, container. It is possible to plug new bundles into the OSGi
framework at any time. This expands the framework with new possibilities and
services. These new services can be dynamically discovered by the other bundles.
So basically, OSGi technology provides the standardized primitives that allow ap-
plications to be constructed from small, reusable and collaborative components.
The open source implementation Knopflerfish was used.
An overview of the oNCS platform is shown in Figure 4.8. The Context Frame-
work Layer is the most important layer. Within this layer the Context Interpreter
controls all the context information. The ontology determines the structure of the
Knowledge Base. The Knowledge Base contains all the data that conforms to the
ontology. The Context Model provides access to the ontology by using Jena. Pellet
is used to check the consistency of the model. The layer also holds all the Rules
that work with the information in the Knowledge Base.
The different Context Providers allow importing external information into the
framework. This information is then added to the Knowledge Base. For ex-
ample, the Person Provider is used by the sensor nodes to insert new informa-
tion about the location of the patients and staff members. This new information
can come from a database (Persistence Layer) or directly from a device (Device
Layer and Context Gathering Layer). Currently three Context Providers are pro-
vided: the Person Provider, the Environment Provider and the Call
Provider. All the Context Providers implement a common interface, namely
ContextProvider, which makes it easy to plug new Context Providers into
the framework.
The Query Services are used to extract information from the Knowledge Base.
This ensures that application developers do not have to write the error-prone queries
themselves. They also do not have to translate the results of the queries to usable
Java-objects. The Query Services can be used to visualize the knowledge or to use
the information in another application (Application Layer).
To make the platform more generic some Web Services were developed. These
Web Services allow applications and devices from anywhere in the network to call
methods to add new information to the Knowledge Base, such as making new pa-
tients, nurses or calls, or extract information, such as which nurse has been called
to answer a call. These methods call the Context Providers and Query Services to
add or extract the knowledge.
Note that the framework is modularly divided into bundles. These bundles can
be plugged into the Knopflerfish (OSGi) framework and can dynamically discover
each other. This also allows deploying the framework in a distributed manner,
which is important when high performance is needed. The oNCS platform runs
on multiple servers to ensure reliability and scalability. When a server goes down,
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another server can still process all the requests. Standard load-balancing algo-
rithms [38, 39] can also be used to distribute the requests amongst the different
servers.
To improve the scalability of the system, information that is no longer needed
in the ontology can be stored in a database so it can be used for studies or analysis.
This can for example be done at night. A lot of information can be removed from
the ontology each day such as calls that have been completely handled or patients
that have left the hospital. The server additionally also logs all the actions of the
systems such as who added which information to the ontology, which calls were
launched and who handled them.
The oNCS nurse call algorithm is implemented by using Rules. The Rules are
activated when an event occurs in the Knowledge Base for example when a new
call is added. When the condition is fulfilled, the Rule calls a functor. A functor
does some calculations with the parameters it receives from the Rule, for example
the new call. The functor can also change the information in the Knowledge Base.
Every kind of call that can occur is handled by a different Rule. For example,
the following code fragment shows the Rule that reacts to a normal call:
[insert nurse normalcall:
(?x rdf:type ncs:Normal)
(?x ncs:has status ?CallStatus)
(?CallStatus ncs:Kind ’Active’)
noValue (?x ncs:treated by nurse)
→ findHelper (?x)]
As can be seen, this Rule is activated when a normal call is launched (its status
is Active and no staff member has been called). If the condition is fulfilled the
functor findHelper() is called which takes the call as argument. The functor
follows the earlier stated algorithm specified in The nurse call algorithm Subsec-
tion of the Algorithms Section to find a correct staff member to handle the call. It
adds the information that this particular staff member has to handle this particular
call to Knowledge Base (the treated by relation in the ontology). This guaran-
tees that the Rule is not fired again, because the noValue condition is no longer
fulfilled. All the other types of calls are handled in a similar matter.
Rules were also constructed that trigger when the status of a call is changed.
The Rules adapt the Knowledge Base for example to indicate that a nurse is busy
with a call, has finished a call, the time at which the call was finished and so on.
Most importantly these Rules also automatically interrupt the current task (if any)
of the called staff member as explained in The nurse call algorithm Subsection of
the Algorithms Section.
A last set of Rules is used to implement the time-out procedure for each kind
of call.
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Note, that if a different nurse call algorithm should be used, e.g. because an-
other hospital might use a different nurse call policy, only the functor needs to be
rewritten. This can be easily done as a lot of re-usable methods and code have
been provided e.g. to collect the needed information from the ontology, compare
the preferences of the patient with the characteristics of the staff members or find
the closest staff member.
4.2.5 Evaluation set-up
To test and demonstrate the advantages of the new oNCS platform, simulations
were set up with realistic data about a nursing department of the Ghent University
Hospital [19].
4.2.5.1 Collected data
The studied department of the Ghent University Hospital contains patients that
are fairly mobile. They are not confined to their beds, but they do spend most
of their time in their room. The most important mobile activities are going to
the restaurant, going outside to smoke, getting the newspaper and being moved
to other departments to undergo some additional medical examinations. The floor
plan can be seen in Figure 4.9. The most important spaces to notice on the floor
plan are the rooms and the sanitary areas. The department contains 26 beds and
has an occupation rate of 84.62%. Each room has one or 2 beds.
The three most visited spaces by patients were included in the simulations,
namely the smoking area just outside the building, the CT scanner and the cafeteria
at the ground-level of the building. The time it takes to travel to all these spaces
from the department was measured. Finally, it was determined how patients divide
their time over these different spaces.
Some information about the staff in this department was also gathered. The
department has three shifts: the early, late and night shift. During the week there
are 5 nurses during the early shift, 4 during the late shift and 1 or 2 during the night
shift. During the weekend there are 4 nurses during the early shift, 3 during the late
shift and 1 or 2 during the night shift. The department also has a head nurse, but
this head nurse never answers calls. Each nurse is responsible for approximately 5
or 6 patients during a shift. They are assigned based on the split-up of the rooms
of the department according to the number of present nurses. Patients in adjacent
rooms are assigned to the same nurse. A patient is never assigned to more than
one nurse at the same time.
The walking behavior of the staff members was simulated by using informa-
tion, which was gathered during an earlier study [40], about their tasks and the
percentage of time they spend on each group of tasks, as visualized in Figure 4.10.
For each of the tasks it was also determined if the task was always (low or lowest
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Figure 4.9: The floor plan of the studied department. This figure represents the floor plan
of the studied department of the Ghent University Hospital. The department contains
patients that are fairly mobile. The most important spaces to notice on the floor plan are
the rooms and the sanitary areas. The department contains 26 beds. The floor plan
indicates for each room how many beds it contains. Most rooms have their own sanitary
space, but there are also some shared sanitary spaces. The nursing post is the place where
nurses reside when they are not helping patients. This space is used to for example prepare
medication or write reports. The head nurse has her own office. Patients do not have
access to the storage and service spaces, the terrace, the rinse areas and the kitchen. The
doors on the left and right of the floor plan are used to go to other departments. Generally
patients use the elevator on the right of the floor plan to leave the department. The
elevator in the middle of the floor plan is generally only used by staff members.
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Indirect patient care
Direct patient care
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Other
Figure 4.10: Distribution of time of the nurses across different kinds of tasks.
priority), never (high priority) or sometimes interruptible (below, above or normal
priority).
To monitor the added value of keeping the characteristics in the ontology, in-
formation was gathered about the spoken languages by both the patients and the
staff members. All the staff members are able to speak Dutch, 80% of the staff
members speak English, 70% speak French, 20% speak German and none of them
speak Italian or Spanish. On the other hand, 2% of the patients only speak French
and 3% of them only speak German.
It was determined how many patients have none, 1, 2 or more risk factors
and which risk factors were more frequent than other risk factors by assigning a
weight to them, as can be seen in Table 4.3. Some combinations of risk factors
were deemed to be more frequent than others:
• COPD and tracheotomy
• High age and disoriented/confused
• High age and high fall risk
• Diabetes and disoriented/confused
• Neurological problem and disoriented/confused
• Transferred from the ICU and tracheotomy
Based on this data, patients were assigned risk factors.
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Number of patients with:
0 risk factors 10
1 risk factor 10
2 risk factors 8
> 2 risk factors 2
Risk factor weights (%):
High age (a) 50
Diabetes (b) 10
Heart disease (c) 3
High fall risk (d) 5
Neurologic problem (e) 3
Tracheotomy (f) 10
COPD (g) 3
Paraplegia (h) 3
Pneumonia (i) 3
Disoriented/ confused (j) 5
Gastric Bleeding within 48h (k) 3
Transferred from ICU (l) 1
Transferred from ICU within 72h (m) 0
Reanimated (n) 1
Reanimated within 72h (o) 0
Table 4.3: The distribution of the risk factors amongst patients in the three departments
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The thresholds for the probabilistic reasoning algorithm, see the Priority As-
sessment of a call Subsection of the Algorithms Section, were determined by gen-
erating 22500 realistic calls and determining the priority each call gets by adjusting
the threshold. The combination of thresholds was searched for which the percent-
ages of calls assigned to a certain priority deviated least from the following dis-
tribution: 5% calls with highest priority, 10% with high priority, 25% with above
normal priority, 35% with normal priority, 25% with below normal priority and
0% with the low and lowest priority. This distribution reflects a realistic hospital
environment. The tested kinds of calls generally do not have the low or lowest
priority as these categories are preserved for medical and technical calls. The mid-
dle categories, namely above normal, normal and below normal, generally contain
more calls as most calls are made for simple requests. The chosen thresholds are
0.21 for the highest priority, 0.3 for the high priority, 0.24 for the above normal
priority, 0 for the normal priority, 0.05 for the below normal priority and 0 for the
low and lowest priority.
4.2.5.2 Current nurse call algorithm
36,7%
19,9%
14,3%
1,8%
27,3%
Serious medical concerns e.g. IV problems/pump alarm (14,4%) and Pain medication (7,6%)
Secondary medical concerns e.g. Bathroom/bedpan assistance (14,5%) and Repositioning and mobility assistance (5%)
Nonserious personal or health issues e.g. beverage request
Room amenities e.g. move telephone closer
No Reason/miscellaneous e.g. accidental push (14%)
Figure 4.11: Reasons for patients’ call light use [8].
When calls are made by patients inside rooms, they are treated as normal calls.
When calls are made inside a sanitary space, they are treated as sanitary calls.
Nurses are able to make (sanitary) assistance calls in this department, but there are
no buttons to make urgency or medical calls. Technical calls are not taken into
account in the simulations as the result is straight-forward. Technical calls always
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get the lowest priority and a member of the technical staff is called as explained in
The nurse call algorithm Subsection of the Algorithms Section.
Information about the calls, such as frequency and duration, was gathered dur-
ing three weeks by studying the logging information of the currently installed
place-oriented nurse call system. Limited research has been done on reasons for
patients’ call light use in the Ghent University hospital. The paper by Meade [8]
presents an extensive study about this subject. The used results are presented in
Figure 4.11. When a call is made a reason is randomly assigned based on these
percentages. The average time that a nurse spends on handling a task from each
category was also determined in an earlier study [40].
The normal, sanitary and (sanitary) assistance calls are handled as follows. All
the nurses of the department receive the calls on their beepers or portable phones.
A light also switches on above the room of the patient. The nurse, who arrives first
at the location of the patient, switches off the call and starts treating the patient.
If the time-out of a call is reached and none of the staff members have come to
handle the call, all the nurses of the department receive the call again. As can be
seen, it is possible that multiple nurses arrive at a room to handle a call, as multiple
nurses are called and one nurse does not know if another nurse will handle the call
or not. If they interrupt their current task (which could also be a call) to handle
this call, the nurses have to remember themselves that they have to go back to that
interrupted task. In case of an interrupted call, the other patient also has to wait
until the nurse has finished this call, while it could be of a lower priority.
4.2.5.3 Simulation set-up
A realistic day-to-day hospital scenario was simulated. This means that the beds
in the department are occupied averaging around the occupation rate as indicated
in the Collected data Subsection. Of course it is assumed that the patients al-
ready own portable buttons and can thus move around freely and still make calls.
When this situation is simulated for the place-oriented system, some calls may
be impossible to handle e.g. calls made in the middle of a hallway. The move-
ments of the patients were determined out of the collected data about the mobil-
ity of the patients and their tendency to visit other areas. During these move-
ments they can make (sanitary) calls modeled according to a Poisson process with
λ=0.001164021. Once a patient makes a call, it is assumed that this patient stands
still. The movements of the nurses were determined out of the collected data about
how they divide their time around their different kinds of tasks. During these tasks
they receive calls of patients. They will only interrupt their current task, if the call
has a higher or equal priority. They will only interrupt current calls, if the new call
has a higher priority. If the new call does not have a priority, as can occur in the
place-oriented system, a nurse chooses randomly to interrupt his or her current task
or call. During the handling of a call, nurses will launch a (sanitary) assistance call
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with a probability of 0.07386%. If a nurse has to choose between multiple calls
to handle, it is assumed that the nurse chooses the one with the highest priority. If
the calls do not have priorities or multiple calls have the same priority, the closest
call is chosen. It is assumed that patients or nurses that are on the move advance
1 meter in the direction of their goal during each time step. Characteristics of pa-
tients and nurses, risk factors of the patients and responsibility of staff members
for certain patients were simulated as indicated in the Collected data Subsection.
The simulation was done 30 times for each of the 3 shifts during the weekend
and 30 times for each of the 3 shifts during the week. These simulations were
done on a PC with the following specifications: Intel Core 2 Duo Processor P8600
(2.40GHz, 1066MHz, 3MB), 4 gigabyte of RAM (2 x 2 gigabyte) and a 250 GB
Serial ATA (7200RPM) hard drive.
4.3 Results
Both the oNCS and the place-oriented system were simulated in a realistic hospital
setting. The first subsection details the results of the comparison between the two.
The advantages of the probabilistic risk assessment algorithm were also evaluated.
Finally, the performance of the system is discussed.
4.3.1 Simulation Results
As mentioned in the Current nurse call algorithm Subsection of the Evaluation
set-up Section, it is possible that multiple nurses arrive at a room to handle a call
in the place-oriented system. On average 0.43 unnecessary nurses arrived at a call
per simulation, with a maximum of 4 nurses in 1 simulation. This means that, at
least one nurse each day arrives at a call which is already being treated by another
nurse.
As mentioned in the Simulation set-up Subsection of the Evaluation set-up
Section, some calls are impossible to handle in the place-oriented system as they
are made in a place, e.g. the hallway, where currently no buttons are provided.
These can be handled by the oNCS system as the patients have portable buttons.
On average 2.53 impossible calls were made per simulation, with a maximum
of 12 impossible calls in 1 simulation. This means that each shift about 3 calls
cannot be handled in the current system. Especially the worst case scenario with
12 impossible calls is alarming. Patients can walk around in the hallways and
staircases and are unable to make calls. Especially outside in the smoking area
there are no staff members close, who could help the patient fast.
Figure 4.12 shows the number of calls that have a nurse present as a function
of the arrival times of these nurses. This means that the nurse has arrived at the
place where the patient made the call. Note that the first part of the x-axis has a
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Figure 4.12: Number of calls as a function of the nurse arrival times. This figure shows
the number of calls that have a nurse present (y-axis) as function of the arrival times of
these nurses (x-axis in seconds) for both the oNCS system and current, place-oriented
system. This means that the nurse has arrived at the place where the patient made the call.
Note that the first part of the x-axis has a time-step of 5 seconds, while the second part has
a time-step of 60 seconds. The two parts are separated by the striped vertical line.
time-step of 5 seconds, while the second part has a time-step of 60 seconds. Most
of the calls have a nurse present after 60 seconds in the oNCS system. In the place-
oriented system about half of the calls have a nurse present after 60 seconds. Most
of the rest of the calls are handled after 780 seconds.
The difference can be easily explained. In the oNCS system only one nurse
receives the call. In most cases the call will have a higher priority than the current
task of the nurse because the algorithm takes this into account. Therefore, the nurse
will immediately go and answer the call. In most cases the distance to the patient
will be limited, as this is taken into account in the novel nurse call algorithm.
On the other hand in the place-oriented system, multiple nurses receive the
call. They have to decide if they are going to quit their current task. They have to
make this decision without information about the call. So in the case that all nurses
ignore the call, thinking someone else will handle it, the call has to be relaunched
before it is noticed that nobody went to handle the call. This is illustrated nicely on
the graph, as a peak can be seen each time the call is relaunched, namely shortly
after 180, 360, 540, seconds. Moreover, the distance is not taken into account
when calling the nurses in the place-oriented system. So it is possible that the
nurse must walk a long time before arriving at the room of the patient.
The tail of the oNCS system is much longer than the place-oriented system.
This is caused by the impossible calls which are not answered in the place-oriented
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system, but which are answered in the oNCS system. Most of these calls occur in
places that are very far away from the department e.g. normal calls in the smoking
area and restaurant or assistance calls in the scanner room. This could be solved
by allowing nurses from closer departments to answer these calls. However, these
nurses were not included in the simulations.
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Figure 4.13: Percentage of (sanitary) assistance calls as a function of the nurse arrival
times. This figure shows the percentage of assistance and sanitary assistance calls (y-axis)
as function of the arrival times of these nurses (x-axis in seconds) for both the oNCS
system and the current, place-oriented system. This means that the nurse has arrived at the
place where the patient made the (sanitary) assistance call. Note that the first part of the
x-axis has a time-step of 5 seconds, while the second part has a time-step of 60 seconds.
The two parts are separated by the striped vertical line.
As can be seen in Figure 4.13, 100% of the sanitary assistance calls have a
nurse present within 15 seconds in both the current and oNCS system. This is be-
cause these calls generally have a very high priority. The oNCS system is slightly
slower than the place-oriented system which can be explained by the initial de-
lay of calling the nurse call algorithm (see the platform performance Subsection).
However, for the assistance calls the oNCS system performs much better than the
place-oriented system. In the oNCS system 95% of the assistance calls have a
nurse present within the first minute. In the place-oriented system this only occurs
after 480 seconds (8 minutes).
A similar scenario can be spotted for the sanitary calls in Figure 4.14. In the
oNCS system, 100% of sanitary calls have a nurse present after 40 seconds. In the
place-oriented system, only 72% of the sanitary calls are handled at this point and
takes 960 seconds (16 minutes) until all the sanitary calls have a nurse present. The
normal calls generally also have a nurse present faster in the oNCS system. 90% of
these calls have nurse present within 45 seconds. In the place-oriented system only
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Figure 4.14: Percentage of normal and sanitary calls as a function of the nurse arrival
times. This figure shows the percentage of normal and sanitary calls (y-axis) as function of
the arrival times of these nurses (x-axis in seconds) for both the oNCS system and the
current, place-oriented system. This means that the nurse has arrived at the place where
the patient made the normal or sanitary call. Note that the first part of the x-axis has a
time-step of 5 seconds, while the second part has a time-step of 60 seconds. The two parts
are separated by the striped vertical line.
66% of the calls have a nurse present then. It reaches 90% after 300 seconds (5
minutes). A small percentage of these calls take a long time to be handled, notably
for the assistance calls and normal calls in the oNCS system. This can again be
explained by the impossible calls which are answered in the oNCS system, but not
in the place-oriented system.
The number of calls that have a nurse present as a function of the arrival times
of these nurses for different call priorities are visualized in Figure 4.15 for the
oNCS system and in Figure 4.16 for the place-oriented system. As can be seen the
distribution of the calls amongst the different priority levels is as to be expected.
The below normal priority is assigned the most. This department contains a con-
siderable amount of patients without any risk factors, when they make a normal
call it will get the below normal priority. Moreover some patients with a minor risk
factor would also make normal calls that get this priority. The normal and above
normal priorities are assigned to a comparable amount of calls. These are for ex-
ample sanitary calls or calls made by patients with some risk factors. The highest
priority gets assigned to the least amount of calls. These are primarily sanitary
assistance calls or assistance calls made by patients with some risk factors.
The amount of time it takes for a nurse to be present after the call is made in
the oNCS system is also as expected. Calls with the highest priority are handled
the fastest. Most of those calls have a nurse at the scene within 45 seconds. The
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Figure 4.15: oNCS system: number of calls as function of nurse arrival times for
different call priorities. This figure visualizes the number of calls that have a nurse present
(y-axis) as function of the arrival times of these nurses (x-axis in seconds) for different call
priorities for the oNCS system. This means that the nurse has arrived at the place where
the patient made the call. This allows evaluating (1) the influence of the priority of the call
on the arrival time of the nurse (2) the distribution of the calls amongst the different
priorities. Note that the first part of the x-axis has a time-step of 5 seconds, while the
second part has a time-step of 60 seconds. The two parts are separated by the striped
vertical line.
worst case scenario still has a nurse at the scene within 480 seconds. The calls with
below normal, normal and above normal priorities are handled somewhat slower
but most calls still have a nurse in place within 60 seconds. The tails are longer,
but still in the correct order: the worst-case time of the calls with above normal
priority is lower than the worst-case time of calls with the normal priority which is
in turn lower than the worst-case time of the calls with the below normal priority.
However, the amount of time for a nurse to be place is not as logical in the
place-oriented system. It is obvious that the place-oriented system does not take
the priority of the call into account. The different peaks can be explained by the
relaunch times of the calls. Every 180 seconds a call which does not have a nurse in
place is relaunched. It can be seen that after these time points (0, 180, 360,) a series
of calls is answered. Even calls with the highest priority need to be relaunched up
to 4 times before someone is in place. The calls with the above normal, normal
and below normal priority have the same trend of having a nurse in place within a
certain time. Only calls with the above normal priority seem to be handled faster
than the other calls. However, the calls with this priority also have the longest
worst-case time.
Table 4.4 gives an overview of the distribution of calls amongst the nurses
present in the department. The first column indicates the number of nurses that
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Figure 4.16: Place-oriented system: number of calls as function of nurse arrival times
for different call priorities. This figure visualizes the number of calls that have a nurse
present (y-axis) as function of the arrival times of these nurses (x-axis in seconds) for
different call priorities for current, place-oriented system. This means that the nurse has
arrived at the place where the patient made the call. This allows evaluating (1) the
influence of the priority of the call on the arrival time of the nurse (2) the distribution of
the calls amongst the different priorities. Note that the first part of the x-axis has a
time-step of 5 seconds, while the second part has a time-step of 60 seconds. The two parts
are separated by the striped vertical line.
were present in the department during the simulation. For both systems it is shown
what the maximum and minimum percentage of calls was that a nurse handles
during a shift. It is also indicated how many nurses handle zero calls during a
shift. Finally, the standard deviation is given between the percentage of calls that
nurses handles and the mean. The mean is of course the ideal percentage of calls
that a nurse should handle, for example 50% in the case there are 2 nurses in
the department. Note, that the number of calls that a nurse handles per shift is
different from the amount of calls that this nurse is assigned and thus receives on
the portable phone or beeper.
The oNCS system leads to a slightly better workload distribution than the place-
oriented system. Especially in the case when there are only 2 nurses available in
the department all the calls are divided more evenly amongst the different nurses.
In the oNCS system, all the nurses get about 50% of the calls, while in the place-
oriented system some nurses get up to 70% of the calls (while the other nurse in
the department at that time thus only gets 30% of the calls). The difference is also
obvious in the case of four and five nurses as the extremes are made less extreme
in the oNCS system.
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Nr. of nurses Workload distribution Workload distribution
in the Place-oriented system: oNCS system:
department Max. Min. # 0% Std. Err. Max. Min. # 0% Std. Err.
1 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0
2 70.97 29.03 0 11.90 57.14 42.86 0 5.12
3 58.33 12.12 0 12.65 60.98 6.98 0 14.74
4 62.50 0 1 12.26 50 0 1 10.24
5 54.84 0 2 12.63 42.50 2.56 0 7.90
Table 4.4: Distribution of calls amongst the nurses
Probabilistic Reasoning Task Average (ms) CI 95% CI 99%
Consistency 2165.43 91.18 119.83
Satisfiability 473.80 5.02 6.59
Entail Generic Stated 3030.87 107.73 141.58
Entail Generic Unstated 3995.70 82.26 108.11
Entail A-Box Stated 2508.80 38.16 50.15
Table 4.5: Performance measurements of the probabilistic reasoning tasks on an ontology
with 12 probabilistic statements
4.3.2 Platform performance
4.3.2.1 Performance of the probabilistic reasoning
As mentioned in the Priority Assessment of a call Subsection of the Algorithms
Section, the implementation was optimized to cope with the insufficient scalability
of the probabilistic reasoning. The optimization ensures that at most 12 probabilis-
tic statements will be extracted from the ontology on which probabilistic reasoning
needs to be performed. The measurements were done using Pronto probabilistic
Reasoner 0.2 on a computer with the same specifications as the previous section.
The averages and confidence intervals of all the measurements of the reason-
ing tasks on the ontology with 12 probabilistic statements can be seen in Table 4.5.
First, the consistency and the satisfiability of the ontology were checked. Next, the
performance of entailing some probabilistic statement on concept (T-Box) level
that was explicitly stated in the ontology was checked. The performance of entail-
ing a probabilistic statement on concept (T-Box) level that was not explicitly stated
in the ontology was derived. Pronto would have to reason about the probabilistic
statements to find the correct probabilistic interval. Finally, a probabilistic state-
ment on instance (A-Box) level, which was explicitly stated in the ontology, was
entailed. The performance is always below 4 seconds, which is acceptable.
4.3.2.2 Performance of the nurse call algorithm
Table 4.6 visualizes the performance of the different parts of the nurse call algo-
rithm, namely assigning a staff member to a call and answering, treating (change
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Call & algorithm Average time (ms) CI 95% CI 99%
Normal call:
Assign nurse 42.38 0.53 0.69
Answer call 49.79 0.50 0.65
Treat call 12.78 0.25 0.33
Finish call 65.07 0.55 0.72
Relaunch call 24.27 0.18 0.23
Sanitary call:
Assign nurse 49.87 2.87 3.78
Answer call 54.47 3.36 4.42
Treat call 16.17 1.67 2.19
Finish call 66.71 3.97 5.21
Relaunch call 31.24 0.86 1.13
Assistance call:
Assign nurse 57.33 2.72 3.58
Answer call 58.44 3.46 4.55
Treat call 13.18 1.57 2.07
Finish call 68.07 3.59 4.71
Relaunch call / / /
Sanitary assistance call:
Assign nurse 68.25 30.96 40.69
Answer call 54.63 12.80 16.82
Treat call 11.88 5.09 6.68
Finish call 52.63 39.11 51.40
Relaunch call / / /
Urgency call:
Assign nurse 33.83 8.69 11.42
Answer call 103.07 8.39 11.03
Treat call 7.40 3.54 4.65
Finish call 139.40 6.20 8.15
Relaunch call / / /
Table 4.6: The performance results of the nurse call algorithm
status to busy) and finishing a call. Note that these results do not take into account
the probabilistic reasoning to determine the priority of the call. As mentioned in
the previous section, this reasoning was done in advance. When a call is launched,
a suitable nurse is notified within 50.333 ms on average, which is a negligible
delay.
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4.4 Discussion
The first observation is that maintaining the profile information of the patients and
the staff members leads to a lot of advantages.
The novel nurse call algorithm takes this information into account to intelli-
gently assign nurses to handle calls. The place-oriented algorithm only considers
which patients (actually rooms) are allocated to which nurses. In the new algo-
rithm much more factors are taken into account. It considers the characteristics
and the status of the staff members, the risk factors and preferences of the patients,
the priority of the call and so on.
The nurse is able to track the location of the patient who made the call (location-
awareness). Additionally the nurse also knows which patient made the call. In
rooms with multiple patients, it is impossible to know accurately who made the
call in the place-oriented system. In the oNCS system, the nurse knows specifically
which patient made the call and can use this information to determine if he/she is
going to answer the call or not, if medication or equipment will be needed and so
on.
Even when the patient does not make a call, the nurse can access a lot of
information about the patient on her PDA such as the risk factors of the patients,
his or her room number and so on.
The nurse can also use the PDA to collect information about the other staff
members such as their locations, if they are busy or free, which priority their task
has and so on. This also makes is easier to determine if he/she is going to handle a
call or not. Nurses can indicate that they are going to answer a call. In the place-
oriented system unnecessary nurses are often called, which means that multiple
nurses arrive at a room of a patient to handle the call. This leads to unnecessary
interruptions of other tasks by these nurses. Moreover, only one nurse is called
in the oNCS system to handle a call, while in the place-oriented system multiple
nurses are often called. Additionally, it has been shown that a lot of time in hos-
pitals is spent on trying to find someone. This will also be reduced by employing
the oNCS system.
When a call is assigned to a nurse in the oNCS system, the nurse is certain that
he/she is in the vicinity of the patient. Nurses that are too far away are not called
to handle a call. In the place-oriented system, a nurse is sometimes called when
he/she is very far away from the patient as the distance is not taken into account.
The nurse cannot be sure that someone else will handle this call, which means that
this nurse will have to turn back to answer the call.
When a task is interrupted, the nurse does not have to remember himself/her-
self that he has to return to it. The oNCS system does this for the nurse. This leads
to fewer forgotten tasks and lesser work pressure on the staff.
A disadvantage of maintaining the profile information is the overhead that is
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introduced by the fact that all this information about the patients and staff members
has to be inputted into the computer. Therefore this task has to be supported by a
very user-friendly interface.
Secondly, the novel nurse call algorithm also leads to significant measurable
improvements in the manner nurses are assigned to calls. The novel nurse call
algorithm leads generally to a better workload distribution amongst the nurses as it
takes into account the current task of the nurse and its priority. Additionally, only
one nurse is called to handle a call, which prevents that multiple nurses arrive at
a patient to handle the call. Because of this patient generally are treated quicker
than in the place-oriented system. This is also caused by the fact that the distance
is taken into account when searching a nurse to handle a call. Moreover, the novel
nurse call algorithm takes the kind and priority of the call into account. Calls with
a higher priority are generally handled faster than calls with a lower priority. This
is not the case in the place-oriented system. Moreover, (sanitary) assistance calls
are also generally handled faster than normal and sanitary calls. This is achieved
because when a nurse receives a call while this nurse is performing a task (or even
handling another call), the nurse is sure that the new call has a higher priority. This
way the nurse can make a more well-funded decision on whether he/she is going
to interrupt the current task or not. Moreover, the nurse is more likely to interrupt
his/her task as he/she knows that this call has a higher priority and he/she is the
most appropriate nurse to handle this call at this moment.
The performance of the novel nurse call algorithm is very good. A suitable
nurse is notified within 50.333 ms on average, which is a negligible delay. This
means that the general guidelines outlined by some countries can still be achieved.
These guidelines stipulate that at least one staff member should arrive at the loca-
tion of the patient within 3 minutes when an urgency call was made and within 5
minutes for normal, sanitary, service and (sanitary) assistance calls. The achieved
performance does not endanger meeting these requirements.
The system scales up to at least 30 patients and 20 nurses. Thus, a lot of profile
information can be retained without decreasing the performance of the system.
Large-scale simulations need to be performed to profile the complete scalability of
the system.
Thirdly, the portable buttons improves the mobility and the safety of the pa-
tients. Patients can walk around freely and are still able to make calls. As can be
seen in the simulations it often occurs that patients need to make calls in remote
areas such as smoking areas or the restaurant, where there are no nurses present.
This problem is of course most prominent in departments where patients are fairly
mobile e.g. the patients spend at least 10% of their time walking around.
Finally, the dynamic priority assessment of calls instead of statically defining
these priorities provides a number of advantages. The priority of a call depends
on the risk factors of the patients and the kind of call. This means that the priority
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of a call is adjusted to the specific needs and profile of the patient. This leads to
a wider range of priorities of the calls that are made. This means that a patient
can make calls with varying priorities depending on the current risk factors of the
patient and the kind of call.
The scalability of this probabilistic assessment was presented in the Platform
Performance Subsection of the Results Section. These results can be improved by
calculating the probabilistic values that indicate that the patient is a low, medium
or high risk patient during down-time for example at night. These are stored as
facts in the ontology. This procedure does not have to repeated often as most risk
factors of a patient tend not to vary that much. After doing this, the number of
probabilistic statements to determine the priority of a call of a specific patient is
significantly reduced to achieve an acceptable performance.
However, our study also has some limitations. A first limitation is that the
probabilities in the ontology were only determined by domain experts. These prob-
abilities indicate the probability that a patient belongs to a certain risk group based
on the risk factors of this patient. A complete list of risk factors and accompanying
probabilities could be constructed based on a thorough study of the risk factors of
patients and the reasons for the calls that they make. However, this study is not yet
conducted as the goal was to give an idea of the benefits of incorporating proba-
bilistic priority assessment in the oNCS system. Probabilities were also added to
the ontology to express the probability that a call of a particular kind made by a
patient from a particular risk group has a particular priority. These probabilities
were also determined by domain experts. In the future, the oNCS system could
automatically learn and adapt these probabilities based on logging data from the
oNCS system. This would make the oNCS system self-learning.
A second limitation is that the system has not been deployed in a real life en-
vironment yet. Our results are purely based on simulations. Nevertheless, these
simulations were based on realistic data obtained from a department of Ghent Uni-
versity Hospital. However, no real observations were done in this department. The
data was gathered by questioning the staff who works at the department and by
examining the logging data of the current place-oriented nurse call system used
in the department. This data gives us clear picture of how the patients and staff
members currently move around the hospital and use the nurse call system. How-
ever, if the portable nurse call buttons would be introduced in this department, the
walking behavior of the patients and nurses might change as these buttons give the
patients more freedom to walk around. The usage of the nurse call buttons might
also change as patients would be able to make calls from anywhere in the hospital.
Embedding a new technology into practice is not straightforward and needs to
be treated with care. The adoption rate of using Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) to improve the quality of care is still very low [41, 42]. One
of the main reasons for this slow adoption rate is the gap in communication be-
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tween the ICT and medical domain. These projects unite people with different
backgrounds, such as software developers, health service researchers and nurses.
Uniting all these people in a team requires effort and commitment to overcome
the gap in communication. This problem can be approached by using bridge per-
sonnel who have the knowledge of multiple disciplines used in this process [43].
However, this personnel is often difficult to find.
To increase the adoption rate, the oNCS system can be introduced in several
phases. Each phase should be supported with the needed training for the staff
members and user research to adapt the system to the needs and feedback of the
users.
In the first phase, the oNCS system software can be introduced in one depart-
ment. In this phase, the new GUI is installed on the computer of the head nurse,
which he/she can use to input the needed information about the staff members and
patients, and the nurses are provided with PDAs to replace their portable phones
or beepers. However, the mobile, portable nurse call buttons are not introduced yet
to the patients. The patients keep using the nurse call buttons fixed to the walls of
their room. Nevertheless, the novel nurse call algorithm is already deployed.
It is important to pick an appropriate department to test the new technology.
Several criteria should be taken into account, such as openness to embrace new
technology, the current usage of the nurse call system and the number of patients
and nurses. It would be good to introduce the technology first in a department that
would gain a lot of benefit from it. These are the departments in which there are
few nurses compared to the number of patients and the patients make a reasonable
amount of calls.
The most important consideration during this phase is the introduction of the
GUI to the head nurse and the PDAs to the nurses. They should receive proper
training to learn all the features of the GUI and the PDA. User research should
also be conducted during this period, which explores the user-friendliness of the
GUI and PDA. Both should be able to be customized to the preferences of the
user and regular updates should be done taking the feedback of the nurses into
account. It is important to emphasize to the head nurse the importance of entering
all the data about the patients correctly such as their risk factors. However, a lot
of the data about the patients can already be collected from the Electronic Health
Record (EHR). Entering the data about the patient might seem like a tedious job
for the head nurse as it introduces extra work. Therefore it is of vital importance
to illustrate the benefits it introduces.
The nurses will also have to change their behavior towards receiving a call.
Now they are used to often ignoring the call as multiple nurses receive it. They
should be made aware that only one person receives the call at a time in the new
system and that this nurse is the most appropriate person to handle the call at that
time. They should only ignore it if they cannot leave their current task behind.
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After the time-out time another nurse will be called. This change might not be
straightforward. It is important to illustrate the advantages of the new nurse call
algorithm to improve adoption. This could be done by organizing sessions between
the user researchers and the nurses in which several real-life examples are shown
and both nurse call algorithms are discussed. As a result the nurse call algorithm
could also be updated to better suit the needs of the nurses.
When the software system is properly adopted in the first department, the sec-
ond phase can start. In this phase, the portable, mobile software buttons are intro-
duced to the patients. The patients can now freely roam through the hospital and
still make calls.
This is perhaps the most invasive change. It is important to convey to the
patients not to abuse the system. When they are far away from the department,
they should only make calls for urgent, medical calls and not for example for a
glass of water. Otherwise nurses might have to walk long distances to answer
simple calls, which might be rather frustrating.
Nurses can now also be called for patients who are not in their department e.g.
because a patient becomes unwell inside a staircase far away from his/her own
department. The implications of this should be thoroughly studied e.g. rules for
responsibilities for patients.
In the third phase, the oNCS system can be gradually introduced into other de-
partments of the hospital. The adoption rate in these other departments should be
quicker, as the system has been thoroughly tested in the first department. More-
over, this department can be used as an illustration of the advantages of the system.
4.5 Conclusion
This article showed that the current nurse call algorithms could be significantly
improved by storing profile information about the staff members and patients in
an ontology. Moreover, it introduces a software system that could easily be used
to introduce portable nurse call buttons, which improve the mobility of patients,
location-awareness and safety.
The person-oriented nature of the platform was clearly illustrated by using the
context information about the risk factors of a patient to dynamically determine
the priority of the call this patient is making. By using probabilistic reasoning
algorithms, the probability that a specific call made by a specific patient has a spe-
cific priority can be determined. These probabilities are derived from the different
risk factors of this patient as these risk factors will influence the probability that
a patient makes urgent calls. All these probabilistic values are combined in an
intelligent manner to determine the most suitable priority for this call.
The benefits of this novel oNCS system are illustrated with realistic simula-
tions about data collected from the Ghent University Hospital. The oNCS system
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significantly improves the assignment of nurses to calls. Calls generally have a
nurse present faster, the workload-distribution amongst the nurses improves and
the priorities and kinds of the calls are taken into account. The execution time of
the nurse call algorithm is negligible. However, before the system can be widely
deployed, it is important that first a thorough study is done to characterize the
correlation between the risk factors of patients and the reasons for their calls.
Future work will mainly focus on improving the scalability of the probabilistic
assessment algorithm to determine the priority of a call. Simultaneously, hard-
ware and algorithms for the effective and accurate determination of the location of
staff members and patients will be further studied. Finally, the performance and
benefits of the system will be thoroughly studied by performing realistic tests on
the large-scale sensor network available within the IBCN research group.
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“The context-aware system should not be a strict and controlling Big Brother, but
a wise, understanding and caring Big Mother.”
– Piet Verhoeve (2007)
When new technology is introduced, the behavior of the users changes to adapt
to it. Moreover, different environments in which the application is deployed might
have slightly different requirements pertaining to how the context information is
taken into account. It is difficult to foresee these changes at development time.
Therefore, a self-learning framework was developed, which allows context-aware
healthcare applications to adapt their behavior at run-time and achieve truly per-
sonalized healthcare services. A thorough evaluation of the applicability, correct-
ness and performance of the self-learning framework in the healthcare domain
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was performed by an illustrative scenario concerning the discovery of reasons for
patients’ call light use. For this evaluation the continuous care ontology was used,
which was presented in Chapter 2. In this chapter the research is discussed that
was performed to realize Research Contribution 4 highlighted in Section 1.3 of
Chapter 1.
? ? ?
Abstract Context-aware platforms consist of dynamic algorithms that take the
context information into account to adapt the behavior of the applications. The
relevant context information is modeled in a context model. Recently, a trend has
emerged towards capturing the context in an ontology, which formally models the
concepts within a certain domain, their relations and properties.
Although much research has been done on the subject, the adoption of context-
aware services in healthcare is lagging behind what could be expected. The main
complaint made by users is that they had to significantly alter workflow patterns to
accommodate the system. When new technology is introduced, the behavior of the
users changes to adapt to it. Moreover, small differences in user requirements often
occur between different environments where the application is deployed. However,
it is difficult to foresee these changes in workflow patterns and requirements at
development time. Consequently, the context-aware applications are not tuned
towards the needs of the users and they are required to change their behavior to
accommodate the technology instead of the other way around.
To tackle this issue, a self-learning, probabilistic, ontology-based framework
is proposed, which allows context-aware applications to adapt their behavior at
run-time. It exploits the context information gathered in the ontology to mine for
trends and patterns in the behavior of the users. These trends are then prioritized
and filtered by associating probabilities, which express their reliability. This new
knowledge and their associated probabilities are then integrated into the context
model and dynamic algorithms. Finally, the probabilities are in- or decreased,
according to context and behavioral information gathered about the usage of the
learned information.
A use case is presented to illustrate the applicability of the framework, namely
mining the reasons for patients’ nurse call light use to automatically launch calls.
Detecting Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome (SIRS) as a reason for
nurse calls is used as a realistic scenario to evaluate the correctness and perfor-
mance of the proposed framework. It is shown that correct results are achieved
when the dataset contains at least 1000 instances and the amount of noise is lower
than 5%. The execution time and memory usage are also negligible for a realistic
dataset, i.e., below 100 milliseconds (ms) and 10 megabyte (MB).
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5.1 Introduction
Computerized tools, health monitoring devices and sensors are being actively adopted
in modern healthcare settings, especially to support administrative tasks, data man-
agement and patient monitoring [1, 2]. Today, caregivers are directly faced with
these technologies, which increases the complexity of their daily activities [3]. The
caregiver has to use several devices to manually consult, insert and combine data,
even when carrying out a single task. This is very time-consuming. Due to this
inadequate integration of the technology, as well as the large amount of data being
generated by the devices and the heavy workload of staff members, it is not rare
for important events to be missed, e.g., early indications of worsening condition
of a patient. To resolve this issue, context-aware techniques are often proposed
to automatically exploit the medical information available to improve continuous
care and personalize healthcare [4].
Although much research has been done on the subject, the adoption of context-
aware services is lagging behind what could be expected. Most of the projects
are prototypes and real applications are still difficult to find. Whereas the health-
care industry is quick to exploit the latest medical technology, they are reluctant
adopters of modern health information systems [5]. Half of all computer-based
information systems fail due to user resistance and staff interference [6]. The main
complaint made against mobile, context-aware systems is that users had to sig-
nificantly alter workflow patterns to accommodate the system [7]. This is due to
inadequate techniques for personalization of the services, a lack of focus on the
soft aspects of interaction, e.g., automated and personalized alerts, and the lack of
tackling problems such as the need of the users for control [8].
The context-aware platforms use dynamic algorithms, which take the context
information into account, to adapt the behavior of the applications according to the
context and offer personalized services to the users. However, these algorithms are
defined at development time. When new technology is introduced, the behavior
of the users changes to adapt to it. Moreover, different environments in which the
application is deployed, e.g., different nursing units or hospital departments, might
have slightly different requirements pertaining to how the context information is
taken into account. It is difficult to foresee these changes in behavior and small
nuances in workflows at development time. This means that the context model
might be incomplete or the algorithms of the applications built on it may no longer
apply. As the applications do not adapt to the requirements and workflow patterns
of the users, they feel less in control of the technology and have to adapt their
behavior to accommodate the technology instead of the other way around.
To tackle this issue, this paper proposes a self-learning framework, which al-
lows the context-aware applications to adapt their behavior at run-time to accom-
modate the changing requirements of the users. The proposed framework consist
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of the following techniques. First, an ontology-based context model with accom-
panying rule-based context-aware algorithms is used to capture the behavior of
the user and the context in which it is exhibited. This captured information is
then filtered, cleaned and structured so that it can be used as input for data min-
ing techniques. The results of these data mining techniques are then prioritized
and filtered by associating probabilities with the obtained results expressing how
reliable or accurate they are. These results and their associated probabilities are
then integrated into the context model and dynamic algorithms. These probabili-
ties clarify to the stakeholders that this new knowledge has not been confirmed by
rigorous evaluation. Finally, the probabilities are adapted, i.e., in- or decreased,
according to context and behavioral information gathered about the usage of the
learned information.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 the relevant
related work is discussed and our contribution is highlighted. Section 5.3 presents
the architecture of the proposed probabilistic ontology-based framework for self-
learning context-aware healthcare applications. Section 5.4 discusses the generic
implementation of the framework, i.e., the classes that can be extended to imple-
ment the specific use cases. The implementation of a specific use case, namely
mining the reasons for patients’ call light use to automatically launch calls, is pre-
sented in Section 5.5. Finally, the main conclusions of this research are highlighted
and the future work is discussed in Section 5.6.
5.2 Related work
5.2.1 Context-aware systems
Dey and Abowd [9] refer to context as “any information that can be used to char-
acterize the situation of entities (i.e., whether a person, place or object) that are
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including
the user and the application themselves”. A system may be labeled as “context-
aware” if it can acquire, interpret and use context information to adapt its behavior
to the current context in use [10]. A number of generic context platforms have
been developed to relieve application developers from the aggregation and ab-
straction of context information and the derivation of high-level contexts [11–14].
Unorganized, unprocessed raw data can be voluminous, but has no meaning on
itself as it has no relationships or context. Information is data that has been given
meaning by defining relational connections. The proposed platforms employ sev-
eral techniques to model this context information, i.e., key-value, markup scheme,
graphical, object-oriented, logic-based and ontology-based models [15]. A notable
trend is emerging towards ontology-based context-aware platforms [16–19].
To write the dynamic algorithms, which take the context information captured
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in the ontology into account to achieve personalized and context-aware applica-
tions, two approaches are commonly used, namely rules or machine learning tech-
niques [20]. Rules are manually constructed at development time and thus require
developers to foresee all possible situations that can occur at runtime and define
the appropriate corresponding actions. Rules are difficult to modify, maintain and
scale [21]. Machine learning techniques, e.g., Bayesian networks and neural net-
works, are also trained at development time. Bayesian networks suffer from simi-
lar maintenance and scalability problems as the rule-based approach and acquiring
accurate probabilities is a tedious job [22]. Neural Networks require a lot of pro-
cessing power and have consequently only been sparsely applied in context-aware
applications. Their black-box nature also makes it difficult to gain insight into re-
lations between context and actions, increasing the fear of technology and loss of
control from the users. Consequently, with each of these approaches, the context-
aware system is only able to cope with a fixed set of context changes that were
taken into accounted during the design of the system.
As mentioned previously, run-time adaptation of the dynamic algorithms is
needed to adapt to changing behavior of the stakeholders and to truly offer per-
sonalized services tuned to the work practices of the specific environment where
the application is deployed. A couple of context-aware systems exist that try to
tackle this problem by mining historical information [20, 23–25]. However, most
of the research focusses on the development of data mining techniques, which can
be used to learn the patterns and requirements, or use a black-box approach. Litte
research has been done on the development of a complete framework for self-
learning, context-aware applications and on how the learned knowledge should be
integrated in an ontology-based platform.
5.2.2 Context-aware systems in healthcare
The use of context and context-awareness in healthcare is an active research area [26,
27]. First, there is a large amount of available information, specific healthcare sit-
uations and related tasks, which create a potential for cognitive overload amongst
the caregivers. Second, the patients, healthcare professionals and some equip-
ment are fairly mobile, which requires accurate localization and adaptation of the
healthcare services to the environment. Third, the financial and human resources
are limited. This implies a need to cut cost while improving the quality of ser-
vice to an increased number of people. Context-aware and pervasive prototypes
have been developed for a number of hospital [28–32] and homecare & residential
care [33–40] use cases. Examples of context-aware healthcare systems based on
ontologies can also be found in literature [41–44].
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5.2.3 eHealth ontologies
An ontology [45] is a semantic model that formally describes the concepts in a
certain domain, their relationships and attributes. In this way, an ontology encour-
ages re-use and integration. By managing the data about the current context in an
ontology, intelligent algorithms that take advantage of this information to optimize
and personalize the context-aware applications, can more easily be defined. The
Web Ontology Language (OWL) [46] is the leading language for encoding these
ontologies. Because of the foundation of OWL in Description Logics (DLs) [47],
which are a family of logics that are decidable fragments of first-order logic, the
models and description of data in these models can be formally proved. It can also
be used to detect inconsistencies in the model as well as infer new information out
of the correlation of this data. This proofing and classification process is referred
to as Reasoning. Reasoners are implemented as generic software-modules, inde-
pendent of the domain-specific problem. Ontologies thus effectively separate the
domain knowledge, which can be re-used across different applications, from the
application logic, which can be written as rules on top of the ontology.
The definition and use of ontologies in the medical domain is an active re-
search field, as it has been recognized that ontology-based systems can be used to
improve the management of complex health systems [48]. Most of the developed
ontologies focus on biomedical research and are mainly employed to clearly define
medical terminology [49], e.g., Galen Common Reference Model [50], the Foun-
dational Model of Anatomy Ontology (FMA) [51] or the Gene Ontology [52].
Little work has been done on developing high-level ontologies, which can be used
to model context information and knowledge utilized across the various continuous
care settings [53]. However, ontologies have been developed for specific subdo-
mains of continuous care, e.g., ontologies for structuring organization knowledge
in homecare assistance [48], representing the context of the activity in which the
user is engaged [54] and modeling chronic disease management in homecare set-
tings [43].
5.2.4 Our contribution
In this paper, we propose a self-learning and probabilistic framework to adapt the
behavior of ontology-based, context-aware applications to the changing require-
ments of the users and their workflow patterns. To our knowledge, little previous
research has been done on how discovered trends and patterns can be integrated
into ontology-based platforms without making the existing model inconsistent. To
tackle this issue, we use a probabilistic approach, which conveys the reliability
of the learned knowledge to the users and ensures the compatibility with exist-
ing knowledge in the context model. Moreover, the existing research on self-
learning, context-aware applications concentrates on exploring data mining tech-
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niques, which can be used to discover the trends and patterns. Our research focuses
on the development of a complete framework to enable self-learning, context-
aware healthcare applications.
5.3 Architecture of the self-learning, context-aware
framework
The general architecture of the proposed self-learning, context-aware framework
is visualized in Figure 5.1. The following subsections discuss the different com-
ponents and modules of this framework in more detail.
5.3.1 Context-aware platform
The general architecture of a context-aware, ontology-based platform can be split
up into five layers. The Device Layer includes all the devices and the software
on those devices that deliver context information. The modern healthcare settings
contains a plethora of computerized medical equipment to convey the condition
of a patient, e.g., monitoring equipment, electronic patient records and laboratory
results stored in a database, and support the caregivers in their daily activities, e.g.,
nurse call systems and task management and planning tools.
The Context Provider Layer takes care of the acquisition of specific context
information, e.g., location or presence information, and translates it to ontology
instances. These ontology instances are then added to the Knowledge Base in the
Semantic Reasoning Layer. This Knowledge Base aggregates all the relevant con-
text information into a formal context model, i.e., an ontology. Existing Medical
and Context-Aware Ontologies are integrated into the platform and extended with
Domain Ontologies which model the information specific to a particular health-
care setting, e.g., the specific roles and competences of the caregivers and how
they map on each other, the available monitoring equipment and their threshold
values and specific tasks that need to be performed. These Domain Ontologies
can also contain probabilistic information, e.g., a call made by patient with a heart
disease has 25% chance of being urgent.
Reasoning components are then used to derive new, high-level knowledge from
the information aggregated in the Knowledge Base. Due to the foundation of on-
tologies in Description Logics (DL), the models can be formally proofed by using
a DL Reasoner. This DL Reasoner is used to detect inconsistencies in the model
as well as infer new information from the correlation of the data. For example, a
concept Fever is created in the ontology, which automatically detects patients with
a temperature above 38 ◦C. More complex logic is expressed by defining Rules on
top of this ontology and performing Rule-based Reasoning.
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Figure 5.1: General architecture of the self-learning, context-aware framework
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The Knowledge Query Layer facilitates the retrieval of context information
such that it can be used by the different applications and services. The Applica-
tion Layer includes all the devices and the software on those devices that use the
(derived) context information to adapt their behavior.
Finally, the Persistence Layer ensures the persistence of context information.
Static contextual information about users, devices and the environment can be eas-
ily obtained from these databases. More importantly, the Persistence Layer can
also be used to store more dynamic information, such as previous locations of
caregivers and patients or actions taken by the users.
The Semantic Reasoning and Persistence Layers are the most important layers
to facilitate a self-learning Context-Aware Platform. As the Knowledge Base inte-
grates all the context information, it gives insight into the behavior and changing
requirements of the users. All the collected context information and the knowl-
edge derived from it is then persisted in the databases from the Persistence Layer.
This lets the Learning Engine exploit this history of context information to derive
trends and patterns and adapt the information in the ontology and accompanying
rules accordingly.
5.3.2 Monitoring algorithms and configuration module
Monitoring Algorithms determine missing or inaccurate knowledge in the onto-
logy. An example: situations are logged where a suggestion is given by the system
to the staff to do an action, but under certain circumstances the caregivers consis-
tently execute a different action. The Monitoring Algorithms constantly monitor
the ontology for interesting situations. They gather these situations and store them
collectively in the Persistence Layer. The results of the Monitoring Algorithms
can intermediately be shown to Stakeholders, i.e., domain experts such as nurses,
doctors and professionals working for the healthcare industry, and Application De-
velopers. When enough data has been collected, the Learning Engine can be ini-
tiated. The amount of data that should be gathered depends on the specific use
case and the used data mining technique. The input parameters are specified in the
Configuration Module and the Data Collection Module automatically extracts the
appropriate data from the Persistence Layer. The Configuration Module is also re-
sponsible for configuring the pipeline. A default pipeline can be used or a specific
configuration can be indicated by the Stakeholders or Application Developers.
Note, that the Configuration Module can be configured both by the Monitoring
Algorithms themselves and by the Stakeholders & Application Developers. It can
thus be regulated how much autonomy the Learning Engine has. Moreover, the
possibility of human intervention avoids unnecessary learning steps in case the
new knowledge, which should be added to the ontology based on the observation
from the Monitoring Algorithms, is straightforward. Finally, the results of the
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Monitoring Algorithms give the Stakeholders & Application Developers insight
into the behavior and requirements of the users.
5.3.3 Learning engine
The Pipes-and-Filters architectural design pattern [55] was used to design the
Learning Engine. This data-driven pattern divides a larger processing task into
a sequence of smaller, independent processing steps, called filters, that are con-
nected by channels, called pipes. Each filter provides a simple interface, namely it
receives messages on the incoming pipe, processes them and provides the results to
the outgoing pipe. A filter is thus unaware of its position in the pipeline and which
filter precedes and follows it. Because all the filters use similar interfaces they
can be combined into different pipelines. Filters can thus easily be added, omit-
ted or rearranged. As a result, the architecture becomes very modular, extensible,
re-usable and flexible.
5.3.3.1 Data collection and input conversion
To be able to use a flexible Pipes-and-Filters architecture, the data exchanged be-
tween the filters needs to be expressed in the same format. A format was devel-
oped, which allows expressing both the information which is used as input and the
knowledge that is obtained as output, e.g., rules. The format is largely based on
the Attribute-Relation File Format (ARFF), which is the text file format used by
WEKA [56].
The Data Collection Module is responsible for gathering the necessary input
information for the Learning Engine from the Persistence Layer. The Input Con-
vertor converts this data to the data format used by the Learning Pipeline. The
Data Collection Module and Input Convertor cannot be considered as actual fil-
ters for two reasons. First, for any use case scenario they will always appear as
the first two steps of the pipeline. Second, the input and output format of these
modules is dependent on the source from which the information is collected, e.g.,
a triple store.
5.3.3.2 Learning pipeline
The Pre-Processor contains several modules to clean up the data. For example, the
Remove Outliers component removes unrealistic entries from the input data, e.g.,
impossible sensor values. The Scale component centers the input values at zero.
This is often beneficial for the learning algorithms of various machine learning
techniques. Feature Selection can be used to reduce the size of the input data set
and thus speed up the data mining. Other examples of pre-processing techniques
can easily be integrated into the pipeline as new Filters.
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The cleaned data is then passed to the Data Mining component that provides
several techniques to discover trends, e.g., classification rules, decision trees, Bayes-
ian networks or clustering. The results of the Data Mining are then processed by
the Post-Processor to derive the actual information which can be added to the onto-
logy, e.g., rules or thresholds can be derived from a decision tree by the Rule or
Threshold Extractor.
The conclusions of the Post-Processor are studied further by the Decision
Module. To ensure that the Knowledge Base does not become inconsistent when
the new knowledge is added, i.e., because it contradicts with already defined knowl-
edge, probabilistic relations are defined between the new and existing knowledge.
Moreover, this probability also makes clear to the Stakeholders that the new knowl-
edge has not been confirmed by rigorous evaluation yet. The Probabilistic Rele-
vance Algorithms are used to determine the initial probability that should be as-
sociated with this new knowledge. For example, it can be calculated how many
times a derived rule occured in the data set on which the data mining technique
was trained. However, wrong trends can easily be detected because of skewed or
too small data sets. It is also important to only include trends that reflect good and
general work practices. Wrong information could clutter the Knowledge Base and
make the context-aware platform less useable. The Filter Algorithms are responsi-
ble for detecting and removing these anomolies, e.g., by removing knowledge that
received a too low probability by the Probabilistic Relevance Algorithms.
The Learning Pipeline cannot only be used to learn new information, but also
to reassess knowledge that has been previously added to the Knowledge Base. In
this case, the Probabilistic Relevance Algorithms are responsible for in- or de-
creasing the probability depending on the new information that becomes available
about the usage of this knowledge.
5.3.3.3 Integration module and adapting the probabilities
Finally, the Integration Module is responsible for defining the probabilistic rela-
tions that connect the new knowledge to the existing knowledge in the Knowledge
Base. For the same reasons as were already explained in Section 5.3.3.1 for the
Data Integration and Input Convertor Modules, this module cannot really be con-
sidered a filter.
For new knowledge, the probability calculated by the Probabilistic Relevance
Algorithms is used. When the Stakeholders are confronted with a probabilistic de-
cision in their daily work practices, they might be interested in the origin of the
information, i.e., how the information was learned, before deciding to follow the
recommendation of the context-aware platform or not. Therefore, the Learning
Ontology was created, which allows associating the learned knowledge with its
origin. The most important concepts of this ontology are visualized in Figure 5.2.
This ontology also allows Application Developers to easily identify learned knowl-
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Figure 5.2: The Learning Ontology
edge. This enables them to treat this knowledge differently if needed, e.g., ignore
it in reliability critical applications or highlight it for the users.
For reassessed knowledge, two thresholds are checked. If the probability cal-
culated by the Probabilistic Relevance Algorithms falls below the lowest threshold,
the knowledge is removed from the Knowledge Base as it is clearly not being used
or confirmed by the stakeholders. If the probability exceeds the highest thresh-
old, the knowledge is added to the ontology as generally accepted knowledge, i.e.,
without an associated probability. Finally, if the probability lies between the two
thresholds, the probabilitiy of the reassessed knowledge is updated to this prob-
ability to reflect its changed reliability. As such, a self-learning, context-aware
platform is obtained in which knowledge can be added and removed on the fly
based on historical information.
5.4 Implementation details
The implementation details of the Context-Aware Platform are described in Strobbe,
et al. [57, 58]. The platform uses OWL [46] as ontology language, Pellet [59] as
DL Reasoner, Jena Rules [60] and SWRL [61] to express the Rules and SPARQL
[62] to query the context information. The platform was extended with the Prob-
abilistic Reasoner Pronto [63] to enable probabilistic reasoning on the ontologies.
Jena is used to manage and persist the ontologies.
The Learning Engine, Monitoring Algorithms and Configuration Module were
implemented in Java. The class diagram of the Learning Engine is visualized in
Figure 5.3. These are the (abstract) classes, which can be used for any scenario.
To implement a specific use case, subclasses can be created that implement the
specific requirements of the scenario, e.g., a specific pipeline configuration or a
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Figure 5.3: The class diagram of the Learning Engine and Configuration Module
specific input convertor. An example of how a specific use case can be imple-
mented is thoroughly explained in Section 5.5. How these classes can be used
to construct and use a specific Learning Pipeline with associated Data Collection
Module, Input Convertor and Integration Module is visualized with a sequence
diagram in Figure 5.4.
As can be seen, the different filters in the Learning Pipeline are respresented
by FilterInstance objects. Specific filters, e.g., pre- and post-processors,
filter algorithms and data mining techniques, are created as subclasses of this
FilterInstance class by implementing the doProcessing method. This
method specifies how the data is processed by the specific filter, e.g., a Scaling-
Filter that scales the data or a ClusterFilter that clusters it.
As mentioned previously, the data exchanged between the filters in the pipeline
uses the same data format, which is represented by the LearningDataObject
Java-Object. This object contains the information about the different attributes,
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Figure 5.4: Sequence diagram illustrating the construction and usage of a Learning
Pipeline with associated Data Collection Module, Input Convertor and Integration Module
i.e., ontology concepts, which will be mined, and their data instances. However,
to enable logging of the data at any point during the pipeline, this object can easily
be serialized to XML.
As can be seen, (de)convertors can be used to translate the specific data for-
mat to other formats. This is not only necessary to convert the context data gath-
ered by the Context-Aware Platform to the data format used by the pipeline, but
also to allow the usage of external libraries, e.g., WEKA for data mining. The
(de)convertors allow to transform the LearningDataObject to the format
used by the external libraries, e.g., the ARFF format used by WEKA. Each Fil-
terInstance indicates which datatype it employs to process the data by using
‘generic types’. Based on the indicated type, the framework is able to automati-
cally find the appropriate Convertor and Deconvertor. This eases the devel-
opment of specific use cases and the usage of external libraries. The Application
Developers only have to develop Convertor and Deconvertor subclasses
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that implement the conversion to the specific file format used by the FilterIn-
stance.
To manage the complete pipeline, a special type of FilterInstance was
created, namely the MiningManager. This class is responsible for construct-
ing the Learning Pipeline out of the separate filters, starting it and processing
the results. To implement a specific Learning Pipeline, a subclass of the Mi-
ningManager needs to be constructed that implements the setupPipeline
method. This method initializes the different filters of the pipeline and connects
them to each other. Each FilterInstance is connected to the next Fil-
terInstance in the pipeline by using the connectNextFilter method.
The first FilterInstance is connected to the MiningManager, while the
last FilterInstance indicates the MiningManager as next filter to ensure
proper processing of the result of the Learning Pipeline.
The ConfigurationModule is notified of which data should be collected
for the mining process, either by the Stakeholders and Application Developers or
by the Monitoring Algorithms. It configures the MiningManager to use the
appropriate DataCollectionModule, InputConvertor and Integra-
tionModule that suits this type of data. It also passes the correct parameters
to the DataCollectionModule, which are needed to retrieve the data from
the Persistency Layer. Next, the ConfigurationModule calls the setup-
Pipeline and startPipeline methods of the MiningManager to create
the pipeline and start the learning process. The latter method first collects the nec-
essary data by using the associated DataCollectionModule and converts it
to the LearningDataObject format with the InputConvertor. Next, the
MiningManager calls the processmethod of the first FilterInstance in
the pipeline. This FilterInstance processes the data with its doProcess-
ing method and then calls the process method of the next FilterInstance
in the pipeline. This continues until the last FilterInstance calls the pro-
cess method of the MiningManager. The MiningManger then finishes the
learning process by calling the IntegrationModule to integrate the knowl-
edge in the Knowledge Base.
It can be noted that the implemented framework is very extensible, modular
and flexible, which allows easy adoption for any use case, as illustrated in the
following section.
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5.5 Use case: Mining the reasons for patients’ call
light use to automatically launch calls
5.5.1 Scenario description
Nurse call systems are a fundamental technology in continuous care as they are
used by caregivers to coordinate work, be alerted of patients’ needs, communicate
with them through intercoms and request help from other staff members. When
patients feel unwell they push a button. The nurses then receive a message with
the room number on a beeper. This brings up the question: which nurse goes to the
room? The closest one? the one on call, etc.? Current systems often have a very
static nature as call buttons have fixed locations, e.g., on the wall next to the bed.
There is an increased risk when patients become unwell inside a hallway, staircase
or outside as they cannot use the nurse call system. Additionally, the current nurse
call algorithms consist of predefined links between beeper numbers and rooms.
Consequently, the system presently does not take into account the various factors
specific to a given situation, such as the pathology of a patient, e.g., heart patient
or confused, nor the competences of the staff, e.g., nurse or caregiver.
The increased introduction of electronic devices in continuous care settings fa-
cilitated the development of the ontology-based Nurse Call System (oNCS), which
allows patients to walk around freely and use wireless nurse call buttons. Addi-
tionally, this platform manages the profiles of staff members and patients in an
ontology. A sophisticated nurse call algorithm was developed by the authors. It
first determines the priority of the call using probabilistic reasoning algorithms,
which take into account the origin of the call and the pathology of the patient.
Next, the algorithm finds the most appropriate staff member to handle the call.
It dynamically adapts to the situation at hand by taking into account the context,
e.g., location of the staff members and patients, the priority of the call and the
competence of the different caregivers. The oNCS was implemented according to
the Context-Aware Platform architecture discussed in Section 5.3 and visualized
in Figure 5.1. A detailed description of this platform can be found in [44].
The oNCS is also able to automatically launch context calls based on the data
generated by the electronic equipment and sensors in the environment, e.g., when
a patient spikes a fever or when the light intensity is too high in the room of a pa-
tient with a concussion. It is however very difficult for developers to determine in
advance all the risky situations for which a context call should be launched. These
parameters and their thresholds are very dependent on the specific environment
where the oNCS is deployed. Moreover, some of the relations between parameter
measurements and calls made by the patient might not even be directly apparent
to the caregivers as these relations are not rigorously studied.
To detect relations between the parameter measurements and the calls made by
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Figure 5.5: The pipeline used by the Learning Engine to tackle the SIRS use case
patients, the oNCS was extended with Monitoring Algorithms, the Configuration
Module and Learning Engine. To evaluate this extension, a relation was simulated
and it was investigated whether the Learning Engine was able to detect this trend
and add it to the Knowledge Base. The trend that patients make a call when they
exhibit symptoms for Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome (SIRS) [64, 65]
was chosen as simulated relation. This medically relevant use case could be easily
generated, but is challenging for the Learning Engine to detect. SIRS is a general-
ized inflammatory reaction of the organism to a severe medical condition such as
acute pancreatitis, severe burn injury, trauma, surgical procedure or infection. If
SIRS is the response to an infection, the patient is diagnosed with sepsis. Sepsis
has a high mortality rate (30%-40%). The criteria for diagnosing a patient with
SIRS are:
• Tachycardia: heart rate > 90 beats per minute (bpm)
• Fever or hypothermia: body temperature > 38 ◦C or < 36 ◦C
• Tachypnea: arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO2)< 32 mmHg
• White Blood Cell (WBC) count < 4,000 cells/mm3 or > 12,000 cells/mm3
For the diagnosis of SIRS, two or more of these criteria must be fulfilled. This
is a challenging scenario for the Learning Engine as it involves both parameters
measured at regular intervals by sensors, i.e., the heart rate and body temperature,
as well as parameters obtained through the analysis of a blood sample by the labo-
ratory, i.e., WBC and PaCO2. Moreover, a combination of conditions needs to be
fulfiled before the call should be launched.
The following sections illustrate how the Learning Engine was implemented
and the Learning Pipeline was constructed, using the (abstract) classes discussed
in Section 5.4, to detect this relation and add it to the Knowledge Base. The result-
ing pipeline is visualized in Figure 5.5.
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Heart Body PaCO2
WBC Callrate temperature count
61.42 38.62 34.54 4969 No
78.55 37.47 32.68 7746 No
88.37 35.76 46.53 7253 Yes∗
67.92 36.10 42.53 12096 Yes∗
66.63 40.95 30.56 3740 Yes
91.59 36.78 29.94 12301 No∗
94.52 40.67 28.89 4866 Yes
95.23 35.93 31.61 8737 No∗
Table 5.1: Some example instances of the SIRS dataset
5.5.2 Scenario implementation
5.5.2.1 Generating the SIRS data
To realize the scenario, a dataset needs to be generated in which the trend can be
detected that patients make calls when they exhibit SIRS symptoms. This dataset
consists of a set of instances, each consisting of five data values, namely a value
for the four SIRS parameters and whether or not a call was made. A SIRS Instance
is defined as an instance, which consists of a combination of the four SIRS pa-
rameters that fulfills two or more SIRS criteria. Logically, a Non-SIRS Instance is
defined as an instance, which fulfills at most one SIRS criterion at a time.
When the different instances are generated, each instance has 15% chance of
being a SIRS Instance. The parameter values are randomly generated, while en-
suring that at least two parameters fulfill the SIRS criteria for SIRS Instances and
at most one criterion is fulfilled for Non-SIRS Instances. The values are generated
within realistic bounds, e.g., temperature must be lower than 43 ◦C. Whether the
SIRS Instance fulfills two, three or four criteria and whether the Non-SIRS Instance
fulfills one criterion or none, is also randomly chosen.
Finally, each instance needs to be associated with a context call or not. To
achieve a realistic dataset, noise is introduced by wrongly classifying the instances,
i.e., associating Non-SIRS Instances with a call and vice versa. A noise percentage
of x means that each Non-SIRS Instance has x% chance of being associated with
a call and vice versa.
Some example instances are illustrated in Table 5.1. The first four instances are
Non-SIRS Instances, while the latter four are SIRS Instances. The parameter values
that fulfill SIRS criteria are indicated in italic. The calls marked with a ∗-symbol
represent noise. A Data Generator was written to create the needed instances
and provide them in the ARFF format, i.e., the data format used by WEKA. The
resulting file is stored in the Persistence Layer.
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5.5.2.2 The oNCS and continuous care ontologies
As mentioned in Section 5.2, little work has been done on the development of high-
level ontologies, which can be used to model context information and knowledge
utilized across the various continuous care settings, e.g., hospitals, homecare and
residential care settings. Therefore we developed the Continuous Care Ontology,
which models the generic context information gathered by the various sensors and
devices, the different devices, the various staff members and patients and their
profile information, medical conditions, roles and competences and the variety of
tasks that need to be performed. A detailed description of this ontology can be
found in [53]. The most important classes of these ontologies pertaining to the
use case are visualized in Figure 5.6. This ontology references the Galen Common
Reference Model [50] as Medical Ontology. The concepts from the Galen Com-
mon Reference Model are preceded by the galen namespace in Figure 5.6. The
concepts preceded with the temporal namespace are imported from the SWRL-
TemporalOntology [66] to represent temporal information. Finally, the Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) Ontology [67] was imported, as shown by the concepts
preceded by the wsn namespace, to represent the knowledge pertaining to obser-
vations made by sensors. The Probabilistic Domain Ontology then models the
specific properties of the environment where the oNCS is deployed, e.g., the spe-
cific roles and competences of the staff members and how they map on each other.
As can be seen, the model contains a System concept which models a system
and its components. The ontology allows interpreting the data values monitored
by the sensors. For this the ontology uses an observation pattern. A data value
monitored by a system is modeled in the ontology as an Observation. Rules
and axioms added to the ontology allow detecting specific phenomena in these
observations, which are modeled as Symptom concepts. For example, the Tem-
peratureAbove38Symptom class is defined as follows:
BodyTemperatureObservation AND ∃hasValue “ > 38”
This axiom ensures that a BodyTemperatureObservation of more than
38 ◦C is reclassified as a TemperatureAbove38Symptom. Similarly, symp-
toms can also be reclassified as faults and even as solutions and actions that should
be taken.
People are modelled through the Person concept and their roles and compe-
tences can be indicated. It can also be indicated with which person the sensors are
associated through the associatedWith relationship. The medical parameters
collected about a patient, either by sensors, the observations of staff members or
the analysis of blood samples, are modelled as MedicalParameters. Simi-
lar to observations, these parameters can also be reclassified as symptoms. The
medical condition of a person can also be modeled, e.g., Fever.
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Figure 5.6: Prevalent classes of the Continuous Care, Medical and Probabilistic Domain
ontologies pertaining to the SIRS use case
To model the daily activities of the caregivers and patients, the Task concept
is used, which is further divided into planned and unplanned tasks. Each task can
be assigned a Status, e.g., Active or Finished, a Priority and the com-
petences which are needed to execute the task. People can be connected to the
tasks through various relationships, e.g., hasCurrentTask, isAssignedTo
or executedBy. A Call is modelled as an unPlannedTask. A call can be
associated with a Reason, e.g., Fever. Four types of calls can be discerned.
A NormalCall is a call made by a patient, while an AssistanceCall is
launched by a caregiver to request help from another staff member. An Urgen-
cyCall is only used for emergency situations, e.g., when a patient needs to be
reanimated. Finally, a ContextCall is call that is automatically generated by
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the oNCS as a consequence of certain conditions being fulfilled. Consider for
example the following Jena rule:
[FeverContextCall:
(?symp rdf:type oncs:TemperatureAbove38Symptom)
noValue(?symp task:hasAssociatedCall)
(?symp wsn:isObservationOf ?system)
(?kind rdf:type oncs:FeverContextCall)
→
createContextCall(?system, ?kind)
(?symp task:hasAssociatedCall ‘true’ˆ xˆsd:boolean)]
The first line represents the name of the rule. First, it is sought if a body temper-
ature of more than 38 ◦C was observed for which a call has not been launched yet.
Next, the system that made the observation is retrieved. Finally, the type of call that
should be created is specified. As a result, the functor createContextCall is
called, which creates a ContextCall of type FeverContextCall and asso-
ciates the system that made the observation with this call. The functor also assigns
the status Active to the call. Moreover, the hasAssociatedCall relation-
ship is set to true to make sure that the rule does not fire again.
The oNCS contains rules that fire when active calls are added to the ontology.
Based on the context information, these rules assign the most appropriate staff
member to the call. More information about these assignment rules can be found
in [44].
Similar to how the fever example was modeled, the SIRS use case can be easily
represented using these classes. Individuals of type BodyTemperatureSen-
sor and HeartRateSensor are created to represent the sensors that measure
the medical parameters of the patients. These sensors make observations of type
BodyTemperatureObservation and HeartRateObservation respec-
tively, which are associated with their sensors through the hasObservation
relation. The measured value is indicated with the hasValue relation. Individu-
als of type BloodSample are created, that represent the blood samples analyzed
by the laboratory to determine the WBC count and PaCO2 of the patient. These re-
sults are captured in the ontology as medical parameters of type WBC and PaCO2.
They are associated with their blood sample through the hasAssociatedSam-
ple relationship. Finally, when a patient makes a call by pressing a button, an
individual of type Call is created in the ontology, which is connected through
the callMadeBy relationship with the patient. Through reasoning, this call is
reclassified as a NormalCall as it is made by a person with as role Patient.
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A mobile nurse call application was also developed, which is used by the care-
givers to receive, assess and accept, i.e., indicate that they are going to handle,
calls. A nurse can also use the application to contact other staff members or the
patient, e.g., to request the reason for the call or to give feedback. Before a nurse
is able to indicate a call as finished, the reason for the call must be indicated either
on the mobile application or the terminal next to the bed of the patient. This reason
is also entered in the ontology. The mobile application is further explained in [68].
5.5.2.3 Collecting the data and input conversion
As the data is generated, no Monitoring Algorithms are needed. However, a Moni-
toring Algorithm could easily be written as follows. Relationships need to be found
between medical parameters of patients and the calls that they make. The Context
Call Monitoring Algorithm, monitors the ontology for calls of type NormalCall.
When such a call is added to the ontology, the algorithm collects the most recent
value for each medical parameter that is measured about the patient who made the
call. This information can easily be retrieved using SPARQL queries. As not ev-
ery medical parameter is measured for every patient, the dataset possibly contains
missing values. When the call has been completely handled by the caregiver, the
algorithm also retrieves the reason, which was attached to the call. As such, dif-
ferent data sets can be created, grouping calls together which have similar reasons.
These datasets can differ in granularity of the reason. For example, a dataset could
be created for all the calls with a MedicalReason or for all the calls with the
more specific reason Fever. All calls of the second dataset would also be part
of the first dataset, as Fever is a subclass of MedicalReason. Each of these
datasets could be used as input for the Learning Engine. Other ways of group-
ing the data instances can also be employed, e.g., grouped per patient or grouping
the instances of patients that have a similar pathology. The Context Call Moni-
toring Algorithm keeps track of how many instances have been collected for each
dataset. When a representative amount has been gathered, the dataset is expanded
with negative examples. For example, the medical parameters of the patients al-
ready present in the dataset can be collected at a timepoint when they have not
seen a caregiver or made a call for a while or at a timepoint they made a call for
a different reason. Finally, the Monitoring Algorithms invoke the Configuration
Module to initiate the Learning Engine. The datasets can also be intermediately
shown to the Stakeholders and Application Developers for inspection. In this use
case, the Data Generator takes on the role of the Monitoring Algorithm.
The Monitoring Algorithms can store the datasets in the Persistence Layer in a
format that best suits their needs. For the Data Generator, the ARFF format was
chosen. Ontology individuals could also be directly stored in a triple store. The
Monitoring Algorithm or the Data Generator indicates the location of the data and
its format to the Configuration Module. They also indicate which MiningMana-
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ger should be used to process the data. Different types of Learning Pipelines,
which each consist of a combination of filters that suit the needs of a particular use
case, can be created by implementing several subclasses of the MiningMana-
ger. This allows multiple Monitoring Algorithms to run at the same time and
the collected data to be processed by the MiningManager, and thus Learning
Pipeline, that matches with the goal of the algorithm.
The Configuration Manager configures the MiningManager to use the ap-
propriate DataCollectionModule and InputConvertor that suits the for-
mat of the data. The subclass FileDataCollector of the DataCollec-
tionModule class was implemented, which is able to read the data from a file
at a specified location. The result is a String, which is provided to the appro-
priate ARFFInputConvertor. This subclass of InputConvertor is able to
translate this ARFF-String to the LearningDataObject format, which is
used by the Learning Pipeline. During the translation it also checks if the specified
value for an attribute, e.g., 38 for the body temperature parameter, is compatible
with the type of this attribute. For example, it is not allowed to assign a String
to a numerical attribute. Illegal data instances are discarded.
5.5.2.4 Mining the sensor data using a C4.5 decision tree
A Pre-Processing filter was not implemented for this use case, as it works on gen-
erated data. If the previously discussed Context Call Monitoring Algorithm was
used, several Pre-Processing filters could be used. For example, a RemoveOut-
liers filter could be employed to remove outliers or impossible parameter values
in the dataset. Moreover, the number of features, i.e., measured medical parame-
ters, in the dataset would be relatively high. A FeatureSelection filter could
be used to select the most interesting features for the Data Mining step. Finally,
a MissingValues filter would be able to deal with the missing values in the
dataset.
The Data Mining filter needs to find relations in the generated dataset between
the sensor measurements and the occurence of a call. Supervised [56] classification
techniques [69] consider a set of input attributes, e.g., the different sensor types,
and a output attribute, also called the class attribute or the label, e.g., whether a
call was made or not. These techniques then try to build a model that fits this data
set and derives relationships between the input attributes and the label. Building a
decision tree [70] based on the information captured in the dataset is a well-known
and easy supervised classification technique. A decision tree is a tree structure
in which each leaf represents a value that the label can assume, e.g., Yes or No.
The internal nodes of the tree represent the attributes on which a decision is based,
while the branches represent conditions that the attributes need to fulfill. As an
example, a part of the decision tree of the SIRS example is shown in Figure 5.7.
To determine the label of a certain data instance, one just needs to follow the tree
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< 4000 cells/mm3 > 12,000 cells/mm3 ≥ 4000 cells/mm3 AND ≤ 12,000 cells/mm3 
Figure 5.7: Part of the decision tree of the SIRS example
from the root to the leaves along the branches for which the instance fulfills the
conditions. Essentially, a decision tree forms a compact representation of clas-
sification rules. For example, the decision tree shown in Figure 5.7 contains the
classification rule:
HeartRate > 90 bpm AND BodyTemperature > 38 ◦C AND
< 32 mmHg AND < 4000 cells/mm3 → Yes
Different techniques can be used to build such a decision tree out of a data
set, e.g., the Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3) [71] or C4.5 [72] algorithm. The
latter is a more sophisticated algorithm as it allows that attributes have numeric
values [73], is able to handle missing values and prunes the tree in order to make
it more compact and avoid overfitting [74].
To implement the C4.5 decision tree, an external library is used, namely WEKA.
WEKA provides its own implementation of the C4.5 algorithm, namely J4.8,
which was used in this research. A subclass of the FilterInstance abstract
class was implemented, called TreeMiner. As previously mentioned, WEKA
uses the ARFF data format to represent data. Therefore, an ARFFDataObject
was created as a subclass of DataObject and (de)convertors were implemented
that are able to translate the internal data format of the Learning Engine, i.e.,
LearningDataObject, to and from the ARFF data format. As mentioned
in Section 5.4, it is enough to indicate in the TreeMiner that the filter uses the
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ARFFDataObject in the getDataType method and the framework will au-
tomatically use the correct (de)convertors to transform the data. Which attribute
should be used as label can be indicated in the TreeMiner class. In case the
label is not indicated, the TreeMiner assumes that the last attribute in the data
format is the label. The ARFFInputConvertor, discussed in the previous sec-
tion, makes sure that the last attribute is indeed the label. The doProcessing
method then calls the Java API of WEKA to build the decision tree. However, the
J4.8 algorithm does not allow to retrieve separates branches and nodes of the tree.
Only a textual representation of the complete decision tree can be obtained. For
example, the textual representation of the tree visualized in Figure 5.7 is:
N0 [label=“HeartRate” ]
N0→ N1 [label=“ > 90”]
N1 [label=“BodyTemperature” ]
N1→ N2 [label=“ > 38”]
N2 [label=“PaCO2” ]
N2→ N3 [label=“ < 32”]
N3 [label=“WBC” ]
N3→ N4 [label=“ < 4000”]
N4 [label=“Yes”]
The nodes and branches are identified and translated to the LearningDa-
taObject format such that the result can be forwarded to the next step in the
pipeline. It is important to note that new results are always added to the data being
exchanged, so that the original data set also stays available for the following steps
in the pipeline.
The Post-Processing filter is responsible for deriving the rules out of the tex-
tual representation of the decision tree provided by the J4.8 algorithm. Therefore,
the BooleanRuleExtractor subclass of the FilterInstance class was
implemented. The implemented doProcessing method takes into account that
the label has a boolean value, i.e., Yes or No. Only the branches that result in a
positive leaf need to be translated into a rule, as only those rules will result in calls.
The doProcessing method starts from a positive leaf and follows the branches
until the root is reached. Each branch that is crossed is added as a condition in the
rule. The iterative build-up of the rule according to the output of the J4.8 algorithm
illustrated in Figure 5.7 is as follows:
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Step 1: → Y es
Step 2: WBC < 4000 → Yes
Step 3: PaCO2 < 32 AND WBC < 4000 → Yes
Step 4: BodyTemperature > 38 AND PaCO2 < 32 AND
WBC < 4000 → Yes
Step 5: HeartRate > 90 AND BodyTemperature > 38 AND
PaCO2 < 32 AND WBC < 4000 → Yes
The resulting rules are represented in the LearningDataObject format
such that they can be processed by the Decision Module.
5.5.2.5 Filtering and integrating the rules
As mentioned in Section 5.3, probabilities are attached to the discovered rules to
express their reliability to the users and to ensure that the Knowledge Base re-
mains consistent, i.e., that the new knowledge does not contradict already existing
knowledge.
To calculate the initial probability, the CounterRelevanceAlgorithm
was implemented as a subclass of the FilterInstance class. This algorithm
applies the rule to the original dataset, which is still included in the Learning-
DataObject. The percentage of times that the rule labels the data correctly, i.e.,
the conditions of the rule are fulfilled and the label is Yes, is used as probabilistic
value. As the data for this use case was generated, this probability thus reflects the
amount of noise in the dataset. For the remainder of the text, it assumed that the
rule, which was presented in the previous section, receives a probability of 85%.
A simple filter algorithm, namely the ThresholdFilterAlgorithm was
implemented as subclass of the FilterInstance class. This algorithm filters
the rules for which the probability is lower than a specified probability, e.g., 50%.
This rule is thus not added to the Knowledge Base. However, the rule and its
associated probability is archived in the Persistence Layer.
Finally, the ContextCallIntegrationModule, a subclass of the In-
tegrationModule class, is responsible for integrating the rules and associated
probabilities in the Knowledge Base. First, new subclasses of ContextCall and
Reason are introduced in the ontology, with as name the condition of the rule
added before the suffix ContextCall and Reason respectively. For brevity,
SIRSContextCall and SIRSReason are used to refer to the concepts that
are created for the rule, which is used as running example, i.e., the rule that ful-
fills each of the four criteria. These concepts are visualized in grey in Figure 5.6.
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Pronto is used to represent and reason on the probabilistic information in the onto-
logy. To express generic probabilistic knowledge, Pronto uses Generic Condi-
tional Constraints (GCCs) [75]. Generic means that the knowledge does not apply
to any specific individual but rather to a fresh, randomly chosen one. A GCC is
of the form (D—C)[l,u] where D and C are classes in the ontology and [l,u] is
a closed subinterval of [0,1]. To represent these GCCs in the ontology, Pronto
employs subsumption axiom annotations. For example, to express the fact that the
SIRSContextCall is a ContextCallwith only 85% probability, the follow-
ing subsumption axiom annotation is added to the ontology:
< owl11:Axiom >
< rdf:subject rdf:resource=“#SIRSContextCall” >
< rdf:predicate rdf:resource=“&rdfs;subClassOf” >
< rdf:object rdf:resource=“#ContextCall” >
< pronto:certainty > 0.85;1 < /pronto:certainty >
< owl11:Axiom >
Second, a Symptom concept is created for each parameter condition in the
discovered rule, for example HeartRateAbove90Symptom, BodyTemper-
atureAbove38Symptom, PaCO2Below32Symptom and WBCBelow4000
Symptom. These classes are defined by axioms, for example the HeartRate-
Above90Symptom is defined as:
HeartRateObservation AND ∃hasValue “ > 90”
If a class with a similar definition already exists, the existing class is used.
This can be checked by searching for equivalent classes in the ontology with a
Reasoner. For example, BodyTemperatureAbove38Symptom is not added
to the ontology, as TemperatureAbove38Symptom is an equivalent class.
The newly created Symptom classes are visualized in grey in Figure 5.6.
Third, the rules are translated to a Jena Rule using the created classes and
added to the Knowledge Base. For example, the rule from the previous section
is translated to four Jena Rules. For example, the following Jena Rule launches
when all the requirements are met and at least one of the symptoms does not have
an associated call yet:
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[SIRSContextCall:
(?symp1 rdf:type oncs:HeartRateAbove90Symptom)
noValue(?symp1 wsn:hasNextObservation)
(?symp1 wsn:isObservationOf ?system1)
(?system1 sensor:associatedWith ?pat)
(?symp2 rdf:type oncs:TemperatureAbove38Symptom)
noValue(?symp2 wsn:hasNextObservation)
(?symp2 wsn:isObservationOf ?system2)
(?system2 sensor:associatedWith ?pat)
(?symp3 rdf:type oncs:PaCO2Below32Symptom)
noValue(?symp3 medical:hasNextValue)
(?symp3 wsn:isObservationOf ?system3)
(?system3 sensor:associatedWith ?pat)
(?symp4 rdf:type oncs:WBCBelow4000Symptom)
noValue(?symp4 medical:hasNextValue)
(?symp4 wsn:isObservationOf ?system4)
(?system4 sensor:associatedWith ?pat)
noValue(?symp1 task:hasAssociatedCall)
(?kind rdf:type oncs:SIRSContextCall)
→
createContextCall(?system1, ?kind)
(?symp1 task:hasAssociatedCall ‘true’ˆ xˆsd:boolean)]
(?symp2 task:hasAssociatedCall ‘true’ˆ xˆsd:boolean)]
(?symp3 task:hasAssociatedCall ‘true’ˆ xˆsd:boolean)]
(?symp4 task:hasAssociatedCall ‘true’ˆ xˆsd:boolean)]
For each symptom a rule is created. The only difference between the rules is
that the condition for an associated call is checked for a different symptom each
time. This is because the different symptoms on their own might already have
launched context calls for other reasons, e.g., the TemperatureAbove38Symp-
tom might already have launched a FeverContextCall. Afterwards, all the
symptoms are associated with a call to ensure that only one context call is launched.
The rule also ensures that the most recent parameter values are taken into account
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by checking whether there are no next observations or parameter values through
the hasNextObservation and hasNextValue relations.
When the rule is fulfilled, a new context call is added to the Knowledge Base.
Consequently, the oNCS will detect the new context call and assign a staff member
to it. The Pronto reasoner can then be used to retrieve the probabilistic information
associated with the call. This information can then be conveyed to the assigned
caregiver through the mobile application.
As only subclasses are added to the ontology and no knowledge is removed, it
is unlikely that the ontology will become inconsistent. However, if the ontology
does become inconsistent, the following solution can be employed. When new
information is added to the ontology, the consistency is checked. If the ontology is
no longer consistent, the information is identified with which the new knowledge
conflicts. Pronto allows that different chunks of probabilistic information conflict
with each other. For example, a bird is flying object with high probability and
all penguins are birds, but a penguin has a low probability of flying. More spe-
cific probabilistic constraints are thus allowed to override more generic ones. The
conflicting information is annotated with the probabilistic interval [1,1], which in-
dicates that the knowledge is generally true. Consequently, we are now dealing
with conflicting, probabilistic knowledge and the rule of increasing specificity can
be employed to resolve the conflict. As such, we ensure that the ontology remains
consistent.
Finally, the Integration Module also associates the learned knowledge with
information about the Learning Engine that created it by using concepts from the
Learning Ontology. The individuals, which are created to realize this goal, are
visualized in bold in Figure 5.2.
Note that ContextCall, Symptom and Reason concepts and an associ-
ated probabilistic annotation axiom and Jena Rule are created for each discovered
rule.
5.5.2.6 Adapting the probabilities
This step was not implemented as it requires the system to be deployed such that
information about the usage of the new knowledge by the caregivers can be ac-
quired. However, it is briefly discussed how this task of adapting the probabilities
could be realized for this use case.
A Monitoring Algorithm could be implemented, which takes as parameter the
newly created context call, e.g., in this case SIRSContextCall. The algorithm
monitors the Knowledge Base and collects calls of this type, which have been
launched by the system. For each call, its reason and the symptoms that caused
the calls to be launched are retrieved. When nurses handle calls, they need to input
the reason for the call. For context calls, they can affirm the reason, which was
assigned by the framework, e.g., SIRS. They can also choose to change it, e.g., to
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false because the call was unnecessary. As such a dataset is created for each rule,
which maps the values of the medical parameters on the associated reason. When
a representative amount of data has been collected, this dataset can be retrieved
by the FileDataCollector and converted by the ARFFInputConvertor.
The output can then be processed by a Learning Pipeline consisting of only one
filter. This filter is a Probabilistic Relevance Algorithm, which simply calculates
the percentage of calls for each rule for which the reason was not changed. This
means that caregivers deemed the reason to be correct. This percentage is than
given to the Integration Module, which adapts the probability for this rule in the
ontology to this calculated percentage. As explained in Section 5.3.3.3, if the
calculated percentage exceeds or falls below the probability thresholds specified
in the Integration Module, the knowledge is removed from the ontology or added
as generally accepted knowledge without a probability.
5.5.3 Evaluation set-up
To evaluate the applicability of the framework, it is important to assess the cor-
rectness of the derived rules. The correctness of the used data mining techniques
is influenced by the size of the dataset and the amount of noise. To assess the
influence of the latter, the Learning Pipeline was consecutively applied to datasets
of the same size, but with an increasing amount of noise. The amount of noise is
varied from 0% to 50% in steps of 1%. As mentioned in Section 5.5.2.1, a noise
percentage of x means that each Non-SIRS Instance has x% chance of being asso-
ciated with a call and vice versa. It is unnecessary to increase the noise percentage
beyond 50% as a random label is assigned at this point and the dataset becomes
meaningless. The amount of noise needs to be increased in a dataset of realistic
size. The WBC and PaCO2 parameters are derived by the laboratory by analyzing
a blood sample. Consequently, it is unlikely that more than two different values
for these parameters will be generated per patient per day. If we assume that a
department contains on average 30 patients and that we want to wait at most 28
days before we run the self-learning framework for the first time, a realistic dataset
contains 1,680 instances, i.e., 30 patients x 28 days x 2 entries per patient per day.
The influence of the size of the dataset on the correctness is evaluated by
consecutively applying the Learning Pipeline to datasets of increasing size. The
dataset sizes range from 100 to 2,000 instances in steps of 100 instances. It can be
noted that this range also contains the size of the dataset used for the correctness
tests that evaluate the influence of noise, i.e., 1,680 instances.
It is also important to evaluate the performance, i.e., execution time and mem-
ory usage, of the developed Learning Engine. Although, the learning process will
mostly run in the background, it is important to assess the amount of resource
usage. Most healthcare environments have a limited amount of resources and del-
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egating the processing to the cloud is often difficult because of privacy issues. To
evaluate the influence of noise on the performance, the same datasets were used as
for the correctness tests. However, to assess the influence of the size of the dataset,
datasets were generated with sizes ranging from 1,000 to 30,000 in steps of 1,000
instances. Bigger datasets were used as it is important to explore the limits of the
proposed framework.
To achieve reliable results, each test was repeated 35 times, of which the first
three and the last two were omitted during processing. For each run, a new dataset
was generated. Finally, the averages across the 30 remaining runs are calculated
and visualized in the form of graphs. The tests were performed on a computer with
the following specifications: 4096 megabyte (MB) (2 x 2048 MB) 1067 mega-
hertz (MHz) Double Data Rate Type Three Synchronous Dynamic Random Ac-
cess Memory (DDR3 SDRAM) and an Intel Core i5-430 Central Processing Unit
(CPU) (2 cores, 4 threads, 2.26 gigahertz (GHz), 3 MB cache).
The term detection rate is introduced to assess the correctness. The SIRS use
case is detected when the criteria for each of the four parameters of the SIRS use
case are discovered. If one or more criteria is not learned, the SIRS use case is
considered undetected. The detection rate of a dataset with a particular size is
defined as the percentage of the 30 test runs for this size for which the SIRS use
case was completely detected. For example, a detection rate of 50% for a dataset
of 100 instances means that for 15 test runs of this dataset size the SIRS criteria
were detected.
To assess the correctness, the relative error of the SIRS criteria is calculated.
The relative error expresses how much the learned criterion deviates from the ac-
tual SIRS criterion. For example, a relative error of 5% for the “heart rate > 90”
criterion indicates that the discovered threshold deviates from 90 by 5%. Note that
the body temperature and WBC parameters have both an upper and lower thresh-
old, while the heart rate and PaCO2 have only one threshold.
5.5.4 Results
5.5.4.1 Correctness
Figure 5.8 depicts the detection rate as a function of the size of the dataset. The de-
tection rate is relatively low for small datasets, but it quickly increases and reaches
100% for a dataset with 800 instances. When a dataset contains at least 1,000
instances, the detection rate is always 100%.
The detection rate is off course related to the relative error. In Figure 5.9 the
relative error is depicted for each of the SIRS criteria as a function of the size of
the dataset. A missing value, i.e., the criterion was not learned, corresponds to
a relative error of 100%. Consequently, a low detection rate corresponds to high
relative error. When the dataset reaches a 1,000 instances and a detection rate of
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Figure 5.8: The detection rate of the SIRS use case as a function of the size of the dataset
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Figure 5.10: The relative errors for each of the SIRS criteria as a function of the amount of
noise in the dataset
100% is thus achieved, the relative error stays below 1%. This means that for a
dataset of 1,000 instances, the threshold is discovered for each criterion and it only
deviates from the actual threshold by at most 1%, which is a very good result.
If we consider that the parameters are collected twice a day for each patient in a
department with 30 patients, enough instances would be collected after 17 days.
Figure 5.10 visualizes the relative errors for each of the SIRS criteria as a
function of the amount of noise in a realisticly sized dataset of 1,680 instances. It
is clear that the Learning Engine is insensitive to a noise rate of less than 5%. If
the amount of noise increases, the relative errors quickly rise to 10% and higher.
A relative error of 10% on the lower threshold of the body temperature, already
implies a difference of 3.6 ◦C. This is unacceptable. In contrast, a relative error of
10% on the lower bound of the WBC only indicates a difference of 400 cells/mm3.
The acceptability of the relative error thus depends on the kind and range of the
parameter.
5.5.4.2 Performance
The execution time as a function of the size of the dataset is depicted in Fig-
ure 5.11. Only the execution time of the most relevant pipeline steps is shown.
The execution time of the CounterRelevanceAlgorithm and Thresh-
oldFilterAlgorithm is negligible compared to the execution times of the
visualized modules. The execution time of the ContextCallIntegration-
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Figure 5.11: Execution time as a function of the dataset size
Module depends heavily on the complexity and the amount of data in the onto-
logy. As the ontology was not initialized with a realistic data set, e.g., representing
a realistic amount of staff members and patients, the execution time of this module
is not shown. The size of the decision tree build by WEKA depends on the number
of attributes in the dataset, but is independent of the number of instances, i.e., the
size of the dataset. As the number of attributes, namely the four SIRS parameters
and the label, stays constant and the Post-Processing step only processes the model
build by WEKA, the execution time of this step is not influenced by the size of the
dataset. Moreover, the execution time of the BooleanRuleExtractor was
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also negligible compared to the execution times of the depicted modules. The pro-
cessing of the data by WEKA can be split up into two steps, namely transforming
the ARFF format to Java Objects and the actual execution of the J4.8 algorithm to
build the model. The execution times of both these steps are visualized.
It can be derived from Figure 5.11a that the execution time of the self-learning
framework is linear as a function of the size of the dataset. The execution of the
J4.8 algorithm by WEKA consumes the largest amount of execution time. It can
also be noted that the ARFFInputConvertor consumes a considerable amount
of execution time. This InputConvertor needs to translate a String-based repre-
sentation of an ARFF-file to the internal data format used by the Learning Pipeline,
namely LearningDataObject. Moreover, it needs to check if each value also
fulfills the type requirements of the attribute, e.g., that a String is not provided
where a numerical value is expected. The ARFFConvertor and ARFFDecon-
vertor, which are used by the Data Mining step to translate the internal data
format to and from the ARFF format used by WEKA, are more performant. This
is because these convertors translate to and from a Java Object representation of
the internal format, which is more structured and is thus processed more easily.
Figure 5.11b illustrates that the execution time of each of the visualized mod-
ules is also linear as a function of the size of the dataset. The complexity of the
J4.8 algorithm is O(m ∗ n2) for a dataset with m instances and n attributes [76].
Since the number of attributes is constant in this use case, this reduces to a com-
plexity, which is linear in the number of instances, i.e., O(m). The ARFFInput-
Convertor, ARFFConvertor and ARFFDeconvertor are also linear in the
size of the dataset, as they need to (de)convert all the instances in the dataset one
by one.
The execution time needed to process the dataset of realistic size, i.e., 1680
instances, is lower than 100 ms, which is a negligible delay. This means that the
monthly patient data of a department with on average 30 patients can be processed
very efficiently.
Figure 5.12a depicts the execution time as a function of the amount of noise
for the realistic dataset containing 1680 instances. As the measured execution
times are quite small, i.e., lower than 30 ms, the graphs are quite erratic and un-
predictable. To get a clear view on the underlying trends, the performance tests
were repeated for a dataset consisting of 5,000 instances. The amount of noise in
this dataset is also gradually increased. The resulting graph is visualized in Fig-
ure 5.12b. It can be noted that only the execution time of the J4.8 algorithm is
influenced by the amount of noise in the dataset. The execution time of the J4.8 al-
gorithm decreases as the amount of noise in the dataset increases. It can be derived
that the execution time decreases faster when the percentage of noise is higher than
5%. As shown in the previous section, the relative error quickly increases once the
amount of noise rises above 5%. This is because the J4.8 algorithm will more
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Figure 5.12: Execution time as a function of the amount of noise in the dataset
quickly decide that it is no longer useful to try to split up the decision tree. On the
one hand, this leads to a lower detection rate as not all the criteria are discovered.
On the other hand, this decreases the needed execution time of the algorithm.
Figure 5.13 illustrates the memory usage of the framework as a function of
the size of the dataset. The fluctuating pattern of the graphs can be explained by
the memory that is consumed by the Garbage Collector in Java. However, trend
lines can clearly be discerned. It can be noted that the memory usage is linear as
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Figure 5.13: The memory usage as a function of the size of the dataset
a function of the amount of instances. Moreover, the total amount of consumed
memory stays quite low, i.e., at most 80 MB. For the realistic dataset of 1680
instances the memory usage is negligible, namely about 10 MB.
It can be concluded that a dataset of realistic size for the SIRS use case can be
processed by any modern PC or server and no cloud-based solutions are needed to
run the framework.
5.6 Conclusions
In this paper a self-learning, probabilistic, ontology-based framework was pre-
sented, which allows context-aware applications to adapt their behavior at run-
time. The proposed framework consists of the following steps. First, an ontology-
based context model with accompanying rule-based context-aware algorithms is
used to capture the behavior of the user and the context in which it is exhibited.
Historical information is then gathered by algorithms that identify missing or in-
accurate knowledge in the context-aware platform. This historical information
is filtered, cleaned and structured so that it can be used as input for data mining
techniques. The results of these data mining techniques are then prioritized and fil-
tered by associating probabilities, which express how reliable or accurate they are.
These results and the associated probabilities are then integrated into the context
model and dynamic algorithms. These probabilities clarify to the stakeholders that
this new knowledge has not been confirmed by rigorous evaluation. Finally, these
probabilities are adapted, i.e., in- or decreased, according to context and behavioral
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information gathered about the usage of the learned information.
The pipeline architecture of the framework was presented and its implemen-
tation was detailed. Finally, a representative use case was presented to illustrate
the applicability of the framework, namely mining the reasons for patients’ nurse
call light use to automatically launch calls. More specifically, detecting SIRS as a
reason for nurse calls was used as a realistic scenario to evaluate the correctness
and performance of the proposed framework. It is shown that correct results are
achieved when the dataset contains at least 1000 instances and the amount of noise
is lower than 5%. The execution time and memory usage are also negligible for a
realistic dataset, i.e., below 100 ms and 10 MB.
Future work will mainly focus on the development of more intricate monitor-
ing, probabilistic relevance and filter algorithms. Moreover, a prototype of the
proposed framework will be deployed and evaluated in a real-life setting.
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“We demand rigidly defined areas of doubt and uncertainty!”
– Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy (1952 - 2001)
This chapter further demonstrates the applicability of the self-learning frame-
work presented in the previous chapter by applying it to the oNCS, which was dis-
cussed in Chapter 4. The self-learning framework is used to automatically adapt
the parameters of the probabilistic priority algorithm, i.e., the defined probabilities
and thresholds, to the needs and requirements of the specific department where the
oNCS is deployed. Thus, while Chapter 5 focusses on how the self-learning frame-
work can be used to discover completely new knowledge, this chapter concentrates
on how it can be employed to adapt existing knowledge. This research is thus re-
lated to Research Contributions 4 and 5 discussed in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1.
? ? ?
Abstract In recent years the complexity of care in institutionalized care settings
has increased due to an ageing population in need of more complex care, a dwin-
dling number of caregivers requiring a more efficient use of resources and increas-
ing healthcare costs. Electronic healthcare (eHealth) solutions are often introduced
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to deal with these issues. However, the introduction of all this technological equip-
ment further increases the complexity of healthcare as the caregivers are responsi-
ble for integrating and configuring the eHealth solutions to suit their needs. Small
differences in user requirements often occur between different environments where
the eHealth services are deployed. It is difficult to capture these small nuances at
development time as domain expert often find it difficult to assess these parame-
ters. Consequently, the services are not tuned towards the needs of the users and
they are required to change their behavior to accommodate the technology instead
of the other way around.
This paper describes our experiences with extending an electronic healthcare
application with self-learning components such that it can automatically adjust
its parameters at run-time to the needs and preferences of the users. These self-
learning components first gather information about the usage of the application.
This collected information is processed by data mining techniques to learn the
parameter values for the application. Each discovered parameter is then associated
with a probability, which expresses its reliability. Unreliable values are filtered.
The remaining parameters and their reliability are integrated into the application.
The used eHealth application is an ontology-based Nurse Call System (oNCS),
which assesses the priority of a call based on the collected healthcare and context
data and uses this information to assign the most appropriate caregiver to a call.
The self-learning components use decision trees and Bayesian networks to auto-
matically learn and adjust the parameters of the priority algorithm of the oNCS. It
is shown that for a realistic dataset of 1,050 instances, correct parameter values are
discovered. These new parameters are also learned very efficiently as the compo-
nents require at most 100 milliseconds (ms) execution time and 20 megabyte (MB)
memory.
6.1 Introduction
Worldwide the proportion of people aged over 60 years is growing faster than any
other age group, as a result of both longer life expectancy and declining fertility
rates [1]. Because of health problems, a lot of the elderly are no longer able to
live independently and require some form of institutionalized long-term care, e.g.,
residential care or long stays in the hospital [2]. These developments are accom-
panied by emerging staff shortages in the formal care sector. In 2006, the World
Health Organization (WHO) reported an estimated shortage of almost 4.3 million
doctors, midwives, nurses and support workers worldwide [3]. Moreover, people
are increasingly living longer with one or more chronic diseases, which increases
the complexity of diagnosis and treatment and requires more personalized health-
care and specialized staff. Consequently, the healthcare costs have also been on
the rise. Spending on healthcare almost consistently grows faster than the Gross
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Domestic Product (GDP) [4].
To achieve a more optimized use of resources and rostering of staff and to
reduce the healthcare costs, Information Technology (IT) and technological equip-
ment, e.g., monitoring equipment and Electronic Patient Records (EPR), are of-
ten introduced in institutionalized healthcare settings [5]. Electronic Healthcare
(eHealth) software and services can then be built that take advantage of all the
collected information to ideally support caregivers in their daily work practices.
The benefits of eHealth, such as improved operational efficiency, higher quality
of care, and positive return on investments have been well documented in the lit-
erature [6]. However, the increased introduction of eHealth also increases the
complexity of healthcare as the caregivers are responsible for tweaking and con-
figuring the eHealth solutions to suit their needs. The various healthcare envi-
ronments where the services are deployed, e.g., different nursing units or hospital
departments, have slightly different requirements pertaining to how the collected
information about the patients, caregivers and environment is taken into account.
It is difficult to capture these small nuances at development time as domain ex-
perts often find it difficult to assess these parameters. Consequently, the resulting
services are not really personalized towards the needs and preferences of the care-
givers and they have to significantly alter their workflow patterns to accommodate
the technology instead of the other way around [7]. This hinders the adoption of
these services [8].
An important way to coordinate work, communicate and provide continuous
care is by making use of a nurse call system. In previous research, we have de-
veloped an ontology-based Nurse Call System (oNCS) [9], which finds the most
appropriate caregiver to handle a call based on profile and environment informa-
tion captured in an ontology, e.g., the risk factors of the patient, the locations of
the staff and patient, the priority of the call and the current tasks of the staff. Simu-
lations showed that the workload distribution amongst nurses and the arrival times
of caregivers at calls are positively influenced by using the oNCS [9]. However,
user tests performed with the prototype also showed that small nuances were often
required in how the profile information was taken into account within a specific
healthcare setting. Domain experts also found it difficult to specify the parameters
of the oNCS, i.e., which context should be taken into account and how, at devel-
opment time. To resolve this issue, this paper presents an extension of the oNCS
that allows automatically adjusting its parameters at run-time.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 6.2 gives an
overview of the oNCS and the associated priority assessment and nurse call al-
gorithm. Section 6.3 details the extension of the oNCS with components, which
enable the autonomous adjustment of its parameters. The implementation of these
components is discussed in Section 6.4, while Section 6.5 highlights how the cor-
rectness and performance of the extension was evaluated. Finally, Section 6.6
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discusses the results and Section 6.7 summarizes the conclusions.
6.2 Ontology-based Nurse Call System
The main functionality of the oNCS is to provide efficient support for wireless
nurse call buttons and to employ a sophisticated nurse call algorithm that takes
the profiles of the staff members and patients into account. A detailed description
can be found in Ongenae, et al. [9]. To realize the latter, a continuous care onto-
logy [10] is used of which the most important classes pertaining to the dynamic
algorithm are visualized in Figure 6.1. An ontology [11] formally models all the
concepts and their relationships and properties within a domain. The ontology
models people and associates them with their roles, location, profile, the hospital
department they work or lie on, risk factors, and current tasks. Additionally, the
ontology models the various types of nurse calls. Patients can launch three types
of calls, i.e., service calls for “caring” requests, sanitary calls originating from san-
itary spaces and normal calls for mostly medical requests. All the other calls, i.e.,
urgency, medical, technical and (sanitary) assistance calls, are launched by nurses.
Each call is associated with a status and a priority. It is also indicated who made
the call and which staff members are assigned to it.
When a new call is launched, the information captured in the ontology is used
to assign the most appropriate staff member to the call. First, the priority of the call
is determined, using the algorithm visualized in Figure 6.2. The ontology specifies
for each risk factor a probability, which indicates the likelihood that a patient with
this risk factor is classified as a high, medium or low risk patient. Patients can
of course exhibit several risk factors. In this case, probabilistic reasoning on the
speficied probabilities is used to determine for each risk group the combined likeli-
hood that a particular patient belongs to it. As shown in Figure 6.1, there are seven
priority levels. Probabilities are indicated in the ontology, which specify the likeli-
hood that a call of a particular type made for a patient associated with a particular
risk group has a certain priority. As example, Table 6.1 shows the probabilities
for the types of calls, which can be launched by patients. For each of the seven
priority classes, probabilistic reasoning is thus used to combine these probabilities
with the probabilistic assignment of patient to risk groups in order to determine the
likelihood that a call of a certain type has this priority. To determine the suitable
priority for this call based one these probabilistic values, a threshold algorithm is
used. Thresholds are specified in the ontology for each priority class. If the proba-
bilistic value for the highest priority is higher than or equal to the threshold for this
priority, the call is associated with the highest priority. If not, the same condition is
checked for the other priority classes in the following order: high, above normal,
below normal, normal, low and lowest.
The priority of the call is then combined with the other context information in
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Figure 6.1: Prevalent concepts of the continuous care ontology used by the oNCS.
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Figure 6.2: Probabilistic priority algorithm
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High
Normal 0.2 0.6 0.2
Sanitary 0.3 0.6 0.1
Service 0.2 0.2 0.6
Medium
Normal 0.3 0.6 0.1
Sanitary 0.4 0.5 0.1
Service 0.2 0.4 0.4
Low
Normal 0.6 0.3 0.1
Sanitary 0.7 0.2 0.1
Service 0.4 0.4 0.2
Table 6.1: Probabilistic assignment of priorities to calls based on the risk group of the
patient and the type of call.
the ontology to find the most appropriate staff member to handle the call, e.g., the
distance between the caregivers and the patient, the current tasks of the available
staff and the capability of the caregivers to handle the call based on their roles and
competences. For calls with a higher priority, more weight is given to finding a
caregiver who is able to quickly rush to the patient and assess the situation. In
contrast, other context information is given more weight for calls with a lower
priority such as the profile and competences of the staff. The assigned caregiver
receives the call on a smartphone, which runs the mobile nurse call application.
This application allows staff to receive, assess, accept and redirect calls. They are
also able to change the priority of the call or indicate its reason. The information
provided by the caregivers using the application is also captured in the ontology.
It can be noted that the adequate assessment of the priority of a call and thus
the suitable assignment of caregivers to calls, largely depends on the correctness
of the specified probabilities and thresholds. The probabilities were determined
by consulting various domain experts, i.e., nurses, doctors and developers of nurse
call systems. The thresholds were determined by running simulations of calls and
calculating the probabilistic priority assignment for these calls using the probabili-
ties defined by the experts. Thresholds were then chosen such that the distribution
of the simulated calls across the different priority classes deviates the least from
the ideal distributions as determined by the experts, namely 5% - 10% - 25% -
35% - 25% - 0% - 0%, ordered from the highest to the lowest priority.
However, it was found that domain experts struggled with defining these prob-
abilities and ideal distribution of calls amongst priority categories. It was also
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difficult to extract these probabilities out of logging data as the current installed
nurse call systems do not allow nurses to indicate or change the priority of a call.
Furthermore, these parameters also slightly differ between hospital departments
depending on the medical profile of the patients and the gravity of the treated
pathologies. Therefore it was chosen to initialize the oNCS with the educated
guesses of the domain experts and employ a self-learning framework. This frame-
work allows automatically adjusting the probabilities and thresholds to the specific
needs of the department where the oNCS is deployed.
6.3 Self-learning extension of the oNCS
The self-learning extension of the oNCS is visualized in Figure 6.3. The oNCS
was built as an extension of the Context-Aware Service Platform (CASP) [12],
which consists of a collection of OSGi [13] bundles to handle context informa-
tion. The Context Framework Layer contains the Context Interpreter, which uses
the continuous care ontology implemented in OWL [14] to model all the context
information gathered about the environment, tasks, calls, patients and staff mem-
bers. Pronto [15] is used to reason on the probabilistic information in the ontology,
while Jena Rules [16] implement the threshold and nurse call algorithm. The Con-
text Providers allow inserting new information into the Knowledge Base, e.g., a
new nurse call or location of the patient. This new information can come from
a database (Persistence Layer) or directly from a device (Device Layer and Con-
text Gathering Layer). In contrast, the Query Services are used to extract derived
knowledge from the Knowledge Base, such that it can be processed by the appli-
cations and services in the Application Layer. To improve the scalability and ro-
bustness of the system, context information can be stored in the Persistence Layer.
This historical context information can then be exploited by the new self-learning
components to adjust the parameters of the oNCS to the behavior of the users.
These new components are indicated in grey.
The Monitoring Component constantly monitors the ontology to pick up trends
and patterns in the way the priorities are assigned to calls by the caregivers. This
component stores the evidence in the Persistence Layer. This evidence can be in-
spected by the domain experts by using the Configuration Module. When enough
evidence has been collected, the Learning Pipeline can be initiated by the Con-
figuration Module. The Configuration Module is notified of which data should
be collected for the Learning Pipeline, either by the Monitoring Component or
by the domain experts and administrator. The latter allows to initiate the Learn-
ing Pipeline with external data provided by the stakeholders. The Configuration
Module configures the Pipeline Manager to use the Data Collection Component,
Input Convertor and Integration Component that suits this type of evidence. It
also passes the correct parameters to the Pipeline Manager, which are needed to
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Figure 6.3: The oNCS extended with self-learning components
retrieve the data from the Persistency Layer using the Data Collection Component.
The Learning Pipeline is implemented using the Pipes-and-Filters architectural
design pattern [17]. A pipeline consists of a set of filters, implementing small
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processing steps, which are connected by pipes. All the filters implement the same
interface such that they can easily be rearranged, omitted or added. In this way, an
extensible and flexible architecture is achieved.
The Pipeline Manager initiates the Data Collection Component to collect the
necessary evidence. To achieve a flexible Learning Pipeline, a generic internal
data format is used, which allows expressing both the information which is used
as evidence and the probabilities and thresholds that are obtained as output. The
format is largely based on the Attribute-Relation File Format (ARFF), which is
the text file format used by the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(WEKA) [18]. The Input Convertor is responsible for converting the collected
data to this format.
Next, the Pipeline Manager creates and starts the Learning Pipeline. Pre-
Processor components can be used to clean the data, e.g., remove outliers or scale
the data. This cleaned data is then processed by a Data Mining component to
build a model, e.g, a Bayesian network or decision tree, that conveys the relation
between the properties of the call, e.g., its type and the patient group, and it priority.
This learned model is then processed by a Post-Processor component to extract the
probabilities or thresholds for the oNCS.
Finally, to assess the correctness of the learned probabilities and thresholds,
the Decision Component associates each discovered parameter with a probabilistic
value expressing its reliability. When the calculated probabilistic value is too low,
the discovered parameter is discarded and not adjusted in the oNCS.
The Integration Component is responsible for adjusting the parameters of the
oNCS according to the probabilities and thresholds discovered by the Learning
Pipeline. The associated probability, which was calulated by the Decision Com-
ponent, is also added to the ontology to convey the reliability of the parameter
values to the domain experts. If the parameter value in the ontology is the same
as the learned value, the associated probability is updated to reflect its increased
reliability, namely by using the average of the old and new probability.
6.4 Implementation details
Two scenarios can be identified, namely adjusting the probabilities and the thresh-
olds. For the first scenario, this paper focuses on adjusting the probabilities, which
indicate that a call has a particular priority based on its type and the risk group of
the patient, who made the call. We will concentrate on learning the probabilities
for calls launched by patients, i.e., normal, service and sanitary calls. Ajdusting
the probabilities that indicate the likelihood that patients belong to particular risk
groups and for other types of calls, is analogous. The pipelines for these scenarios
are visualized in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: The Learning Pipeline used to learn and adjust the threshold parameters of the
oNCS
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Figure 6.5: The Learning Pipeline used to learn and adjust the probabilistic parameters of
the oNCS
Above Below
Higest High Normal Normal Normal Low Lowest Assigned
priority priority priority priority priority priority priority priority
0.13 0.29 0.25 0.07 0.03 0.81 0.27 Above normal
0.18 0.96 0.46 0.45 0.06 0.66 0.01 High
0.12 0.18 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 Below normal
0.07 0.05 0.88 0.27 0.18 0.12 0.12 Above normal
0.06 0.02 0.15 0.11 0.02 0.56 0.59 Normal
0.44 0.11 0.53 0.27 0.21 0.51 0.31 Highest
0.20 0.09 0.12 0.01 0.04 0.54 0.03 Above normal
Table 6.2: Some example instances of the dataset to learn the threshold parameters
6.4.1 Data collection and input conversion
The Monitoring Component monitors the ontology for new calls that receive the
status Finished, indicating that the call has been completely handled and pro-
cessed by the caregiver. The component collects the type and priority of the call
using SPARQL [19] queries. The priority can be the one assigned by the oNCS,
but it is also possible that the caregiver changed it using the mobile nurse call ap-
plication. The Monitoring Component also retrieves the probabilistic assignment
of the call to the seven priority classes based on its type and the probabilistic as-
signment of the patient to the three risk groups using the probabilistic reasoner
Pronto. Finally, the probabilistic assignment of this patient to the three risk groups
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Risk group Type of call Assigned priority
High Normal Above normal
Low Sanitary Low
Medium Normal Normal
High Service High
Table 6.3: Some example instances of the dataset to learn the probability parameters of the
assignment of calls to priority classes
is requested. Based on this collected data, two datasets are created. Each instance
in the dataset represents one call. The first is used to learn the threshold parame-
ters and contains for each call the calculated probabilistic value for each priority
class and the priority that was assigned it. Some example instances of this dataset
are illustrated in Table 6.2. The second dataset is used to learn the probabilistic
assignment of calls to priority classes based on their type and the risk group of
the patient associated with the call. It indicates for each call the risk group of the
patient, the type of the call and the assigned priority. Only calls with type normal,
service or sanitary are retained. The risk group for the patient is chosen based on
the calculated probabilistic assignment of this patient to the risk groups. For ex-
ample, a patient with a heart disease has at least 50% chance of being a high risk
patient. Some example instances of this dataset are listed in Table 6.3. To be able
to demonstrate the Input Convertor, the datasets are saved in the ARFF format in
the Persistence Layer.
The Monitoring Component keeps track of how many instances have been col-
lected for each dataset. When a representative amount has been gathered, the
Configuration Module is invoked to initiate the Learning Engine. Different Learn-
ing Pipelines are used to process each of the scenarios. These are implemented
by different Pipeline Managers, e.g., ARFFBayesNetEngine or ARFFIterative-
TreeEngine. The Monitoring Component also indicates to the Configuration Mod-
ule the location of the data, its format and which Pipeline Manager should be
used.
The Configuration Module configures the Pipeline Manager to use the appro-
priate Data Collection Component and Input Convertor, wich suit the format of
the data. A File Data Collector was implemented, which is able to read the data
from a file at a specified location. The result is a String, which is provided to
the ARFF Input Convertor. This Input Convertor is able to translate this ARFF-
String to the internal format used by the Learning Pipeline. A Pre-Processor is
not needed for these scenarios as no anomalies can occur in the data.
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Above 
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Probability 
Other 
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Figure 6.6: Example of a decision tree that encodes the learned knowledge about the
threshold for the Normal priority class
6.4.2 Data mining & post-processing
Both scenarios use the WEKA data mining toolbox to learn the thresholds and
probabilities of the oNCS. The first uses decision trees [20], while the latter uses a
Bayesian network [21]. The following subsections detail how these models are
built and how the parameters of the oNCS are derived from them. As previ-
ously mentioned, WEKA uses the ARFF data format to represent data. Therefore,
(de)convertors were implemented that are able to translate the internal data format
of the Learning Pipeline to and from the ARFF data format.
6.4.2.1 Discovering the thresholds using a C4.5 decision tree
The Data Mining filter needs to find relations in the threshold dataset between the
probabilistic assignment of the calls to the priority classes and the priority that was
eventually assigned to the calls. The former are considered input attributes, while
the latter is called the label. Supervised [18] classification techniques [22] are used
to discover these relations between the input attributes and the label. Decision
trees are a well-known and easy to use classification technique. A decision tree
consists of leaves, which each represent a possible value of the label, and internal
nodes and branches, which represent the attributes on which the decision is based
and the conditions that they must fulfill. An example is visualized in Figure 6.6.
For this research, the J4.8 Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm [23] in the
WEKA data mining tool was used to build the decision trees.
The following knowledge about the threshold algorithm can be exploited to
optimize the data mining. First, a call is assigned a priority x based on the proba-
bilistic value for this priority class. Second, the probabilistic values for the priority
classes are checked in a particular order, as discussed in Section 6.2. The proba-
bilistic values for the priority classes, which occur later in the sequence than the
assigned priority, are not taken into account for this call. Consequently, the deci-
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Above Normal priority Assigned priority
0.25 Above normal
0.20 Other
0.88 Above normal
0.15 Other
0.12 Above normal
Table 6.4: Some example instances of the dataset to learn the threshold parameter for the
Normal priority class
sion was made to implement an Iterative Decision Tree algorithm, which builds
a separate decision tree for each priority class. The decision trees are built in the
same order as the priority classes are checked by the threshold algorithm. The
used dataset for each iteration consists only of one input attribute, i.e., the prior-
ity class under scrutiny. The label can also only assume two values, namely the
considered priority and “Other”. The latter is used to replace all other possible
priority classes. Finally, all the instances that were assigned a priority class, which
is checked earlier than the priority class for which the decision tree is being built,
are removed from the dataset. In this way, a dataset is built, which can be used by a
decision tree to learn when the probabilistic value of a priority class is high enough
to receive this priority as label. As an example, Table 6.4 visualizes some instances
of the dataset for the Above Normal priority class, which were derived from the
original dataset visualized in Table 6.2. It can be noted, that all the instances were
removed, which were assigned the Highest and High priority, as these are checked
earlier by the threshold algorithm.
The Iterative Decision Tree algorithm builds the decision tree for each priority
class. The J4.8 algorithm outputs a textual representation of the decision tree. For
example, the tree visualized in Figure 6.6 is represented as follows:
N0 [label=“Probability” ]
N0→ N1 [label=“ >= 0.21”]
N1 [label=“Above Normal” ]
N0→ N2 [label=“ < 0.21”]
N2 [label=“Probability” ]
N2→ N3 [label=“ >= 0.13”]
N3 [label=“Other” ]
N3→ N4 [label=“ < 0.13”]
N4 [label=“Above Normal”]
The nodes and branches are identified and translated to the internal data format
such that the results can be forwarded to the Post-Processor.
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The Threshold Extractor Post-Processor was implemented, which extracts the
discovered thresholds out of the textual representation of each decision tree. For
each decision tree, all the branches are considered that result in a leaf with the
priority class label, associated with this decision tree. The branches, which result
in a leaf with the label “Other”, are ignored. All the considered branches are
followed from the leaf up to the root and the conditions are checked. The condition
that represents the highest lower bound is chosen as threshold for this priority class,
i.e., a condition of the type ≥ x where x is the highest value for a condition of this
type in this tree. The discovered thresholds are represented in the internal data
format and forwarded to the Decision Component.
6.4.2.2 Discovering the probabilities using a Bayesian network
In this scenario, the Data Mining filter needs to find probabilistic relations between
two input attributes, i.e., the type of the calls and the risk group of the patients, and
the priority labels that were eventually assigned to the calls. Bayesian networks
can ideally be used to discover these probabilistic relations. Bayesian networks
are graphical models that represent the conditional dependencies between a set of
variables as a directed acyclic graph. Each node is associated with a probability
function. This function is able to calculate the probability of the variable respre-
sented by this node based on a particular set of values for the variables, which are
represented by nodes that are parents of this node. Different techniques can be
used to build Bayesian networks. Naive Bayesian networks assume that all the in-
put attributes are conditionally independent. Consequently, a network is obtained
in which the label is connected to each input attribute, but the input attributes
are not connected to each other. As the risk group of the patient is independent
of the types of calls this patient makes, Naive Bayesian networks are used for
this research. The BayesNet implementation of WEKA was used to construct the
network. The probabilities obtained by building the network are retrieved from
WEKA and represented in the internal data format.
The Probability Calculator Post-Processor was implemented to calculate the
needed probability parameters for the oNCS. To explain this calculation, the fol-
lowing notation is introduced:
• The risk group input attribute is represented byA and has n1 possible values
a1, ..., an1.
• The type of call input attribute is depicted by B and has n2 possible values
b1, ..., bn2.
• X represents the label, i.e., the priority class, and has m possible values
x1, ..., xm.
The output of the BayesNet algorithm contains the following probabilities:
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• P (X = xi), ∀ i ∈ [1,m].
• P (A = ai|X = xj), ∀ i ∈ [1, n1] and ∀ j ∈ [1,m].
• P (B = bi|X = xj), ∀ i ∈ [1, n2] and ∀ j ∈ [1,m].
Bayes’ rule can be used to calculate the probability parameters for the oNCS:
P (X = xi|A = aj ∩B = bk) = P (A = aj ∩B = bk|X = xi)P (X = xi)
P (A = aj ∩B = bk)
where i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1, n1] and k ∈ [1, n2] (6.1)
Only the probabilities P (X = xi) can be directly derived from the Bayesian net-
work. As attributes A and B are conditionally independent, the other term of the
numerator can be calculated as follows:
P (A = aj ∩B = bk|X = xi) = P (A = aj |X = xi)P (B = bk|X = xi)
where i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1, n1] and k ∈ [1, n2] (6.2)
The probabilities on the right hand side of this equation can also be derived from
the Bayesian network. These calculated probabilities can be used to derive the
denominator using the law of total probability as follows:
P (A = aj ∩B = bk) =
m∑
i=1
P (A = aj ∩B = bk|X = xi)P (X = xi)
where j ∈ [1, n1] and k ∈ [1, n2] (6.3)
By inputting the results of Equations 6.2 and 6.3 in Equation 6.1, the needed prob-
ability parameters can be calculated. These parameters are represented in the in-
ternal data format and forwarded to the Decision Component.
6.4.3 Filtering the results and expressing their reliability
As mentioned in Section 6.3, the Decision Component attaches probabilities to the
discovered parameters to express their reliability to the users.
To assess the reliability of the thresholds, the Counter Reliability Algorithm
is used. This algorithm applies the new thresholds to the original dataset. For
all the calls of a particular priority, it then calculates the percentage that received
this priority correctly by the new threshold algorithm. For example, suppose that
0.44 - 0.35 - 0.21 - 0.07 - 0.2 - 0 - 0 are discovered as thresholds, ordered from
the Highest to the Lowest priority. If these thresholds are applied to the dataset
visualized in Table 6.2, the threshold for the Above Normal priority achieves 67%
reliability, as the first and fourth call are correctly assigned the Above Normal
priority, while the last call incorrectly receives the Low priority.
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Figure 6.7: Integrating the learned parameters of the oNCS into the ontology with an
associated probability to express their reliability
The Fluctuation Reliability Algorithm computes the reliability of the discov-
ered probability parameters. It first calculates the difference x between the new
and old parameter value. When the Learning Pipeline is used for the first time
to learn the probability parameters, the probability parameters in the ontology are
used as the old parameter values. In later runs of the pipeline, the parameter values
discovered in the previous run are used as old parameter values. The reliability of
the new parameter is then set to 1−x. Consequently, if the Learning Pipeline con-
secutively discovers very similar parameter values, the reliability increases. The
reliability thus increases if the value of the parameter converges.
A simple filter algorithm, namely the Threshold Filter Algorithm, was im-
plemented, which filters the parameters for which the reliability is lower than a
specified threshold, e.g., 50%. These parameters are not adjusted in the oNCS.
However, these discovered parameters are stored such that they can be used by
subsequent runs of the Learning Pipeline, e.g., as old parameter values in the Fluc-
tuation Reliability Algorithm.
6.4.4 Integrating the parameters in the oNCS
6.4.4.1 Integrating the thresholds in the oNCS
The Priority Threshold Integration Component is responsible for integrating the
discovered thresholds into the oNCS with their associated probability. To integrate
a discovered threshold for a particular priority class, this component first checks
whether this priority was already associated with this threshold, i.e., the parameter
value has not changed. If this is the case, only the reliability is changed, as ex-
plained further. To integrate a new threshold, a subclass of the Priority class is
introduced in the ontology, as shown in Figure 6.7. For example, to integrate the
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threshold of 0.21 for the Above Normal priority, the PriorityWithThresh-
old0 21 class is created. This class is defined as follows:
Priority AND (hasThreshold VALUE 0.21ˆ dˆouble)
If this class already exists in the ontology, it is re-used. The priority class
associated with this threshold is then defined as a subclass of this class, e.g.,
AboveNormalPriority becomes a subclass of PriorityWithThresh-
old0 21. The priority also inherits the definition and is thus effectively associ-
ated with the correct threshold. The subclass relationship to the previous threshold
is removed.
Next, the associated reliability is expressed in the ontology. Pronto is used to
represent and reason on the probabilistic information in the ontology. To express
probabilistic knowledge, Pronto uses Generic Conditional Constraints (GCCs) [24].
A GCC is of the form (D—C)[l,u] where D and C are classes in the ontology and
[l,u] is a closed subinterval of [0,1]. To represent these GCCs in the ontology,
Pronto employs subsumption axiom annotations. For example, to express that
the 0.21 threshold for the normal priority class only has a reliability of 67%, the
subclass relationship between the AboveNormalPriority and Priority-
WithThreshold0 21 concepts is annotated as follows:
< owl11:Axiom >
< rdf:subject rdf:resource=“#AboveNormalPriority” >
< rdf:predicate rdf:resource=“&rdfs;subClassOf” >
< rdf:object rdf:resource=“#PriorityWithThreshold0 21” >
< pronto:certainty > 0.67;0.67 < /pronto:certainty >
< owl11:Axiom >
Pronto uses probability intervals to express probabilistic knowledge. However,
as illustrated in the previous example, strict probabilities can easily be expressed
by defining an interval with an equal upper and lower limit. When a new threshold
is associated with a priority, the reliability calculated by the Decision Component
is used. If the priority was already connected to this threshold, the reliability is
changed to the average of the old and the new reliability.
6.4.4.2 Integrating the probabilities in the oNCS
The probability parameters, which express the the likelihood that a call of a par-
ticular type made by a patient belonging to a specific risk group has a particular
priority, are represented in the ontology by annotated subsumption axioms between
Call classes, as illustrated in Figure 6.7. For example, the following annotated
subsumption axiom expresses that a normal call made by a high risk patient has
0.2 probability of having a normal priority:
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< owl11:Axiom >
< rdf:subject rdf:resource=“#NormalCallMadeByHighRiskPatient” >
< rdf:predicate rdf:resource=“&rdfs;subClassOf” >
< rdf:object rdf:resource=“#NormalPriorityCall” >
< pronto:certainty > 0.2;0.2 < /pronto:certainty >
< owl11:Axiom >
These two classes are defined as follows:
NormalCallMadeByHighRiskPatient:
NormalCall AND (callMadeBy SOME (hasRole SOME HighRiskPatient))
NormalPriorityCall:
Call AND (hasPriority SOME NormalPriority)
To integrate the discovered probability parameters in the oNCS, the Priority
Probability Integration Component just changes the probabilistic value in the an-
notated subsumption axiom.
Next, the Priority Probability Integration Component associates the reliabil-
ity with this discovered parameter. To realize this, a new class is created in the
ontology that represents the annotated subsumption axiom. For example, to rep-
resent the previous subsumption axiom, the class NormalPriorityNormal-
CallMadeByHighRiskPatientWithProb0 2was created with the follow-
ing definition:
hasProbabilityParam VALUE 0.2ˆ dˆouble
An annotated subsumption axiom is then created, which associates the input
attributes, i.e., a call of a particular type made by a patient belonging to a specific
risk group, with this new class and annotates this subclass relationship with the
reliability. For example, the following annotated subsumption axiom is created for
the running example to express that this parameter value has a reliability of 70%:
< owl11:Axiom >
< rdf:subject rdf:resource=“#NormalCallMadeByHighRiskPatient” >
< rdf:predicate rdf:resource=“&rdfs;subClassOf” >
< rdf:object rdf:resource=“#NormalPriorityNormalCallMadeBy
HighRiskPatientWithProb0 2” >
< pronto:certainty > 0.7;0.7 < /pronto:certainty >
< owl11:Axiom >
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Note that if the parameter value has not changed, the reliability is updated to
100%, as this reliability expresses how much the parameter value deviates from
the previous value.
6.5 Evaluation set-up
To adequately evaluate the correctness and performance of the self-learning com-
ponents, generated datasets are used for both scenarios. In this way, trends can be
introduced into the datasets, which should be discovered by the Learning Pipeline.
To achieve realistic datasets, noise is introduced. The following subsections detail
how these datasets were generated and noise was added. The datasets were gen-
erated in the ARFF format and stored in the Persistence Layer so that they can be
retrieved by the File Data Collector and translated to the internal format by the
ARFF Input Convertor.
To evaluate the applicability of the framework, it is important to assess the
correctness of the derived parameters. The correctness of the used data mining
techniques is influenced by the size of the dataset and the amount of noise. To
assess the influence of the latter, the Learning Pipeline was consecutively applied
to datasets of the same size, but with an increasing amount of noise. The amount
of noise is varied from 0% to 50% in steps of 1%. It is unnecessary to increase
the noise percentage beyond 50% as a random label is assigned at this point and
the dataset becomes meaningless. The amount of noise needs to be increased in
a dataset of realistic size. Each instance in the dataset corresponds to one made
by or for a patient. Out of logging data of the nurse call system installed at Ghent
University Hospital [25], it was derived that one average five calls are made per 24
hours by or for a specific patient. Consequently, for a nursing unit containing on
average 30 patients, 1,050 calls are launched per week on average. Therefore, to
assess the influence of noise, datasets were generated containing 1,050 instances.
The influence of the size of the dataset on the correctness is evaluated by
consecutively applying the Learning Pipeline to datasets of increasing size. The
dataset sizes range from 100 to 2,000 instances in steps of 100 instances. This
range also contains the realistic dataset size for each of the scenarios.
It is also important to evaluate the performance, i.e., execution time and mem-
ory usage, of the developed Learning Engine. Although, the learning process will
mostly run in the background, it is important to assess the amount of resource
usage. Most healthcare environments have a limited amount of resources and del-
egating the processing to the cloud is often difficult because of privacy issues. To
evaluate the influence of noise on the performance, the same datasets were used as
for the correctness tests. However, to assess the influence of the size of the dataset,
datasets were generated with sizes ranging from 1,000 to 30,000 in steps of 1,000
instances. Bigger datasets were used as it is important to explore the limits of the
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proposed self-learning components.
To achieve reliable results, each test was repeated 35 times, of which the first
three and the last two were omitted during processing. For each run, a new dataset
was generated. Finally, the averages across the 30 remaining runs are calculated
and visualized in the form of graphs. The tests were performed on a computer with
the following specifications: 4096 megabyte (MB) (2 x 2048 MB) 1067 mega-
hertz (MHz) Double Data Rate Type Three Synchronous Dynamic Random Ac-
cess Memory (DDR3 SDRAM) and an Intel Core i5-430 Central Processing Unit
(CPU) (2 cores, 4 threads, 2.26 gigahertz (GHz), 3 MB cache).
6.5.1 Generating the dataset to discover thresholds
As indicated in Section 6.4.1, the dataset consists of seven input attributes, i.e.,
the probabilistic assignment of a call to the priority classes. As label, the assigned
priority of the call is used. The dataset is generated in such a way that discovered
thresholds should be the ones that are currently being used by the oNCS, i.e., 0.21
- 0.3 - 0.24 - 0 - 0.05 - 0 - 0, ordered from the highest to the lowest priority.
To generate a new instance of the dataset, a priority label is first chosen. The
label is chosen such that the distribution of the generated calls amongst the dif-
ferent priority classes reflects the following realistic distribution determined by
domain experts: 5% - 10% - 25% - 35% - 25% - 0% - 0%, ordered from the high-
est to the lowest priority. Based on this label, the probabilistic values for the input
attributes are generated. For all the priority classes that are checked earlier by the
threshold algorithm than the assigned priority, a probabilistic value is randomly
generated that is smaller than the threshold for this priority. For example, if a call
with a High priority is being created, then the probabilistic value for the Highest
priority will be lower than 0.21. For the assigned priority, a random probabilistic
value is generated, which is higher than its threshold. Finally, for the remaining
priority classes, a random probabilistic value is generated. The thresholds for these
priorities are thus not taken into account.
To introduce noise in the generated datasets, the priority labels of some gen-
erated instances are changed. This means that they receive a different label than
the one which would be assigned by the threshold algorithm and which was used
to generate these instances. For a noise percentage of x, each generated instance
has x% chance of being assigned a priority label that is one level higher or one
level lower than the correct priority label. Some generated instances are shown in
Table 6.2. The labels indicated in italic represent noise.
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6.5.2 Generating the dataset to discover the probabilities for
the priorities
The dataset generated for this scenario contains two input attributes, i.e., the type
of the call and the risk group of the patient who made it, and the assigned priority
as label. To create a new instance, a risk group is randomly assigned based on
the following distribution: 20%, 50% and 30% chance of being a High, Medium
or Low Risk patient respectively. Moreover, the instance has 60%, 30% and 10%
chance of being a Normal, Sanitary and Service call respectively. These distribu-
tions were determined based on input from domain experts. Using the parameters
already defined in the oNCs and visualized in Table 6.1, the probabilistic assign-
ment of this generated call to the various priority categories is determined. For
example, if an instance is generated with the input attributes Normal type of call
and High Riks patient, then it has 20%, 60% and 20% chance of receiving the
High, Above Normal and Normal priorities respectively. Based on this distribu-
tion, a priority is randomly chosen as label.
Similar as in the previous scenario, noise is introduced by changing the label
of an instance to a priority that is one lever higher or lower than the assigned one.
Some generated instances are shown in Table 6.3. The labels indicated in italic
represent noise.
6.6 Results & discussion
6.6.1 Correctness of the discovered thresholds
To assess the correctness, the relative error of the discovered thresholds is calcu-
lated. The relative error expresses how much the learned threshold deviates from
the threshold on which the dataset generation was based. For example, a relative
error of 5% for the threshold of the Above Normal priority indicates that the dis-
covered threshold deviates at most 5% from 0.24. The oNCS employs a threshold
of 0 for the Normal, Low and Lowest priority categories to ensure that the default
priority assigned to calls is the Normal priority. The Low and Lowest priorities are
generally reserved for particular types of calls, e.g., technical assistance calls. Be-
cause of the way the dataset generation algorithm takes these zero thresholds into
account to generate the instances, these thresholds are always discovered. There-
fore, only the other, non-zero, thresholds are discussed.
Figure 6.8 depicts the relative error of the discovered thresholds as a function
of the dataset size. It can be derived that very accurate thresholds are obtained,
even when datasets with a small amount of instances are used. When the dataset
contains at least 500 instances, the relative error stays smaller then 0.5% for all
the thresholds. As mentioned previously, on average five calls are launched per
patient in a department with on average 30 patients. Consequently, four days after
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Figure 6.8: The relative errors of the thresholds discovered for the different priority
categories as a function of the size of the dataset
deployment of the oNCS enough data would be collected to accurately adjust the
thresholds to the behavior of the caregivers. Note that for small datasets, more
accurate results are obtained for the thresholds of higher priority classes. A sep-
arate decision tree is built for each priority class, based on a subset of the total
dataset. In these subsets the instances are removed, which received as label a
higher priority class than the one that the decision tree is currently being built for.
Consequently, the decision trees for lower priorities are trained on less data than
the decision trees for higher priorities. As a result, these lower priorities exhibit a
higher relative error for small datasets.
Figure 6.9 visualizes the relative errors for the discovered thresholds as a func-
tion of the amount of noise in a realisticly sized dataset of 1,050 instances. It is
clear that the Learning Pipeline is insensitive to a noise rate of less than 20%,
as they result in relative errors for the thresholds of less than 5%. If the amount
of noise increases beyond this point, the relative errors quickly rise to 10% and
higher. The relative error of the threshold of the Below Normal priority is higher
than the ones of the Normal and High priority because it is trained on smaller
datasets, as explained in the previous paragraph. The relative error of the thresh-
old of the Highest priority is much higher than the others. This is the first threshold
that needs to be determined. Consequently, it is trained on a dataset with a very
high amount of instances labeled as “Other”. This skewed dataset, containing more
negative than positive examples, results in a higher relative error for this priority.
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Figure 6.9: The relative errors of the thresholds discovered for the different priority
categories as a function of the amount of noise in the dataset
6.6.2 Correctness of the discovered probabilities
The dataset for this scenario consists of two input attributes, namely the risk group
of the patient and the type of the call, which each can have three possible values.
The priority label can have seven possible values. Consequently the Bayesian net-
work needs to determine 63 probability parameters. It is difficult to give a clear
overview of all the calculated parameter values for all the different dataset sizes
and noise ratios. Therefore, Table 6.5 visualizes only the relative errors for the
discovered probabilities for a dataset of realistic size, i.e., 1,050 instances, with-
out noise. Despite the large number of parameter values that need to be deduced
from a relatively small dataset, the relative errors are quite small. Three discovered
probabilities have a relative error bigger than 10%. These errors are indicated in
italic in Table 6.5. However, all the other derived parameter values deviate only
on average 3% and maximum 6% from the correct value. It can also be noted
that higher relative errors correspond to situations that do not occur often in re-
ality. As the dataset is generated based on realistic distributions, these situations
are represented by less instances in the dataset. This makes it more difficult for
the Bayesian network to obtain a correct parameter value for these situations. For
example, as explained in Section 6.5.2, an instance only has 10% chance to receive
the type Service and 20% chance of being launched by a High Risk patient. Con-
sequently, there’s only 2% chance that an instance is generated that fulfills both of
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Relative error
Risk Type of Above Below
group call Highest High normal Normal normal Low Lowest
High
Normal 0.01 0.03 0.01
Sanitary 0.06 0.02 0.05
Service 0.04 0.04 0.16
Medium
Normal 0.00 0.04 0.02
Sanitary 0.04 0.04 0.01
Service 0.02 0.05 0.14
Low
Normal 0.06 0.03 0.03
Sanitary 0.01 0.02 0.02
Service 0.03 0.02 0.12
Table 6.5: Relative error for the discovered probability parameters for a dataset with
1,050 instances
these criteria. As a result, the relative error for this probabilistic value is 0.16%.
6.6.3 Execution time of the threshold Learning Pipeline
The execution time as a function of the size of the dataset is depicted in Fig-
ure 6.10. The execution times of the Threshold Extractor, Counter Reliability Al-
gorithm and Threshold Filter Algorithm are negligible compared to the execution
times of the visualized components. The execution time of the Priority Threshold
Integration Component depends heavily on the complexity and the amount of data
in the ontology as this component checks the consistency of the ontology after the
parameters are adjusted. As the ontology was not initialized with a realistic data
set, e.g., representing a realistic amount of staff members and patients, the execu-
tion time of this module is not shown. The processing of the data by the Iterative
Tree Miner can be split up into three parts. The Mining Overhead denotes the
time needed to pre-process the dataset such that the different decision trees can be
built as explained in Section 6.4.2.1. The Weka Initialization step consists of trans-
forming the ARFF format to Java Objects, while J4.8 algorithm builds the actual
decision tree using WEKA. The execution times of these three steps are visualized
separately.
It can be derived from Figure 6.10a that the execution time is exponential as
a function of the size of the dataset. Figure 6.10b shows that this is caused by
the exponentially increasing execution time of the Mining Overhead. The exe-
cution times of the other components are linear as a function of the amount of
instances. The complexity of the J4.8 algorithm is O(m ∗ n2) for a dataset with
m instances and n attributes [26]. The number of attributes is constant in this sce-
nario, i.e., one input attribute and one label per decision tree built for a particular
priority. Consequently, the complexity reduces to O(m) and thus becomes linear
in the number of instances. The ARFF Input Convertor, ARFF Conver-
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Figure 6.10: Execution time as a function of the dataset size for the different components
of the threshold Learning Pipeline
tor and ARFF Deconvertor are also linear in the size of the dataset, as they
need to (de)convert all the instances one by one. It can also be noted that the ARFF
Input Convertor consumes more time than the ARFF Convertor. The first trans-
lates a String-based representation of the dataset, while the second receives the
instances expressed in the internal data format as input. This second, structured
representation can be processed more easily.
Figure 6.11 analyzes the execution time of the Mining Overhead in more de-
tail. As explained in Section 6.4.2.1, a dataset is constructed for each priority by
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Figure 6.11: Execution time as a function of the dataset size for the different steps of the
Mining Overhead
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Figure 6.12: Compares the execution times of removing instances from the dataset as a
function of the dataset size for the current and alternative implementation
removing the input attributes related to the other priority classes, removing all the
instances labeled with a higher priority and renaming all the lower priority labels
as “Other”. Figure 6.11 indicates that most of the execution time is consumed by
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removing the instances. A possible solution is removing the instances before the
dataset is translated to the ARFF format. The complexity of removing instances
from the dataset, represented in the internal data format, is linear in the size of the
dataset. However, this solution also requires that each separate dataset is trans-
lated by the ARFF Convertor. This also increases the execution time as there is
significant overlap between the datasets and thus more instances need to be con-
verted. Figure 6.12 compares the execution time of the current implementation
for removing the instances with the additional execution time, which is needed to
(de)convert the separate datasets for the alternative solution. The additioal exe-
cution time of the alternative implementation is linear in the amount of instances.
However, it only achieves a better performance for bigger datasets with at least
15,000 instances. As 1,050 instances was deemed to be a realistic size of the
dataset, the current implementation is preferred.
Figure 6.13a depicts the execution time as a function of the amount of noise
for the realistic dataset containing 1,050 instances. As the measured execution
times are quite small, i.e., lower than 25 ms, the graphs are quite erratic and unpre-
dictable. To get a clear view on the underlying trends, the performance tests were
repeated for a dataset consisting of 5,000 instances. The resulting graph is visual-
ized in Figure 6.13b. It can be derived that the influence of the amount of noise on
the execution time is negligible. The dataset for each decision tree consists of only
one input attribute and a label, which can only assume two values. Consequently,
increasing the amount of noise will not have a large impact on the complexity of
the constructed decision tree.
It can be concluded that a dataset with a realistic size of 1,050 instances can be
processed in less than 100 ms, irrespective of the amount of noise.
6.6.4 Execution time of the probabilities Learning Pipeline
The execution time as a function of the size of the dataset is depicted in Fig-
ure 6.14. The execution times of the Probability Calculator, Fluctuation Relia-
bility Algorithm, Threshold Filter Algorithms and Priority Probability Integration
Component are not shown for the same reasons as in the previous section. The
Bayes Net Miner consists of only two steps, namely initializing Weka and building
the model using the BayesNet algorithm of Weka. The execution times for these
two steps are visualized seperately. It can be noted that the the execution time
is linear as a function of the size of the dataset. Figure 6.14b illustrates that the
execution time of each of the individual components is also linear as a function of
the size of the dataset. The execution times are also very small. The input con-
version and initialization of Weka consume most of the execution time. Building
the Bayesian network only requires a small amount of time, namely at most 20
ms for a dataset of 30,000 instances. The complexity of the Bayesian network is
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Figure 6.13: Execution time as a function of the amount of noise in the dataset for the
different components of the threshold Learning Pipeline
the same as the J4.8 algorithm, namely O(m ∗ n2) for a dataset with m instances
and n attributes [27]. As the amount of attributes does not change in this scenario,
this complexity also reduces to O(m) and thus becomes linear in the number of
instances. The difference in execution time between the ARFF Input Convertor
and ARFF convertor was already explained in the previous section.
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Figure 6.14: Execution time as a function of the dataset size for the different components
of the probabilities Learning Pipeline
Figure 6.15a depicts the execution time as a function of the amount of noise
for the realistic dataset containing 1,050 instances. Again, these execution times
are too small, i.e., lower than 7 ms, to perceive a clear trend and the tests were
repeated for a dataset of 5,000 instances, as shown in Figure 6.15b. Similarly to
the previous section, it can be concluded that the influence of the amount of noise
on the execution time is negligible.
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Figure 6.15: Execution time as a function of the amount of noise in the dataset for the
different components of the probabilities Learning Pipeline
For this scenario, it can also be concluded that, irrespective of the amount of
noise, the execution time is very good and negligible for datasets of a realistic size
of 1,050 instances, i.e., less than 20 ms.
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Figure 6.16: The memory usage as a function of the size of the dataset
6.6.5 Memory usage
Figure 6.16 illustrates the memory usage of the Learning Pipeline for both scenar-
ios as a function of the size of the dataset. The fluctuating pattern of the graphs
can be explained by the memory that is consumed by the Garbage Collector in
Java. However, trend lines can clearly be discerned. It can be noted that the mem-
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ory usage is linear as a function of the amount of instances. Moreover, the total
amount of consumed memory stays quite low, i.e., at most about 120 MB for the
threshold Learning Pipeline and 25 MB for the probabilities scenario. For the real-
istic dataset of 1,050 instances, the memory usage is negligible for both scenarios,
namely lower than 5 MB for the probabilities Learning Pipeline and 20 MB for the
threshold scenario. The memory usage for the threshold scenario is significanlty
higher. This can be explained by the different datasets that need to be created and
stored to build the decision trees for each of the priorities.
6.7 Conclusion
This article describes our experiences with extending the oNCS with self-learning
components such that it can automatically adjust its parameters. This ensures that
the application is tuned towards the needs and requirements of the caregivers and
increases its adoption. Moreover, caregivers are no longer burdened with trying to
define accurate parameter values for the application at development time or tweak
its configuration at run-time.
The self-learning extension consists of the following steps. First, Monitoring
Algorithms are used to monitor how the application is used with a certain context.
These algorithms gather and store data. When enough data has been collected the
Data Collection Component and Input Convertor retrieve the data and transform it
to the internal data format used by the self-learning components. Second, the Pre-
Processor cleans the data. Data Mining techniques and a Post-Processor are used
to discover the new parameter values. The Decision Component associates proba-
bilities with these learned parameter values to express their reliability. Values with
a too low probability are filtered. Finally, the Integration Component integrates
the new parameter values and their associated reliability in the oNCS.
The oNCS contains two types of parameters, namely thresholds and probabil-
ities. An extensive evaluation was performed to assess the applicability, correct-
ness and performance of the self-learning components for both scenarios. For the
thresholds, it was shown that correct results with a relative error of less than 5%
are obtained when the dataset contains at least 500 instances, i.e., calls, and the
noise ratio is less than 20%. For the probabilities, it was deduced that for a real-
istic dataset of 1,050 instances correct results were obtained. Both the threshold
and probability parameters are learned very efficiently as the components require
at most 100 ms execution time and 20 MB memory for a realistic dataset of 1,050
instances, irrespective of the amount of noise in this dataset.
Future work will mainly focus on evaluating a prototype of the self-learning
oNCS in a real-life setting.
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Correctness Execution time as a function of Realistic dataset
Relative Dataset Amount Dataset Amount Size Execution Memoryerror size of noise size of noise time usage
Chapter 5 < 1% > 1,000 < 5% Linear Decreases as 1,680 < 100 ms < 10 MBinstances noise increases instances
Chapter 6
< 0.5% > 500 < 20% Exponential negligible 1,050 < 100 ms < 20 MBthresholds instances instances
Chapter 6 / / / Linear negligible 1,050 < 20 ms < 5 MBprobabilities instances
Table 6.6: Comparing the evaluation results of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
6.8 Addendum
Some additional remarks are highlighted in this Addendum.
First, it can be noted that a Learning Ontology was presented in Chapter 5,
which allows associating the learned knowledge with its origin. This ontology can
also be used to indicate how the Learning Pipeline was configurated to learn the
parameters of the oNCS. This is illustrated for a learned threshold in Figure 6.17.
Second, Table 6.6 compares the evaluation results of Chapter 5 and Chapter-
chap:selfLearningONCS.
Third, some performance loss can be noted when the performance of the self-
learning oNCS is compared to the performance of the original oNCS presented
in Chapter 4. This is due to the fact that the self-learning framework adds addi-
tional concepts, axioms and probabilities to the ontology of the oNCS. As men-
tioned previously and thoroughly discussed in Chapter B, the execution time of the
probabilistic Reasoner Pronto increases as the amount of probabilistic statements
increases. Pronto can only handle up to 15 probabilistic statements in a perfor-
mant manner. Moreover, the larger amount of axioms also makes the deterministic
reasoning with Pellet more complex.
Finally, it can be noted that the sequential learning pipeline of the self-learning
framework is vulnerable to Single Points of Failure. To counter this, the interme-
diate results can easily be saved using the internal data format such that not all
work is lost when one component of the pipeline fails. Moreover, as the different
pipes are interchangeable, they can easily be duplicated to make the self-learning
framework more robust.
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Figure 6.17: Conveying knowledge about the adjusted parameters by using the Learning
Ontology
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“Declare the past, diagnose the present, foretell the future.”
– Hippocrates (460 BC - 370 BC)
Medical time series contain important information about the condition of a
care receiver. It is thus important to take this temporal data into account when de-
veloping healthcare applications and services. Therefore extensions of the devel-
oped O’Care Platform (see Chapter 3), continuous care ontology (see Chapter 2)
and self-learning framework (see Chapter 5) are proposed to represent and reason
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with medical time series. This research is thus related to Research Contributions
6 discussed in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1.
In Chapters 5 and 6 “white-box” data mining techniques were used to detect trends
and patterns in the gathered historical data. Consequently, the inner logic of the
results of these techniques can be inspected and translated to new knowledge, e.g.,
rules, that is added to the knowledge base. In this chapter, the self-learning frame-
work is used in combination with “black-box” machine learning techniques. Only
the result of the classification technique can thus be added to the knowledge base,
e.g., patient has a particular disease with 90% probability. The knowledge, which
was used to arrive at this conclusion cannot be added as it is unknown due to the
black-box nature of the learning techniques. Consequently, instead of letting new
rules added to the ontology classify the new data, the data is processed by the
trained machine learning technique each time to derive the new knowledge. This
chapter also contains a detailed description of how the self-learning framework
presented in Chapter 5 was adapted to integrate these black-box machine learning
techniques. Appendix D dives further into the investigation of machine learning
techniques to classify medical time series data by presenting an elaborate eval-
uation of the advantages of using Echo State Networks (ESNs) instead of other
traditional classifiers combined with feature extraction and selection.
? ? ?
Abstract Medical time series contain important information about the condition
of a patient. However, due to the large amount of data and the staff shortage, it is
difficult for physicians to monitor these time series for trends that suggest a rel-
evant clinical deterioration due to a complication or new pathology. This paper
proposes a framework that supports physicians in detecting patterns in time series.
It has three main tasks. First, the time-dependent data is gathered from heteroge-
neous sources and the semantics are made explicit by using an ontology. Second,
Machine Learning techniques detect trends in the semantic time series data that
indicate that a patient has a particular pathology. However, computerized classi-
fication techniques are not 100% accurate. Therefore, the third task consists of
adding the pathology classification to the ontology with an associated probability
and notifying the physician if necessary. The framework was evaluated with an
ICU use case, namely detecting sepsis. Sepsis is the number one cause of death in
the ICU.
7.1 Introduction
The rapid development of computing technologies has a major impact on health-
care, particularly in intensive care units (ICUs). This growth in computer technolo-
gies has been accompanied by an increase in complexity and number of monitoring
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equipment, thus generating large amounts of data that must be rapidly interpreted
by the medical staff. Databases have become an essential part of ICUs to store,
integrate and share data about the medical condition of a patient. Time series often
appear in these databases and contain important information about the condition
of a patient. For instance, it has already been shown that subtle changes in certain
laboratory values reflecting vital organ function, even within the normal range, are
of prognostic value for sepsis [1]. However, it is difficult for physicians to con-
tinuously monitor these time-dependent parameters for subtle or sometimes even
overt changes that suggest a relevant clinical deterioration due to a complication or
new pathology because of the large amount of data and staff shortage. This is par-
ticularly true for junior or senior physicians who lack clinical expertise in the field
of the pathology. To solve this, this paper proposes a Clinical Decision Support
System (CDSS) that gathers time series data about patients from various sources,
detects trends and alerts the clinicians of possible new pathologies or complica-
tions.
A first challenge is that temporal knowledge is often not explicitly represented
by the database. E.g., if a time point 09/04/2010 5:42:00 is associated with a
White Blood Cell (WBC) count, the exact meaning of this time point is not known.
It could be the time at which a blood sample was drawn or the time at which it was
analyzed in the laboratory. To resolve this the framework integrates the data in an
ontology [2]. Ontologies are used to represent and structure knowledge about a
certain domain in a formal way. This ontology is used to annotate data with their
meaning and express the relationships with other data. Moreover, it allows the
integration of data coming from heterogeneous sources.
Second, computerized techniques are needed to detect trends. In the field of
Machine Learning (ML) two approaches for time series classification can be iden-
tified. The first approach pre-processes the time series data by extracting and se-
lecting features [3] such that classical statistical classification techniques can be
used. The second approach focuses on using techniques which can directly cope
with high-dimensional non-linear temporal data. Both approaches were integrated
into the framework. These methods take the medical time series data as input and
return a classification label as output e.g. indicating if a patient has the pathology
or not.
Using ML techniques to predict the condition of a patient, is not 100% accu-
rate or reliable. However, the CDSS is not meant to replace the medical staff. It is
essentially developed to assist junior or non-expert senior, and to lesser extent, ex-
pert senior physicians in diagnosing a patient’s condition. It is therefore important
to convey the accuracy or uncertainty of the prediction to the medical practitioner.
Therefore, the developed framework explicitly models this uncertainty in the onto-
logy and reasons with it.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 7.2 introduces the
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Nr. Indicator Parameter Measure type
1 Fever
Temperature blood Monitored
Temperature armpit Observed
Temperature rectal Monitored
2 Leukocytosis White Blood Laboratory3 Leukopenia Cell Count (WBC)
4 Plasma CRP > 2SD above the normal value CRP blood Laboratory
5 Arterial Hypotension
Non-invasive Blood MonitoredPressure (NIBP)
Systolic Arterial Pressure (SAP) Monitored
Levophed Prescription
6 Thrombocytopenia Platelet Count Laboratory
Table 7.1: Selected diagnostic criteria of sepsis
sepsis use case. Section 7.3 details the architecture of the framework. Section 7.4
focuses on the modeling details of the sepsis ontology and Rules, while Section 7.5
describes some sepsis scenarios. Section 7.6 highlights the main conclusions and
future work.
7.2 Use case: Sepsis
Sepsis [1] is a severe inflammatory response, called systemic inflammatory re-
sponse syndrome (SIRS), of the body to an infection. In the US, approximately
750, 000 people are diagnosed with sepsis every year, with a mortality rate of 30%.
Early detection is crucial, as appropriate therapy aimed to prevent further deteri-
oration in organ failure reduces mortality by 15% [4]. However, sepsis can only
be accurately diagnosed by the presence of a positive blood culture for a known
pathogen. This infection is often discovered too late. However, there is a guideline
that lists 25 possible indicators of sepsis, which allows early detection [5]. Con-
tinuously monitoring these, often time-dependent, parameters is difficult, which
makes it the ideal use case for the developed framework.
To perform an initial evaluation of the framework, 6 of the 25 indicators were
selected, as shown in Table 7.1. It was investigated if the framework could be used
to detect trends in these parameters to automatically alert physicians of patients
who might have sepsis. For this, data about 650 ICU patients, of whom 342 have
sepsis, was collected during three consecutive years from the ICU databases of
Ghent University hospital. The parameters collected which match these indicators
are also shown in Table 7.1.
7.3 Architecture Description
The architecture of the CDSS is shown in Figure 7.1. Three layers can be dis-
cerned, as detailed below.
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7.3.1 Data Management Layer
The modern ICU contains computerized medical equipment to convey the con-
dition of a patient such as monitoring equipment and electronic patient records
integrated in a Patient Data Management System (PDMS), an Infection Manage-
ment System (IMS) which tracks the infections and antibiotic treatments of a pa-
tient and a Laboratory database. All this data is stored and managed in medical
database systems across the hospital, as shown in the Data Management Layer of
Figure 7.1. As mentioned previously, time series often appear in these databases
and contain important information about the condition of a patient.
7.3.2 Semantic Reasoning Layer
Medical databases have some limitations, such as the lack of interoperability and
standardization [6]. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 7.1, the meaning of the
various time points in the database is difficult to derive. To resolve this, the Se-
mantic Reasoning Layer contains ontologies for the integration and analysis of
the medical and time series data. Existing Medical Ontologies are integrated into
the framework and extended with Domain Ontologies which model the informa-
tion specific to a particular hospital setting such as the measured parameter values.
These Domain Ontologies also contain probabilistic information which express
the probability that a patient has a pathology if particular conditions are met, e.g. a
patient with a low WBC count has 17% chance of having sepsis. A Temporal
Ontology associates each parameter value with its meaning in time.
Due to the foundation of ontologies in Description Logics (DL), the models can
be formally proofed by using a DL Reasoner. This DL Reasoner is used to detect
inconsistencies in the model as well as infer new information from the correlation
of the data. E.g., a concept Fever is created in the ontology, which automatically
detects patients with a temperature above 38 ◦C. More complex logic is expressed
by defining Rules [7] on top of this ontology. These Rules allow expressing al-
gorithms which take advantage of the temporal information in the ontology. This
way, increasing or decreasing trends in time series are automatically detected and
notified to the clinicians. This notification is handled by the Notification Module,
which is shown on the left side of Figure 7.1. It allows to specify which clinicians
are interested in what information about which patient.
7.3.3 Learning Layer
As explained in Section 7.2, not all time series trends can be easily expressed as
Rules. ML techniques handle these difficult cases, as shown in the Learning Layer
of Figure 7.1.
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7.3.3.1 Data selection and pre-processing
First, training data is extracted from the ontology. Which parameters are used as
input and which pathology needs to be predicted is specified by the administrator
by selecting the appropriate ontology concepts in the Configuration Module. The
Data Collection Module automatically extracts all the applicable data from the
ontology and provides it to the Pre-processor.
This Pre-processor contains several modules to clean up the patient data. The
Remove Outliers component removes outliers from the time series or even removes
complete patients, e.g. patients for whom the input time series is too short. The
Scale component centers the input values at zero. This is often beneficial for the
learning algorithms of various ML techniques. Finally, interpolation is needed.
Many parameter measurements are performed by hand, so there exists some vari-
ance in the intervals between succeeding measurements. However, the input time
series needs to contain measurements over regular time intervals and these inter-
vals must be the same for all the input parameters, so that they can be used as
input for the ML techniques. Currently, the Interpolation component offers three
techniques, namely outmiddling, linear and step interpolation.
7.3.3.2 Training the ML techniques
Two ML approaches are used to classify the pre-processed time series. The first
approach extracts and selects features from the time series data such that classical
classification techniques can be used. Most of these techniques have been designed
with a static data model in mind and are not suitable for coping with the dynamic
nature of time series. The Feature Extraction & Selection module first generates
features from the time series such as the slope, and secondly selects the most ap-
propriate features and thus reduces the amount of input data [3]. Next, a classifier
is applied to the selected features to classify the data. Four such classifiers are inte-
grated namely Linear Regression (LR), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support
Vector Machines (SVM) and Naive Bayes (NB) [8].
The second approach focuses on techniques which can directly cope with the
temporal data such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). An obstacle when using
RNNs is that only a few training algorithms exist which are complex and often
yield poor results [9]. However, recently an approach, called Reservoir Computing
(RC) [10], was developed to simplify this training process. The key idea is to
model the dynamic system producing the time series data in a reservoir consisting
of a RNN. The reservoir is then read by a linear readout function. The training
algorithm only affects this readout function. For training linear functions many
algorithms exist such as linear regression.
Afterwards, the Decision Module selects the technique with the highest accu-
racy to be used as the classifier to detect trends for this particular pathology. This
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Figure 7.2: Fragment of the ontology modeling the time series of the sepsis parameters
technique is plugged into the Selected & Trained ML component.
7.3.3.3 Probabilistic classification and active learning
The patient, who is classified by the trained classifier, is pre-processed in the same
manner as the training data. The ML technique outputs a classification label, e.g. 1
or -1, indicating if the patient has the pathology or not. It is important to convey the
uncertainty of the prediction to the physician. Therefore the classification is added
to the ontology with a probabilistic value that expresses its accuracy. A Probabilis-
tic Reasoner is used to combine this classification with the other probabilistic data
about this pathology in the ontology. This way, a probability is obtained which
expresses how trust-worthy the advise of the framework is.
Finally, the Active Learning component continuously trains the Selected &
Trained ML and improves its accuracy. Newly labeled data, e.g. a physician in-
dicates that a patient has sepsis, is periodically gathered from the ontology as
training data. This data is intelligently selected such that the classifier does not
become overfitted, e.g. patients that were wrongly classified by the classifier are
ideal input for active learning. More information can be found in [11].
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7.4 Modeling the sepsis ontology and Rules
Part of the ontology that models the sepsis use case is shown in Figure 7.2. The
concepts preceded with the galen keyword are imported from the Galen Onto-
logy1. This shows nicely how other ontologies are integrated and re-used in the
Semantic Reasoning Layer. The SWRLTemporalOntology [7] models the temporal
information. These concepts are preceded with the temp keyword. By defining
meaningful relationships between the medical and temporal concepts, e.g. has -
dbEntry tp, the semantics of the different time points in the database can be
differentiated. The Prote´ge´ editor2 was used to develop the OWL3 ontology.
Time series data is extracted from the medical databases and automatically
mapped on the ontology by using D2R4. D2R specifies that the LaboTable in
the database maps on the Parameter concept in the ontology. This table has a
column ParamID. Rows with ParamID 1500345 are mapped on the CRP concept.
The columns entrytime and datetime are mapped on the has dbEntry tp
and has laboAnalyzed tp relations respectively. The first relation expresses the
time at which the data was entered into the database, while the second indicates
the time point at which the analysis of the blood sample was obtained. From the
has sample and has sampleTaken tp relations can be derived at which time
point the blood sample was drawn. Finally, the value column is mapped on the
has value relation in the ontology. This way an entire time serie is encoded in the
ontology by creating multiple CRP instances, each associated with a value, a unit
and the different time points. This CRP value is then associated with a Patient
through the has param relation. Note that concepts cannot only be associated
with specific time points, but also with intervals during which they are valid. E.g.,
the has prescription period relation.
The Pellet Reasoner5 is used as DL Reasoner to check the consistency and
automatically classify the ontology. E.g., the concept SepsisPatient is defined
as a patient who has SIRS and an Infection, as follows:
S e p s i s P a t i e n t
v (∃ h a s d i a g n o s i s (∃ h a s a s s o c i a t e d p a t h o l o g y SIRS ) ) u
v (∃ h a s d i a g n o s i s (∃ h a s a s s o c i a t e d p a t h o l o g y I n f e c t i o n ) )
By using the SWRL Temporal Built-In Library [7], Rules are defined that use
the temporal information in the ontology to create complex algorithms. For exam-
ple,
F e v e r P a t i e n t ( ? p ) ∧
has bodyTemp ( ? p , ? temp1 ) ∧ has bodyTemp ( ? p , ? temp2 ) ∧
h a s v a l u e ( ? temp1 , ? v1 ) ∧ h a s v a l u e ( ? temp2 , ? v2 ) ∧
1http://www.opengalen.org/
2http://protege.stanford.edu/
3http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
4http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/d2r-server/
5http://pellet.owldl.com/
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s w r l b : g r e a t e r T h a n ( ? v2 , ? v1 ) ∧
( h a s o b s e r v t p ( ? temp1 , ? t 1 ) ∨ h a s m o n i t o r t p ( ? temp1 , ? t 1 ) ) ∧
( h a s o b s e r v t p ( ? temp2 , ? t 2 ) ∨ h a s m o n i t o r t p ( ? temp2 , ? t 2 ) ) ∧
temp : e q u a l ( ? t1 , ? t2 , temp : Hours ) ∧ temp : b e f o r e ( ? t1 , ? t 2 ) ∧
⇒
I n c r e a s i n g F e v e r P a t i e n t ( ? p )
is a Rule that detects if the body temperature of a patient, who already has a
fever, is still increasing within the hour. If so, the patient is categorized as an
IncreasingFeverPatient. This allows the notification module to alert the ap-
propriate physician.
The Reasoner Pronto6 is used to model and reason with the probabilistic infor-
mation in the ontology. Probabilistic statements are expressed in OWL by using
axiom annotations. An example is discussed in Section 7.5.2.
7.5 Detailed scenario description
7.5.1 Training ML to detect sepsis
First, the Configuration Module is configured, as shown in Figure 7.3. The CRP S,
WBC, NIBPm, SAPm, Levophed, Temp Rectal, Temp Armpit, Temp Blood and
PlateletCount concepts are used as input and the SepsisPatient concept as
output. The relationships used to find the associated time points are also specified,
e.g. thehas observ tp relation for the Temp Armpit concept. The Temp Blood
values are preferably used as the temperature inputs as they are very reliable. If
there are however Temp Armpit or Temp Rectal values which precede or follow
the Temp Blood time series, then they should be added to the temperature time
series. This is configured by indicating that these parameters should be combined
into 1 input parameter and specifying a ranking. Similarly, the NIBPm and SAPm
parameters are combined into 1 Bloodpressure time series, for which NIBPm
has the highest ranking. Finally, the period of time over which the time series data
should be searched is specified.
By using these configuration settings, the Data Collection Manager retrieves
all the patients from the ontology that have been explicitly stated as either being
or not being a SepsisPatient by a physician by using SPARQL queries7. In
total 650 patient with five input parameters, namely CRP, WBC, PlateletCount,
BloodPressure and Temp, and 1 output parameter were collected.
Second, the data is pre-processed. Outliers are removed from the time series.
Patients for which the time series do not have an overlapping minimal length of 40
values are also removed. This leaves 125 patients. Next, the time series are scaled
to the [−0.9, 0.9] interval. These bounds are chosen instead of −1 and 1 to avoid
6http://pellet.owldl.com/pronto
7http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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Figure 7.3: Sequence diagram of training the ML techniques
excessive weight saturation in the RC. Finally, linear interpolation is used, such
that all the time series have a length of 72 time points.
Third, feature extraction and selection is performed. The following techniques
are implemen ed in he Feature Extraction & Selection module to extract features
from the time series: calculating the minimum, maximum, mean, median, 25th
and 75th percentile, standard devi ti n, the line r regression coefficients and the
area under the curve (AUC) of the time series. For the sepsis case, expert opinion
reveals that the tail of the time series contains more information than the start
of the series. Therefore the feature extraction was repeated for the time series
each time reduced with one at the head. Finally, the slope was calculated for
each two succeeding points in the ti e series. The slope was also calculated for
each two points with a distance of 2, 3, and so further until 71. Out of all these
features, useful ones are selected. Currently one feature selection technique is
implemented, namely a greedy algorithm which iteratively adds the feature that
improves prediction the best. Th s approach is similar to the one used in [12], but
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Classification technique AUC Max. Acc.
SVM 0.712 0.700
NB 0.752 0.718
LR 0.573 0.604
ANN 0.569 0.621
RC 0.653 0.639
Table 7.2: AUC and Max. Acc. for the various ML techniques for the sepsis use case
in each iteration the set of candidates is filtered so that it contains only features that
are not collinear with the already selected set. This drastically reduces the number
of candidate features in each iteration and speeds up the selection process. The
classifier used in this hybrid filter-wrapper [3] is the NB.
Finally, the data is used by the ML techniques as training data. The NB and
LR are custom implementations, while for the SVM, ANN and RC, the libSVM8,
FANN9 and RCToolbox10 libraries were integrated. All these classifiers are trained
using cross-validation and their parameters, such as the reservoir size of the RC,
are optimized using parameter sweeps. In the current implementation, the classi-
fiers can be optimized towards two accuracy measures, namely the AUC and the
maximum balanced accuracy (Max. Acc.).
Table 7.2 shows the AUC and Max. Acc. achieved for the sepsis case with the
five input time series for each of the classifiers. The NB classifier with Feature
Extraction & Selection has the highest accuracy and is used as classifier.
7.5.2 Detecting a patient with sepsis
As shown in Figure 7.4, when a new patient is added to the ontology who has the
required time series data for the sepsis case, this patient is automatically classi-
fied by the trained NB. The time series data is extracted from the ontology using
SPARQL and is pre-processed in the same way as the training data. The NB with
Feature Extraction & Selection returns a classification label, namely 1 or -1, indi-
cating if the patient has sepsis or not.
To convey the accuracy of the prediction to the physician, the classification
is added to the ontology as an instance axiom annotated with a probability. The
annotated axiom
<owl11 : Axiom>
<r d f : s u b j e c t r d f : r e s o u r c e =”# p a t i e n t 1 ”/>
<r d f : p r e d i c a t e r d f : r e s o u r c e =” r d f : t y p e ”/>
<r d f : o b j e c t r d f : r e s o u r c e =”# S e p s i s P a t i e n t ”/>
<p r o n t o : c e r t a i n t y >0.752;0 .752< / p r o n t o : c e r t a i n t y>
</owl11 : Axiom>
8http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm
9http://leenissen.dk/fann/
10http://snn.elis.ugent.be/rctoolbox
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Figure 7.4: Sequence diagram of detecting a patient with sepsis
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Figure 7.5: Fragment of the ontology modeling the time series classification methods
expresses that a particular patient, namely patient1, has 0.752% chance of being
a SepsisPatient. The AUC of the NB is used as probabilistic value.
Information about the classification technique is added to the ontology, by us-
ing the concepts shown in Figure 7.5. First, an instance of PredictedDiagnosis
is created to indicate that this classification is a predicted diagnosis. This instance
is connected to the classification class SepsisPatient with the has diagnosis
relation and associated with the time point at which the prediction was made. Next,
a new instance of the NB concept is created to specify by which ML technique
the classification was predicted. This NB instance is attached to the classification
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by using the predicted by relation and associated with Configuration and
Settings instances. These instances contain all the parameter values of the NB.
Finally, instances of the BalancedAcc and AUC classes are created containing the
values of Table 7.2 of the NB.
The Notification Module allows staff members to subscribe to classes, e.g.
SepsisPatient, defined in the ontology. Each time an instance is classified as
a member of this class, the staff member is alerted. The associated trust in this
prediction is also calculated by combining all the probabilistic information in the
ontology.
7.6 Conclusions
In this paper a framework was proposed to 1) augment the time series data in
medical databases with semantic information by using ontologies, 2) use Machine
Learning techniques to automatically classify this semantic time series data as sug-
gesting a relevant clinical deterioration due to a complication or new pathology or
not, and 3) add this classification to the ontology, while expressing the uncertainty
that is associated with this prediction. Future work will mainly focus on integrating
ensembles [13]. A clinical evaluation of the sepsis use case will also be performed.
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8
Conclusions and Research Perspectives
“The only way of discovering the limits of the possible is to venture a little way
past them into the impossible.”
– Arthur C. Clarke (1917 - 2008)
8.1 Final conclusions
It has been recognized that ontology-based systems can be used to improve the
management of complex healthcare processes and optimize the delivery of contin-
uous care through context-aware and pervasive services. However, the adoption
of context-aware applications in the healthcare domain is lagging behind. This
is due to the lack of real personalization of the services, requiring that caregivers
severely change their daily work practices to accomodate the technology instead
of the other way around. Moreover, a central knowledge component is often em-
ployed on which the different applications are built. As the amount of generated
healthcare data is vast, this central approach has a negative impact on the per-
formance and scalability of the platform. Finally, although time series contain
important information about the condition of a patient, this time-dependent data is
often not taken into account in current context-aware healthcare systems.
To address these issues, this dissertation explored the design and development
of a context-aware, semantic and self-learning framework and accompanying me-
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thodologies and algorithms, which allow the user-driven development of pervasive
healthcare applications that support caregivers and care receivers in their daily ac-
tivities and tasks. As such, it contributes to the research fields of health informat-
ics, semantics and knowledge management and discovery. The following sections
highlight how the different research challenges discussed in Chapter 1 were tack-
led to reach this goal.
8.1.1 Research challenge 1 & 2: How to enable user-driven
development of knowledge models without requiring IT
knowledge or a lot of effort from the domain experts?
& How to semantically model the exchanged continuous
care data?
To tackle the first research challenge, a participatory ontology engineering method-
ology was presented in Chapter 2. The methodology consists of observations and
five types of workshops, which actively involve ontology engineers, social scien-
tists and domain experts. Detailed guidelines were constructed to indicate how
the workshops can ideally be organized. A continuous care ontology was devel-
oped using the proposed methodology to evaluate it and simultaneously address
research challenge two. The oNCS prototype was used to demonstrate to users
how the healthcare knowledge was caputere in the continuous care ontology and
how it used to optimize care processes.
Using the methodology, a continuous care ontology was achieved, which was
tuned towards the daily work practices of the users. By employing this ontology,
intelligent applications can be built that are personalized towards the needs and
preferences of the caregivers and care receivers. The involved users were gen-
erally positive about the developed technology and how it took the context into
account. We believe that this will increase the adoption of the technology, which
is developed based on the knowledge component. Moreover, by involving the users
in the development process, we noticed that some users took on the role of advo-
cates within the organization they were affiliated with. They actively rooted for the
project and the applications we were building. We feel that the availability of such
advocates increases the acceptance of the new technology and its adoption. The
methodology is ideally tuned towards less IT-focused domains as the workshops
only require the users to role-play or brainstorm. They never have to be confronted
with IT. Most involved stakeholders also only had a vague notion of what “onto-
logy” means and were only aware that we were trying to capture their knowledge
in a way that was understandable for a computer. Finally, the users were generally
positive about the amount of time they had to invest into the development process.
The method does require a large amount of time and effort from the involved social
scientists and ontology engineers. The stipulated guidelines allow to significantly
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reduce the time investment.
8.1.2 Research challenge 3: How to develop and deploy the
healthcare services, which use the knowledge model, in
a scalable, modular and performant manner?
To enable the development of scalable and performant healthcare services based
on the developed continuous care ontology, the O’Care Platform was proposed
in Chapter 3. This platform distributes the knowledge model across the various
healthcare services and uses the SCB to adequately filter the huge amount of het-
erogeneous care data. By registering filter rules with the SCB, the various services
only receive the information that they are interested in at that moment. The oNCS
prototype, a localization service and a home automation application were to eval-
uate the scalability and applicability of the O’Care Platform.
The evaluation showed that the knowledge model can effectively be distributed
across the healthcare services by employing the SCB as orchestrator. In this way,
the different services only need to incorporate a small subset of the continuous care
ontology to model the knowledge pertaining to their subdomain. It was demon-
strated that the SCB significantly reduces the amount of data, which needs to be
processed by the applications. This improves their performance and decreases
overhead while maintaining an individualized approach. The delay introduced by
the SCB is linear in the amount of filter rules and is negligible when 10 or less filter
rules are registered. It was shown that the performance of the O’Care Platform can
be increased by distributing the SCB or by distributing the filter rules across dif-
ferent instances of this component. A combination of both approaches can also be
used. Each SCB can also employ a cache to improve its individual performance.
Moreover, the platform supports the composition of complex applications from
a set of smaller applications in a loosely coupled manner. The simple applica-
tions perform specific reasoning tasks in parallel and forward their conclusions to
other applications by using the SCB. In this way, a truly modular development and
deployment of healthcare services is achieved. Finally, as the applications can reg-
ister new filter rules on the fly based on the captured information, they can readily
adapt to the changing context and needs of the users.
8.1.3 Research challenge 4: How to design and develop self-
adaptive healthcare services to tackle future user needs?
A self-learning and probabilistic framework is proposed in Chapter 5 as an ex-
tension of the O’Care Platform. It allows that context-aware applications adapt
their behavior at run-time to the actions of the users and specific requirements of
the healthare environment, in which they are deployed. It was shown how both
“white-box” data mining techniques (see Chapter 5) and “black-box” machine
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learning techniques (see Chapter 7) can be used to realize this adaptation. The
performance of the self-learning framework was evaluated with a representative
use case, namely detecting SIRS as a reason for patients’ call light use.
It was shown that the knowledge model and dynamic algorithms, incorporated
in the context-aware applications, can efficiently be adapted by associating the new
knowledge with a probability, which expresses its reliability. These probabilities
ensure that the knowledge component does not become inconsistent when new
knowledge is added. As the probabilities are gradually in- or decreased according
to the feedback of the users, a flexible context-aware application is achieved in
which new knowledge gradually comes available and old knowledge is removed
based on the needs and the preferences of the users. As such, truly personalized
healthcare services are achieved. Moreover, by conveying these probabilities to
the users, it is ensured that they do not feel like they are no longer in control of the
application as its behavior changes. Old knowledge still stays available for some
time and is only gradually replaced by new knowledge, which has found wide
acceptance amongst the users of the application. This increases the adoption of
these context-aware services. The use of the self-learning framework also enables
the stakeholders to gain insight into the way the application is used on a daily
basis as they can study the learned knowledge, the associated probabilities and the
fluctuations in these probabilities. Finally, it was shown that correct results were
achieved for the illustrative scenario when the dataset, used as input for the self-
learning framework, contains at least 1,000 instances and the amount of noise is
lower than 5%. The execution time and memory usage were also negligible, i.e.,
below 100 ms and 10 MB. The developed self-learning framework is thus very
scalable.
8.1.4 Research challenge 5: How to incorporate medical time
series in the semantic model and derive useful knowledge
from them?
Medical time series convey important information about the condition of a care re-
ceiver as the trend of a parameter is often more important than the absolute value
of the parameter. Time series about the behavior of users also convey important
knowledge. Therefore, Chapter 7 and Appendix D thoroughly investigate tech-
niques to represent time-dependent data in the continuous care ontologies and ma-
chine learning techniques, which are able to process time series and can be used
by the learning step in the self-learning framework.
It was found that the SWRLTemporalOntology and Echo State Networks (ESNs)
can ideally be employed to reach these goals in a performant and scalable manner.
A detailed comparison of ESNs to more traditional classifiers, i.e., the naive Bayes
classifier and support vector machines, combined with feature extraction and se-
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lection was performed. The ESN requires significantly less processing time, needs
no domain knowledge, has a comparable performance, is easy to implement, and
can be configured using rules of thumb. This ensures that the ESN can easily be
integrated into the self-learning framework to extract new knowledge out of time
series data.
8.1.5 Detailed evaluation of the proposed solutions to the re-
search challenges using the self-learning oNCS
To demonstrate the applicability and scalability of the combination of the continu-
ous care ontology, the self-learning framework and the O’Care Platform, the self-
learning oNCS prototype was developed and thoroughly evaluated as discussed in
Chapters 4 and 6 and Appendices A and B.
Simulations and users tests showed that exploiting the profile and context in-
formation captured in the continuous care ontology results in more dynamic prior-
itization and nurse call assignment algorithms, which readily adapt to the current
situation. These dynamic algorithms lead to a better workload distribution amongst
the nurses. Moreover, they prevent that multiple nurses arrive simultaneously at
the location of a patient to handle one particular call. A nurse generally also ar-
rives quicker at the location of the call when using the oNCS instead of the current
state-of-the-art nurse call systems. Finally, the simulations also showed that calls
with a higher priority are generally handled faster than calls with a lower priority.
By using the O’Care Platform to filter the available healthcare data, the oNCS
only receives the necessary context information. This way, a good performance is
achieved, namely a suitable nurse is notified within 50.333 ms on average, which is
a negligible delay. The system scales up to at least 30 patients and 20 nurses. Thus,
a lot of profile information can be retained without decreasing the performance of
the system. Consequently, one instance of the oNCS can for example be deployed
per department in an institutionalized care setting to maintain a good performance.
It was noted by domain experts that determining the parameters of the oNCS
is a difficult task. The developed self-learning framework was employed to re-
solve this issue. An initial assessment of the parameters is made by the domain
experts when the system is deployed and the self-learning framework is used to
adapt these parameters based on the context information gathered about the calls
and how they are handled. It was shown that correct parameter values are achieved
when the input dataset for the self-learning framework contains at least 1,050 calls.
This means that one week after deployment of the oNCS in a department with 30
patients, who launch on average five calls a day, the self-learning framework would
be able to correctly adjust the parameters to the behavior of the caregivers. The
parameters are also learned very efficiently as the self-learning framework requires
at most 100 ms execution time and 20 MB memory for a realistic dataset of 1,050
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instances, irrespective of the amount of noise in this dataset.
In summary, the combination of the self-learning framework, the O’Care Platform
and the continuous care ontology, which was developed in a user-driven manner by
employing the designed participatory ontology engineering methodology, results
in a framework, which can easily be used by application engineerings to design,
develop and deploy scalable and user-centered healthcare services, which automat-
ically adapt to the needs and the preferences of the users. Moreover, the ontology
co-creation methodology can be used to design and develop new low-level domain
ontologies for the various continuous care settings and application domains.
8.2 Future perspectives
This dissertation offers several contributes to the scientific research related to the
design and management of ontology-based platforms for the realization of health-
care applications and services. However, research is still on-going and several
open issues remain to be solved.
8.2.1 Reduce the ontology learning curve
Although ontologies have proven their merit in a number of research projects and
prototypes, the transfer of these research efforts into actual products and appli-
cations is lagging behind, especially in the continuous care domain. One of the
reasons is the steep learning curve of ontologies. There is a lack of guidelines,
tools or rules of thumb on how ontologies and reasoning techniques can be best
created for and integrated into concrete products. To resolve this, two research top-
ics should be adressed, namely the development of design patterns for ontologies
and rules and the development of an inspector tool.
The design patterns first identify ideal practices towards modeling the ontology
and rules and which reasoning practices and paradigms can ideally be used for
which kind of ontologies and/or rule constructs. Second, the patterns describe how
the framework proposed in this dissertation can ideally be applied to a particular
ontology and rules. Patterns can act as identifiers for a particular design decision
or solution. This enables a clearer communication between developers.
An inspector tool can be built that takes an existing ontology and/or rules as
input and detects (complex) constructs that might lead to inefficient reasoning be-
havior. The tool can also analyze the ontology and/or rules to identiy which rea-
soning paradigm can ideally be used and how. To this end, the tool can provide
wizards for using the defined design patterns and can estimate the reasoning per-
formance for the different available reasoning paradigms, which can be applied to
the ontology/rules.
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8.2.2 Enabling time-critical applications
The O’Care Platform was proposed in the dissertation to improve the scalability of
ontology-based healthcare platforms. In this platform, the knowledge component
is distributed across the different healthcare services and the SCB is used to only
forward information to the services, in which they are interested at that time. As
such, each healthcare application contains a smaller knowledgde model that needs
to process a smaller amount of data. However, the performance of the individual
knowledge components can still be a problem, especially for complex and time-
critical interactive applications, e.g., a decision support tool that supports a doctor
in diagnosing a patient through a question-and-answer approach. Application-
specific optimalizations can be employed to achieve the needed performance con-
straints. This was illustrated in this research by performing the probabilistic rea-
soning of the oNCS at night and using these pre-processed results when a call
needs to be assigned. However, it would be better to devise generic approaches
towards optimizing the performance of the individual healthcare services.
To achieve more scalability, distributed reasoning techniques can be investi-
gated, e.g., parallel reasoning or query rewriting. Active research is on-going on
this topic. Another optimization is to allow incomplete reasoning, i.e., one does
not wait until all the results of the reasoning are achieved, but starts working with
the first results, which are gradually updated and improved as more reasoning re-
sults become available.
8.2.3 Cloud-based deployment to support homecare services
Within the O’CareCloudS project an extension of this platform to support eHome-
care services is currently being researched. As the amount of elderly people and
people with specific care needs increases and the number of available caregivers
dwindles, a trend is emerging towards providing care at home, using smart devices
and sensors. However, the homecare environments only provide limited resources
to process all the data generated by the patient. As such, a cloud-based deployment
of the O’Care Platform is currently being researched, in which the smart devices
and sensors at the home of the patient provide their data to the O’Care Platfom
deployed in the cloud and the results of the reasoning processes are send back to
the patient and the appropriate associated (family) caregivers.
8.2.4 Closing the gap between folksonomies and ontologies
Folksonomies are a popular method to annotate and categorize data. Tags add
metadata in the form of keywords to shared content. They are considered the elec-
tronic equivalent of Post-It notes. The totality of tags on any given information
system forms the folksonomy. A folksonomy is thus a system of classification
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derived from the practice and method of collaboratively creating and managing
tags. The main advantages of a folksonomy is that tagging is easy, hugely scalable
and captures the active language of a community. Tags can be quickly created in
response to new developments and changes in terminologies. As a consequence,
folksonomies are entirely uncontrolled vocabularies, which is the main problem of
tagging systems. Different words are used to describe the same content and folk-
sonomies offer no mechanisms to express synonyms, homonyms or hierarchical
relations. This leads to a lack of precision and recall when content about a certain
topic is searched.
In constrast, an ontology formally captures the concepts in a certain domain,
their attributes and their relationships and is always bound to a certain point in
time and a certain point of view. Creating an ontology is laborious and requires
careful consideration about how to represent a domain of interest adequately.
It can be noted that both knowledge representation paradigms have their own
(dis)advantages and are quite complimentary. Some new ideas are coming up on
how to combine both approaches. The main goal is to combine the popularity,
convenience and flexibility of folksonomies with the semantics and high quality
structures of ontologies. Ideally both approaches inspire each other within a con-
tinuous feedback loop. Ways of introducing some form of semantic control in
tagging systems with ontologies are currently being explored, e.g., adding related
tags based on an ontology, query expansion with semantically related tags and the
ontology of tags. On the other hand, as ontology engineering is currently costly
and laborious, it may profit from the huge amount of tags available. For example,
a comparison of social tags and terms from a controlled vocabulary for a given
domain can be performed. This helps to update existing ontologies and to evaluate
the timeliness, perceivability and suitability of a knowledge representation system
designed by experts.
Folksonomies can ideally be applied to integrate user-generated content into
the O’Care Platform. Users, e.g., doctors, family caregivers or patients, could tag
the provided data and these tags could be mapped on the ontology. The data could
be integrated into the ontology by searching the concept in the formal model that
is most closely related to the tag or by extending the ontology with the tag as a
new concept. For the first, natural language processing can be used. For the seond,
some modules of the self-learning framework could be re-used. Folksonomies are
especially useful when the framework is used to support eHomecare services, as a
lot of unstructured data will be provided by the patients and family caregivers.
8.2.5 Privacy, security and trust
An important acceptance criterion for rolling out the O’Care Platform is the trust-
worthiness of the overall system. Mechanisms need to be devised to identify the
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source of the provided healthcare data and identify its trustworthiness. This could
be enabled by requiring that caregivers and care receivers log in with their elec-
tronic ID. As the platform can easily be extended with new applications, the trust-
worthiness of the data generated by these applications also needs to be assessed.
Guidelines and policies can be provided, which the applications need to meet be-
fore they are allowed to communicate with the O’Care Platform. Managing the
trustworthiness of the data is especially important in homecare settings, where the
O’Care Platform needs to interact with a plethora of devices provided by patients.
A related issue is the security of the system and the privacy of the data inputted
into and generated by the O’Care Platform. This issue is even more important in
homecare environments where visitors can easily access the system of a patient.
It needs to be made sure that the sensitive healthcare data of the patient is not
provided to people with whom the patient does not have a personal or therapeu-
tic relationship. Policies should be divised to determine who is able to read or
adapt the information of a patient. To support the emerging trend of participatory
medicine, the patient should stay in control of his/her data. This means that the
patient should be able at all times to access his/her data. The implications of al-
lowing this access, need to be studied in detail as it can have both positive, e.g.,
patient becomes more knowledgeable about his/her disease and takes control of
his/her health, and negative implications, e.g., patient becomes anxious or tries to
hide information from caregivers.
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Figure 8.1: Trying to capture the fascinating and intricate healthcare domain, one vertex
and one arc at a time...
A
User-driven Design of a Context-aware
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Nurse Call System
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A. Jacobs, A. Ackaert, S. De Zutter, S. Verstichel, and F. De Turck
In Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Pervasive Computing
Technologies for Healthcare (PervasiveHealth), San Diego, USA, Pages 205-
210, May 2012.
This chapter details the mobile application, which was used to give the domain
experts a first-hand experience of the oNCS prototype during the participatory
ontology engineering methodology as discussed in Chapter 2. As a result of the
user feedback obtained during this evaluation, the nurse call algorithm detailed
in Chapter 4 was updated. The new version of this algorithm is presented in this
Appendix. The user feedback on the oNCS and the ten most important lessons
learned pertaining to the development of a dynamic nurse call system are also
discussed.
? ? ?
Abstract The envisioned ambient-intelligent patient room contains numerous de-
vices to sense and adjust the environment, monitor patients and support caregivers.
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Context-aware techniques are often used to combine and exploit the heterogeneous
data offered by these devices to improve the provision of continuous care. How-
ever, the adoption of context-aware applications is lagging behind what could be
expected, because they are not adapted to the daily work practices of the users, a
lack of personalization of the services and not tackling problems such as the need
of the users for control. To mediate this, an interdisciplinary methodology was
investigated and designed in this research to involve the users in each step of the
development cycle of the context-aware application. The methodology was used to
develop an ambient-intelligent nurse call system, which uses gathered context data
to find the most appropriate caregivers to handle a call of a patient and generate
new calls based on sensor data. Moreover, a smartphone application was devel-
oped for the caregivers to receive and assess calls. The lessons learned during the
user-driven development of this system are highlighted.
A.1 Introduction
The envisioned ambient-intelligent care room [1] comprises plenty of sensors to
sense the needs and preferences of the staff and patients and devices that work
together to adapt the environment to support them in carrying out their daily ac-
tivities. To realize this vision, context-aware techniques are often used to combine
and exploit the heterogeneous data offered by all this technology to improve the
provision of continuous care [2]. E.g., if the system is able to determine the care-
giver’s task and the patient’s condition, it can automatically adapt the environment
to their needs, e.g., adjust the light level or show relevant information about the
task.
However, the adoption of context-aware services is lagging behind what could
be expected. Whereas the healthcare industry is quick to exploit the latest medical
technology, they are reluctant adopters of modern health information systems [3].
Half of all computer-based information systems fail due to user resistance and staff
interference [4]. The main complaint made against mobile, context-aware systems
is that users had to significantly alter workflow patterns to accommodate the sys-
tem [5]. This is due to inadequate techniques for personalization of the services,
a lack of focus on the soft aspects of interaction, e.g., automated and personalized
alerts, and the lack of tackling problems such as the need of the users for con-
trol [6]. To ensure that technology and environment blend into each other, the users
should be involved in each step of the development cycle of the applications [7].
Therefore, an interdisciplinary methodology was designed to develop a proto-
type context-aware application. Social scientists, engineers and users, e.g., doc-
tors, caregivers and healthcare industry professionals, were involved in every step
of the development process. The research started from the needs and daily work
practices of the stakeholder to determine the ideal prototype application to de-
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velop. It was found that a nurse call system is an important way to coordinate
work, communicate and provide continuous care.
Traditional nurse call systems are static as calls are made by buttons fixed to a
wall and the nurse call algorithm consists of predefined links between rooms and
caregivers’ beepers [8]. They do not take into account the current situation to assist
the user in making calls, assign a nurse to a call or detect hazardous situations for
which a call should be made. Moreover, the beepers give the caregivers limited
context information about the call.
In this research, the user-driven approach was used to develop a dynamic,
ambient-intelligent nurse call system. It integrates the heterogeneous data col-
lected by the devices, e.g., location data, medical parameters and domotics data.
The system uses this information to find the most appropriate caregiver to handle
the call of a patient and even to generate calls based on the context information,
e.g., when a patient spikes a fever. Moreover, a smartphone application was de-
veloped, which is used by the caregivers to receive calls, assess & redirect them,
contact the patient, etc. The users were involved in each step of the development
process of this ambient-intelligent system to determine the prevalent context infor-
mation that should be taken into account, the algorithms which should be used to
generate, assign and prioritize nurse calls and the requirements and user interface
of the mobile application.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section A.2 details the
ambient-intelligent nurse call system and developed mobile application. Section A.3
discusses the user-driven methodology which was used to develop this system. The
lessons learned from designing the context-aware application with this methodol-
ogy are discussed in Section A.4. Finally, Section A.5 highlights the conclusions
and future work.
A.2 The ambient-intelligent nurse call system
A.2.1 General architecture
The architecture of the ambient-intelligent nurse call system, which was devel-
oped using the user-driven methodology described in Section A.3, is shown in
Figure A.1. Each patient and caregiver has a badge to locate this person. Each
badge also has a call button allowing patients and staff to walk around freely and
still make (assistance) calls. The ambient-intelligent care environment contains
numerous devices & sensors that sense the context and collect information about
the environment. A desktop provides the head nurse with a user-friendly inter-
face to input and visualize information about the department, e.g., the number
of patients and available caregivers and their characteristics and roles. Each staff
member is notified of calls assigned to him/her by a smartphone application, which
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is discussed further in Section A.2.2.
The Context-aware Platform [9, 10], depicted at the top of Figure A.1, handles
the communication to and from all the devices and sensors. The Context Inter-
preter uses an ontology [11] to interpret the provided heterogeneous data. An
ontology formally describes the concepts in a domain, their relationships and at-
tributes. The used ontology models all the necessary context information about
the continuous care domain, e.g., the profiles of the staff & patients, the possible
tasks & calls and knowledge about the devices and sensors. This ontology was
developed using a participatory ontology engineering methodology, as discussed
in Bleumers, et al. [12].
When new data is inserted in the ontology, the Context Interpreter uses reason-
ers [13] and rules to infer new knowledge out of this information. For example,
when a new call is inserted, the Context Interpreter assigns the most appropriate
staff member to this call based on the available context data using the algorithm
that is discussed in Section A.2.2.
The Context Providers are responsible for translating the information, deliv-
ered by the various devices and the database, to data that can be inserted in the
ontology. The Query Services do the exact opposite, they transform the data and
conclusions inferred by the Context Interpreter to information that can be pro-
cessed by the various devices. This can result in changed status of a device, e.g.,
dimming a light, or in a message that alerts a staff member, e.g, about an assigned
nurse call.
A.2.2 Mobile nurse call application and nurse call algorithm
The ambient-intelligent nurse call system differentiates between 3 types of calls.
Normal calls are initiated by patients pushing a button. Caregivers can launch
assistance calls to ask for help by pushing a call button or the orange hexagon on
the mobile application, as shown at the upper right of Figure A.2a. Finally, context
calls are generated by the nurse call system as a consequence of measured sensor
values, e.g., a temperature sensor indicates that a patient is spiking a fever.
When the ambient-intelligent system receives or generates a call, the rule-
based algorithm finds the most appropriate caregivers to handle it. It first de-
termines the patient for whom the call is made. Next, the algorithm finds all the
staff members who have a high degree of trust relationship with this patient, e.g., a
therapeutic or personal relationship. If no such staff members are found, this step
is ignored. Out of these filtered staff members, caregivers are preferred who are
close to the patient and not busy with a high priority task. This algorithm allows
rapidly finding caregivers to initially assess the call.
When the staff receive the assigned call on their smartphones, it vibrates to
avoid noise overload. As shown in Figure A.2a, the associated patient, the number
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Figure A.1: General architecture of the ambient-intelligent nurse call system.
of times he/she has pushed the button and the location, type and timestamp of the
call are visualized. For a context call, the sensor and values that caused the call
to be generated are also shown. The caregiver can decide to go to the patient and
handle the call, but he/she can also contact the patient to assess the reason and im-
portance of the call by clicking the green telephone icon. A telephone call is made
to the handheld device of the patient to preserve privacy. However, if the patient
does not pick up after three rings, the call is established through the intercom in
the room terminal. After contacting the patient, the caregiver can triage the call,
as shown in Figure A.2b, by indicating whether the reason is a caring task, medi-
cal task or hotel funtion, e.g., a glass of water. As depicted in Figures A.2c, A.2e
and A.2d, the color of the call changes to reflect its reason. After this assessment,
the caregiver can indicate on the smarthpone that he/she is going to handle the
call. The call then disappears from the smartphones from the other assigned care-
givers. As visualized in Figure A.2a, the person who accepted the call can still
see it by clicking the button “accepted calls” in the lower right corner. It indicates
the number of accepted calls in a red circle. The caregiver can also decide to add
information to the call, e.g., by jotting down a note (pencil button) or changing
the reason. Finally, the caregiver can also finish the call remotely by clicking the
white paper button. The context of the call and the information provided by the
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caregiver are automatically transferred to the care registration file of the patient,
which can be checked by clicking the lower left button.
However, the caregiver can also decide to redirect the call, e.g., because he/she
does not have the required competencies, by pressing the green right arrow, shown
in Figure A.2a. Figures A.2c, A.2e and A.2d show the redirection screen of a call
with a care, hotel function and medical reason respectively. For the latter category
it can also be specified that a doctor is needed. The caregiver can change the
reason, indicate that the call is urgent or add a note. When the call is redirected,
the nurse call system uses a more complex algorithm to find staff members to
handle the call, which takes into account the context information provided by the
first caregiver. As the reason of the call is known the algorithm first filters the
staff members with the appropriate competencies to handle the call. The algorithm
prefers staff members who have this competence as part of their current role, but
it also considers caregivers who have these competencies through secondary roles,
separately acquired competencies or experience. If no staff member is found with
the required competencies, this step is skipped and the previously detailed nurse
call algorithm is used. As it is most important for urgent calls that a caregiver is
quickly able to handle the patient, the algorithm does not take the trust relationship
into account for these calls. More weight is thus given to the distance and current
task parameters.
The newly assigned staff members receive the redirected call on their smart-
phone as shown in Figure A.2f. If the call has priority urgent, the smartphone rings
instead of vibrating. The caregiver can contact the person who redirected the call
and access all the information that was previously provided. This staff member
can also decide to immediately handle the call, to redirect, accept or finish the call
or to contact the patient.
To illustrate the integration of the nurse call system with the devices in the
environment, it does not only generate calls based on gathered sensor data, but also
adjusts the light level in the room based on the reason of the call and the presence
of caregivers and unlocks the supply closet when a person with the appropriate
competencies logs in on the room terminal.
The next Section describes how the user-driven desing process helped to shape
the described context-aware application.
A.3 User-driven design
A.3.1 Observations: define goals and scope of the prototype
The user-driven design started with a user and task analysis. By observing and
interviewing the target users in their environment, their needs and wishes about
their daily tasks were determined. Two types of care settings were observed: a
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(a) New call (b) Contact patient (c) Triage: care
(d) Triage: hotel (e) Triage: medical (f) Redirected call
Figure A.2: Screenshots of the user interface of the mobile nurse call application
hospital and a residential care setting for people with a cognitive and/or physical
impairment. The observations focussed on the communication between caregivers
and with their patients.
It was observed how stakeholders use their nurse call systems. Within the
team, there are routines about who handles which patients and people communi-
cate when they are temporarily unavailable. The caregiver needs to go to the room
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of the caller to determine the urgency and reason of the call and whether they need
additional care prodcuts to handle it. This leads to a lot of extra miles for the
caregivers and a need to interrupt their current tasks to assess the call. In care set-
tings there are many sound signals, e.g., beepers, phones ringing and monitoring
equipment. Participants noted they cope with a sound signal overload and became
immune to it. Caregivers working the night shifts mentioned that sleeping patients
woke up bacause of their beepers. Moreover, staff members do not always take
their beeper with them as they find the beeping annoying when they are helping
someone and cannot leave anyway. From a patient view, a lack of feedback af-
ter making a call was observed. Patients were left with questions, e.g., “Did they
hear me?” and “How long will I need to wait?”. Finally, a high demand of care
registration at the point and time of care was observed. This is now done after the
shift.
In the hospital setting, the nurse call system had a room to room intercom
feature. This allowed a nurse to contact patients before coming to their room.
Even though this feature could provide additional information and give feedback
to the patient, it was not used. This was due to privacy reasons as other patients
in the room could follow the conversation. Also, patients mentioned that it was
awkward to hear a voice in the room, without being able to determine where it
came from.
Depending on these users’ needs and abilities, the following requirements were
derived for the ambient-intelligent nurse call system. The nurse call algorithm
should take into account context, e.g., the walking distance and the availability,
role & competences of the caregiver. To allow mobile care registration and re-
quests, each patient should have a mobile nurse call button and each staff member
should have a smartphone with a care application. Moreover, detailed information
about the call should be visualized on the smartphone, e.g., who and where is the
patient and the reason, urgency and timestamp of the call. This demands a way to
localize the patients and caregivers at all times. The application should assist the
caregiver with registering information about the call on the fly. The smartphone
should allow the caregiver to contact the patient from anywhere in the environment
to provide feedback to the patient. To preserve privacy and confuse the patient
less, contact should be established through a personal device of the patient, e.g., a
handheld device or the wheelchair. However, if the patient cannot be reached, the
intercom should be tried. To decrease the noise overload, the smartphone should
vibrate instead of ring when a call is received that is not urgent. Finally, when the
system is installed, continuous training should be given about all the features to
increase acceptance.
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A.3.2 White book & sunny-day scenario
In order to keep an overview of the requirements and objectives of the novel
ambient-intelligent nurse call system, a white book was created as central coordi-
nation instrument between the software engineers, user researchers and stakehol-
ders. The construction of the white book was started after the first observations,
but the document continued to grow and adapt during the whole development cycle
of the system.
The white book starts with the description of various personas. Personas high-
light the representative user archetypes of a system, the activities they wish to
perform, why they wish to use the system and how the system fits into the context
of their life. Their main advantage is that they allow feeling empathy for the user
group, as they put a human face to a list of requirements. As such, they explain the
origins of the requirements and why certain design decision are made. In total 13
personas were created. The persona Erik lives at a care residence, has Duchenne
disease and is dependent on a wheelchair. Personas were also created for Erik’s
parents and brother, staff at the care residence and associated hospital.
Second, a sunny-day scenario is described. A scenario is a story that describes
the hypothetical use of a system to help develop a detailed and shared understand-
ing of the context and activities of the users. The scenario consists of a number
of scenes in which the actions of the personas are described such that the func-
tionalities of the novel system become clear. The scenario is sunny-day because it
is unconstrained by current technological possibilities. The scenario starts with a
description of how the nurse call system would be installed and caregivers would
be trained. Next, a night in the life of Erik is described in which he makes calls,
the caregivers use the system to ask for assistance and the novel nurse call system
is used to ideally handle these situations. Next, Erik spikes a fever and a context
call is generated and assigned. Erik is transferred to the hospital, where he also
makes nurse calls to illustrate the use of the system in this setting.
Third, the ICT equipment needed to realize this scenario is described, e.g.,
the locator badges, temperature sensors, smartphones and call buttons. Finally,
the white book describes the translation of the sunny-day scenario to a prototype
implementation that can be technically realized. The architecture of the nurse call
system and the user interfaces of the designed mobile application, as shown in
Section A.2, are detailed.
The white book was evaluated and adapted together with the users at multiple
occasions. The scenario was also used as a basis for several workshops. The evo-
lution of the scenario was detailed in the white book with clear links to workshops
and user interactions that triggered the changes and insights.
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A.3.3 Decision-tree workshops
The observations and the first version of the white book allowed to capture the
scope, requirements and needed context information for the ambient-intelligent
nurse call system. However, it was difficult to distill the decision process that
caregivers propose or find ideal to prioritize and assign nurse calls. To resolve
this, decision-tree workshops were organized.
At the start of the workshop, the participants described a complex situation
involving nurse calls. Next, participants were asked to suppose they were an intel-
ligent system that had a complete overview of the current situation. This system
takes patients’ nurse calls as input and is tasked with prioritizing and assigning the
most appropriate caregivers to the call. The real life situations described by the
participants were used to start the discussions by visualizing them, e.g. location of
the patient, on a blue print of the work environment of the participants. To gather
more context and make an informed decision, the participants asked questions. In-
stead of answering the question, discussions were first held about the importance
of the requested info and possible answers the participants envisioned. This way
the user researchers could tap into the reasoning made by the participants. The
technical engineer visualized these questions on paper in the form of a decision
tree. The order of the information in the tree reflects its importance, while the
different nodes represent the parameters that should be taken into account to reach
the ideal assignment.
It was determined that the assignment of caregivers to calls should depend on,
in order of importance, the reason of the call, the competencies & roles of the staff,
the priority of the call, the trust relationship and distance between the caregivers
and patient and the current tasks of the staff. Consequently, several changes to the
white book were made. Taking into account the roles, competencies and trust rela-
tionship was deemed much more important as the researchers perceived during the
observations, while distance was deemed much less important by the participants.
It was also assumed that a whole plethora of priority levels should be assigned
to calls as this is usually the case in traditional nurse call systems. However, the
participants claimed they only discerned between 3 levels, namely normal, urgent
and very urgent. The latter category is preserved for life-threatening situations.
Finally, participants also desired to redirect calls, easily get in touch with the staff
member who redirected it and add information to a call, e.g., the reason which was
discerned by contacting the patient.
Initially, the sunny-day scenario described the system as being able to deter-
mine the reason for a call based on the gathered context data. However, the partic-
ipants perceived this as unrealistic, as such insight is achieved by years of experi-
ence and a deep understanding of the patient and situational context. They feared
an unstable, incorrect and controlling system. However, the participants did con-
clude that for assigning staff members to calls, 3 main reasons for making a call
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need to be discerned, namely hotel, caring and medical reasons.
Consequently, it was decided to not let the nurse call system determine the
reason and the priority of the call. To replace this, the possibility to contact the
patient, triage the call, assess its priority and redirect it was added to the mobile
application. At this point the nurse call algorithm was split up in a simple algo-
rithm to quickly assign calls to initial staff members and a second, more intelligent
algorithm which is used after a call is redirected, as detailed in Section A.2.2. An
algorithm was preferred above letting caregivers choose specific staff members to
whom the call should be redirected. This is easier for inexperienced staff, frees
caregivers from remembering who is currently available, increases the workload
distribution of the calls and allows to take into account other context parameters
when assigning calls. Finally, to better illustrate the benefits of using the ambient-
intelligent nurse call system, the following features were added: generating context
calls, adjusting the light level in the room based on the kind of call and presence
of staff and unlocking the supply closet when a person with the appropriate com-
petencies logs in.
A.3.4 Concept evaluation workshops
The purpose of these workshops was to do some preliminary testing of the conclu-
sions and changes that were made with regard to the white book and the ambient-
intelligent nurse call system after the decision tree workshops before implementing
them. Two types of workshops were organized. In the first workshop, the func-
tionalities of the system were evaluated by participants with various qualifications,
e.g., nurses, doctors, domains experts and designers. To illustrate the novel sys-
tem, a movie was made of a specific part of the white book scenario, where most
innovative functionalities were introduced. This movie was first shown in its en-
tirety and then paused when elements were introduced that researchers wanted to
discuss with the participants in smaller groups, such as the triage and the use of
mobile devices. The second workshop consisted of individual usability tests of
the preliminary interface design of the mobile application. The participants were
presented paper prototypes of the interface. After a short introduction, the partici-
pants were asked to perform a task on the interface, without receiving instructions
about the functions of the buttons. The participants were asked to talk out loud and
explain what they did and thought that the symbols represented.
Both workshops resulted in useful feedback. The idea of call triage gener-
ated enthusiasm amongst the participants. The use of mobile devices caused some
concern with regard to hygiene. There was some discussion whether the devices
should vibrate or make a sound when a call came in, or if a mixed solution could
be found. Also, there was a lot of discussion on how trust relationships should be
integrated in the system. In addition, some participants found it difficult to redirect
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calls only to a certain “profile” rather than to a specific person. The usability tests
led to some minor adjustments in the design of the user interface of the application,
e.g., changing and moving buttons, adding feedback messages to indicate that an
action was successful and translating the application into dutch.
A.3.5 User evaluation: embodied system use
To achieve a deeper reflection on the novel ambient-intelligent nurse call system
by the users, a prototype was implemented, as detailed in Section A.2, in the Pa-
tient Room of the Future (PRoF). PRoF is an intelligent patient room and adjacent
hallway, realized in Belgium, aimed to make a patient feel more like home. For
the prototype, RF tags and receivers were integrated to track the locations of the
patients and staff. Temperature sensors were also available to monitor the tem-
perature of the patients. The developed ambient-intelligent nurse call system was
installed in PRoF and integrated with the available light control system, RF tags
and sensors. Smartphones running the designed mobile application were also pro-
vided. This prototype allowed users to experience a fully immersed, more pro-
found, contextual experience of the system in a lifelike context. After an elaborate
introduction of the system, the participants were given context and persona cards.
The context cards included instructions, which participants were asked to play out
and resembled their professional activities. The persona cards identified the role
they played, e.g., patient or nurse. In between and after the scenes, the partici-
pants discussed the system and mobile application with the researchers. During
the first sessions, technical issues sometimes interfered with the role-play. These
were solved and were no issue in the other sessions.
The evaluation resulted in a lot of recommendations that will be solved in fu-
ture work. The way the trust relationship was integrated in the system was too rigid
and decisive. Although the participants liked the idea of triage and redirecting the
calls, some issues were noted. After redirecting a call, the caregivers sometimes
felt the need to contact the caregiver who had finally handled the call to know how
the problem was solved. Moreover, after a staff member had contacted the person
who redirected a call, it was sometimes requested to be able to send the call back
to this person. Also in this workshop, some participants had difficulty thinking of
their colleagues in terms of their qualifications and felt the need to redirect calls
to specific colleagues. Also, it quickly became clear that the smartphones should
not only vibrate but also need to give an audio signal. Although some of these
issues can be explained by the participants’ current work practices, it also makes
clear that extra attention should be paid to the adaptation of new work practices
when the system is implemented in a real-life environment, since this might form
a threshold for adoption.
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A.4 Discussion
This paper illustrated how an interdisciplinary research team made an ambient-
intelligent nurse call system in close collaboration with the users and stakeholders.
An important lesson learned is that an intelligent system does not have to determine
and solve everything as the users of the system are sometimes better suited to make
decisions, e.g., triaging the calls. It became clear that a context-aware system
in care should support caregivers and facilitate for instance data integration, but
should also allow caregivers to overrule the system and have control over their
work flow and environment.
Observations proved to be insufficient as user input. Only by repeatedly in-
volving users throughout the design process, the researchers sufficiently nuanced
their understanding of the users and their context to make a system that supports
the users’ daily work processes, without making them feel like they lost control.
This is not to say that the described user involvement could not be improved. Al-
though the final tests took place in PRoF, which was very close to reality, it was
felt that a real-life setting could generate further insights. It will be investigated
how a mobile set-up of the system can easily be tested in a real-life work setting.
However, the varying available technology and networks make this a challenging
endeavour. During the final tests, some technical issues popped up, which threat-
ened to reduce the user tests to technical tests. Although these issues were quickly
solved, it was sometimes hard to distinguish the participants’ feedback on the sys-
tem from feedback related to technical system failure.
Below the ten most important findings from the user-driven design process are
summarized.
1) The novel nurse call system requires the users to think of their colleagues in
terms of their qualifications and let the system redirect the call. The caregivers had
a tendency of thinking of a specific colleague best suited for the job.
2) During workshops in the residential home, the trust relationship was regarded
as a decisive element for assigning calls. However, it proved to be hard to translate
this to an algorithm without creating too much side effects.
3) Early on it was decided that the smartphones should alert a call by vibrating to
avoid noise overload. However, nearly all users in the final tests still requested a
sound signal.
4) When redirecting a call, the user tests revealed that most participants like to
know how the call was handled in the end as this gives them a sense of control and
overview. .
5) The users did not want the system to dehumanize their interactions with patients
and colleagues. They liked that they could contact the patient after receiving a call.
6) Similarly, it was decided that the triage should not be done by the system, but
by the caregiver talking to the patient.
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7) The notion of distance had to be repeatedly discussed and reinterpreted. Based
on the observations, the system was designed such that the caregivers would have
to walk smaller distances. However, during the workshops, it became clear that
other elements were considered equally important to dermine who should handle
a call. As such, ‘distance’ became one of the parameters taken into account, rather
than a decisive one.
8) While assigning calls more directly was seen as a big advantage of the system,
participants noted that this implied losing an overview of what was going on at
the department. Although this could partly be resolved through informal contacts,
other general indications of activity will be needed.
9) Participants worried about implementation every time the system was presented
as it require a new mindset and an alternative way of perceiving their colleagues.
Moreover, care institutions have a lot of interns and a frequent change of person-
nel. This obstructs the adoption of new technology and functionalities. Given the
additional fact that this system differs substantially from other systems and the cur-
rent work practices, considerable attention should be paid to change management
when implementing it.
10) An important challenge during all workshops was to explain how the system
worked before any feedback could be gathered. In general, there was some discus-
sion to what extent the users should understand the full complexity of the system
when starting to use it. This is important to consider when looking at change
management and implementation.
A.5 Conclusion
This paper used an interdisciplinary user-driven methodology to design and de-
velop an ambient-intelligent nurse call system and smartphone application. This
way, the system is tuned towards the daily work processes, wishes and needs of
the users. Moreover, the user-driven approach humanizes the system, increases its
acceptance and makes the users feel in control. Future work will focus on incor-
perating the recommendations of the embodied user tests and investigating a way
to create a general overview of the current situation in the department. Methods
will also be investigated to easily test a mobile set-up of the system in a real-life
setting.
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This appendix elaborates on the oNCS, which was presented in Chapter 4.
It focuses more on a detailed description of the probabilistic algorithms used to
determine the probability that a call has a specific priority and the threshold al-
gorithm used to determine the most suitable priority for a call based on these
probabilities. This appendix also discusses the different existing approaches for
respresenting and reasoning with probabilistic information in ontologies, moti-
vates the choice for Pronto and evaluates its performance. Moreover, data was
gathered about two additional departments at Ghent University Hospital. Their
simulation results are discussed and compared to each other and to the results of
the first department of which the results were already discussed in Chapter 4.
? ? ?
Abstract The current nurse call systems are very static. The call buttons are fixed
to the wall. Additionally, these systems do not take into account various factors
specific to a situation. We have developed a software platform, the oNCS, which
supports the transition to mobile and wireless nurse call buttons and employs an
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intelligent nurse call algorithm. This algorithm dynamically adapts to the situation
at hand by taking the profile information of staff and patients into account by em-
ploying an ontology. This paper describes a probabilistic extension of this oNCS
that supports a more sophisticated nurse call algorithm by dynamically assigning
priorities to calls based on the risk factors of the patient and the kind of call.
The probabilistic oNCS is evaluated through a prototype implementation and
simulations, based on a detailed dataset obtained from 3 nursing departments of
Ghent University Hospital. The arrival times of nurses at the location of a call,
the workload distribution of calls amongst nurses and the assignment of priorities
to calls are compared for the oNCS and the current nurse call system. Addition-
ally, the performance of the system and the parameters of the priority assignment
algorithm are explored.
The execution time of the nurse call algorithm is on average 50.333 ms. More-
over, the probabilistic oNCS significantly improves the assignment of nurses to
calls. Calls generally have a nurse present faster, the workload-distribution amongst
the nurses improves and the priorities and kinds of calls are taken into account.
B.1 Introduction
In recent years the complexity of continuous care has been increasing due to the
increase of the care unit size, specialized care and combined care paths. The lack
of nurse staffing also requires a more efficient use of resources. To deal with these
issues, information technology (IT) is often used. IT has already proven its merit
in other healthcare fields [1–3].
Observations and contextual inquiries at a representative hospital setting at the
start of this research [4, 5] revealed that ICT could greatly contribute to continuous
care by performing 1) information integration & data provisioning at the point of
care and 2) by supporting communication between both the staff and the staff and
the patients. The first can be summarized as providing the right information, at
the right time, at the right place for the right person. This requires an increased
need for mobile services [6] to support data input, e.g., care registration, and re-
quest data, which should be integrated, prioritized and filtered based on contextual
information.
Regarding the second point, it was found that a nurse call system is an impor-
tant way to coordinate work, communicate and provide continuous care. When
patients feel unwell they push a button. The nurses then receive a message in a
beeper with the room number. This brings the question: which nurse goes to the
room, the closest one, the one on call, etc.? The caregivers use the nurse call sys-
tem to be alerted of patients’ needs, communicate with them through intercoms
and request help from other staff members.
Traditional nurse call systems are however very static as calls are made by
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buttons fixed to a wall and the nurse call algorithm consists of predefined links
between rooms and caregivers’ beepers. Herewith two important assumptions are
made: the patient must still be in the room when the assigned nurse arrives and it
must be the patient who lies in the room that made the call. The current systems
thus do not take into account the specific situation and context, such as the risk
factors of a patient or the locations of the staff, to assign a nurse to a call. The
beepers give the nurses limited context information about the call. They need to
go to the room of the caller to determine the urgency and reason of the call and
whether they need additional care products to handle it. This leads to a lot of extra
miles for the caregivers and a need to interrupt their current tasks to assess the
call. Nurses are also not aware of each other’s tasks and whether a staff member
already has the intention to handle the call. This causes that multiple nurses arrive
at a room to handle a call and thus that their tasks were unnecessarily interrupted.
Moreover, it is dangerous for patients to become unwell inside a hallway, staircase
or outside as patients cannot call a nurse in these areas. This leads to patients being
confined to their room to ensure their safety.
A trend is already emerging towards nurse call systems, which are equipped
with a mobile button for each patient so that they can walk around freely [7, 8].
Novel nurse calls systems also equip each room with a terminal screen. However,
this screen is currently not used to display relevant context data.
It is thus clear that continuous care could greatly benefit from the incorporation
of a context-aware nurse call system which uses integrated context information
about the staff and patients, such as their locations and qualifications, to assign the
appropriate nurse to the patient. This way the communication and workflows could
be optimized in a dynamic way. This is necessary as calls are unforeseen tasks
with a wide variety of reasons and priority, which makes them difficult to assign
and schedule in advance. Moreover, the relevant context information pertaining to
the current call could be visualized to the assigned caregiver and data input about
the call could be supported at the point of care.
To realize this vision, we have designed the ontology-based Nurse Call System
(oNCS). This platform allows that patients walk around freely with portable, wire-
less nurse call buttons. Additionally, this platform efficiently manages the profiles
of the staff members and the patients by encoding this information into an onto-
logy [9]. An ontology formally models all the concepts and their relationships and
properties within a domain. A new nurse call algorithm was developed, which
dynamically adapts to the situation at hand by taking this profile information into
account, to find the best staff member to handle a specific call. This makes the sys-
tem more adaptable to the needs and preferences of the patients and staff members.
A description of this platform can be found in Ongenae, et al. [10].
The goal of this paper is two-fold. First, an extension of the oNCS is de-
scribed in Section B.2, which supports a more sophisticated nurse call algorithm
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by dynamically assigning priorities to calls based on the risk factors of patients
and the kind of call. As patients with a particular profile can still make calls of
varying priority, this information is modeled probabilistically in the ontology. By
using probabilistic reasoning and threshold algorithms, all these probabilistic val-
ues are combined in an intelligent manner to determine the most suitable priority
for a call. These priorities are then taken into account when a suitable nurse is
searched to handle a call. Second, an extensive simulation with realistic data about
3 departments of Ghent University Hospital [11] is presented in Section B.3 that
demonstrates the advantages and performance of the system and explores the sen-
sitivity of the threshold algorithm. A critical discussion of the platform and its
expected benefits is presented in Section B.4. Finally, Section B.5 highlights the
main conclusions. This paper focuses on the probabilistic modeling of the data
and accompanying probabilistic reasoning algorithms. An overview of the design
of the complete system can be found in Ongenae, et al. [12].
B.2 Methods
B.2.1 Profile Management
In order to achieve a nurse call algorithm that adapts to the situation at hand, an
ontology is used to efficiently manage the available context information. From
field trials and experiments it was derived which context information is relevant.
The resulting ontology is visualized Figure B.1. First, the different staff members
and their properties were modeled such as their location, characteristics, the de-
partments they work on, their current status (free or busy) and their current task.
Second, information about the patients was modeled such as their location, risk
factors, department and the characteristics they prefer in staff members. Finally,
the various calls and tasks were modeled. Three kinds of calls can be launched by
patients. A normal call is made for medical problems and a service call is made
for a “caring” task, e.g., asking for a glass water. Sanitary calls originate from a
sanitary space, e.g., bathroom. All the other calls, namely urgency, medical, tech-
nical and (sanitary) assistance calls, are launched by nurses. For each call it is also
indicated which kind of staff member may handle it. Each task and call has an
associated priority. A more detailed description of this ontology can be found in
Ongenae, et al. [12].
This ontology was extended with profile information to probabilistically deter-
mine the priority of a call. First, the risk factors were added to the ontology. A
complete list of risk factors could be constructed based on a thorough study of the
risk factors of patients and the reasons for the calls that they make. Such studies
have not been conducted to the knowledge of the authors. To highlight the possi-
bilities of the system, a list of risk factors was assembled by experts from both the
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Figure B.1: The ontology modeling 1) the profile information of nurses and patients and 2)
the types of calls that can be launched and who can handle them. The squares symbolize
concepts. The black, dashed arrows represent subclass relationships (is a). The colored
arrows indicate relationships between concepts.
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Patient has risk factor: High Risk Medium Risk Low Risk
Elderly (high age) [0,0.2] [0.5,1] [0,0.3]
Diabetes [0.5,1] [0,0.3] [0,0.2]
Heart patient [0.5,1] [0,0.4] [0,0.1]
High fall risk [0.7,1] [0,0.2] [0,0.1]
Neurological problem [0.5,1] [0,0.3] [0,0.2]
Tracheotomy [0.8,1] [0,0.2] [1,0]
COPD patient [0.6,1] [0,0.3] [0,0.1]
Paraplegic [0.6,1] [0,0.3] [0,0.1]
Pneumonia [0.5,1] [0,0.4] [0,0.1]
Gastric bleeding within 48 hours [0.8,1] [0,0.2] [1,0]
Transferred from the ICU [0.6,1] [0,0.4] [1,0]
Transferred from the ICU within 72 hours [0.7,1] [0,0.3] [1,0]
Reanimated [0.6,1] [0,0.4] [1,0]
Reanimated within 72 hours [0.8,1] [0,0.2] [1,0]
Confused or disoriented [0.6,1] [0,0.3] [0,0.1]
Table B.1: The probabilistic assignment of patients to risk groups based on their risk
factors
medical and nurse call domain.
When a patient exhibits a risk factor, he is assigned a probability of belonging
to a risk group, namely High, Medium and Low Risk Patients. The assigned proba-
bility is also influenced by the department where the patient resides. A preliminary
set of probabilities, as determined by domain experts, is shown in Table B.1. The
probability interval [1,0] expresses that a patient with this risk factor never belongs
to this risk group. Of course patients can have several risk factors, in this case the
system reasons over the different probabilities to determine the probability that a
patient belongs to a particular risk group, as explained in Section B.2.2.1.
The probabilistic assignment of patients to risk groups is used to determine
the priority of the calls made by or for these patients. There are seven classes
of priorities: Highest, High, Above Normal, Normal, Below Normal, Low and
Lowest priority. The priority of a call is also based on its kind, e.g,. normal
or sanitary. So when a patient from a particular risk group, makes a particular
kind of call, this call is assigned a probability of having a specific priority. These
probabilities were determined by domain experts at Televic NV [13] as shown in
Table B.2. Combinations with probability interval [1,0] are depicted with an empty
place in the table to prevent cluttering. Strict probabilities were used here, but they
can easily be translated to intervals by using equal upper and lower limits. Note
that urgency, medical and technical calls generally get the highest, low and lowest
priority respectively. Thus, the priority of these calls does not depend on the risk
factors of the patient.
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Priority: Highest High Above Normal Below Low LowestNormal Normal
High risk Normal call 0.2 0.6 0.2
patient Sanitary call 0.3 0.6 0.1
makes a Service call 0.2 0.2 0.6
Medium risk Normal call 0.3 0.6 0.1
patient Sanitary call 0.4 0.5 0.1
makes a Service call 0.2 0.4 0.4
Low risk Normal call 0.6 0.3 0.1
patient Sanitary call 0.7 0.2 0.1
makes a Service call 0.4 0.4 0.2
Nurse treating Assistance call 0.2 0.5 0.3
high risk patient Sanitary 0.3 0.5 0.2makes a Assistance call
Nurse treating Assistance call 0.6 0.3 0.1
medium risk Sanitary 0.7 0.2 0.1patient makes a Assistance call
Nurse treating Assistance call 0.7 0.2 0.1
low risk patient Sanitary 0.8 0.1 0.1makes a Assistance call
Nurse makes a Urgency call 1.0
Nurse makes a Medical call 1.0
Nurse or device Technical call 1.0makes a
Table B.2: The probabilistic assignment of calls to a priority category
B.2.2 Algorithms
B.2.2.1 Priority assessment of a call
The general probabilistic information in the ontology about the assignment of pa-
tients to risk groups and the priorities of calls is exploited to determine the priority
of a specific call made by a specific patient as visualized in Figure B.2. Various
methods have been proposed in literature to represent and reason about probabilis-
tic knowledge in ontologies. On the one hand, approaches have been proposed
based on combining some form of Bayesian network theory [14] with an onto-
logy [15–17]. On the other hand, a probabilistic extension of Description Logics
(DLs) [18] has been proposed by Lukasiewicz [19].
The latter method is easy to use and understand and offers a wide range of
reasoning support. All the reasoning is done in a totally logical way without any
implicit or explicit translation of the Knowledge Base to for example a Bayesian
network. The methods, based on some form of Bayesian network theory, are more
expressive and can express very difficult probabilistic dependencies. However,
these methods have the limitation that both a traditional ontology and a proba-
bilistic model have to be maintained. Logical and probabilistic reasoning has to
be done separately. Because of these disadvantages and because the uncertainties
needed for this use case can be expressed by the second approach, namely the
probabilistic extension of DLs, is advantageously chosen as method to represent
and reason with probabilistic knowledge in ontologies. An open source implemen-
tation of this method, called Pronto [20], was used.
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Model Patient & 
accompanying risk 
factors in ontology
Calculate the 3 
probabilistic intervals that 
patient is a:
- High Risk Patient
- Low Risk Patient
- Medium Risk Patient
Determine the kind of call
Add call to the ontology 
(right kind + connected 
with right patient)
Calculate the 7 probabilistic 
intervals  that the call has the:
- Highest priority
- High priority
- Above Normal Priority
- Normal Priority
- Below Normal Priority
- Low Priority
- Lowest Priority
(Based on the risk group of the 
patient and the kind of call)
Patient (or nurse of the 
patient) makes a call
Patient is admitted to the 
department
Configure System
Determine risk factors important 
in the department + model the 
risk factors in  the ontology
For each risk factor, determine 
the 3 probabilistic intervals that a 
patient with this risk factor is a:
- High Risk Patient
- Low Risk Patient
- Medium Risk Patient
For each kind of call, determine 
the 7 probabilistic intervals that a 
patient from a certain risk group 
makes a call that has the: 
- Highest priority
- High priority
- Above Normal Priority
- Normal Priority
- Below Normal Priority
- Low Priority
- Lowest Priority
For each priority category, 
determine the threshold that a 
the lower bound of the 
probabilistic interval must cross 
such that a call receives this 
priority
LB PI 
Highest Priority >
Threshold Highest 
Priority?
LB PI 
High Priority >
Threshold High 
Priority?
LB PI 
Above Normal Priority >
Threshold Above Normal 
Priority?
LB PI 
Below Normal Priority >
Threshold Below Normal 
Priority?
LB PI 
Normal Priority >
Threshold Normal 
Priority?
LB PI 
Low Priority >
Threshold Low 
Priority?
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
Priority call 
== Highest
Priority call 
== High
Priority call 
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Figure B.2: Flow chart detailing the priority assessment algorithm of a call
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However, some problems occurred as classical and probabilistic reasoning are
not correctly combined by Pronto. For example, first the patient P1 is defined in
the classical part of the ontology as a Heart Patient. Secondly, a constraint is added
to the probabilistic part of the ontology about P1 that states that he has a specific
probability of having a Neurologic Problem. However, Pronto does not realize
that these two statements are about the same person. So when Pronto calculates
the probability that P1 is a High Risk Patient, it does not take into account that P1 is
a Heart Patient. This issue was resolved by first performing classical reasoning on
the non-probabilistic part of the ontology with for example Pellet [21]. Secondly,
the results are added to the ontology as generally true probabilistic statements,
thus with interval [1,1]. Finally, Pronto is used to reason on all the probabilistic
statements.
For each of the seven possible priorities, Pronto is used to calculate the proba-
bility that a specific call has this priority based on the information in the ontology.
However, one priority needs to be attached to the call, so it can be used in the nurse
call algorithm, see Section B.2.2.3.
To determine the suitable priority for the call based on the probabilistic values,
the following threshold algorithm was employed on the lower bound of the prob-
abilistic intervals. If the probabilistic value for the highest priority is higher than
or equal to the threshold for the highest priority, it gets the highest priority. If not,
the same condition is checked for High, Above Normal, Below Normal, Normal,
Low and Lowest priority classes.
B.2.2.2 Determining the priority thresholds
The thresholds for each priority class for a particular hospital or department are
determined by performing simulations of calls. The risk profile of the patients
within this department is determined and weights are assigned to these risk factors
that reflect how frequently they occur in this department. Combinations of risk
factors that are deemed to be more frequent than others are also specified. For ex-
ample, the risk factors neurological problem and disoriented/confused often occur
together, e.g., in patients with multiple sclerosis. In some hospital departments cer-
tain combinations may be encountered more frequently than in other departments.
The risk profiles used in this research are discussed in Section B.2.3.1.
Based on this collected data, 20 test groups and 10 validation groups of pa-
tients with risk factors are randomly generated, using the algorithm visualized in
Figure B.3. Each group contains as many patients as there are beds within the
department. Note that Flow B takes the possible combinations into account. If
a risk factor is chosen then all the weights of the risk factors that it can have a
combination with are doubled. Consequently, these risk factors, and thus these
combinations, have more chance of being chosen. Note that it is possible that a
weight of a risk factor is doubled twice if it both occurs in the general and depart-
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ment specific combinations. For the patients with three or more risk factors, one
first needs to determine how many risk factors are going to be generated. As can
be seen in the left upper corner of Figure B.3, a weighted procedure was used to
make sure that a low number of risk factors is more plausible.
To determine the thresholds, each of the generated patients makes each kind
of call once, i.e. a normal, service and sanitary call, and the patient’s responsi-
ble nurse makes one assistance and one sanitary assistance call. The other types
of calls, i.e. urgency, medical and technical, do not need thresholds as they can
generally only be assigned to one priority category, namely the highest, low and
lowest priority respectively.
For each call, the probabilistic intervals are calculated for each of the seven
possible priorities using the probabilistic reasoning algorithms. These intervals
indicate for each priority category the probability that this call has this priority.
For each priority category only a limited number of probabilistic values can be
obtained for the lower bound of the interval. These lower bounds are considered
as possible thresholds.
For each combination of thresholds represented by the lower bounds of the
calculated probabilistic intervals, it is determined for each call which priority cate-
gory it gets. If the call has a probabilistic interval for the highest priority for which
the lower bound is higher than or equal to the threshold for the highest priority
class, the call gets the highest priority. If not, the same condition is checked for
High, Above Normal, Below Normal, Normal, Low and Lowest priority classes
and thresholds. If none of these conditions hold, the call gets the status Unde-
termined. The Below Normal threshold is checked before the Normal threshold
to ensure that the default class that calls are assigned to is the Normal priority
class. The Low and Lowest priority classes are generally reserved for technical
and medical calls and should thus not be assigned often to other kinds of calls.
Using the above algorithm, the percentage of calls that are assigned to each
priority category and the percentage of Undetermined calls is calculated for each
combination of thresholds. A curve fitting algorithm is used to determine the ap-
propriate combination of thresholds for this department. The combination of the
thresholds is searched for which the percentage deviates least from the ideal distri-
bution. Preference is given to combinations with the least amount of Undetermined
calls. The ideal distribution is determined based on the characteristics of the de-
partment, e.g., frequency of calls. For example, the priority distribution 5% - 10%
- 25% - 35% - 25% - 0% - 0%, ordered from the Highest to the Lowest priority,
reflects a realistic hospital environment. The tested kinds of calls generally do not
have the Low or Lowest priority as these categories are preserved for medical and
technical calls. The middle categories, namely Above Normal, Normal and Below
Normal, generally contain more calls as most calls are made for simple requests.
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Figure B.3: Flow of the generation of a test or validation group of each department used
to determine the thresholds for the priority assessment algorithm
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B.2.2.3 Nurse call algorithm
The previous nurse call algorithm, which was detailed in [10], was updated to take
the priorities of the calls into account. Additionally, algorithms were devised for
the service, sanitary, (sanitary) assistance, technical and medical calls.
The algorithm starts with determining which kind of call has been made and
acts accordingly. Normal, sanitary, service and (sanitary) assistance calls employ
the same basic algorithm. The difference is that for normal, sanitary and (sanitary)
assistance calls only nurses can be called. For service calls caretakers can also be
called. It is also made sure that the nurse that made the (sanitary) assistance call,
is not called again.
This basic algorithm first checks if the responsible nurse or caretaker, further
described as helper, is in the vicinity. This responsible helper is called if he/she is
busy with a task that has a lower priority than the current call.
If this responsible helper cannot be called, all the helpers who work on the
department where the call originated are considered. From this group, the helpers
who are not willing or qualified to treat the patient or are not in the vicinity are
removed. Only for calls with the highest or high priority, helpers are considered
that are busy with a task with a lower priority. Otherwise, the helpers are never
able to finish the work for the patients they are responsible for. For calls with
lower priorities, the busy helpers are filtered. From the remaining helpers, the one
who has the most characteristics in common with the preferences of the patient is
chosen. If there are no characteristics specified, the helper closest to the patient is
chosen.
If this option still does not offer a solution, the search is widened beyond the
scope of the department and helpers in the whole hospital are considered. The
selection is similar to the previous paragraph, but busy nurses are never considered.
If the result is empty, this means that there are no available helpers in the direct
vicinity. The distance becomes a deciding factor. So the closest helper with right
properties is selected, e.g., free, willing and qualified.
If this still does not offer a solution, all the helpers in the hospital are consid-
ered and the one closest to the patient is called.
Note that the characteristics are only used to choose among different available
helpers. They are never used to decide that a helper cannot handle a patient.
The algorithm has a time-out procedure. If a staff member has not indicated
that he/she is going to handle the call within the time-out time that is specified for
this type of call in the ontology, another staff member is selected to handle the call
by running the algorithm again.
Urgency, medical and technical calls each have their own algorithm. For ur-
gency calls, the priority lies on finding a person who is near instead of a person
who is free. Therefore, the staff member closest to the origin of the call who is
member of an urgency team and who is not already handling another urgency call
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is searched. Then the entire urgency team to which this person belongs is called.
A time-out procedure is not needed here, as an urgency call is always immediately
answered.
The algorithms for the technical and medical calls are straightforward because
they generally have a low priority. For a medical call, the medical staff member
responsible for this patient is called. For a technical call, the closest, free technical
staff member is called. Both algorithms also have a time-out procedure.
Note that a staff member is sometimes called while he/she is busy with a task.
It is up to this person to decide if he/she is going to interrupt this current task or
not. In contradiction to the current nurse call system, the staff member knows that
the new call has a higher priority than this current task. Based on these priorities
the staff member can make a more funded decision. If the staff member decides to
answer the call, the system automatically interrupts the current task. If the task is
a call, another staff member is searched, using the algorithms above. If the task is
not a call, the task is added to the list of tasks that this person must do.
The nurse call algorithm also takes into account that patients sometimes hit the
nurse call button multiple times before their call is handled. When the nurse call
algorithm notices that the hit originates from a button, which already launched a
call that has not been handled yet, no new nurse is assigned to the call. Instead,
the nurse who received and accepted the call is alerted that the patient pushed the
button again. It was chosen not to increase the priority of the call in this as this
would favor the impatient patients. Moreover, it would allow patient to cheat the
system.
Finally, this algorithm also controls the nurse call lights and tracks the status
of the call. When a call is launched, the status of the call is Active. If the call is
made inside a room, the nurse call light outside the door is switched on, giving
the caregivers of this department a visual cue that a call has been launched inside
this room. Moreover, the lights give a visual indication to the staff how busy the
department currently is. Buttons also light up in the room to assure the patient that
the call was properly placed and registered by the system. The nurse call algorithm
assigns the call and the assigned nurse receives the call on a smartphone. If the
nurse accepts the call, the status changes to Accepted. When the nurse arrives in
the room, an identification key is used to log in. The nurse call algorithm thus
registers that the assigned nurse is present in the room. The status of the call
becomes Busy and the light changes color, indicating to the other caregivers and
visitors that a nurse is present. When the nurse leaves the room and logs out, the
status of the call changes to Finished and the light switches off. If the call did not
originate from inside a room, and a nurse is thus not able to log in when tending
to the patient, the nurse can indicate on the smartphone that the call is handled.
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B.2.3 Evaluation set-up
B.2.3.1 Collected data
To determine the thresholds for the priority assessment algorithm and to evalu-
ate the sensitivity of these thresholds, data was gathered about the risk profile of
patients in five nursing departments of Ghent University Hospital [11]. Each de-
partment can contain at most 30 patients. The data is summarized in Table B.3.
The following combinations of risk factors were deemed to be more frequent than
others in all departments:
• COPD and tracheotomy
• High age and disoriented/confused
• Diabetes and disoriented/confused
• Neurological problem and disoriented/confused
• Transferred from the ICU and tracheotomy
The risk factor combinations which are more frequent in specific departments are
indicated in Table B.3.
To evaluate the developed probabilistic nurse call systems, simulations were
performed based on realistic data gathered from three of these departments. These
departments differ in the mobility of the patients. In Dept1, the patients are barely
mobile. Most of the patients are in a coma and those that are awake are attached
to a lot of equipment. Dept2 contains patients that are fairly mobile, but spend
most of their time in their room. In Dept3, the patients are quite young, so they
move around a lot across the whole department. The floor plans of Dep1, Dept2
and Dept3 are visualized in Figure B.4.
The most important properties of these departments are summarized in Ta-
ble B.4. For each department, at least three spaces were selected to where the
patients often travel. The time it takes to travel to all these spaces from the respec-
tive departments was measured. It was also determined how patients divide their
time over these different spaces. Some information about the staff in these depart-
ments was also gathered. In Dept1 and Dept, each nurse is responsible for at most
two patients who often lie in adjacent beds in the same unit. In Dept2, each nurse
is responsible for a couple of patients. They are assigned based on the location of
the rooms. Patients in rooms close to each other are often assigned to the same
nurse. This often leads to an unevenly distributed workload amongst the different
nurses. In none of these departments a patient is ever assigned to more than one
nurse at the same time. Dept2 and Dept3 also employ head nurses, but he/she
generally does not answer calls. As urgency calls can be made in Dept1 we also
have to take the doctors into account that can take part in the urgency teams that
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Departments: Dept1 Dept2 Dept3 Dept4 Dept5
Number of 0 risk factors 0 10 15 4 0
patients with 1 risk factor 9 10 10 10 2
2 risk factors 6 8 4 12 8
> 2 risk factors 5 2 1 4 20
Risk factor High age (a) 36 50 0 15 55
weights (%) Diabetes (b) 8 10 20 2 5
Heart disease (c) 10 3 19 2 5
High fall risk (d) 2 5 0 13 5
Neurologic problem (e) 7 3 10 16 5
Tracheotomy (f) 5 10 5 5 2
COPD (g) 10 3 1 2 5
Paraplegia (h) 2 3 2 16 3
Pneumonia (i) 10 3 30 2 5
Disoriented/ 5 5 0 2 5confused (j)
Gastric Bleeding 3 3 1 2 2within 48h (k)
Transferred 0 1 10 15 2from ICU (l)
Transferred from 0 0 5 0 0ICU within 72h (m)
Reanimated (n) 2 1 2 8 1
Reanimated 2 0 0.05 4 0within 72h (o)
Combinations f and g a and d None d and h a and d
a and c b and j j and n
j and o
Table B.3: The specifics of the five departments for the threshold research
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Figure B.4: The floor plan of Dept1, Dept2, Dept3
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Properties: Dept1 Dept2 Dept3
Mobility Low Medium High
Nr. of beds 22 adults, 26 18
6 children
Occupation rate 116.15%, 84.62% 70%
87,58%
Most visited spaces by patients Angiography room, Smoking area Surgery,
CT scanner, outside, Ultrasound,
Radiology Cafeteria, Receiving
department, CT scanner electrodes to
Recovery monitor sleep
Nr. of nurses Early Week 14 5 3
shift Weekend 14 4 Closed
Late Week 14 4 2 or 3
shift Weekend 14 3 Closed
Night Week 14 1 or 2 1
shift Weekend 14 1 or 2 Closed
Nr. of head Week 1 & 2 assistants / /
nurses (who Weekend 1 assistant / /
answer calls)
Nr. of doctors Day shift 3 interns
/ /(who answer 1 pediatrics internurgency calls) 1 or 2 residents
1 pediatrics resident
Night shift 1 intern / /1 pediatrics intern
Weekend / / /
Table B.4: The specifics of the 3 departments of Ghent University Hospital used for the
simulations of the probabilistic nurse call system
handle these calls. The number of available doctors is summarized in Table B.4.
On the floor above Dept1 there is always a doctor available who can be called in
critical situations. All the present nurses and doctors are able to handle and receive
urgency calls.
The walking behavior of the staff was simulated by gathering information
about their tasks and the percentage of time they spend on each group of tasks [22],
as visualized in Figure B.5. Each of the tasks was also assigned a priority based
on how easily the task can be interrupted.
B.2.3.2 Currently employed nurse call algorithm
Normal calls can be made in all the departments and sanitary calls in Dept2 and
Dept3. In Dept1 sanitary (assistance) calls cannot be made as all the patients
either have a catheter or a bedpan. Service calls cannot be made as the Ghent
University Hospital does not employ caretakers. Nurses are able to make (sanitary)
assistance calls in departments Dept2 and Dept3, but only Dept1 has buttons to
make urgency calls. Medical calls cannot be made in any of these departments.
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Figure B.5: Distribution of time of the nurses across different kinds of tasks
Technical calls are not taken into account in the following simulations as they
always get the lowest priority and a member of the technical staff is called as
explained in Section B.2.2.3.
Logging information, such as frequency and duration, about the calls in the
departments was gathered during three weeks. Limited research has been done
about reasons for patients’ call light use in the Ghent University hospital. The
paper by Meade [23] presents an extensive study about this subject. The used
results are presented in Figure B.6. When a call is made, a reason is assigned
based on these percentages. The average time that a nurse spends on handling a
task from each category was also determined.
Calls are currently handled differently in the three departments. In Dept1 the
nurses and doctors do not carry around beepers or portable phones. When a patient
makes a normal call, a light shines above his/her bed and a buzzer starts making
noise. A nurse who is in the neighborhood will tend to the patient. If he/she is
currently busy and there is nobody else around, the nurse has two options. In the
first case, he/she turns off the light and buzzer, finishes his or her current task and
then moves on to this call. In the second case, the nurse first handles this call and
then goes back to his or her current task. In both cases, the nurse has to remember
him- or herself to go back to either the call or the current task. Assistance calls are
handled in a similar manner by a second nurse who is also in the neighborhood.
When an urgency call is made, a loud alarm is sound throughout the entire depart-
ment and a bright light is lit above the bed of the patient. All nurses hurry to the
origin of the alarm, but it is made sure that at least one nurse stays behind on every
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36,7%
19,9%
14,3%
1,8%
27,3%
Serious medical concerns e.g. IV problems/pump alarm (14,4%) and Pain medication (7,6%)
Secondary medical concerns e.g. Bathroom/bedpan assistance (14,5%) and Repositioning and mobility assistance (5%)
Nonserious personal or health issues e.g. beverage request
Room amenities e.g. move telephone closer
No Reason/miscellaneous e.g. accidental push (14%)
Figure B.6: Reasons for patients’ call light use
unit of the department. All the doctors attached to this department, also receive the
urgency call on their portable phone or beeper. If they are available, they rush to
the patient. There is always a doctor present who always responds to these calls.
In Dept2 and Dept3 the nurses receive the calls of all the patients in the de-
partment on their beeper or portable phone. A light switches on above the room
of the patient. The nurse, who arrives first in the room, switches off the call and
treats the patient. Sanitary and (sanitary) assistance calls are handled similarly. If
the time-out of a call is reached and none of the nurses have handled the call, all
the nurses are called again. It is possible that multiple nurses arrive at a room to
handle a call, as multiple nurses are called and one nurse does not know if another
nurse will handle the call or not. If they interrupt their current task (which could
also be a call) to handle this call, the nurses have to remember themselves that they
have to go back to that interrupted task. In case of an interrupted call, the other
patient also has to wait until the nurse has finished this call, while it could be of a
lower priority.
B.2.3.3 Implementation and simulation set-up
The oNCS, incorporating the previously described algorithms, was built as an ex-
tension of the Context-Aware Service Platform, CASP [24, 25]. A detailed de-
scription of how this extension was realized can be found in Ongenae, et al. [12].
A mobile nurse call application was also developed. It is used by the care-
givers to receive, assess and accept, i.e., indicate that they are going to handle,
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calls. When the patient hits the call button multiple times, this is indicated by
the application. A nurse can also use the application to contact the patient, e.g.,
to request the reason for the call or to give feedback to the patient about the ex-
pected arrival time, or other staff members. This application is further explained
in Ongenae, et al. [5].
Two scenarios were simulated for each department, namely a realistic Poisson
scenario and a worst-case scenario. Only the Poisson scenario is discussed in this
paper as conclusions made for the Poisson scenario also apply to the worst-case
scenario.
It is assumed that the patients possess portable buttons and can thus move
around freely and make calls. When this situation is simulated for the current
system, some calls may be impossible to handle, e.g., calls made in the middle
of a hallway. The movements of the patients and nurses were determined out of
the collected data, as discussed in Section B.2.3.1. Once a patient makes a call,
it is assumed that he/she stands still. If a nurse has to choose between multiple
calls to handle, he/she chooses the one with the highest priority. If the calls do not
have priorities, which can occur in the current system, or multiple calls have the
same priority, the closest call is chosen. No urgency calls can be made in these
scenarios. Patients or nurses who are on the move advance 1 meter in the direction
of their goal during each time step. Characteristics of patients and nurses, risk
factors of the patients and responsibility of staff members for particular patients
were simulated as indicated in Section B.2.3.1.
In the Poisson scenario, a realistic day-to-day hospital scenario is simulated.
The beds in the departments are occupied averaging around the occupation rate
indicated in Section B.2.3.1. Patients can make calls modeled according to a
Poisson process with λ=0.000388558 in Dept1, λ=0.001164021 in Dept2 and λ=
0.000112434 in Dept3. Nurses receive calls of patients while they are doing their
tasks. They will only interrupt their current task, if the call has a higher or equal
priority. They will only interrupt current calls, if the new call has a higher priority.
If the new call does not have a priority, a nurse chooses randomly to interrupt the
current task or call. During the handling of a call, they will launch a (sanitary)
assistance call with a probability of 0.02979% in Dept1, 0.07386% in Dept2 and
0.20588% in Dept3. Each simulation was done 30 times for each of the shifts dur-
ing the weekend and week. The simulations performed done on a PC with an Intel
Core 2 Duo P8600 processor and 4 gigabyte RAM.
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B.3 Results
B.3.1 Threshold parameter exploration
This section explores the sensitivity and applicability of the thresholds generated
by the algorithm detailed in Section B.2.2.2. This algorithm was used to randomly
generate patients, calls and their accompanying probabilistic intervals based on the
data gathered about the risk profiles of patients in five departments of the Ghent
University Hospital as described in Section B.2.3.1. In total 22,500 calls were sim-
ulated and 252,252 possible combinations of thresholds, represented by the lower
bounds of the calculated probabilistic intervals, were achieved. To evaluate the
fluctuation of the total deviation, the 100 threshold combinations with the smallest
total deviation from the ideal distribution, namely 5 - 10 - 25 - 35 - 25 - 0 - 0, were
studied. The 100th one has a deviation of 23.93 and 24.04 in the test and validation
group respectively. This shows that the deviation does not increase fast.
There were 12 combinations of thresholds which had the smallest total devi-
ation, namely 16.44 and 19.20 in the test and evaluation group respectively, from
the ideal distribution. Each of these combinations had no Undetermined calls.
Combinations are preferred that do not assign the Highest priority too much, as it
is mainly used for the urgency calls. Six of the 12 threshold combinations only
assigned around 5% of calls to this priority. The difference between these combi-
nations is the threshold for the Above Normal (0.21, 0.24 or 0.3) and Low (0 or
0.2) priority. As the Normal priority class has a threshold of 0 for each of the six
combinations, the calls never get the Low or Lowest priority. So 0 is picked as
threshold for the Low priority. For the Above Normal priority, the middle thresh-
old of 0.24 is chosen as this guarantees that it is less sensitive to fluctuations.
Thus, the chosen thresholds are 0.21 - 0.3 - 0.24 - 0 - 0.05 - 0 - 0, ordered from
the Highest to Lowest priority.
The sensitivity of the chosen thresholds was studied by selecting the threshold
for one priority, e.g., the Highest, and increasing and decreasing it to the next
threshold for this priority, e.g., 0.24 and 0.18. The fluctuation in deviation for
these threshold combinations is illustrated in Figure B.7a. The percentage of calls
that changes priority by changing the threshold is shown in Figure B.7b. The x-
axis shows for each priority to which threshold the chosen threshold is increased
and decreased, while the rest of the thresholds stay the same as in the chosen
combination. As the chosen threshold for the Normal and Low priority is 0, it can
only be increased. The Lowest priority had only one threshold possibility, thus
it cannot be changed. As can be derived from the graphs, only the Normal and
Below Normal priorities are very sensitive to threshold changes. This is because
the Normal priority is used as the default priority with a threshold of zero. All
the calls for which the probabilistic value is equal or lower than the thresholds for
the Highest, High, Above and Below Normal priorities, are assigned the Normal
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priority. Consequently, the Low priority becomes the default priority, when the
threshold of the Normal priority is increased. This causes a lot of calls to receive
this priority instead of the Normal one. If the threshold of the Below Normal
priority is decreased, it becomes zero and this priority becomes the default.
The chosen thresholds were also evaluated by studying which percentage of
each kind of call and which percentage of patients with zero, one, two and three
or more risk factors are assigned to each priority. The results are illustrated in Fig-
ure B.8. The normal and sanitary calls mostly get the Above Normal and Normal
priorities. A low percentage of these calls get the Below Normal priority. Service
calls get generally a lower priority. This is realistic as these calls are made for
caring tasks. The (sanitary) assistance calls often get the Highest or High priority.
This is desirable as immediate help is often required for a nurse in these situations.
The calls of patients who have no risk factors are assigned the default priority,
namely Normal, as risk factors are the only criteria used in this initial study to
determine the priority. Calls made by patients with one risk factor are distributed
equally among all the priorities. In this case, the priority depends on the severity
of the risk factor. As the number of risk factors increases, the calls are more likely
to receive a higher priority.
B.3.2 Simulation results
Figure B.9 shows for the three departments the number of calls that have a nurse
present before a specific time point. Note that the first part of the x-axis goes in
jumps of five seconds, while the second part jumps 60 seconds each time.
In Dept1 there is no significant difference between the oNCS and current sys-
tem as a lot of nurses are present who can readily answer calls.
However, in Dept2 and Dept3 there is a notable difference between the two
systems. In the oNCS only one nurse receives the call, which often has a higher
priority than his/her current task. Therefore, the nurse immediately answers the
call. In the current system, multiple nurses receive the call. They decide if they
quit their current task without additional context information. If all the nurses ig-
nore the call, it has to be relaunched, as illustrated by peaks on the graph after
the relaunch times, e.g., 180 or 360 seconds. Moreover, the oNCS takes the walk-
ing distance into account when assigning a nurse. The distance to the patient is
thus limited. This explains the difference between Dept2 and Dept3. The circular
design of Dept3 makes it possible for the nurses to reach rooms faster.
In all three departments, the peak of the oNCS occurs somewhat later. Running
the nurse call algorithm causes an initial delay.
In Dept1 and Dept2, the tail of the oNCS is very long, as all impossible calls are
answered. Most of these calls occur in distant places. This could be compensated
by allowing nurses from closer departments to answer these calls.
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Figure B.7: Study of the sensitivity of the threshold parameters: a) Fluctuation of the
deviation b) The percentage of calls that changes priority category
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Figure B.8: The percentage of each kind of call and the percentage of patients with 0, 1, 2
and 3 or more risk factors that are assigned to each priority category, both for the test
group as the validation group
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Figure B.9: The number of calls (y-axis) that have a nurse present before a specific time
point (x-axis, in seconds)
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Figure B.10 visualizes the percentage of calls of a particular kind that have a
nurse present before a specific time point.
In Dept1, the curves of the assistance calls are comparable between both sys-
tems, as these calls generally have a very high priority. The normal calls generally
have a nurse present faster in the current system. This can again be explained by
the high amount of nurses present in the department. In the current system every
nurse that sees the call can handle it. In the oNCS only one nurse receives the call
on his/her beeper and is expected to handle it. Moreover, the nurse that is called in
the oNCS might not necessarily be the closest free nurse, as the algorithm prefers
to call the responsible nurse.
In Dept2, the sanitary assistance calls have a nurse present within 15 seconds
in both systems. However, the oNCS performs much better than the current system
for the other kinds of calls. Due to the lower amount of nurses in this department,
an occupied nurse is often called. The oNCS prefers occupied nurses who are
busy with a task that has a lower priority than the call. This is often the case for
assistance and sanitary calls. As the nurse is aware of this higher priority of the
call, he/she immediately handles it. In the current system, the nurse has to decide
at random to answer the call or finish the task first.
In Dept3, the curves of the assistance calls are quite different between both
systems. The curve of the oNCS rises faster but then slows down and has a much
longer tail. Sanitary calls on the other hand are handled very fast in the oNCS.
However, only a few sanitary calls were simulated. In Dept3, the toilet is inside
the room. Calls made inside the room were thus registered as normal, as it is im-
possible to track with enough accuracy if the patient is on the toilet or not. Only
calls made inside designated sanitary areas were registered as sanitary. This ex-
plains why no sanitary assistance calls were simulated. The normal calls generally
have a nurse present faster in the oNCS. One kind of call does not get answered
notably faster than another kind in Dept3. As patients in this department have a
wide variety of risk factors, a normal call can have the same priority as for example
an assistance call. Consequently, the assistance call is not always handled faster
than the normal one.
The number of calls with a particular priority that have a nurse present before
a specific time point are visualized in Figure B.11.
In all departments, the highest priority is assigned the least, which is desirable
as it is mostly reserved for urgency calls. In Dept1, the above normal priority is
assigned the most, as Dept1 contains a considerable amount of patients with two
or more risk factors. In Dept2 and Dept3, the below normal priority is assigned
the most as these departments contain a lot of patients without risk factors.
In the oNCS, the highest priority calls are handled the fastest in all the depart-
ments. In Dept3 two assistance calls with the highest priority were made while all
the other nurses were away, causing these calls to be handled quite slowly. The be-
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Figure B.11: The number of calls (y-axis) with a particular priority that have a nurse
present before a specific time point (x-axis, in seconds)
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Depart- Nr. of nurses Workload distribution Workload distribution
ment in the current system oNCS
department Max. Min. # 0% Std. Err. Max. Min. # 0% Std. Err.
Dept1 15 44.4 0 241 9.0 40 0 206 7.617 42.9 0 265 7.5 40 0 252 7.3
Dept2
1 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0
2 71.0 29.0 0 11.9 57.1 42.9 0 5.1
3 58.3 12.1 0 12.7 61.0 7.0 0 14.7
4 62.5 0 1 12.3 50 0 1 10.2
5 54.8 0 2 12.6 42.5 2.6 0 7.9
Dept3
1 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0
2 100 0 2 47.4 75 25 0 17.0
3 100 0 20 41.3 100 0 10 32.6
4 100 0 17 32.0 100 0 8 23.2
Table B.5: Shows the distribution of calls amongst the nurses for each department and for
each possible number of nurses in this department. The maximum and minimum
percentage of calls assigned to a nurse and the number of nurses who got no calls is
shown. Finally, the standard error is given between the percentage of calls that nurses
handle and the mean. The mean is the ideal percentage of calls that a nurse should handle.
low normal, normal and above normal priority calls are handled somewhat slower
than the highest priority calls. In Dept3, calls with these priorities also have the
same worst-case time. In Dept2, the tails of the worst-case time are in the correct
order: first the above normal, than the normal and finally the below normal priority
calls. However, in Dept1 the above normal priority calls have the highest worst-
case time, as many calls are assigned this priority. If a lot of these calls are made
simultaneously, they interfere with each other.
It is clear that the current system does not take the priorities into account.
Even the highest priority calls need to be relaunched a couple of times. The above
normal, normal and below normal priority calls have the same trend in Dept2 and
Dept3. However, the improvement of the oNCS compared to the current system is
not as notable in Dept1. Although, the below normal priority calls are generally
handled slightly faster than the normal priority calls in the current system, the rest
of the graph is quite similar to the graph of the oNCS. This is caused by the high
amount of nurses in the department.
Finally, the distribution of calls amongst the nurses is illustrated in Table B.5.
The first column indicates the number of nurses in the department during the simu-
lation. The maximum and minimum percentage of calls handled by a nurse during
a shift, how many nurses handle zero calls during a shift and the standard deviation
between the percentage of calls that nurses handle and the mean are indicated.
The oNCS leads to a slightly better workload distribution in Dept1 and Dept2
and a much better result in Dept3. There are less nurses that get the extreme
percentages and the highest percentage of calls that a nurse can be assigned is also
lower. In Dept3, the improvement is especially notable in case there are only two
nurses in the department. In the oNCS, all the nurses get calls, while in the current
system only one of the nurses handles the calls.
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B.3.3 Performance results
B.3.3.1 Performance of the probabilistic ontology reasoning
To evaluate the scalability of the probabilistic reasoning, reasoning is performed on
an ontology with gradually increasing number of probabilistic statements. First,
the consistency and satisfiability, i.e., having a probabilistic model, is checked.
Next, some probabilistic statements are entailed on concept level that were and
were not explicitly stated in the ontology. For the first, the stated probabilistic
interval is returned, while for the latter Pronto needs to reason on the ontology. Fi-
nally, some probabilistic statements on instance level, which were explicitly stated,
were entailed.
The results are visualized in Figure B.12. For each task, time gradually in-
creases and starts exploding around 20 probabilistic statements. At 24 statements,
the performance becomes unacceptable, namely around 30 or 40 minutes. The
scalability of Pronto is thus an issue [26]. However, performing the probabilistic
reasoning tasks on 12 or less probabilistic statements is always below 4 seconds,
which is acceptable for our application.
The following optimization was employed to speed up the probabilistic reason-
ing. First, during down-time, the probabilistic values for each patient that he/she
is a high, medium or low risk patient are calculated and stored as known facts
in the ontology. This procedure does not have to be repeated often for a patient
as risk factors do not change often for a particular patient during his/her stay at
the hospital. Next, when a call is made, all the probabilistic statements needed to
calculate the priority of this call are extracted from the ontology. This will be at
most 12 statements, namely the statements about the probabilistic assignment of
this patient to the risk groups and the generic probabilistic assignment of this kind
of call to the priority groups.
B.3.3.2 Performance of the nurse call algorithm
When a call is launched, a suitable nurse is notified within 50.3 ms on average,
which is a negligible delay. Note that these results do not take into account the
probabilistic reasoning to determine the priority of the call. As mentioned in the
previous section, this reasoning is done beforehand. A more thorough discussion
of this result can be found in Ongenae, et al. [12].
B.4 Discussion
First, maintaining the profile information leads to a lot of advantages. The novel
nurse call algorithm intelligently assigns nurses to calls based on this information,
e.g., the characteristics and the status of the staff members, the risk factors and
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Figure B.12: The performance results of the probabilistic reasoning tasks
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preferences of the patients and the priority of the call. Moreover, nurses that are
too far away are not called to handle a call. The currently employed nurse call
algorithm only looks at which patients are allocated to which nurses. A nurse is
thus sometimes called when he/she is very far away.
Additionally, in the oNCS the nurse knows exactly which patient made the call
and the patients’ current location. This can be used to determine whether to answer
to call. The nurse can also directly contact or check the condition of the patient
on the mobile application and thus assess if he/she needs to bring equipment or
medication. Even when the patient does not make a call, the nurse can access
useful information about the patients, e.g., their risk factors or room numbers.
In the current system unnecessary nurses are often called, resulting in multiple
nurses (or no nurse at all) arriving at a room to handle the call. This leads to
interruptions of other tasks and unnecessary walked miles. Only one nurse is called
in the oNCS to handle a call. If this nurse accepts the call, it is also expected that
he/she will tend to it. Other nurses are thus not aware of the call unless they see
the light above the room of the patient. The oNCS thus also requires a change
in mentality from the caregivers pertaining to how calls are handled. The nurses
need to trust that the system has assigned the nurse who is most appropriate at that
moment. They thus need to let go of the instinct to walk into a room because the
light is burning. This allows them to focus on their, possibly more urgent, current
task. However, they are able to walk in and start tending to the patient if they want
to.
The nurse can also use the mobile application to contact other staff members
or view information about them, e.g., their location or current task. This makes it
easier for the nurse to determine whether to answer a call or not. Additionally, it
has been shown that a lot of time in hospitals is spent on trying to find someone.
This could be reduced by using the oNCS. Nurses can also indicate that they are
going to answer a call.
However, the current mobile application does not allow to see an overview of
all the current calls and which nurses are assigned to them. So it is difficult to get
in touch with the assigned nurse to notify that somebody is already handling the
call. A page could be added to the mobile application where all the current calls
are listed with their status and who has been assigned to them. This could easily
be achieved as all this information is readily available in the ontology.
Finally, when a task is interrupted, the nurse does not have to remember to
return to it. The oNCS does this for the nurse. This leads to fewer forgotten tasks
and less work pressure on the staff.
Second, the novel nurse call algorithm also leads to significant measurable im-
provements in the manner nurses are assigned to calls. Generally a better workload
distribution amongst the nurses is achieved as the algorithm takes the current task
of the nurse and its priority into account. Additionally, only one nurse is called to
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handle a call and the distance is taken into account when a nurse is selected. As a
consequence, patients are generally treated quicker than in the current system. The
time to intervention is an important parameter as it is important to quickly assess
the situation when a call is made. The health of the patient could be compromised
in which case fast intervention is of paramount importance. Some countries even
outline general guidelines that stipulate that the time to intervention should be
within 3 minutes when an urgency call was made and within 5 minutes for other
calls. The time intervention is also an important parameter correlated with patient
satisfaction [27] and job satisfaction of the nurses. The latter is because a quicker
time to intervention leads to fewer calls being assigned again because of a time-out
and thus to less unnecessary work interruptions for the nurses. Work interruptions
are one of the main factors of cognitive fatigue and errors and have a significant
impact on the workload distribution and performance [28].
It was also shown that the novel nurse call algorithm takes the kind and pri-
ority of the call into account. Calls with a higher priority are generally handled
faster than calls with a lower priority. This is not the case in the current system.
Moreover, (sanitary) assistance calls are also generally handled faster than normal
and sanitary calls. This is achieved because when a nurse receives a call while
performing a task, the nurse is sure that the new call has a higher priority. This
way the nurse can make a more well-funded decision on whether to interrupt the
current task. Moreover, the nurse is more likely to interrupt the task as the nurse
knows that this call has a higher priority and he/she is the most appropriate nurse
to handle this call at this moment.
As the results of the simulations of Dept2 and Dept3 clearly show, the benefit
of the oNCS with probabilistic priority assessment is biggest in nursing units with
a small number of caregivers, who answer calls, compared to the number of pa-
tients and a high degree of patient heterogeneity, meaning that the patients have
very different risk factors and the department thus contains low, medium and high
risk patients. The first is clearly illustrated by the simulations in Dept1. In this
department there is one nurse per two patients. Up to six beds are also grouped in
the same space. Patients thus do not lie in separate rooms. Consequently, there is
always a nurse close to the patient making the call. Moreover, this nurse can also
easily view and talk to this while he/she is busy with another patient. This means
that in Dept1, the walking distance to the patient making the call and the need to
interrupt tasks for calls is far less than in Dept2 and Dept3. This conclusion is also
reflected by the workload distribution, which stays more or less the same when
comparing the oNCS to the current system.
The second is caused by the fact that patients with a similar risk profile will
make calls of similar priority. This is clearly illustrated by the simulations of
Dept1. Most of the patients in this department have a lot of risk factors, which
causes that most of these patients are classified as high risk patients. Thus if pa-
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tients with the same risk factors (or similar ones) make calls, the priority of these
calls only probabilistically depends on the kind of call. As no differentiation can
be made based on the priority of the call, the nurse call system will try to find
caregivers who are free and/or close to handle the call.
Thus, in these cases the probabilistic priority assessment algorithm contributes
little to the nurse call assignment. However, as previously discussed, the oNCS
still offers a lot of other benefits that are still applicable in such departments.
The issue could be addressed in future iterations of the system by letting the
priority of the call depend on more or other information than just the risk factors
of the patient and the kind of call. For example, the specific medical parameters
monitored about the patient at the time of the call, e.g., high temperature or blood
pressure, or the profile information of the patient, e.g., frequent caller or not, could
be taken into account. Moreover, before the oNCS is installed in a nursing unit,
it needs to be evaluated if the probabilistic priority assessment, which requires
considerable computation cost, will have significant impact on the nurse call as-
signment, i.e., enough heterogeneity amongst the patient and a small number of
nurses compared to the number of patients. If not, the oNCS could be installed
with a simpler nurse call algorithm, thus offering all the benefits of the context-
awareness and portable buttons without the computational cost of the probabilistic
priority assessment.
The performance of the novel nurse call algorithm is also very good, as a suit-
able nurse is notified within 50.3 ms on average, which is a negligible delay.
The system scales up to at least 30 patients and 20 nurses. Thus, a lot of profile
information can be retained without decreasing the performance of the system.
Moreover, at least 30 calls can be made simultaneously without influencing the
performance.
Third, the portable buttons improve the mobility and the safety of the patients.
Patients can walk around freely and make calls. It can be derived from the simu-
lations that it often occurs that patients need to make calls in remote areas such as
smoking areas or the restaurant, where there are no nurses present. This problem is
of course most prominent in departments where patients are fairly mobile. How-
ever, patients could potentially exploit the system as they can call a nurse from
anywhere in the hospital even for trivial requests, e.g., a glass of water. This could
increase the walking distance and workload of the nurses.
It is however important to note that the developed oNCS does not necessarily
need to be combined with mobile nurse call buttons to offer advantages. Even
when buttons fixed to the walls are used, the oNCS offers improvements compared
to the traditional nurse call systems as its nurse call algorithm is more dynamic
by taking a plethora of context information into account, e.g., risk factors of pa-
tients, qualifications of staff and priority of the call. This was already thoroughly
addressed in the previous paragraphs.
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Finally, the dynamic priority assessment of calls instead of statically defining
these priorities leads to a number of advantages. The priority of a call depends on
the risk factors of the patients and the kind of call. This means that the priority of
a call is adjusted to the specific needs and profile of the patient. This leads to a
wider range of priorities of the calls that are made.
The scalability of this probabilistic assessment was presented in Section B.3.3.
These results can be improved by calculating the probabilistic values that indicate
that the patient is a low, medium or high risk patient during down-time. These are
stored as facts in the ontology, significantly reducing the number of probabilistic
statements required to determine the priority of a call.
However, our study is limited by the fact that the probabilities in the ontology
were only determined by domain experts. These probabilities indicate the proba-
bility that a patient belongs to a certain risk group based on the risk factors of this
patient. Probabilities were also added to the ontology to express the probability
that a call of a particular kind made by a patient from a particular risk group has a
particular priority. Collecting data out of which these probabilities could be deter-
mined or with which the probabilities could be validated, requires a very extensive
study. The study would for example require that nurses note down for each call
they handled which priority it had and for which reason the call was made. This
requires a significant effort from the already time constrained caregivers. This
study was thus not conducted as the goal was to first validate whether incorporat-
ing probabilistic priority assessment in the oNCS would offer significant benefits.
Basing this study on probabilities determined by an expert panel with years of
experience in the field gives us a good idea of the impact of the oNCS.
However, we do acknowledge that requiring these probabilities as input for
the oNCS could prove cumbersome to determine or assess by the departments and
hospitals where the oNCS would be deployed. Therefore, research is on-going on
extending the oNCS with an autonomic, self-learning component. This compo-
nent uses data collected about patients and logged by the oNCS about its usage to
gradually adapt the probabilities such that an optimal configuration of the oNCS is
obtained for this department or hospital.
B.5 Conclusion
This article described an extension of the Ontology-based nurse call system (oNCS)
that supports a more sophisticated nurse call algorithm by dynamically assigning
priorities to calls based on the risk factors of the patients and the kind of call. The
benefits of this novel oNCS were illustrated with extensive simulations about data
collected from three departments of the Ghent University Hospital. The oNCS
significantly improves the assignment of nurses to calls. Calls generally have a
nurse present faster, the workload-distribution amongst the nurses improves and
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the priorities and kinds of the calls are taken into account. The execution time of
the nurse call algorithm is negligible. Future work will mainly focus on improving
the scalability of the probabilistic assessment algorithm to determine the priority
of a call.
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Intelligent Task Management Platform
for Healthcare Workers
F. Ongenae, T. Vanhove, F. De Backere, and F. De Turck.
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This appendix presents an ontology-based task management application as
further demonstration of the general applicability of the developed continuous care
ontology, discussed in Chapter 2. This application intelligently assigns priorities
and caregivers to tasks based on the continuous care context information caput-
ered in the semantic model.
? ? ?
Abstract The medical staff in a hospital could benefit from a specialized task
management system, considering their high workload covering different patients.
This paper presents an intelligent task management platform that automatically
prioritizes and (re-)assigns tasks to the appropriate caregivers based on the current
healthcare context captured in a continuous care ontology. Moreover, this plat-
form provides the caregivers with a smartphone allowing them to easily view and
process their assigned tasks.
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C.1 Introduction
C.1.1 Background
Task management systems have been around for some time and with the growing
market share of smartphones and tablets, they have been introduced in everyday
life. However, the adoption of such systems within healthcare settings is lagging
behind. The medical staff in a hospital could benefit from a specialized task man-
agement system, considering their high workload covering different patients.
Time is a valuable resource in healthcare settings and caregivers respond to
this time pressure by attempting to work as efficiently as possible by establishing
a routine and prioritizing their work tasks [1]. However, each nurse has his or
her own way of reaching a routine, e.g., by organizing work per patient or task.
Nurses also use different criteria to prioritize tasks, e.g., the complexity of the
task or the consequences of a task for the patient, the nurse and other tasks [2].
These strategies also cause nurses to lose the flexibility to respond to events and
people as any non-scheduled event is perceived as a disruption or something to be
prevented [1]. Continuously monitoring their task load and assessing the priorities
of these tasks is a tiresome job. When overloaded with work, nurses also attempt
to delegate the work better amongst themselves [3]. However, efficient delegation
and re-assignment of tasks is often hindred by the social context. Today, caregivers
have to decide for themselves who would be most qualified or able to take over the
task and have to locate and contact his person themselves to hand over the task.
Assigning tasks to other staff members personally can be a hassle, as different
problems can occur. For example, it is not always possible to find or reach a
person able to perform the task. Keeping the workload balanced is hard as well if
there is no general overview of the division of tasks.
To address these issues, this paper presents an intelligent task management
platform that automatically prioritizes and (re-)assigns tasks to the appropriate
caregivers based on the current healthcare context, e.g., profile and current con-
dition of the patients, current workload of the caregivers and kind of tasks. More-
over, this platform provides the caregivers with a smartphone allowing them to
easily monitor their current workload, automatically re-assign tasks, keep track of
tasks that have been assigned to them and order these tasks according to their pref-
erence, e.g., by task, by patient or by priority. Moreover, the nurses can indicate
which tasks they are currently handling or have handled. Tasks can be created by
the caregivers or by another application or service, e.g., decision support tools or
regular tasks that can be created automatically.
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C.1.2 Objectives
The aim of this research is the design of a continuous care task management plat-
form with automatic priority and task assignment. The application should offer the
advanced features listed below:
• Delegation: A caregiver can assign a staff member to a task, when the task is
created. However, it must also be possible to automatically assign the most
appropriate caregiver(s) to tasks based on the current context. Similarly,
when a task is re-assigned, the caregiver can be assigned by the staff member
of automatically by the system.
• Dynamic priority assignment: A priority can be assigned to the task when
it is created by the healthcare worker. However, the platform should also be
able to assign or change the priority of the call based on the current context.
• Performance: The smartphone application should be able to give an overview
of all the tasks assigned to a specific person within a second. This means
that the priorities assigned to these tasks should also be calculated with neg-
ligible delay. This list should also be updated correctly and timely to alert
the user of new tasks that have been assigned.
• Scalability: The platform should be able to support a lot of simultaneous
users. An increasing amount of users may not cause a bottleneck for gather-
ing the tasks assigned to a specific person and determining their priority.
• User-friendly: The graphical user interface (GUI) of the task management
application on the smartphone must be easy and intuitive to ease the inte-
gration of the application in the day-to-day work of the users. An intuitive
overview of the different tasks assigned to a healthcare worker and their
status is needed which can be easily searched and ordened. A user should
also be able to quickly indicate that he or she has started or finished a task.
Adding new tasks should require a minimum of input as text-based data en-
try on a smartphone is tedious. Finally, special alerts should be generated
when tasks have been assigned with a high priority.
• Reliable: Three kinds of faults can occur: the back-end server/database can
go down, task information is not delivered to the smartphone of the staff
member or the information of the smartphone is not delivered to the back-
end. The platform has to be able to cope with each of these situations.
• Adaptability: The application has to cope with internal and external changes.
The user should be able to change the methods the system uses to assign or
change priorities of tasks. The administrators should also be able to update
or tests parts of the platform, e.g. the database, without downtime.
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• Security: Security is important to this platform as medical data from pa-
tients is accessed. First, violations on the inside muste be avoided. It is not
allowed that any nurse or doctor has access to tasks that are not assigned to
him or her or the role that this person belongs to. Additionally, the priority
assignment Rules and settings of the platform should only be changed by
persons with the correct authorization. Second, the system must also ensure
authentication, so that violations from the outside are impossible.
C.1.3 Paper organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section C.1.4 details the
architecture of the developed task management system. The continuous care onto-
logy, which is used to capture the current healthcare context, is discussed in Sec-
tion C.1.5, while Sectionr˜efsec:taskMgmt:algo dives deeper into the algorithm to
assign the most appropriate caregiver to a task based on the current context cap-
tured in this ontology. Section C.1.7 elaborates on the implementation details and
the evaluation set-up. The results are discussed in Section C.1.8. Finally, Sec-
tion C.2 highlights the conclusions.
C.1.4 Architecture
Figure C.1 visualizes the high-level architecture of the task management system. It
consists of a combination of 2 architectureal design patterns [4], namely Publisher-
Subscriber and Model-View-Controller. The first is a messaging pattern, which
allows that components, called Publishers, send a message to a Message Handler.
Each message is associated with a type. Subscribers can then subscribe them-
selves through the Message Handler to specific types of messages. The publisher
is thus unaware of which components, if any, receive the message. This leads
to a very scalable and dynamic architecture in which the components are loosely
coupled. The second pattern separates the representation of information from the
users’ interaction with it. The Model contains the logic and the data of the sys-
tem, while the View is responsible for representing the data to the users. Because
of this seperation of concerns, different representations of the data can easily be
implemented. The Controller is responsible for communicating the actions of the
users on the View to the Model. In case the data in the Model changes, the Views
are automatically updated.
In this case, the Publishers can either be the smartphones of the caregivers or
various healthcare services, e.g., decision support tools or a work schedule appli-
cation. These Publishers publish messages to the CommunicationHandler. The
messages can for example be new tasks that are created or reassigned, staff mem-
bers logging in or out or task information that is updated, e.g., the status changes to
finished or its priority is altered. Subscribers, i.e., the task applications running on
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Figure C.1: High-level architecture of the task management system
the smartphones, which also play the role of the Views, can then subscribe to the
messages they are interested in. These messages are automatically pushed to these
Subscribers. However, based on interaction of users with the View is is also possi-
ble that data is requested from the CommunicationHandler. This push/pull-model
increases the flexibility of the system.
The Model consists of various components, which are able to process the re-
ceived messages of the Publishers. The CommunicationHandler is responsible
for all the communication between the Publishers and the Subscribers. The Task-
DataModel component is responsible for managing all the data about the current
tasks. Past tasks are stored in the Database. This Database is also used as back-up
to cope with sudden failures of the system. The TaskCreator is responsible for
creating new tasks based on the information received from the Publishers. If not
all information is provided, e.g., the person who should handle the task or its pri-
ority, this information is requested from the KnowledgeHandler. When the task is
created, it is passed to the TaskDataModel.
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The KnowledgeHandler can again be broken down into different components.
This component manages all the knowledge about the current context in an onto-
logy, e.g., risk factors and medical information of patients and compentences,
roles, locations and tasks of the caregivers. An ontology [5] is a formal and se-
mantic model of all the concepts within a particular domain and their relationships
and properties. This commen data-format can then be used to integrate all the
healthcare data in a formal manner. The data, which adheres to the concept defi-
nitions in the ontology, is collected by the DataWrapperOntology from the Clini-
cal Databases present in a healthcare institution, e.g., Electronic Patient Records
(EPR), Laboratory databases or a database containing personnel information. A
semantic Reasoner is a piece of generic software, which is able to infer logical
consequences, i.e., new knowledge, out of the information captured in an onto-
logy. For example, it can be used to determine which staff members have the
appropriate competences to execute a certain task. More complex reasoning on
data can be performed by a Rule Engine.
The TaskProcessor is responsible for processing the tasks it receives from the
TaskCreator. It contains a queue to be able to process the different requests one by
one in the correct order. The TaskProcessor is responsible for gathering the differ-
ent information needed to process the task from the Rule Engine and the Ontology
Reasoner. It then passes this information to the Finders, which implement the
algorithms to assign the most appropriate priority (PriorityFinder) and caregiver
(SpecialityFinder) to the task based on the gathered information.
C.1.5 Continuous care ontology
A modular continuous care ontology was developed, modeling context informa-
tion and knowledge utilized across the various continuous care settings, i.e., hos-
pitals, residential care and homecare. It consists of a high-level ontology and two
low-level ontologies. The first, called the continuous care core ontology, contains
knowledge that is applicable across all continuous care domains and is of interest
to a plethora of healthcare applications and services. The core ontology was de-
signed in a modular way instead of as one big semantic model, which facilitates
(partial) re-use. The following seven core ontologies were developed: the Upper,
Sensor, Context, Profile, Role & Competence, Medical and Task continuous care
core ontologies. Two low-level ontologies were developed, modeling knowledge
particular to a specific continuous care domain, namely the low-level Cure and
Care ontology, which are respectively tuned towards the knowledge exchanged
in hospital and continuous care settings. Each of these models also consists of a
number of ontologies, extending specific core ontologies. More information about
these ontologies can be found in Ongenae, et al. [6].
The prevalent concepts of the continuous care ontology for the task manage-
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Figure C.2: Overview of the most prevalent classes and relations of the continuous care
ontology for the task management platform
ment platform are visualized in Figure C.2. The people present in the healthcare
environment are represent by the Person concept. Each person is asssociated
with a telephone number. For the staff members, this is the phone number of their
smartphone, which runs the mobile task application. People can also be associated
with the devices they own and are logged into through the loggedIntoDevice
and ownsDevice relations. This is used to know to which devices the notifi-
cations about the assigned tasks should be sent. The Location of a person is
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indicated, which can either be a Coordinate or a Zone. Each person is unique
identified by his or her ID. The status of the person can also be expressed, e.g.,
Busy, Free, Present or not. To express the capabilities of the people, each
Person is associated with one or more Roles. Each Role is defined by its
Competences through classification axioms, e.g., the Doctor is defined as a
role which has all the MedicalCompetences. Each person is associated with
competences and roles through five relationships. The hasFunction relation
indicates the primary role of a person, while hasRole models all the roles this
person can have and the hasCurrentRole models his or her current role. The
hasDiplomaCompetence and hasExperienceCompetence relationship
model all the competences this person has acquired, either through their diploma
and following courses or by experience. Some example roles and competences are
shown in Figure C.2. Finally, the medical information about patient is expressed
using the hasDiagnosis relationship. Based on the medical information, the
MedicalRiskProfile of a patient is determined.
To represent the tasks and continuous care workflows processes, the OWL-S
Process [7] ontology was imported, of which the classes are preceded by the owls
namespace prefix in Figure C.2. The Process concept models a process, which
can return information and produce a change in environment based on the context
and the information it is given. This is described by hasInput, hasOutput,
hasPrecondition and hasEffect relations. A process can be composed
of several other processes. How these processes are combined is expressed by
the ControlConstruct concept. The Task concept, introduced as subclass
of Process, represents the various continuous care tasks. It is further divided
into planned and unplanned tasks. Each task has also an associated Status,
e.g., Assigned or Finished, and Priority. Each task is defined by the
Competences which are needed to execute this task. Also the location at which
this task is preferably executed can be indicated. Finally, the time is indicated
at which the task was created and when it was executed using concepts of the
SWRLTemporalOntology [8]. Some example tasks are visualized in Figure C.2.
C.1.6 Task assignment algorithm
The task management system uses the information captured in the continuous care
ontology to assign the most appropriate caregiver to a task. The task assignment
algorithm consists of four steps, namely assessing the priority of the task, deter-
mining the competences needed to execute the task, filtering the qualified possible
caregivers and choosing one of these candidates to assign the task to.
When a task is created by a caregiver on the mobile application or by another
service, the following information is specified: the name of the task, its priority
and category and the associated patient. The Rule Engine contains rules, which
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are able to determine the competences needed to execute determine based on the
specified category of the task. For example, the following rule specifies that a task
of the Medication category requires a caregiver with the AdministerMed-
ication and CheckMedicationSheet competences:
rule ‘‘Medication"
when
$t : Task (category == ‘‘Medication")
then
($t).setCompetency(‘‘CheckMedicationSheet")
($t).setCompetency(‘‘AdministerMedication");
end
A Task of the correct category is created in the ontology with the indicated
name and the needed competence is specified using the needsCompetence re-
lationship. The associated patient is modeled using the executedOn relation-
ship, while the priority is associated using the hasPriority relation. Next, the
following two rules are specified in the ontology, which allow the Reasoner to
determine the caregivers, who are able to execute the task because they have the
competences required for the task and they are currently present in the healthcare
setting:
Person(?p), Competence(?c), Task(?t),
hasDiplomaCompetence(?p, ?c), needsCompetence(?t, ?c),
hasStatus(?p, Present)
-> temporarilyAssignedTo(?t, ?p)
Person(?p), Competence(?c), Task(?t),
hasExperienceCompetence(?p, ?c),
needsCompetence(?t, ?c), hasStatus(?p, Present)
-> temporarilyAssignedTo(?t, ?p)
The caregivers, who fullfill these criteria, are temporarily assigned to the task.
Next, the priority of the task is assessed. The ontology contains rules, which
specify whether the patient has a MedicalRiskProfile based on the medical
information captured about this patient in the ontology. For example, when the
patient has been transferred from the ICU in the last 72 hours or when he or she
has recently had a heart attack or an epileptic seizure, he or she is considered at
risk. When the patient has a medical risk, his or her priority is increased one
category. This algorithm is implemented in the PriorityFinder, which interacts
with the information in the continuous care ontology.
Out of all these temporarily assigned caregivers, the most appropriate one is
chosen using a weighted algorithm implemented in the SpecialityFinder, which
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Figure C.3: Algorithm to assign weights to the qualified caregivers to choose the most
appropriate one to handle a task
takes into account the context information captured in the ontology. Using the al-
gorithm visualized in Figure C.3, each temporarily assigned caregiver is given a
weight. The algorithm takes three factors into account, namely the distance be-
tween the patient and the caregiver, the relationship between the patient and the
caregiver and the workload distribution. The priority of a task determines how
much these factors are taken into account. The relationship between caregivers
and patients is taken more into account for lower priority tasks. A caregiver, who
is more familiar with the medical situation of a patient will be able to perform the
task more quickly and easily. Moreover, it gives the patient a feeling of security,
trust and continuity when the same caregiver performs most tasks. The weight as-
sociated with this factor is first calculated. The distance between the caregiver and
the patient becomes more crucial for higher priority tasks. The further the care-
giver is removed from the patient, the longer it will take before he or she is able
to handle the urgent task. Depending on the priority, the distance is substracted
three or less times from the weight, which was already calculated for this care-
giver. Finally, it is important to evenly distribute the workload across the various
caregivers. Based on the priority of the task, the number of tasks already assigned
to the caregiver are substracted two or one time from the already calculated weight.
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For high priority calls, the workload distribution is taken less into account. This
factor is less important than the other two factors, as caregivers, who are responsi-
ble for more patients, will naturally have more tasks assigned to them. It is mostly
used to choose between two or more caregivers, who received an equal weight
based on the previous two factors. Finally, the caregiver who received the highest
weight is chosen.
The chosen caregiver is assigned to the task in the ontology using the isAs-
signedTo relationship. The temporarilyAssignedTo relationships are
not removed from the ontology so that they can be reused when the task needs
to be re-assigned, e.g., because the staff member logs out or because he or she
is too busy or unable to handle the task. The caregiver can indicate that the task
should be re-assigned on the smartphone.
C.1.7 Implementation details and evaluation set-up
The continuous care ontology was implemented in the Web Ontology Language
(OWL) [9] using the Prote´ge´ [10] ontology editor. The rules in the ontology were
expressed using the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [11]. Drools [12] was
used as Rule Engine. Both Pellet [13] and Hermit [14] were employed as onto-
logy reasoners to evaluate which has the best performance. PubNub [15] handles
the communication between the smartphone and the back-end server. The mobile
application was implemented in Android 2.3.
It is important to evaluate the performance, i.e., execution time and memory
usage, of the developed task management system. Most healthcare environments
have a limited amount of resources and delegating the processing to the cloud is
often difficult because of privacy issues. Moreover, it is important that tasks are
swiftly delegated, so that urgent tasks can quickly be assessed and handled. To
evaluate the performance, each test consists of the creation of a task on the task
application and using the task management system to assign the most appropriate
priority and caregiver. To evaluate the execution time and memory usage, the
parameters of the system, e.g., the amount of caregivers in the ontology or the
amount of rules, is gradually increased.
To achieve reliable results, each test was repeated 35 times, of which the first
three and the last two were omitted during processing. Finally, the averages across
the 30 remaining runs are calculated and visualized in the form of graphs. The
tests were performed on a Acer Aspire 5920 with the following specifications: 4
gigabyte (GB) 800 megahertz (MHz) Double Data Rate Synchronous Dynamic
Random-Access Memory (DDR2 SDRAM) and an Intel Core 2 Duo T5550 1.83
gigahertz (GHz) Central Processing Unit (CPU).
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Figure C.4: Execution time of the task management system as a function of the amount of
present healthcare workers
C.1.8 Results & discussion
Figure C.4 shows the execution time of the task management system when the
amount of available healthcare workers available in the ontology is gradually in-
creased. Each healthcare worker also has the competence that is needed to execute
the task that is being assigned during the test. Consequently, each present caregiver
can possibly be assigned to the task. As mentioned previously, the task manage-
ment system can be implemented using different semantic reasoners. The graph
shows the execution time of the entire system when Pellet or Hermit are used as
semantic reasoners. It can be noted that the implementation with Hermit performs
significantly worse than with Pellet when more than 15 healthcare workers are
present in the ontology. The performance of the implementation with Pellet stays
belong 20 seconds, which is acceptable. The Pellet implementation has a linear
trend, while the Hermit implementation has an exponential one. When 50 care-
givers are present, the execution time of the Hermit implementation is around 2
minutes, which is unacceptable.
To analyze this result in more depth, Figure C.5 shows the average distribution
of the execution time across the three main components of the task management
system, namely the communication using PubNub, the rule reasoning using Drools
and the semantic reasoning using Pellet or Hermit. As PubNub is a cloud-based so-
lution, it was difficult to accurately measure the execution time. However, PubNub
publishes data on its website about the current response time and cloud uptime. At
the time of the research the response time was on average 177 milliseconds (ms).
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Figure C.5: Distribution of the total execution time of the task management system across
the three main components: PubNub, Drools rule engine and the semantic reasoner
Methods Pellet Hermitexecution time (seconds)
getPossibleCandidates 16.98 0.43
getLocation 0 61.12
isResponsibleCaregiver 0 0
workloadPerson 0 0
Table C.1: Average execution time of the different methods requiring semantic reasoning
The test was run with 15 caregivers and 23 patients, which is a realistic dataset
based on data gathered about departments at Ghent University Hospital. 1000
Drools rules were present. As expected, the semantic reasoning consumes almost
all the execution time.
To identify the bottlenecks in the semantic reasoning, Table C.1 shows the av-
erage execution time of the different methods that require semantic reasoning. The
same ontology is used as in the previous test. The getPossibleCandidates
method retrieves from the ontology the caregivers with the appropriate compe-
tences to execute the task that is currently being assigned. The getLocation
method retrieves the location of a particular person. This information is used to
calculate the distance between a caregiver and a patient. The isResponsible-
Caregiver method retrieves whether a caregiver is responsible for a particular
patient. The workloadPerson method retrieves the number of tasks currently
assigned to a person. The latter three methods are used by the weighted algorithm,
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Methods Pelletexecution time (seconds)
getLocation 15.76
getPossibleCandidates 0
isResponsibleCaregiver 0
workloadPerson 0
Table C.2: Average execution time of the different methods requiring semantic reasoning
with Pellet when the getLocation method is called before the
getPossibleCandidates method
Methods Hermitexecution time (seconds)
getObjectPropertyValues 0.18
isIndividualofClass 0
getDataPropertyValues 60.93
getLiteral 0s
Table C.3: Average execution time of the different steps of the getLocation method
when Hermit is used as semantic reasoner
which assigns the most appropriate caregiver to the task.
It can be noted that for the Pellet implementation the getPossibleCan-
didates requires the most execution time. This result is however misleading.
This is the first semantic reasoning task performed during a test. At this point,
Pellet will check the consistency of the ontology and classify it for the first time.
Consequently, this method requires a lot of time. As no information is added to
the ontology before the next reasoning requests, these queries are performed on
the already classified ontology. The following reasoning tasks are thus performed
very swiftly. This is demonstrated by the results in Table C.2 where the order of
the reasoning methods in the implementation was changed. It can be noted that the
getLocation method, which is now the first reasoning task, requires the most
execution time.
For the Hermit implementation, the getLocation method requires the most
time. As this is not the first reasoning method, it is studied further to analyze its
bottleneck. Table C.3 shows the execution time of the different steps of the get-
Location method. The getObjectPropertyValues retrieves the location
of the person from the ontology. The isIndividualOfClass method checks
whether this location is a Zone or a Coordinate and is responsible for mapping
the Zone to its Coordinate(s). The getDataPropertyValues method
retrieves actual X and Y coordinates from the ontology, while the getLiteral
method retrieves the double value from these coordinates. It can be noted that the
getDataPropertyValues requires the most amount of time.
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Figure C.6: Execution time of the task management system as a function of the amount of
present healthcare workers for the three possible implementations of the semantic
reasoning
To resolve this issue, the implementation of the getLocation method was
optimized, so that the datatype properties, namely hasXCoordinate and hasX-
Coordinate, do not need to be retrieved. To achieve this, the name of the Co-
ordinatewas formatted as follows: < X−coordinate >:< Y−coordinate >.
For example, a coordinate with X = 50 and Y = 50 receives the name “50 : 50”.
Now only the two first steps of the getLocation method, namely getObject-
PropertyValues and isIndividualofClass, need to be executed. The
name of the Coordinate, which is returned as a result of these two steps, can
then be analyzed to retrieve the X and Y coordinate. Figure C.6 shows the execu-
tion time of the task management system as a function of the amount of healthcare
workers for the three possible implementations of the semantic reasoning, i.e., with
Pellet, Hermit and with the optimized implementation of getLocation for Her-
mit. It can be noted that the latter has the best performance. The execution time
stays below 5 seconds when at most 60 healthcare workers are represented in the
ontology.
C.2 Conclusion
In this paper an intelligent task management platform was presented that automat-
ically prioritizes and (re-)assigns tasks to the appropriate caregivers based on the
current healthcare context captured in a continuous care ontology. Moreover, this
platform provides the caregivers with a smartphone allowing them to easily mon-
itor their current workload, automatically re-assign tasks, keep track of tasks that
have been assigned to them and order these tasks according to their preference. Fi-
nally, the performance of the system was studied in depth. A task can be assigned
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in less than 5 seconds when at most 60 healthcare workers are managed by the
system. Future work will mainly focus on more intelligent algorithms to assign
priorities to the tasks.
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This appendix thoroughly evaluates the advantages of using Echo State Net-
works (ESNs) to classify medical time series instead of other traditional classi-
fiers combined with feature extraction and selection. Echo state networks can
be integrated in the self-learning framework to discover new knowledge in time-
dependent data, as thoroughly discussed in Chapter 7.
? ? ?
Abstract Objective: Time series often appear in medical databases, but only few
machine learning methods exist that process this kind of data properly. Most mod-
eling techniques have been designed with a static data model in mind and are
not suitable for coping with the dynamic nature of time series. Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks (RNN) are often used to process time series, but only a few train-
ing algorithms exist for RNNs which are complex and often yield poor results.
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Therefore, researchers often turn to traditional machine learning approaches, such
as support vector machines (SVM), which can easily be set up and trained and
combine them with feature extraction (FE) and selection (FS) to process the high-
dimensional temporal data. Recently, a new approach, called echo state networks
(ESN), has been developed to simplify the training process of RNNs. This ap-
proach allows modeling the dynamics of a system based on time series data in a
straightforward way.
The objective of this study is to explore the advantages of using ESN instead
of other traditional classifiers combined with FE and FS in classification problems
in the intensive care unit (ICU) when the input data consists of time series. While
ESNs have mostly been used to predict the future course of a time series, we use
the ESN model for classification instead. Although time series often appear in
medical data, little medical applications of ESNs have been studied yet.
Methods and material: ESN is used to predict the need for dialysis between
the fifth and tenth day after admission in the ICU. The input time series consist
of measured diuresis and creatinine values during the first 3 days after admission.
Data about 830 patients was used for the study, of which 82 needed dialysis be-
tween the fifth and tenth day after admission. ESN is compared to traditional
classifiers, a sophisticated and a simple one, namely support vector machines and
the naive Bayes (NB) classifier. Prior to the use of the SVM and NB classifier, FE
and FS is required to reduce the number of input features and thus alleviate the
curse dimensionality. Extensive feature extraction was applied to capture both the
overall properties of the time series and the correlation between the different mea-
surements in the times series. The feature selection method consists of a greedy
hybrid filter-wrapper method using a NB classifier, which selects in each iteration
the feature that improves prediction the best and shows little multicollinearity with
the already selected set. Least squares regression with noise was used to train the
linear readout function of the ESN to mitigate sensitivity to noise and overfitting.
Fisher labeling was used to deal with the unbalanced data set. Parameter sweeps
were performed to determine the optimal parameter values for the different classi-
fiers. The area under the curve (AUC) and maximum balanced accuracy are used
as performance measures. The required execution time was also measured.
Results: The classification performance of the ESN shows significant differ-
ence at the 5% level compared to the performance of the SVM or the NB classifier
combined with FE and FS. The NB + FE + FS, with an average AUC of 0.874, has
the best classification performance. This classifier is followed by the ESN, which
has an average AUC of 0.849. The SVM + FE + FS has the worst performance
with an average AUC of 0.838. The computation time needed to pre-process the
data and to train and test the classifier is significantly less for the ESN compared
to the SVM and NB.
Conclusion: It can be concluded that the use of ESN has an added value in
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predicting the need for dialysis through the analysis of time series data. The ESN
requires significantly less processing time, needs no domain knowledge, is easy to
implement, and can be configured using rules of thumb.
D.1 Introduction
Time series are a special kind of input data to machine learning problems. Most
modeling techniques have been designed with a static data model in mind and are
not suitable for coping with the dynamic nature of time series. Most dynamic
data models are very complex in both design and training algorithms. Exam-
ples of such models based on artificial neural networks are the hidden control
neural network [1], the neural prediction model [2], the linked predictive neural
network [3] and the adaptive time-delay neural network [4]. Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNS) are often used [5] since this type of artificial neural network
can represent high-dimensional nonlinear temporal data. Hidden Markov mod-
els [6] and neural network - hidden Markov model hybrids [7, 8] are also used to
model time series data. An obstacle when using RNNS is that only a few training
algorithms exist which are complex and often yield poor results [9, 10].
More recently, three approaches to simplify the training process of RNNS were
independently developed. These approaches are liquid state machines (LSM) [11],
echo state networks (ESN) [12], and backpropagation decorrelation (BPDC) [13].
The underlying idea of these three methods is similar and nowadays they are re-
ferred to as reservoir computing [14]. Reservoir computing has become a vivid
research field and recently a special issue of “Neural Networks” was dedicated to
it [15].
The key idea in reservoir computing is that the dynamic system producing the
time series data is modeled in a reservoir consisting of a RNN. The reservoir is
then read by a linear readout function, which is illustrated in Figure D.1. The
output of this readout function can then be used to make several kinds of predic-
tions. The training algorithm only affects the linear readout function. For training
linear functions many algorithms exist such as linear regression [16].
The goal of this study is to verify whether the use of reservoir computing
methods is an added value in classification problems in the intensive care unit
(ICU) when the input data consists of time series. We select a case study that is
easily characterized by medical experts. This medical classification problem is
then handled using reservoir computing, which can directly cope with time series
data, and the performance is compared to more traditional machine learning ap-
proaches, which cannot directly cope with this high-dimensional temporal data
and thus need to be combined with feature extraction (FE) and selection (FS) to
process the time series.
LSMs and ESNs are the two pioneering reservoir computing methods. How-
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Figure D.1: The general layout of an echo state network. Circles represent input,
reservoir, and output nodes. Arrows represent non-zero weighted connections. Dotted
arrows denote optional connections.
ever, the two methods have a very different background [15]. The initial ESN
publications were framed in settings of machine learning and nonlinear signal pro-
cessing applications [10, 12, 17–19]. In contrast, LSMs were developed from a
computational neuroscience background, aiming at elucidating principal compu-
tational properties of microcircuits [11, 20–22].
This difference in background also explains the main difference between LSMs
and ESNs [23]. ESNs standardly use simple sigmoid neurons or leaky integrator
neuron models, while LSMs use more sophisticated and biologically realistic mod-
els built from a spiking neuron model called the Leaky Integrate and Fire (LIF)
neuron [24] and dynamic synaptic connection models [25] in the reservoir. Since
the model of both the connections and the neurons themselves in LSMs is quite
sophisticated, it has a large number of free parameters to be set, which is done
manually, guided by biologically observed parameter ranges. The parameters of
ESNs, e.g., the warm-up drop and the leak rate, are more intuitive and can easily be
set by using rules of thumb or performing parameter sweeps. Moreover, LSMs re-
quire pulse trains as input data. Translating continuous data, of which the training
data of the medical problem under study in this research consists, to pulse trains is
a complex problem. Consequently, LSMs are usually more difficult to implement,
to correctly set up and tune, and typically more expensive to emulate on digital
computers than simple ESN-type “weighted sum and non-linearity” RNNs. Thus
LSMs are less widespread for engineering applications of RNNs than ESNs. This
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makes ESNs the better choice for “simple” engineering tasks, such as the medical
classification problem under study in this research.
The idea of separation between a reservoir and a readout function has also
been arrived at from the point of view of optimizing the performance of the RNN
training algorithms that use error backpropagation. It was found that the Atiya-
Parlos recurrent learning (APRL) rule [26] restricts the adaptation of the weights
to the output layer, effectively splitting the RNN into a reservoir and a readout
layer. The outputs weights are trained and the internal weights are only globally
scaled up or down a bit [27]. This lead to a learning rule for RNNs called BPDC.
Here too, sigmoidal neurons are used, but a significant difference between BPDC
reservoirs and ESNs is the fact that feedback connections from the readout layer
into the reservoir and into the readout layer itself are used, whereas in practice this
is hardly ever the case for ESNs [14]. As for the medical classification task under
scrutiny these feedback connections are not needed, ESNs were used instead of
BPDC in this research.
More information about the different reservoir computing methods and their
various properties and application domains can be found in Verstraeten et al.,
Jaeger et al., and Lukosˇevicˇius and Jaeger [14, 15, 23].
Thus, the ESN was selected as reservoir computing method to handle the med-
ical classification problem studied in this research. The medical time series are
also classified using support vector machines (SVM) and the naive Bayes (NB)
classifier. This way, we can compare the performance of two traditional classifiers
- a sophisticated and a simple one - and the recent classifier based on ESN.
Although medical data are often time series, little medical applications of ESN
have been studied yet. To our knowledge, apart from this study, of which a pre-
liminary report has been published which focusses on the clinical aspect of the
study [28], ESN have been applied to two other medical use cases. An abstract re-
ported the classification of autistic and normal children [29] and a study described
the detection of epileptic seizures on rat data using reservoir computing [30, 31].
In time-oriented medical studies, longitudinal data analysis is a popular ap-
proach. However, this is only suitable for relatively short time series - typically up
to 10 measurements per input parameter - since longitudinal data analysis focuses
on the correlation of measurements within a time series, which diminishes when
the time series grows and measurements lie further apart in time [32]. Another
approach is repeatedly performing data analysis only in a very small interval or
individual points in time. However, this neglects the temporal nature of the data
almost completely.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The application data
is described in Section D.2. In Section D.3 the classification, feature extraction
and selection, and performance evaluation methods used in this study are briefly
introduced. Section D.4 then summarizes the experimental setup, after which the
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results are presented in Section D.5. These are discussed in Section D.6 after
which a conclusion is formulated in Section D.7.
D.2 Application data
Since we want to explore the advantages of the use of echo state networks in this
study, a simple problem is selected. That is, a problem that is easily solved by an
expert in the field. This way, we are sure that the required information to solve the
problem is contained in the data and that the acquired result is the outcome of the
used method, not the used data.
In collaboration with the ICU department of the Ghent University we selected
the problem of predicting whether or not a patient will need dialysis between five
and ten days after admission in the ICU. The prediction is made at hour 72 after
submission, so only the diuresis and creatinine values of the first three days after
ICU admission were retrieved from the ICU database for each patient included
in the study. The study population consisted of an observational cohort of 916
patients admitted consecutively to the ICU between May 31st 2003 and Novem-
ber 17th 2007. These patients were selected from a total of 9752 medical and
surgical ICU (MICU/SICU) patients admitted in this period after application of
inclusion/exclusion criteria. Namely, 8725 patients with a length of stay in the
ICU of less than 10 days and 111 patients who received dialysis in the first five
days of ICU admission were excluded from analysis.
Diuresis is measured in 2 hour intervals, while creatinine is measured one, two
or exceptionally three times a day. These measurements are performed by hand,
so there exists some variance in the intervals between succeeding measurements.
Also the interval between creatinine measurements is larger than the one between
diuresis measurements. However, the input time series needs to contain measure-
ments over regular time intervals and these intervals must be the same for both
input parameters. Therefore linear interpolation of the data is the very first prepro-
cessing step.
The availability of both diuresis and creatinine measurements does not fully
overlap. Measurements not within the overlapping interval are excluded from the
data. Patients who do not have an overlapping interval of minimal 40 measure-
ments are excluded from the study. After pre-processing, 830 patients are available
with 60 interpolated measurements for both creatinine and diuresis. Figure D.2
visualizes these interpolated creatinine and diuresis measurements, expressed as
milliliter/hour (ml/hr), for two patients. The patient in Figure 2a needed dialysis
between five and ten days after ICU admission and the patient in Figure 2b did
not. The interval between these measurements is 1 hour, so the data consists of
a 60 hour period somewhere in the first 3 days of the patient’s stay in the ICU.
62% of the patients were male and the mean age of the study population was 58.6
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Figure D.2: Interpolated creatinine and diuresis measurements for an example patient
who a) needed dialysis between five and ten days after ICU admission b) who did not
need dialysis.
years. The selected population had a total mortality rate of 17% and the mean
Simplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS) II score was 37.2. 82/830 (9.9%)
patients needed dialysis between the fifth and tenth day after admission, while the
remaining 748/830 (90.1%) patients did not need dialysis during that period.
D.3 Classifiers
In this section we discuss the feature extraction and selection methods and the clas-
sifiers under study. The time series are classified using support vector machines,
the naive Bayes classifier and echo state networks. Prior to the use of SVM and
the NB classifier, feature extraction and selection is required to reduce the number
of input features and thus alleviate the effect of curse of dimensionality [33]. This
way, we can compare the performance of two traditional classifiers - a sophisti-
cated and a simple one - and the recent classifier based on ESN.
D.3.1 Feature extraction and selection
Classical classification techniques, such as the SVM and NB classifier, have been
designed with a static data model in mind and are not suitable for coping with
the dynamic nature of time series. The performance of the SVM and NB classi-
fiers suffers from a large number of features if not all the features are of the same
type and of equal importance [33]. This is the case in the medical problem ad-
dressed in this research as it consists of two types of features, namely diuresis and
creatinine values. 60 interpolated measurements for both diuresis and creatinine
are used as features. Not all these measurements are equally important as expert
opinion reveals that the tails of the time series, i.e., later measurements, contain
more information than the start of the series.
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An inclusion of a large number of features in the SVM and NB classifiers leads
to “the curse of dimensionality” [33, 34], which is associated with the following
shortcomings:
• As the input dimensionality increases, the computational complexity and
memory requirements of the model increase, which in turn increases the
time to build the models.
• As the input variables increase, the number of training samples required also
increase.
• Misconvergence and poor model accuracy may result from the inclusion of
irrelevant inputs due to an increase in the number of local minima present in
the error surface.
• Interpreting complex models is more difficult than interpreting simple mod-
els that give comparable results.
Feature extraction, which generates additional features from the time series,
and feature selection, which selects the most appropriate features and thus reduces
the amount of input features, helps to improve the performance of learning models
by [35]:
• Alleviating the effect of the curse of dimensionality
• Enhancing generalization capability
• Speeding up the learning process and
• Improving model interpretability.
To make sure that all the information contained in the time series is captured,
extensive feature extraction is applied for the SVM and the NB classifier. Features
are therefore extracted that capture the overall properties of the time series and the
correlation between the different measurements in the time series. For each time
series the minimum, maximum, mean, median, 25th percentile, 75th percentile,
standard deviation (stdev), the linear regression (y = ax + b) coefficients a and b
and the area under the curve (AUC) are calculated. This results in 10 features per
time serie.
As mentioned previously, expert opinion reveals that the tails of the time series
contain more information than the start of the series. We therefore repeat the fea-
ture extraction multiple times for reduced time series. The 10 features are extracted
for the full time series, the 59 last values of the time series, the 58 last values of the
time series, ..., and the 2 last values of the time series. This results in 59∗10 = 590
extracted features per input parameter, or 1180 extracted features in total. Finally
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we add the measurements themselves to the extracted feature set as well, which
results in 1180 + 2 ∗ 60 = 1300 features.
Feature selection needs to be performed on these 1300 features to select the
most useful ones for the NB and SVM classifiers. Ideally, a brute-force search is
performed in which the classification performance of each possible combination of
features is tested and the best combination is selected. Brute-force feature selection
is however very resource-intensive. As the number of possible feature combina-
tions for 1300 features is nearly endless, namely (21300−1) possible combinations,
the required computation time would be virtually infinite.
To boost the performance, a greedy feature selection algorithm is used which
iteratively adds the feature that improves prediction the best out of a set of fea-
tures that show little multicollinearity with the already selected set of features.
This approach is similar to the one used by Langley and Sage [36], but in each
iteration we filter the set of candidates so that it contains only features that are
not collinear with the already selected set. This drastically reduces the size of
the set of candidate features in each iteration and therefore speeds up the feature
selection process. Detection of multicollinearity is done using the common rule of
thumb: variance inflation factor > 5 [37]. The classifier used in this hybrid
filter-wrapper method [35] is the NB classifier.
All data is globally scaled to the [−0.9, 0.9] interval. Scaling features to a fixed
interval is necessary to avoid favoring a feature only because it has the largest scale.
The bounds−0.9 and 0.9 are chosen instead of−1 and 1 to avoid excessive weight
saturation in the recurrent artificial neural network.
D.3.2 Support vector machines
As first discussed by Cortes and Vapnik [38], a SVM tries to separate positive and
negative examples in a multi-dimensional space by a hyperplane.
Assume that the training data is labeled as {xi, yi}, i = 1, . . . , l, yi ∈ {−1, 1},
xi ∈ Rd. The points x that lie on the hyperplane satisfy the equationw ·x+b = 0,
where w is normal to the hyperplane. d+ and d− are the shortest distances from
the separating hyperplane to the closest positive and negative example. The margin
of the separating hyperplane is then defined as d+ + d−.
The SVM discussed by Cortes and Vapnik [38] was a linear classifier. For the
linearly separable case, the SVM searches for the hyperplane that separates the
data from the two classes with maximal margin [39]. This search can be formu-
lated as an optimization problem, where
∑
i
αi − 1
2
∑
i,j
αi αj yi yj xi · xj (D.1)
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is maximized, subject to ∑
i
αi yi = 0, for αi ≥ 0 (D.2)
with αi being the Lagrangian multipliers for each training example. Given the αi,
the solution is given by
w =
∑
i
αi yi xi (D.3)
The examples for which αi > 0 are called support vectors. All other example have
αi = 0.
When the positive and negative examples are not linearly separable, an addi-
tional condition needs to be added:
0 ≤ αi ≤ C (D.4)
This gives the αi een upper bound of C.
Switching to the non-linear case can be done by using the kernel-trick [40].
Notice that the data appears in the training problems, see Equation D.1, only in
the form of dot products xi · xj . If the data is mapped to some other Euclidian
space H, using a mapping Φ : Rd 7→ H, the training problem can be solved in
H by replacing xi · xj by Φ(xi) · Φ(xj). If there is a kernel function K such that
K(xi,xj) = Φ(xi) ·Φ(xj), then only K needs to be used in the training algorithm
and it never needs to be explicitly known what Φ is. An example of such a kernel
function and the one which was used in this study is the Radial Basis Function
(RBF) kernel function. Ru¨ping [41] showed that the RBF kernel performs very
well on different types of time series and learning tasks. The RBF kernel function
has the following definition:
K(xi,xj) = exp(−γ ‖xi − xj‖2) (D.5)
This results in a training algorithm with only two parameters, namely C and γ.
For a more detailed introduction to SVMs, we refer to Burges [42]. SVMs have
been successfully applied to perform time series prediction and prediction on real
problems in different engineering fields [41, 43–45].
The libSVM [46] support vector machine implementation is used in this study.
The C and γ parameters were optimized using parameter sweeps during each ex-
periment, as is further detailed in Section D.4.
D.3.3 Naive Bayes classifier
The Naive Bayes Classifier is based on the application of Bayes’ theorem, which
relates the conditional and marginal probabilities of events A and B:
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
(D.6)
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where P (A) is the prior probability of A, P (B) is the prior probability of B,
P (A|B) is the posterior probability of A and P (B|A) is the posterior probability
B.
A custom Java implementation of the Naive Bayes classifier is used in this
study. This Naive Bayes classifier estimates the prior probability of class A as
P (A) ≈ #items of class A in the training set
total#items in the training set
(D.7)
When a previously unseen example X is presented to the classifier, the likelihood
of class A is estimated as
Li(A) ≈ #items of class A in the training set in the neighborhood of X
total#items of class A in the training set
(D.8)
Assuming that each feature is conditionally independent of every other feature, the
posterior probability that a previously unseen example X belongs to class A can
be estimated as
P (X = A) ≈ P (A)× Li(A) (D.9)
The number of examples in the training set that constitute the neighborhood of
a previously unseen sample X , denoted by parameter k, is the only configurable
parameter of the used Naive Bayes implementation. Parameter sweeps were per-
formed to determine the optimal value for k per experiment, as is further detailed
in Section D.4.
It can be noted that the Naive Bayes classifier is based on applying Bayes’
theorem with strong independence assumptions. However, empirical results show
that it performs surprisingly well in many domains containing clear feature depen-
dencies [47]. Zhang [48] shows that the feature dependence distribution plays a
crucial role in the explanation of this behavior and that sufficient and necessary
conditions for the optimality of Naive Bayes can be formulated.
D.3.4 Echo state networks
The key idea in reservoir computing [14] is to feed time series to a reservoir,
thereby modeling the dynamics of the system which generates the time series. The
reservoir is then read by a readout function in order to make predictions using the
constructed model. When training the model, only the readout function is modi-
fied, the complex dynamic modeling behavior of the reservoir is left unchanged.
In ESN [12], the reservoir consists of a recurrent artificial neural network with
sigmoid activation functions and the echo state property which ensures good mod-
eling abilities. A recurrent artificial neural network is said to have the echo state
property when its state is uniquely determined by the input time series. This
implies the state forgetting property: the initial state of the reservoir has no im-
pact on the state after feeding a - possibly infinite - time series. Although it is
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not yet clearly understood how it exactly works, the reservoir acts as a short-term
fading memory [17], which means in practical applications that the most recent in-
put of the network has the largest impact on the prediction outcome. The readout
function used in ESN is a linear classifier.
The general layout of an ESN is illustrated in Figure D.1. It consists of k input
nodes, n reservoir nodes, and l output nodes. Each node is a perceptron with a
sigmoid activation function. The state of each node at a given time is the weighted
sum of the last fed inputs, namely
x[t+ 1] = (1− µ)x[t] + µf(Wx[t] +Winu[t]) (D.10)
where x[t] denotes the network state at time t and u is the input matrix. Leaky
integrator neurons are used to optimize the leak rate µ of the reservoir so that it
can perfectly match the timescale of the input data. For every sample, x[0] is
initalized as 0. The weights in the ESN are represented in weight matrices. The
k × n matrix Win contains the weights between the input and reservoir nodes
and the n × n matrix W contains the recurrent weights between the reservoir
nodes. The spectral radius λmax is defined as the largest absolute eigenvalue of the
matrix W. It has been shown that reservoirs whose spectral radius is larger than
one (|λmax| > 1) do not have the echo state property, but in practice the spectral
radius is chosen close to one to achieve a suitable dynamic response [12]. Zero
weights are the equivalent of the absence of connections. Feedback connections
from output nodes to reservoir nodes and connections from input nodes directly to
output nodes are optional.
By using Equation D.10 the echo state network can be recursively simulated
using the training data Dtrain. After each sample of the training data is simulated,
the |Dtrain| reservoir state matrices are concatenated in a large state matrix A.
Because an ESN is a dynamical system, it takes some time before the full effects of
the input are visible in the reservoir states. Therefore, the initial states containing
the transient effects are discarded which is known as warm-up drop. The number
of states that is discarded is determined by the warm-up drop parameter α.
Different methods can then be used to train the linear readout function, and thus
to determine the elements of the (k+n+ l)× l output weight matrixWout, which
contains the weights between the reservoir nodes and the output nodes. A complete
overview and discussion of the different available techniques reported in literature
for training the readout function of the reservoir can be found in Lukosˇevicˇius and
Jaeger [23]. As the medical problem under study does not require on-line adap-
tation of the model, batch learning can be performed. In batch mode, the most
recommended and used method is ridge or Tikhonov Regression [49], as it has the
lowest computational cost, while still allowing to perform regularization. Ridge
regression introduces a regularization parameter λ. In addition to improving the
numerical stability, the regularization in effect reduces the magnitudes of entries
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in Wout, thus mitigating sensitivity to noise and overfitting. However, because
Fisher weighting is also used in this study to deal with the unbalanced data set,
as further explained in the last two paragraphs of this section, ridge regression
could not be used as this combination is not implemented in the Reservoir Com-
puting Toolbox (RCToolbox) [50]. In this study, the RCToolbox is used to run the
ESN experiments. However, using ridge regression is equivalent with using least
squares regression [51] with noise. So, in this study, Wout is trained by perform-
ing least squares regression on the matrix A, using the desired output matrix y as
the right-hand side. Thus, the matrixWout is computed that satisfies the equation:
Wout = minW ‖A×W − y‖2 . (D.11)
In practice, this equation can be computed in a single step by using the Moore-
Penrose generalized matrix inverse, or pseudo-inverse, of the matrix A [52]. This
provides least squares regression with a similar numerical stability as ridge regres-
sion. Gaussian noise is added to the matrix A in order to control the trade-off
between model complexity and generalization capability (avoid overfitting). This
guarantees that the model is complex enough to accurately model the underly-
ing system, but not too complex such that it becomes sensitive to the noise in
the samples. Similar to ridge regression, the amount of noise is determined by a
regularization parameter λ.
Other methods that are sometimes used in literature to train the linear read-
out function are weighted regression and evolutionary search [53]. The first uses
weights to emphasize some time steps t over others. As this study wanted to
evaluate how well the ESN performed on the time series without using domain
expert knowledge, this method was not used. State-of-art evolutionary methods
are able to achieve the same level of precision for supervised tasks as with the best
application of linear regression. However, their computational cost is much higher.
Finally, the output of the reservoir can be computed as follows:
yˆ[k] = Woutx[k] (D.12)
where yˆ is the actual output of the reservoir system.
As mentioned previously, the RCToolbox is used to run the ESN experiments.
As the original time series, and thus not the extracted features, are used as input for
the ESN, a reservoir with k = 2 input nodes and l = 1 output nodes is initialized.
The elements of the input weight matrix Win are drawn from the discrete set
{−0.1, 0.1} with equal probabilities. The density of the input weight matrix is
10%, which means that 10% of the weights are non-zero. The elements of the
reservoir weight matrix W are drawn from a Gaussian distribution. The density
D of the reservoir weight matrix is chosen as d = 20%. The optimal value for the
regularization parameter λ is determined by performing a brute-force grid search
of the parameter space with cross-validation.
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Output-to-output connections are not used. Input-to-output connections are
used to enable a direct linear mapping of the input.
The RCToolbox allows performing parameter sweeps to find the optimal val-
ues for the various parameters of an ESN, namely the leak rate µ, the number of
reservoir nodes n, the spectral radius λmax and the warm-up drop parameter α.
These optimal values are found by performing a sensitivity analysis for each pa-
rameter. This means that the values for this parameter are varied while all other
parameter settings of the ESN are left unchanged. The parameter value which
results in the best average performance of the ESN is chosen.
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Figure D.3: Sensitivity analysis of the leak rate of the reservoir. Dots and crosses are
measured values. Lines are interpolated values. The area under the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) is a performance measure. The solid line is the
average performance in 30 runs. The dotted line denotes the observed standard deviation.
The sensitivity analysis of the leak rate µ is visualized in Figure D.3. This
figure shows the observed average performance and its standard deviation in 30
runs for leak rate values between µ = 0.01 and µ = 1. Higher performance
values are better. For a more detailed explanation of the performance measure, see
Section D.3.5. Different runs with the same settings result in different performance
results because the data is randomly divided among the folds and the reservoir is
randomly initialized. In theory, performance should not depend on these random
circumstances. In practice, the dependence should be minimized. For example
because of the limited amount of available data, there will always be a certain
amount of dependence on how exactly the data is divided among the folds. In
this problem setting, the best average performance and the smallest deviation in
performance is aimed at. From Figure D.3 it is clear that adjusting the leak rate
does not boost the performance of the ESN significantly. Likely this is due to
the fact that in this case, the optimal parameters of the ESN are outside the usual
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range: for the high total input to the reservoir used here, the reservoir acts more
like a static kernel rather than a dynamical system. As a consequence, the leak rate
is chosen to be the value µ = 0.01. This is the default value for the leak rate in the
RCToolbox. This means that the reservoir will work very slowly, implementing a
low-pass filter.
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Figure D.4: Sensitivity analysis of the number of reservoir nodes. Dots and crosses are
measured values. Lines are interpolated values. The area under the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) is a performance measure. The solid line is the
average performance in 30 runs. The dotted line denotes the observed standard deviation.
The sensitivity analyses of the number of reservoir nodes n and the spectral
radius λmax are shown in Figures D.4 and D.5. These figures show the observed
average performance and its standard deviation in 30 runs for number of reservoir
nodes between n = 10 and n = 300 and for spectral radius values between λmax =
0.1 and λmax = 1.5. From Figures D.4 and D.5 it can be derived that adjusting the
number of reservoir nodes n or the spectral radius λmax also had minimal effects
on the performance of the ESN. As mentioned previously, a spectral radius close
to one should be chosen to achieve a suitable dynamic response and to guarantee
that the echo state property holds. Therefore, the spectral radius is chosen to be
the value λmax = 0.99. The weights are rescaled so that the spectral radius λmax is
set to this value. The number of reservoir nodes was chosen to be n = 70, as this
was the parameter value with the highest average AUC across all the runs.
Finally, the warm-up drop parameter α is optimized by performing a sensitivity
analysis. The observed average performance and its standard deviation in 30 runs
for warm-up drop values between α = 0 (no warm-up drop) and α = 59 (only the
last time point remains) are plotted in Figure D.6. From Figure D.6 it is clear that
adjusting the warm-up drop parameter significantly boosts the performance of the
ESN. A warm-up drop of α = 56 first time steps of the time series leads to the best
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Figure D.5: Sensitivity analysis of the spectral radius. Dots and crosses are measured
values. Lines are interpolated values. The area under the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve (AUC) is a performance measure. The solid line is the average performance
in 30 runs. The dotted line denotes the observed standard deviation.
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Figure D.6: Sensitivity analysis of the warm-up drop parameter of the echo state
network. Dots and crosses are measured values. Lines are interpolated values. The area
under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) is a performance
measure. The solid line is the average performance in 30 runs. The dotted line denotes the
observed standard deviation.
performance results. This corresponds with the opinion of the domain experts that
the tail of the time series contains more information than the start of the series.
As can be noted from Section D.2, the dataset is unbalanced. There are a
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lot more examples of patients who did not receive dialysis between the fifth and
tenth day after admission than there are patients that did (748 vs. 82 of the 830
patients). This unbalance will have an effect on the generalization capabilities
of the classifiers. Since the read-out is trained using regression, the separating
hyperplane will shift towards the class centers that are most present in the dataset
(the threshold will not be zero). This is undesirable as one wants the hyperplane
to lie in the middle between the two classes (threshold equal to zero). To achieve
this, Fisher labeling is applied [54].
Assume, that the positive class has n1 examples and the negative class has n2
examples, then Fisher labeling relabels these classes from the usual [−1, 1] for
positive and negative examples respectively to [(n1 + n2)/n1, (n1 + n2)/n2]. In
this way, the class labels reflect the unbalance of the number of examples in each
class. This guarantees that the shifting of the hyperplane is undone. Thus for this
dataset, the Fisher labeling relabels the classes to [830/82, 830/748].
D.3.5 Performance evaluation
Each of the 3 used methods outputs a prediction score. The SVM and the NB
output a prediction score per sample. The ESN, on the other hand, outputs a pre-
diction score per time point in the time series. As the warm-up drop parameter α is
set to 56, only 4 time points remain and thus 4 prediction scores are outputted by
the ESN per sample. These are summarized to one prediction score per sample by
taken the mean of these 4 values. In contrast with a categorical prediction - class
A versus class B - a prediction score is a value x ∈ < in the interval ]−∞,+∞[.
The sign of x corresponds to a class while the magnitude of x reflects the esti-
mated probability of actually belonging to that class. By varying the prediction
threshold, different classifiers can be constructed. These classifiers vary from one
that classifies all patients into one class to one that classifies all patients into the
other class.
The correctness of a classification can be evaluated by computing the num-
ber of true positives (TP , positive examples classified as positive), true negatives
(TN , negative examples classified as negative), false positives (FP , negative ex-
amples classified as positive), and false negatives (FN , positive example classified
as negative) respectively. The most often used measures for binary classification
based on these values are Accuracy, Precision, Sensitivity (Recall), Specificity, F-
Score and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) [55]. These measures differ in
their ability to preserve their value under a change of the number TP , TN , FP ,
and/or FN . A measure is invariant if its value does not change when one or more
of the TP , TN , FP , or FN values change. This inability can be beneficial or
adverse, depending on the goal of the classification task. More information about
the different performance measures for classification can be found in Sokolova and
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Lapalme [55].
For the medical problem under scrutiny, we are interested in the overall perfor-
mance of the classifier, i.e., interested in the performance of the classifier on both
identifying and correctly classifying positive and negative examples. In other
words, it is equally important to correctly identify whether a patient will receive
dialysis or not between five and ten days after admission in the ICU. Precision,
Recall and F-Score are invariant to changes in the number of TN . These mea-
sures thus do not acknowledge the ability of the classifiers to correctly identify
negative examples. In contrast, Specificity is invariant to changes in the number
of TP . This measure thus does not acknowledge the ability of the classifiers to
correctly identify positive examples. Consequently, two measures remain that are
non-invariant to changes to the number of TN and TP , namely AUC and accu-
racy. However, the accuracy is invariant to the distribution of classification results
because it does not distinguish TP from TN and FN from FP . This measure is
thus not trustworthy when using unbalanced data sets. The AUC is non-invariant
to the distribution of classification results, which makes it a good measure for
comparing classifiers on unbalanced data sets, such as the one used in this study.
The AUC is calculated based on the Specificity and Sensitivity performance
measures of the classifier. Sensitivity measures the proportion of actual positive
examples, i.e., patients needing dialysis, which are correctly identified by the clas-
sifier as follows:
Sensitivity =
TP
TP + FN
. (D.13)
In contrast, Specificity measures the proportion of actual negative examples, which
are correctly identified by the classifier as follows:
Specificity =
TN
TN + FP
. (D.14)
Plotting Sensitivity versus (1−Specificity) for all these classifiers, results in the so
called receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [56]. The area under this ROC
curve (AUC) is an estimation of the probability that a positive patient receives a
higher prediction score than a negative patient by the classification method under
study. AnAUC value of 1.0 indicates a classifier that perfectly separates positives
from negatives, while a classifier that randomly classifies patients as positive or
negative corresponds to AUC = 0.5. All other classifiers will result in 0.5 <
AUC < 1.0.
A two-sample t-test is used to determine whether an observed difference in
AUC is random or real. A p-value expresses the probability of having a test statis-
tic at least as extreme as the one that was actually observed, assuming that the
null-hypothesis is true. The lower the p-value, the less likely the result, and con-
sequently the more statistically significant the result is. A result is statistically
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significant if it is unlikely that it occurred by chance. Generally, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected if the p-value is smaller than or equal to the significance level, α.
In this paper, the test statistics are the average AUCs across the 30 runs for
each classifier. The null-hypothesis in these tests is that both average AUCs are
equal. The significance level α is chosen to be 0.05, which expresses that results
that are only 5% likely or less are deemed extraordinary, given that the null hy-
pothesis is true.
Since we test 3 average AUCs for equality, the significance level α must be
corrected for multiple testing. This can be done by applying Dunn-Sˇida´k correc-
tion [57], that is
αcor = 1− (1− α)1/C , (D.15)
where α is the chosen significance level, αcor is the corrected α-value, and C is
the number of tests. The null-hypothesis in this test is that both average AUCs
are equal. Thus the corrected significance level, with whom the p-values are com-
pared, is
αcor = 1− (1− 0.05)1/3 = 0.016952. (D.16)
When choosing a prediction threshold, we can select the value where the bal-
anced accuracy of the classifier is the highest. We define balanced accuracy as
follows:
balanced accuracy =
Sensitivity + Specificity
2
. (D.17)
Using maximum balanced accuracy prevents favoring a classifier that always out-
puts the majority class in the case of heavily unbalanced data sets such as the one
used in this study. If the classifier performs equally well on either class, this term
reduces to the conventional accuracy, i.e., the number of correct predictions di-
vided by the total number of predictions. In contrast, if the conventional accuracy
is above chance only because the classifier takes advantage of an imbalanced test
set, then the maximum balanced accuracy will drop to chance.
As can be seen, the AUC gives us a global view on the quality of the con-
structed classifiers, while the maximum balanced accuracy is an indication of the
best prediction accuracy we can expect. Moreover, the AUC is well-known and
much used performance measure of binary classification tasks within the medical
domain [58]. Both the AUC and maximum balanced accuracy are invariant to a
uniform change of positive and negative examples in the data set. This means that
these measures are stable with the respect to the uniform increase of the data size.
As in our medical problem, the proportion of representatives for the positive and
negative class will remain stable across different data sizes, these measures are a
good choice. We will also look at the required execution time, which is a measure
for the computational complexity of the methods under study.
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D.4 Problem setting
To summarize, we compare the classification performance of 3 methods on the
given problem. The performance measures are AUC and maximum balanced ac-
curacy, which are determined for each of the methods using cross-validation. The
computational complexity of the methods is compared through their required exe-
cution times. All these tests were performed on the same machine - Advanced Mi-
cro Devices (AMD) Athlon 64 X 2 Dual Core Processor, 3000 megahertz (MHz)
Central Processing Unit (CPU), 2 Gigabyte (GB) of Random-Access Memory
(RAM) - under exactly the same conditions.
The input data consists of 2 time series per patient. Each time series consists
of 60 linear interpolated values, which are constructed out of the original patient
data. For the ESN method, no further preprocessing of the data is necessary. Prior
to the use of SVM and the NB classifier, feature extraction and selection and global
rescaling of the data is required.
Several parts of the algorithms under study have a stochastic nature. Examples
are the random division of the available data into folds and the random initializa-
tion of the reservoir weights in the ESN. To avoid faulty interpretation of results
that origin from a coincidental odd configuration, the experiments are repeated 30
times, each time using another random initialization.
The pre-processing phase of the SVM and NB classifier, consisting of the fea-
ture extraction and selection process and global rescaling of the data, is also sub-
ject to random factors, for example, the random division of the available data into
folds. Moreover, there are several multicollinear features. In each iteration of the
feature selection, the set of candidates is filtered so that it contains only features
that are not collinear with the already selected set. Which of the multicollinear
features thus ends up in the selected set is also subject to the random initialization
of the feature selection. Therefore, this pre-processing phase is also repeated for
each run of the SVM and NB classifier.
Consequently, the data set that is used as input for the NB and SVM classifiers
is different in every run. To determine the optimal values for the parameter k of
the NB classifier and parameters C and γ of the SVM classifier parameter sweeps
thus need to be performed for each of the 30 runs. For each parameter, the value is
selected that achieves the highest performance for the classifier in that run. Conse-
quently, different parameter values are obtained for the NB and SVM classifiers in
each run. The optimal value of the parameter k of the NB classifier across the 30
runs ranges from k = 29 to k = 47 and is on average k = 40. The optimal value
of the parameters C and γ of the SVM classifier across the 30 runs range from
C = −4.12 to C = 23.65 and γ = −22.05 to γ = −10.57 and are on average
C = 17.66 and γ = −17.58.
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D.5 Results
best average stdev CI 95% CI 99%
ESN - optimized 0.854 0.849 0.002 0.001 0.001
ESN - default 0.804 0.799 0.003 0.001 0.001
SVM + FE + FS 0.857 0.838 0.021 0.007 0.010
NB + FE + FS 0.885 0.874 0.006 0.002 0.003
Table D.1: Observed area under the curve (AUC) in 30 runs using 3 different
classification methods: the echo state network (ESN), the support vector machine (SVM)
and the naive Bayes classifier (NB). The latter two are preceded by a pre-processing
phase, consisting of the feature extraction (FE) and feature selection (FS) process and
global rescaling of the data.
best average stdev CI 95% CI 99%
ESN - optimized 0.803 0.795 0.002 0.001 0.001
ESN - default 0.746 0.742 0.003 0.001 0.001
SVM + FE + FS 0.812 0.784 0.019 0.007 0.009
NB + FE + FS 0.826 0.809 0.009 0.003 0.004
Table D.2: Observed maximum balanced accuracy in 30 runs using 3 different
classification methods: the echo state network (ESN), the support vector machine (SVM),
and the naive Bayes classifier (NB). The latter two are preceded by a pre-processing
phase, consisting of the feature extraction (FE) and feature selection (FS) process and
global rescaling of the data.
SVM + FE + FS NB + FE + FS
ESN - optimized 0.0097 < 0.001
SVM + FE + FS < 0.001
Table D.3: P -values resulting from the tests for equality between the AUCs.
Table D.1 and Table D.2 show respectively the observed AUC and maximum
balanced accuracy performance measures. The best maximum balanced accu-
racy and best AUC achieved across the 30 runs for each classification method
are shown as well as the average value and its accompanying standard deviation
(stdev) and Confidence Intervals (CI) at 95% and 99%. The performance measures
for the ESN classifier are shown for both the configuration for which all the param-
eter values of the ESN were optimized through parameter sweeps and the default
configuration which uses the default settings of the RCToolbox for the ESN. The
default settings are a reservoir size n = 100, a leak rate µ = 0.01, a scale factor
λmax = 0.9 and a warm-up drop α = 0. Table D.3 contains the p-values that are
obtained while testing the average AUCs for equality.
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Figure D.7: The obtained ROC curves in run 2 for the echo state network (ESN), the
support vector machine (SVM), and the naive Bayes classifier (NB). The latter two are
preceded by a pre-processing phase, consisting of the feature extraction (FE) and feature
selection (FS) process and global rescaling of the data.
Figure D.7 shows the obtained ROC curves in run 1. The obtained ROC curves
in the other runs are very similar.
average stdev CI 95% CI 99%
ESN 253.87ms 6.86ms 2.45ms 3.22ms
SVM & NB 3h 59m 55s 245.93ms 47m 6s 299.70ms 16m 51s 359.77ms 22m 9s 152.05ms
Table D.4: Required computation time for the data pre-processing phase for the support
vector machine (SVM), the naive Bayes classifier (NB) and the echo state network (ESN).
SVM and NB share the same pre-processing phase, consisting of the feature extraction
(FE) and feature selection (FS) process and global rescaling of the data.
As Table D.4 shows, the pre-processing phase preceding the support vector
machines and naive Bayes classifier approach, which includes the loading and
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interpolating the data and performing feature extraction and selection, requires
on average 3 hours (h) 59 minutes (m) 55 seconds (s) and 245.93 milliseconds
(ms) of computation time. The pre-processing phase for the recurrent reservoir,
which only includes loading and interpolating the data as no feature extraction and
selection is needed, requires on average only 253.87 ms of computation time.
average stdev CI 95% CI 99%
ESN - default 6m 35s 209.35ms 1s 247.55ms 446.42ms 586.70ms
SVM 14m 19s 936.23ms 5m 37s 934.51ms 2m 0s 926.09ms 2m 38s 923.82ms
NB 35m 37s 258.40ms 39s 154.80ms 14s 11.11ms 18s 413.72ms
ESN - 1 parameter 6m 35s 117.86ms 2s 647.05ms 947.22ms 1s 244.86mssweep
Table D.5: Required train time for the support vector machine (SVM), the naive Bayes
classifier (NB) and the echo state network (ESN)
Table D.5 shows the computation time needed to train the three classifiers.
The reported train time includes finding the optimal value for the size of the neigh-
borhood k, see Equation D.8, for the NB classifier, for the C and γ parameters,
see Equations D.4 and D.5, of the SVM classifier and the regularization parame-
ter λ of the ESN classifier with default configuration. To reach the performance
results of the Optimized ESN classifier, parameter sweeps need to be performed.
The train time for performing one parameter sweep of the reservoir size, leak rate,
scale factor or warm-up drop parameters of the ESN are also reported. Performing
one sweep means that this parameter is set to 1 value (e.g. reservoir size = 300)
and the ESN is trained. In practice, mainly the warm-up drop parameter needed
to be sweeped to obtain the improved performance results of the Optimized ESN
classifier.
average stdev CI 95% CI 99%
ESN 0.030ms 0.009ms 0.003ms 0.004ms
SVM 0.033ms 0.183ms 0.065ms 0.086ms
NB 0.300ms 0.466ms 0.167ms 0.219ms
Table D.6: Required test time for the support vector machine (SVM), the naive Bayes
classifier (NB) and the echo state network (ESN).
Finally, Table D.6 visualizes the computation time needed to test the three
classifiers with data about one patient.
D.6 Discussion
The p-values comparing the naive Bayes (NB) classifier combined with feature
extraction (FE) & selection (FS), the support vector machine (SVM) combined
with FE & FS and the echo state network (ESN) classifier are smaller than the
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Dunn-Sˇida´k corrected significance level α = 0.016952, see Equation D.16. We
therefore conclude that there is a significant difference between the averageAUCs
of the used methods observed at the 5% level. This means that the SVM + FE +
FS, with an average AUC of 0.838, is the worst classifier. The NB + FE + FS
has an average AUC of 0.874 and is thus the best classifier. The ESN classifier
lies somewhere in the middle with an average AUC of 0.849. Inspection of Fig-
ure D.7, which shows the ROC curves, and Table D.2, which shows the observed
maximum balanced accuracy, see Equation D.17, confirms this conclusion. How-
ever, the results of the NB classifier combined with FE & FS are biased as the
feature selection method is a hybrid filter-wrapper method which also uses a NB
classifier as classifier. Consequently, features selected by this hybrid filter-wrapper
method are optimal for and best recognized by the NB classifier used in this feature
selection method. If we then again apply a NB classifier on the selected features,
the achieved results are slightly biased towards the NB classifier, since the selected
feature set favors this type of classifier.
Based on the observed values of the performance measures we cannot defi-
nitely favor the ESN classifier. The picture changes when we look at the pro-
cedure followed for each method. The SVM and the NB classifier are designed
for datasets where the data resides in an n-dimensional space as such. The lon-
gitudinal correlation along the different dimensions/parameters is not taken into
account in any way. Therefore SVM and NB perform rather poorly when time
series data is used unprocessed. To get satisfying results, we first must extract
useful features based on the time series. This can be done in an automated way
or by using domain knowledge of the problem at hand. Extracting features in an
automated way often results in missing important characteristics of the data, while
acquiring domain knowledge is a time consuming and often cumbersome activity.
In this study we used a combined approach, exploiting the time saving properties
of automated feature extraction and limiting the domain knowledge gathering to
acquiring general properties of the data. The latter allows to steer the automated
procedure, which avoids exploring useless regions in the search space. This ap-
proach still results in an enormous amount of candidate features, which makes a
feature selection phase necessary as well. Furthermore, both feature extraction and
feature selection phases combined require a considerable amount of computation
time, namely on average approximately 4 hours (see Table D.4).
In the ESN approach, no feature extraction and selection is needed. The reser-
voir stores features from the input data and actually adds features to it, as we go
from an input space from k = 2 dimensions to a reservoir space of n = 70 di-
mensions. Thus, by putting a reservoir between the input data and the readout, a
lot more features are available to build the estimation on. The ESN consequently
succeeds nicely in modeling the information contained in the time series data.
It therefore needs on average less than a second of pre-processing time (see Ta-
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ble D.4) and no domain knowledge. Additionally, the reservoir algorithms are
easy to implement, and existing rules of thumb suffice for acquiring a good per-
forming configuration of the reservoir, as can be noted from the performance of
the ESN with default configuration in Table D.1. Moreover, a simple linear regres-
sion classification suffices for determining the final classification results, where
complex non-linear methods are required in the traditional approach.
Note that expert opinion states that in the data used the required information
is mostly contained in the tail of the time series. This was explicitly taken into
account during the pre-processing phase of the SVM and NB classifiers by ex-
tracting features from an increasingly shorter time series. Namely, the 10 features
were extracted for the full time series, the 59 last values of the time series, the
58 last values of the time series, ..., and the 2 last values of the time series. If
we study the features, which were selected during the feature selection phase, we
see that mainly features of the shorter time series and linear regression coefficients
were selected. However, for the ESN classifier this domain knowledge does not
need to be taken explicitly into account. The ESN classifier takes it implicitly into
account because of the fading short-term memory [17] characteristic of the ESN.
This means that the most recent input of the network has the largest impact on the
prediction outcome, which matches the domain knowledge that the most important
information is contained in the tail of the time series. This explains the successful
results.
The computation time for training the ESN classifier is also better than the
other classifiers, as shown in Table D.6. However, additional time is needed to op-
timize the values of the various parameters of the ESN classifier through parameter
sweeps. Optimizing the value of the warm-up drop parameter resulted in signifi-
cant performance improvements. In practice, about 5 sweeps would have to be
performed to obtain the optimal value for the warm-up drop parameter. Therefore,
the train time for the different classifiers is comparable.
As can be derived from Table D.6, the test time of the SVM and ESN is also
comparable. The computation time for testing the NB classifier is slightly higher
on average, because the NB classifier takes into account each training sample when
calculating the neighborhood of the testing sample. Since the data set used in this
study is relatively small, the difference in test time between the NB classifier and
the SVM and ESN classifiers is still negligible.
Since the ESN allows complex non-linear modeling in a simpler and com-
putationally much more efficient way compared to the traditional approach while
yielding a comparable classification performance, the authors believe that the ESN
will play an important role in future analysis of medical time series data.
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D.7 Conclusion
Medical data often consists of time series. This kind of data should be analyzed
by specialized methods. The echo state network (ESN) is a recent method that
was optimized to handle time series data. ESNs are easy to implement and to use,
and do not require that feature extraction and selection is performed on the time
series data before using it as input. We show the usefulness of ESN by using it
to predict the need for dialysis between the fifth and tenth day after admission in
ICU patients, and comparing the results to those acquired by using support vector
machines (SVM) and the naive Bayes (NB) classifier combined with feature ex-
traction (FE) and selection (FS). A hybrid filter-wrapper feature selection method
is used with an NB classifier as classifier. Performance is measured by the area
under the ROC curve and the maximum balanced accuracy.
Limitations of this study are that no extensive comparative study was per-
formed between different feature selection methods that could be combined with
the SVM and NB classifiers and the lack of comparison of the ESN to other
classification methods which can directly process time series. Future work will
further investigate these limitations by studying if the choice of the feature selec-
tion method significantly improves the performance of the SVM and NB classifiers
on this medical classification task. Moreover, the performance of the ESN will be
compared to other reservoir computing methods, such as liquid state machines and
backpropagation decorrelation.
The results of this study showed statistically significant difference at the 5%
level between the performance of ESN and the other two methods. The SVM +
FE + FS had the worst performance, the NB classifier + FE + FS the best and
the performance of the ESN lies in the middle. However, the results of the NB
classifier + FE + FS are biased as the feature selection method is a hybrid filter-
wrapper method which also uses a NB classifier. Moreover, its simplicity in usage,
its ability to model and extract features without the need of domain knowledge,
and its limited usage of computing time, make ESN the most suitable method for
predicting the need for dialysis when using measured time series as input.
Future work will focus on applying the reservoir computing methods on a med-
ical classification task which is not trivial for the medical experts, namely detecting
whether a patient who has been admitted to the ICU has sepsis. Sepsis is the num-
ber one cause of death in the ICU.
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